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NOTICE . ?

- (Availability of' Reference Materials Cited in N RC Publications J l
' '

Most documents' cited in NRC publications will be available from one of the following sources: [
'

<10 The NRC P0blic' Document Room,1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20555 -

.

},

f 2! The NRC/GPO Sales Program, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, - r1'

Washington, DC 20555 h
1

13. g The National Technical Information Service, Springfield,' VA 22161 !j

-it is not interided to be exhaustive. '
|'Although tiie listing that follows represents the majonty of documents cited m NRC publications,

'

- Referended documents available for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Public Docu- A

ment Room include NRC correspondence and internal NRC memoranda; NRC Office.of Inspection -
and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information noticesi. inspection and investigation notices;
Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commission papers; and applicant and
licensee documents and correspondence.'

~

q

The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the NRC/GPO Sales
Program: formal NRC staff and contractor reports, NRC-sponsored conference proceedings, and

- N RC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC' regulations in the Code of -)
- Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission Issuances.

Documents avai!able from the National Technical- Information Service include NUREG' series ?-

- reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by the Atomic )
Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. >

Documents available'from public and special technical libraries include all open literature items,. I
~

'

such as books, journal and periodical articles, and transactions. Federal Register notices, federal and
state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained from these libraries. '[
Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations, and non-N RC conference }
proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the publication cited. 7

Single copies of NRC draft reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written request
to the Division of. Technical Information and Document Control, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com- . fmission, Washington, DC 20555. ;

u
. .. (

! Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory process
. .

,e

( are maintained at the NRC Library, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, and are'available = y

b there for reference use by the public. Codes and standards are.usually copyrighted and may be- ('
.

purchased from the originating organization or, if they are American National Standards, from the ' .

American National Standards Institute,1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018.
i
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WATERFORD STEAM. ELECTRIC STATION, UNIT No. 3

: 1

l

ERRATA TO T'HE SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT

SUPPLEMENT No. 9 -- NUREG-0787

l

Appendix J, Section 2, Page 5

The first line of Item 11 should read, "The NRC Office of
Investigations currently has twe1ver.open investigations
of alleged wrongdoing."
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ABSTRACT

Supplement 9 to the Safety Evaluation Report for Louisiana Power & Light's
application for a license to operate Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3
.(Docket No. 50-382), located in St. Charles Parish, Louisiana, has been jointly
prepared by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and the Region IV Office
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This supplement provides the
results of the staff's completion of its evaluation of approximately 350
allegations and concerns of poor construction practices at the Waterford 3

i facility.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AB -- American Bridge Company
ANI -- authorized nuclear inspector
ANSI -- American National Standards Institute
ASME -- American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASP -- administrative site procedures (EBASCO)"

ASTM -- American Society of Testing Materials
AWS -- Amercian Welding Society

B&B -- B&B Insulation Incorporated
BM -- bill of material
80P -- balance of plant

CAR -- corrective action report
CAT -- construction appraisal team
CB&I -- Chicago Bridge & Iron

i
CE -- Combustion Engineering Incorporated
CIWA -- condition identification work authorization
CMI -- care and maintenance instruction (EBASCO)
CMRT - certified material test report'

C of C -- certificate of compliance
C of E -- certification of equipment
CP -- construction (site) procedures (EBASCO)
CR -- conditional release
CVN -- Charpy V notch
CVN -- construction verification notification
CY -- calendar year

DBA -- design basis accident
DCIR -- daily Cadweld inspection report
DCN -- design change notice
DN -- discrepancy notice
DR -- deficiency report
DWG -- drawing

EBASCO -- EBASCO Services Incorporated
ECCS -- emergency core cooling system
EDCN -- engineering drawing change notice
EDN -- engineering discrepancy notice
EIR -- engineering information request
Erico -- Erico Products Incorporated
ESSE -- EBASCO Site Support Engineering

F&M -- Fischbach & Moore
FCR -- field change request
FHB -- fuel handling building
FSAR -- final safety analysis report
FW -- field weld
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GE0 -- GEO Testing Laboratory
GMAW - gas metal arc weld
GTAW - gas tungsten arc weld

HAZ -- heat-affected sone
HVAC -- heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

I&C -- instrumentation and control
IE -- Office of Inspection and Enforcement (NRC)
IP -- inspection proceoure (EBASCO)
'IR -- information request
IR -- inspection report
ISO -- International Standardization Organization
ISO /DWG isometric drawing

J. A. Jones -- J. A. Jones Construction Company

LOU -- Letter of Understanding (EBASCO)
LP&L -- Louisiana Power & Light Company

M&TE -- measuring and test equipment
MCP -- Mercury Company Procedure
Mercury -- Mercury Construction Company
MRIR -- material receiving inspection report
MSS -- Middle South Services

! MT -- magnetic testing

NCR -- nonconformance report'

NDE -- nondestrictive examination
NISCO -- Nuclear Inspection Services Company
NOV -- notice of violation
NPIS - nuclear plant island structure

,'
NRC -- U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NSSS -- nuclear steam supply system

! OCR -- operational control record
'

OJT -- on-the-job training
|

PCB - preliminary as-built
PCS - process control sheet
PQAM - project quality assurance manager

,

PRD - potentially reportable deficiency
PSAR - preliminary safety analysis report
PT - penetrant test (report)
PVN -- PVN Steels, Inc.
PWHT - post-weld heat treatment

,

f QA - quality assurance
' QAI - quality assurance instruction (EBASCO)
l QAIRG -- Quality Assurance Installation Review Group
I QAM - quality assurance manual

QC - quality control
QCIP - quality control inspection procedure (EBASCO)
QV - quality verification
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RAB -- reactor auxiliary building
RC -- reactor coolant
RCB -- reactor containment building
RFI -- request for information
R0S -- requisition on stores
R0W -- requisition on warehouse / request from warehouse
RT -- radiographic test

SCD -- significant construction deficiency
SES -- steam electric station
SITP -- site inspection and test procedure
Sline -- Sline Industrial Painters Incorporated
SMAW -- submerged metal arc weld
SER -- safety evaluation reporta

SSER -- supplementary safety evaluation report
SUS -- startup system
SWO -- stop work order

T-B -- Tompkins-Beckwith
10 CFR 50 -- Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50

UT -- ultrasonic testing

VQAR -- vendor quality assurance representative
'

WP -- welding procedure (EBASCO)
WP -- work procedure (J. A. Jones) ,

WPQR -- weld procedure qualification record
WPS -- welding procedure specification
WQC -- Waterford quality control procedure (EBASCO)
WSES -- Waterford Steam Electric Station
WSG -- Waterford Startup Group

,

.
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1. INTRODUCTION

On July 9,1981, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued a Safety
-Evaluation Report (SER) (NUREG-0787) related to the proposed operation of
Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit No. 3. Subsequently, eight Supplemental
Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) have been issued by the staff. This is
SSER 9.

This supplement provides, as Appendix J, the results of the staff's completion
of its evaluation of approximately 350 allegations and concerns of poor
construction practices at the Waterford facility. The discussions in this SSER
are supplementary to, and not in lieu of, the previous discussions in the SER
and it's other supplements.

Attachment No. 1 to this supplement's Appendix is the staff's response of
December 17, 1984 to the Appeal Board's Memorandum and Order dated October 2,

i 1984 (ALAB-786) dealing with the Joint Intervenor's motion to reopen
Contention 22 discussing the adequacy of the Waterford basemat. Attachment
No. 2 is the staff's response of December 21, 1984 to the second Jointi

i Intervenor's motion to reopen the hearings. The motion consisted of three
contentions concerning the licensee's Quality Assurance Program, the
licensee's character, integrity and competence, and the NRC's ef fort to:

resolve the allegations and concerns of poor contruction practices at Waterford.

The NRC Project Manager for the Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit No. 3 is
Mr. James 11. Wilson. Mr. Wilson may be contacted by calling (301) 492-7702 or
by writing to the following address:

Mr. James H. Wilson
Division of Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Copies of this supplement and a listing of documentation reviewed by the Task
Force in evaluating these allegations are available for public ir.spection at
the Commission's Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, N. W., Washington,
D.C. 20555, and the Earl K. Long Library, University of New Orleans, Lake
Front Drive, New Orleans, Louisiana 70148. Availability of all material cited
is described on the inside front cover of this report.

.
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2. THE NRC'".TERFORD 3 TASK FORCE MEMBERS CONTRIBUTING TO THIS SUPPLEMENT

W. Bare Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
B. Barnes Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
R. Bonndenberg Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

i L. Constable Region IV
' W. Crossman Region IV

D. Crutchfield Safety Assessment, NRR
B. DeBow Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
R. Farrell Region IV
T. Flippo Region IV
E. Fox Program Support Branch, IE
J._Gagliardo Reactor Training Center, IE,

L. Gilbert Region IV
R. Harbron . Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
J. Harrison Region III

,

S. Hou Mechanical Engineering Branch, NRR
C. Johnson Region IV
M. King Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
L. Lazo Licensing Branch No. 3, NRR
J. Lenardson KIST

3 W. Marini Resource Technical Services, Inc.
T. Morgan Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
R. Mullikin Region IV
M. Paranich Reactor Construction Programs Branch, IE
J. Parker Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
R. Philleo Consulting Engineer
D. Ross Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
L. Round Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
C. Schum Operating Reactors Branch #5, NRR
L. Shao Division of Emergency Technology, RES
J. Shapker Region III
R. Shewmaker Engineering & Generic Communications Branch, IE
D. Thatcher Safety Program Evaluation Branch, NRR
D. Tomlinson Region IV
R. Westberg Region III
J. Wittemore Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
L. Yang Structural and Geotechnical Engineering Branch, NRR

i
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L
. 1. Introductio'n

'

i On October 1, 1984, the NRC staff issued Supplement 7 to the Waterford Unit 3
|_ Safety Evaluation Report (SER) which provided the results to date of the

staff's evaluation of approximately 350 allegations and concerns relating to'"

poor construction practices at-the Waterford 3 facility as well as the status1' 2

, of the operating license application review. As' discussed in Supplement 7, the !

! NRC's Executive Director for Operations, in order to assure that items needing '

resolution prior to staff consideration of an operating license were promptly
addressed, delegated overall management responsibility to the Office of Nuclear ;'

Reactor Regulation. !
I

The principal-areas needing resolution included: (1) completion and'

i documentation of the review of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR);
1' (2) response to the motion before the NRC Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

Board to reopen the hearing because of cracks in the concrete basemat;.

(3) completion of NRC regional inspection actions; and (4) resolution of'

} allegations.

!
Subsequent'to the issuance of SSER 7, a motion was filed by the Joint:

1 Intervenors to reopen the hearing based on three contentions dealing with
! Quality Assurance, management integrity and the NRC staff effort dealing
j with allegations.

-

These and all other areas have been resolved to the staff's satisfaction to
I allow issuance of a license to Louisiana Power & Light (LP&L) to operate

Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit No. 3.

f In the staff's review of the Waterford 3 FSAR, an SER and eight supplements
have been previously published. At this time no safety issues from the FSAR
review remain unresolved,

f The second item that needed resolution prior to a licensing decision concerned
t the concrete common foundation basemat supporting the safety class structures
! at Waterford. On August 7, 1984 the staff filed its response to a motion to
i reopen the hearings based on cracks discovered in the basemat. The staff :

j concluded that the observed cracking ~does not affect the safety of the |

| Waterford facility. On October 2, 1984,.the Appeal Board requested additional
j information on the staff's filing. The staff filed its response on December 17,
1 1984 (See Attachment No. 1). This additional information includes a discussion ,

'

! of the allegations concerning the construction of the basemat as resolved'in
i this SSER.

Completion of routine NRC Regional inspection actions was the. third area that
| needed to be finished before a Ifcensing decision could be reached. In

|
memoranda from R. Martin, Region IV to H. Denton, NRR dated December 4,1984
and from R. Martin, Region IV to D. Eisenhut, NRR dated December 13, 1984, the;

Region IV staff found that, based on its inspections, construction is complete,i
,

preoperational testing has not revealed any significant unresolved problems,i

| and the licensee is ready and, in its judgement, competent to operate the
|

Waterford 3 plant. The licensee has sufficient trained and licensed staff to
; safely operate the Waterford 3 plant and the Region has no concerns regarding
j the fitness for duty of the Unit 3 operating staff. Region IV has no items

which would preclude issuance of a low power operating license.

| .Waterford SSER 9 -1- Appendix J
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The fourth issue involves allegations concerning construction practices. SER
No. 7, issued on October 1, 1984, resolved many of the 350 technical
allegations and concerns the staff.had identified beginning in early 1984.
However, as a result of the staff's review, 23 areas of potential safety

1 concern were identified. In a letter to the licensee dated June 13, 1984,
Louisiana Power & Light was requested to propose a program and schedule for a

! detailed and thorough safety assessment of the 23 concerns. LP&L initially
responded to the' staff's request by letter dated June 28, 1984.

After discussions with the staff the plan was revised and improved, and as the
licensee reviewed the concerns more closely their program became more detailed
and thorough. Revised program plans were submitted by letters of July 27,
September 14, 18, and 28, October 10, 19, and 31, November 21, and
December 6, 1984. As requested by the staff the program included plans to
address root cause and potential generic implications of each of the 23

j concerns.
.

| The licensee provided the results of their review and the corrective actions
taken for each of the concerns by letters dated August 10 and 27, September 4,
14, 18, and 28, October 15, 19, and 31, November 21, and December 6, 1984.

,

NRC Task Force members reviewed the 23 issues identified in the NRC letter from,

i Mr. Darrell G. Eisenhut to LP&L, Mr. J. M. Cain dated June 13, 1984. The Task
i Force specifically reviewed LP&L's responses, corrective actions, program plan,

implementing procedures, and results. The Task Force also evaluated the third
party assessment being performed by the NUS Corporation and UNC Nuclear ,

Industries Inc. , under contract to LP&L, to review the corrective action
process on the 23 issues identified by the NRC. The NRC Task Force effort
began at the site in August 1984 and was concluded in November 1984, with site

j visits being regularly conducted throughout the period.
|
t In evaluating the corrective actions, the team reviewed the LP&L plan,
! responses, corrective actions and inspection results. The Task Force reviewed

the actions and results taken on examples identified by the NRC as well as
sampling the total populations both within and outside of the licensee'ss

| evaluation process. Where the licensee performed a one hundred percent review,
a large sample was also taken. The NRC sampling process provided the staff;

| with a sufficient level of confidence to assure that the licensee had
! determined: (1) the extent and depth of the problem; (2) safety significance
; and generic implications; (3) adequacy of management controls;-(4) adequacy of
| corrective action; to correct the problem and to prevent recurrence; and
{ (5) identified impact on hardware, if any,
i
i The team reviewing the responses to the 23 issues and related information was
I comprised of 30 technical members, many of whom originally participated in
i April and May 1984 effort. Several other members were supplied from a similar
'

effort recently conducted at the Comanche Peak site. Team members were drawn
from NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, from NRC's Region III and IV

,

j Offices and from several consultants,

i

! The Task Force also discussed with the NUS Corporation their independent review
of the 23 concerns and LP&L's responses to them. NUS developed procedures to'

validate the information contained in LP&L's responses to the NRC, as well as

Waterford SSER 9 -2- Appendix J
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: verify'that corrective actions defined by LP&L in their responses were properly
i carried out. During the course of NUS's evaluation and validation activities*

j they performed inspections of field installations where necessary.
!'
' The NRC'has reviewed NUS's evaluations for each of the 23 issues. .In some
; cases NUS recommended changes to LP&L for improving their programs but in each-

,

i case NUS concluded with or without the recommended changes that the concerns
| raised by the NRC have been adequately addressed.
!

|: The staff, having reviewed the licensee's responses to the concerns raised
^

; and NUS's reports on LP&L's program, concludes that all concerns have been
.

satisfactorally addressed. The staff's evaluations for each of the 23 issues
j are included in this report. !

'
!

Also included are evaluations of nine allegations previously identified in '

SSER No. 7 (A-62, A-109, A-141,'A-167, A-248, A-252, A-255, A-338, and A-339).
The reviews of'these allegations were still in progress when SSER No. 7 was

; issued but are now complete, and the staff's evaluations are presented in this
j. report.'

The staff completed its review of an issue in Allegation A-19 requiring
i additional action by LP&L. In SSER No. 7 the NRC staff had identified some
; issues pertaining to electrical support documentation deficiencies. These
i deficiencies were identified, tracked, and are now resolved by LP&L in site r

Surveillance Report W3S-84-16S. These issues were reviewed by the NRC staff
1

and found acceptable.'

One allegation, though documented in SSER No. 7 as being resolved, requires-
! further review. The staff's review of Allegation A-256 in SSER No. 7

indicated that the Waterford 3 paint application for inside the containment'

vessel did not have any documentation concerning certification, painter
,

i qualification, quality control certification, or work activity inspection.
; This does not meet Regulatory Guide 1.54, and therefore, paints inside
{ containment are not considered qualified. The staff dispositioned Allegation
j A-256 as having no safety significance on the basis of LP&L's demonstration of
| coating adequacy through the use of an in-situ design basis accident (DBA) test.
! Upon more detailed review, however the staff has determined that the demonstrated |

adequacy of coatings inside containment based on this particular type of '

in-situ test is inconsistent with ANSI N 101.2. The in-situ DBA testing of the;
1 coatings inside containment at Waterford was limited to three test locations,
| which is not considered representative of the containment coating system, nor
! did it include the effects of radiation, and chemical spray _ solution. Because

of the potential safety significance of failure of these coatings, and in order'

! to gain confidence in the licensee's as-built configuration of coatings, the
! staff _will require that_LP&L perform a plant-specific analysis demonstrating' '

' that failure of these coatings will not adversely impact the performance of +

post-accident fluid systems. This methodology is consistent with that'in
3

Revision 1 of SRP Section 6.1.2 (December 1978), acceptance criterion II.~2.c,
; which permits non qualified coatings if "it can be justified that the debris
! will not adversely affect the performance of post-accident fluid systems." A
j condition was placed in the operating license requiring that LP&L submit the
; above plant-specific evaluation for staff review and approval prior to 1

January 18, 1985. |

. Waterford SSER 9 -3- Appendix J
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In the interim, the licensee has submitted a justification for operation of )
Waterford 3 up to 5% of rated power.- The adverse environment for coating j
failure inside containment, where sump water is necessary, could potentially i

only be produced by a break in the reactor coolant system (RCS). The
probability of an RCS break of sufficient size to degrade containment coating !

is low during the period prior to exceeding 5% power. Moreover, the low levelt !

of decay heat and fission products produced during this period would limit !4

accident consequences to low levels in the unlikely event of an RCS break. The i
'

licensee has performed an analysis employing very conservative assumptions and
has demonstrated that three hours following a large break LOCA, when ECCS flow
is first required to prevent core uncovery, the flow requirement is less than
one-half of one percent of one loop of Low Pressure Safety Injection,
approximately 20 gpm. An assumed sump blockage of 90% would still allow
sufficient coolant to the core. The staff has reviewed these analyses and is
in agreement with them.

Three additional allegations concerning construction of the Waterford 3
facility were identified to the staff after the Waterford 3 Task Force had
completed its six-week onsite review of the approximately 350 allegations.
The Waterford 3 Task Force reviewed these allegations (A-348, A-349, and A-350)
in the same manner in which the allegations discussed in SSER No. 7 were
reviewed, and their evaluations are included in this report.

On November 8, 1984 the Joint Intervenors filed another motion with the Appeal
Board to reopen the hearings. The motion consisted of three contentions
concerning the licensee's Quality Assurance Program, the licensee's

' character, integrity and competence, and the NRC's effort to resolve the
' allegations and concerns of poor construction practices at Waterford. The

staff has reviewed the supporting materials and has not identified anything
which would alter its previous conclusions concerning the basemat or the
allegations discussed in this SSER or in SSER No. 7. The staff responded

: formally to the motion on December 21, 1984 (see Attachment No. 2).

2. Summary

f Based on its review of the licensee's response and corrective action to the
staff's 23 areas of safety concern, its review of the additional allegations
and contentions not addressed in SSER No. 7, and other related information, the'

staff makes the following observations and conclusions:r

| -

|

1. The licensee's program plan for resolving the staff's 23 areas of
potential safety concern was found to contain acceptable' corrective-
action to resolve the safety concerns.

2. The licensee's program plan also identified acceptable action taken
to prevent recurrence in each specific case and should be sufficient
to ensure that the QA program breakdown does not recur.

3. The licensee utilized appropriately qualified individuals to
implement the program plan.

! 4. The implementation of the program plan was completed to the
satisfaction of the staff.
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5. The third party assessment performed by the UNC/NUS group provided -

an extensive and valuable audit, validation and inspection effort
of the LP&L' responses to the 23 issues raised.in the NRC letter to

.LP&L of June 13, 1984.

6. The nine allegations previously identified in SSER No. 7 were
reviewed and found to have no safety significance or generic-

' implications. ;

'

7. -The additional allegations that were identified'after the initial
six-week onsite review were reviewed and found to have no safety
significance or generic implications.- -

: . 8. Allegation A-256 in SSER No. 7 was given additional review. As a
'

result of this review the staff finds that this issue may have an
impact on safety. A condition has been placed in the operating

,

license requiring acceptable resolution of this issue prior to-

j January 18, 1985.

f 9. Although LP&L did not fully implement their QA program and there
was a partial breakdown involving some subcontractors, the impact4

; on' hardware was minimal. The plant design is adequate and the final
; installed plant systems meet the design requirements. The few

.

i hardware deficiencies were reviewed and were found to have been ~ L

{ satisfactorily corrected.

10. Potential violations of NRC regula'tions identified by the Task
j Force have been forwarded to the NRC Office of Inspection and -

!. Enforcement and to the Administrator, NRC Region IV Office for
i appropriate action,

j 11. The NRC Office of Investigations currently has twelve fifteen
i open investigations of alleged wrongdoing. Several of those
j _ cases are inactive. Additional potential violations may result
; from these investigations,

i; '

b

i

i

s

:

)
i

i

'
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j DISCUSSION OF 23 ISSUES
AS PRESENTED IN THE JUNE 13, 1984 LETTER

FROM 0. G. EISENHUT, (NRC)'

TO J. M. CAIN (LP&L)
!-
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ISSUE 1.

Inspection Personnel Issues

As a part of the NRC staff's review, the credentials of quality assurance and
quality control inspectors were examined. Included in this effort were the
verification of previous job experience and qualifications and certification of
personnel as inspectors.

The following items were found:

a. NRC reviewed inspector certifications for 37 of the 200 Mercury QC
inspectors, including certifications for all Level III personnel.
Twelve inspector certifications were found questionable due to
insufficient education or experience.

.

b. The certification records of 38 Tompkins-Beckwith (T-B) QC inspectors
I were selected at random and reviewed. Fourteen inspector certifica-

tions were found questionable due to insufficient education 01
experience.

s

c. A 30% sample by the staff of inspector certifications of the Mercury
QC work force revealed that no verification of past employment was
documented. A sample by the staff of inspector certifications of
the Tompkins-Beckwith QC work force produced similar results.

|

The safety significance of these findings is that unqualified inspectors may
have inspected safety related systems, thereby rendering verification of the .

quality of these systems indeterminate. LP&L shall: (1) verify the
professional credentials of 100% of the site QA/QC personnel, including
supervisors and managers, (2) reinspect the work performed by inspectors found
unqualified, and (3) verify the proper certification of the remaining site
QA/QC personnel to ANSI N45.2.6-1973.;

LP&L Response to Issue 1

The LP&L letters to D. G. Eisenhut dated October 31, 1984 and December 6, 1984,
included a revised Program Plan along with a written response to Issue Number 1.

The Program Plan for Issue 1 established the following approach to resolution:
.

a. Verification of proper certification of 100% of all site QA/QC
personnel, including supervisors and managers, who performed safety
related functions during the construction phase.

I

(1) QA/QC inspection personnel certification criteria -
' ANSI N45.2.6, 1973.

(2) QC (NDE) personnel certification criteria - SNT-TC-1A, 1975.

(3) QA personnel - contractor QA program requirements.

Waterford SSER 9 -7- Appendix J
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b. Verification of proper qualification of LP&L, EBASCO and other site
construction QA/QC personnel remaining on site in accordance with
ANSI N45.2.6, 1973.

c. Verification of proper qualification of LP&L operations QC personnel
in accordance with ANSI N45.2.6, 1978, and Regulatory Guide 1.58,
Rev. 1.

d. Investigation of backgrounds for personnel in all groups.

e. For personnel found unqualified or with unverifiable backgrounds,
appropriate site nonconformance documentation will be initiated and
dispositioned.

f. The qualification review process to be accomplished in accordance
with LP&L procedures QASP 19.12, QASP 19.13, and QAT No. 32.

g. Qualification determinations to be rendered in two categories:
" qualified' and 'potentially not qualified".

h. "Potentially not qualified' determinations will be referred to a
LP&L review board for a final determination of either qualified for
unqualified.

Staff Evaluation

The staff efforts for issue number 1 involved two separate concurrent approaches.
The first approach was to sample the reviews done by LP&L and EBASCO using a
statistically based sampling plan in order to achieve an adequate confidence
level. The second approach was a 100% sample of LP&L review board actions
concerning Tompkins-Beckwith and EBASCO inspection personnel.

The first phase of follow-up, during July, August and September, 1984, was the
review of the LP&L written response, the procedures for implementing the
verification program, and the qualifications of personnel implementing the
program. The second phase consisted of site inspection activity during October,
November and December 1984, to assess the LP&L verification of QC inspector
certifications, the background investigations of QA/QC personnel, and the
actions of the review board. The final phase was the evaluation of the
adequacy of the corrective actions taken by LP&L for QC inspectors found
unqualified to be certified or with unverifiable background information.

The staff's review, results, and conclusions are denoted as they pertain to the
licensee, contractor, and each subcontractor as follows:

LP&L - Their scope of inspections included: reinspection of selected
construction activities and inspection of startup and operations phases. Their
scope of activities included being the holder of the construction permit and
owner and operator (licensee) of the Waterford 3 Nuclear Power Plant.

The Verification Program determined that four QC inspection personnel were
initially determined as not meeting the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6-1973. One
individual's qualification status was identified as " Indeterminate" because the
activities he was qualified to inspect were not identified. This was an

Waterford SSER 9 -8- Appendix J
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administrative oversight. The individual was later determined to be qualified
in the areas that he inspected. The other three individuals were determined to
have performed no inspections, but instead performed quality surveillances.
These individuals were deemed to have been qualified for this activity. The
staff reviewed the verification program results and sampled the supporting
documentation. The staff agrees with the LP&L conclusions and therefore has no
further concerns with inspection activities performed by LP&L.

EBASCO - Their scope of the inspection was as follows: receiving inspection,
surveillance of contractor activities, independent QC inspection of all
subcontractor construction activities, and EBASCO installation and construction
activities. They were the architect / engineer and they were responsible for the
construction management.

The LP&L Verification Program determined that sixty-one of the QC. inspectors
did not meet the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6-1973. LP&L dispositioned the
work performed by these personnel as follows: Six of the individuals were
' subsequently found to meet ANSI requirements. The NRC staff reviewed the

4

qualification packages and concurred with the assessment. Six of the personnel
were Level IIIs and as such did not perform inspections. Further, they did

not approve p*ocedures or certify QC inspectors. The NRC staff reviewed the
documentation of this disposition and found it acceptable. Fifteen personnel
did not perform QC inspections. The staff reviewed the documentation of this
disposition and found it acceptable. One individual was certified as a
Level II without prior experience. Subsequent review by LP&L indicated that
his inspections were reviewed contemporaneous 1y by a qualified inspector until
suitable proficiency was demonstrated. The staff reviewed the documentation of
this justification and found it unacceptable. Subsequently LP&L reexamined
this inspector's work and found it acceptable. The staff agrees with this
determination. Seven of the personnel performed receiving inspection. One of
cinese individuals was later found to meet the ANSI standard. The staff
reviewed the documentation of this disposition by the review board and found it
acceptable. The remaining six inspectors work was reviewed and accepted by a
qualified inspector. The staff agreed that based on the simplistic nature of
receipt inspection that this was acceptable. Two inspectors involved in
overinspection were dispositioned on the basis that one inspector's inspections
were co-inspected by another qualified inspector and the other had not
performed any inspections. In addition, the original inspections of the same

' items by the contractors, by their qualified inspectors, found these items
acceptable. The staff found this justification acceptable. One inspector only
inspected the installation of temporary heaters that were subsequently removed.
The staff reviewed the documentation of this justification and found it to be
correct. One individual's NDE tests on fifteen of the welds he inspected were
found to be acceptable by LP&L. In addition, the remaining safety-related
welds inspected by this person were reinspected and similarly were found
acceptable. The NRC staff reviewed the documentation of this response and the
results of the reinspections and found them acceptable. One inspector only
performed one documented inspection and his work was reviewed and accepted by
a qualified inspector. The NRC staff reviewed the documentatien supporting
this response and found it acceptable. Ten inspectors were found to be
qualified based on the limited type of inspection performed and documented OJT
and formal training. The NRC staff reviewed the documentation supporting this
justification and found all but one to be acceptable. LP&L performed a further
review of this person's certification and found the verification was outdated.
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The most current verification by the. final review board was located and the
staff agrees with the rewritten justification. The work of seven HVAC
inspectors was reinspected and found acceptable by LP&L. The NRC staff
reviewed a sample of the reinspection results and agreed that their work was
acceptable. The work of four individuals, who worked in the concrete test
station, was justified as being acceptable based on the fact that these people |
performed simplistic technician type work for which they were qualified. In i

addition, the concrete compression testing was acceptable which is indicative.

of correct performance of the concrete testing and acceptable concrete. The
NRC staff reviewed the documentation of this justification and concurs with the
conclusion reached by LP&L.

Based on the NRC staff review of the LP&L response, the documentation of the
justifications, and the sampling of the reinspections, the staff agrees that
there is an adequate basis for confidence in the inspections performed by
EBASCO and has no further concern.

| American Bridge - Their scope of inspection included: receiving inspection;
fit-up, in process, and final visual inspection of welds on structural steel;'

inspection high strength bolting, including torquing; inspection of instal-
lation of expansion type concrete anchors; calibration of inspection and
testing equipment; and housekeeping inspection. Scope of work included
erection of mair. and eniscellaneous structural steel in the reactor, auxiliary,
and fuel handling buildings (safety-related).

! The Verification Program determined that all American Bridge QC inspectors met
the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6-1973.

i The staff reviewed the verification program, results and sampled the supporting
i documentation. The staff agrees with the LP&L conclusion and has no further

concerns with the inspections performed by American Bridge.
1

.
' R & B Insulation - Their scope of inspection included: receiving inspection,

inspection of penetration seals, cable tray wrap and fire protection. The
.

scope of work included: installation of penetration seals, radiation shields,
I fire stops and air seals; installation of flexible boot seals; seal internal

conduit seals; sealing of HVAC penetrations; and installation of protective;

envelope for cable tray, conduit, cable airdrop and junction boxes.

The Verification Program identified twenty-five QC inspectors whose
qualifications did not meet the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6-1973. A quality
assurance program meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B and

)
ANSI N45.2.6 is not required for the work performed by B & B. B & B work is
not considered a safety related activity. The staff agrees with this,

conclusion.
,

,

The Nuclear Insurance Carriers however, require that an independent verification'

.

of conduit seals, penetration seals, and fire barrier wraps be performed. Thus
j 8 & B was required to establish a QA Program; this program was approved by the
| Insurers. B & B also developed procedures and a training program for all their

employees, including the craftsman. Nonconformances were identified, documented,
i and corrective action was taken to correct any problems detected. In addition,

| EBASCO performed numerous audits and surveillances of the B & B activities.
Some findings were identified and appropriate corrective actions were taken.

1

!
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EBASCO also performed visual inspections to ensure that the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix R were complied with. Additionally, an independent EBASCO
inspection effort (overinspection) was performed as added assurance that the
requirements of Appendix R and the Nuclear Insurance Carriers were met. The
only QC inspection activity that was not verifiable during this effort was the
density testing of the sealing compounds. This was a simplistic test performed
by determination of unit weight prior to installation. All personnel had been
trained to perform this test. Based on the above, LP&L concluded that a high
level of confidence existed in the quality of B & B inspections.

The staff reviewed the Verification Program results and sampled the supporting
documentation. The staff agrees with the LP&L conclusions and has no further
concerns with the inspections performed by B & B Insulation.

Chicago Bridge and Iron (CB&I) - Their scope of inspection included: receiving
inspection; visual inspections of welds, including fit-up, in process, and
final; perform and evaluate nondestructive examination (NDE) of welds (MT, PT
and RT, as applicable); dimensional inspection; witness and evaluate site
testing; assure calibration of job site measuring and test equipment; and test
of containment vessel (soap bubble test, overhead pressure test, leak plate
test including personnel airlocks) and operational testing. The scope of work
included: erect steel containment vessel with all appurtenances, equipment
hatches, personnel locks, and penetrations; post-weld heat treated steel-

containment vessel; NDE; and design, fabrication, delivery and handling of
steel containment vessel. All QC inspectors were determined by LP&L to meet
the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6-1973.

The staff reviewed the Verification Program, results, and sampled the supporting
documentation. The staff agrees with the LP&L conclusion and has no further
concerns with the inspections performed by CB&I.

Combustion Engineering (CE) - Their scope of inspection included: limited
onsite inspections of specialized NSSS vendor activities. The scope of onsite
work included: provide reactor vessel internal assistance, perform related
work, including installation procedures, technical direction, services,
drawings, and QA personnel.

The Verification Program identified six QC inspectors whose qualifications were
initially determined as not meeting ANSI N45.2.6-1973. One individual did not
perform inspections at the site; he was a certified examiner at CE-Chattanooga.
Two individuals were employees of Electro-Mechanics, Inc. (E-M) who performed
inspections during a field wiring modification of the Control Element Drive

'

Mechanism Control System at the site. These inspections were performed to the
same standards as those in force at the E-M manufacturing facility where this
equipment was manufactured. One individual's qualifications to perform visual
inspections were initially questioned because supporting documentation was not
in his personnel file. CE provided the required certification, which covered
the time frame in question. One individual who was certified to perform
Level II NDE (MT, PT and RT) was initially disqualified because his high school
diploma could not be verified. Later, his GED from the Armed Forces was
obtained. One individual, certified as a Level II, visual was disqualified
due to eye examination rN ords not being on file. A search of the site records
revealed this individual performed no visual inspections.
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| Based on'the above LP&L concluded there was sufficient assurance that the work
| inspected.by these-individuals was satisfactorily' performed.
\

j The staff reviewed the Verification Program, results, and sampled the supporting
j documentation. The staff agrees with the LP&L conclusion and, therefore, has

no further. concerns,with the inspections performed by Combustion Engineering.;
,

} Fischbach & Moore - Their scope of inspection was as follows: material
L receiving, weld fit-up and final inspection, equipment' installation, routing -

and-termination of cables, bolt torquing, and cable testing. Their scope of'

work was basically that of an electrical contractor.

! The LP&L' Verification Program determined that twenty-seven QC personnel did not
|~ meet the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6-1973. LP&L concluded that hardware

i.nstalled by Fischbach and Moore will adequately perform its intended function
based on the following: twenty-six of the inspectors were Level I's and the

! remaining inspector was not a " Lead",'therefore, they only assisted' qualified
j Level II or field QC supervisors in the performance of inspections; LP&L and
| EBASCO performed documented reinspections of.F&Ms work with qualified personnel;

LP&L Startup performed walkdowns of electrical installations; and the LP&L ;4

{ Startup Phase I and II test programs functional tests of the systems and
*
3

i electrical equipment were acceptable.

The NRC staff reviewed the response and sampled the documentation supporting
this conclusion and agree that there is an adequate basis for confidence in

; the work performed by F&M. Therefore, the staff has no further concern with
j the inspections performed by F&M. |
! '

GEO NDE - Their scope of' inspection was nondestructive examination of welds.

The original Verification Program identified five GEO personnel whose qualifi--;

i cations did not meet the requirements of SNT-TC-1A for radiographic testing
; (RT). Subsequent investigation regarding education and/or experience determined
i that four of the identified personnel did meet the requirements of SNT-TC-1A.- -

! The NRC staff reviewed the assessment of these personnel and found them to be
j qualified. The remaining GEO (NDE) person was a field radiographer. His work -

was accepted by a qualified RT examiner and the Authorized Nuclear Inspector *

(ANI). LP&L stated that improper RT techniques in the field would have been
detected during'the interpretation of the radiographs by.EBASCO and the.ANI. ;

! The staff reviewed the response and sampled the documentation supporting this'
| conclusion and agrees with this justification and has no further concern with !
'

the inspections or testing performed by GE0 (NDE). ,

Gulf Engineering - Their scope of inspection included material receiving, fitup
and final visual weld inspection, insulation resistance testing, and grouting _
inspections.

\ -

| The original Verification Program identified ten QC inspectors whose i

j qualifications did not meet the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6,'1973. Subsequent
! investigation regardipg education and experience determined that three'of the
j identified personnel did meet the standard. The NRC staff reviewed the

assessments of these personnel and found them to be qualified. 'A review of
. Gulf inspection records indicated that two of the personnel did not perform

i

|
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safety-related inspections prior to proper qualification. The staff reviewed
the documentation supporting the conclusion and found it acceptable. The
remaining five QC inspectors performed routine preventive maintenance
inspections, equipment. setting, leveling, aligning and routine in place
inspections, and a limited amount of safety-related piping. The LP&L response
stated that in all cases these personnel had receiveo documented formal
training to perform their inspection functions; during prerequisite testing
motors were continuity checked and checked for proper rotation; during preop
testing motors and pumps were run coupled and uncoupled and realigned; and
during equipment setting LP&L performed hold point inspections on the more
sensitive steps. In addition, the equipment inspected by these personnel were
functionally tested during hot and cold functional tests and the piping was
examined by NDE, hydro tested and accepted by the ANI. Based on the above,
LP&L believes there is adequate assurance that the equipment installed and
inspected by Gulf will perform satisfactorily in service.

The NRC staff reviewed the response and a sample of the documentation supporting
this justification and agrees with the conclusion. Therefore the staff has no
further concern with the inspections performed by Gulf Engineering.

Mercury Company of Norwood - Their scope of inspections included: receiving
inspections; dimensional inspection; structural inspection; pressure test
performance; welding inspection; piping inspection; and installed equipment
inspection. The scope of work included: installation of ASME Code, Section
III, P2 and P3 local instrument racks, cabinets, and tubing systems; instal-
lation of seismic Class I supports and tube track; installation of nonseismic/
nonsafety-related instrument air system; installation of nonseismic supports;
and hydrostatic or air testing of all tubing erected.

The Verification Program identified 136 QC inspectors whose qualifications were
determined as not meeting the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6-1973. LP&L, in
dispositioning this problem, utilized an extensive reinspection process. The
LP&L reinspection effort was accomplished by qualified LP&L and contract
personnel whose certifications were verified and found to be acceptable.
Additionally, the reinspections and overinspections performed prior to the
staff findings were also verified by LP&L to assure that all inspection
personnel who performed inspections were, in fact, qualified. These
reinspections identified some problems; these were reworked, reinspected and
found acceptable. This action allowed LP&L to take full credit for these
reinspection activities. As a result of NRC Issue 1, all Mercury N1 instrument
tubing installations were 100% reinspected. Some discrepancies were identified,
however these discrepancies were considered minor in nature, and would not have
affected the system operation and safe shutdown capability. They were, however,
corrected or analyzed for impact. N2 installations were subject to many of the
same reverification programs. These were accomplished prior to the NRC Task
Force finding. For example, the corrective action as a result of SCD-57
required all N1 and N2 instrumentation, installed prior to July 1982, to be
100% reinspected. Although some of the inspectors in question may have
participated in these reinspections, the final reinspection results revealed
that the 100% original and 100% reinspections results validate the accuracy of
these inspections. Another factor to be considered is that since the same
program controls were utilized to install the N2 systems as the N1 systems, the
results of the N1 reinspection program provide additional assurance as to the
quality of the N2 systems. Tubing and tube track supports received varying
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[ . degree of reinspection from 35% to 100%. ;In addition,; numerous walkdowns were
conducted, the systems were satisfactorily pressure. tested and the pre-
operational' testing program,_ including hot functional was conducted and>

j satisfactorily completed.- -The Authorized Nuclear Inspector '(ANI) independently
! - inspected installations and. reviewed documentation. All nondestructive testing

was conducted by an independent subcontractor. Documentation was_100% reviewed<

! by Mercury and EBASCO and their ANIS'and sampled by LP&L. In response'to '

construction deficiencies'(50.55(e)) and NRC Bulletins, additional inspections4 -

j . were conducted as part of the corrective action. NUS independently also
sampled the system'insta11ations and documentation. EBASCO engineering:

cos. ducted plant walkdowns. All of these efforts' identified only minor|-
~ deficiencies. For example, in the cases when undersize welds were found,!'

! EBASC0' performed calculations of the as-welded conditions and found this-
; condition to be within the design margin. The staff reviewed and found these
i calculations to be correct (see issue 6). The staff concluded during our
! April _through May 1984 effort (Waterford 3, SSER, Supplement 7) that the
[ as-built systems met the design.

EBased on the above,~LP&L concluded that the systems asLinstalled_ met the design;
! that the quality of the work was adequate; and that some deficiencies were
I identified and corrected, however, if left uncorrected would not have impacted

~ '

'the overall ability of the system to function under design loading conditions.

The staff reviewed the Verification Program, results,' and sampled the supporting
i documentation. The staff reviewed the reinspection procedures and sampled the ;

! reinspection results and concluded that the inspections were in accordance with |
i the procedures and that the inspections were comprehensive and ider.tified system j

i deficiencies. The staff believes that the reinspection program, together with r
! other bases as reviewed in the LP&L documentation, provided-reasonable assurance

that the systems within the Mercury scope of work were properly installed,
inspected, tested and documented. Additional assurance-is also provided in the
resolution of the other of the 23 issues identified by the staff. For example,i.

in resolving issue 6, numerous reinspections and verifications were performed,

j that related to various Mercury NCRs, that concluded that no' major deficiencies
existed and that' the identified minor deficiencies were corrected. The staffi

! therefore has no further concerns pertaining to inspections ' completed by
| Mercury Company.
,

i NISCO - Their scope of inspection included the following: material receiving,
1 fitup and final weld inspection, bolt torquing, equipment setting, hydrostatic ;

testing, and insulation resistance testing. Their scope-'of work was the
installation of the NSSS system.

4

!The LP&L Verification Program determined that five QC inspectors did not meet
,

the requirements'of ANSI M45.2.6-1973. A subsequent review by LP&L indicated i

!~ the following: one person was certified to SNT-TC-1A~as a Level III Examiner,-
| which was outside the scope of NISCO's work, and did not function'as a Level III
! NDE. One person performed inprocess inspections that were followed by

satisfactory PT or RT inspections by an independent subcontractor or over-
inspections by a qualified inspector. One person was determined to not'have
performed material receiving inspections or mechanical inspections prior to
qualification.1 Two persons were determined to be unqualified as a result of
LP&L audits but subsequently their inspections were found acceptable on the

.
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-basis of acceptable NDE reports' oy a qualified independent subcontractor. On
the basis of acceptable NDE by an independent subcontractor or overinspection
by a qualified inspector, LP&L c7 cluded that their work was acceptable.

The NRC staff reviewed the LPd response and a sample of the documentation
supporting this conclusion and agrees that there is an adequate basis for
confidence in the work perforud by these personnel. Therefore, the staff has1

no further concern with the testing performed by NISCO. -

N00TER - Their scope of inspection ircluded: receiving inspection;
nondestructive examination (RT, PT, UT, MT and Leak Testing); calibration of
test equipment; and final visual weld inspection. Their scope of work included:
fabricate and erect refueling water pool liner; condensate storage pool liner;

,

Reactor Building canal liner and embedments and refueling canal seal bed plate;
spend fuel storage pool liner; spend fuel cask storage pool liner; Refuelingt

canal liner; spend fuel cask decontamination area liner; and decontamination
room liner.

The Verification Program identified three QC inspectors whose qualifications
were determined as not meeting ANSI N45.2.6-1973. Two individuals acted in an
administrative supervision role and performed no inspections or examinations at
Waterford. One individual was deemed to be' unqualified to perform leak testing,
although a certification record was on file for vacuum box - leak testing. The
backup training and certification records could not be located. The individual
was found to be qualified in all other areas for which he was certified. His
inspection activities were reviewed and deemed nonstructural in nature and all
work was found acceptable except the questionable leak testing. Rework in two
pools (condensate storage and refueling water storage) including reinspection
and nondestructive testing by qualified individuals, together with a static
water test and the inservice operation of both pools revealed no leakage.

i Based on the above, LP&L was able to conclude that both pools were structurally
sound and able to properly carry out their intended safety functions.

The staff reviewed the Verification Program and its results, and sampled the
supporting documentation. The staff agrees with the LP&L conclusion and,
therefore, has no further concerns regarding the testing or inspections
performed by Nooter.

Sline - Their scope of inspection was as follows: material receiving,
calibration, workmanship, surface preparation, and coating application. Sline
was the coatings contractor.

The LP&L Verification Program identified that twenty QC inspectors did not meet
the r(quirements of ANSI N45.2.6-1973. LP&L concluded that the coatings
applied by Sline will perform satisfactorily in service based on the following:
inspections associated with-coatings are relatively simple and can be competent-
ly performed with little or no previous experience following minimal . training
and testing on specification requirements, procedures, and use of tools;~the
Sline QA Program was well documented and the personnel affected had received
documented OJT and-classroom instruction; coatings manufacturer representatives
performed visual surveillances of surface preparation, application, and testing;
EBASCO performed surveillances of thickness readings; over 1000 adhesion tests |

were performed with acceptable results; and the EBASCO Lead Corrosion Engineer 1

made frequent site inspection trips to provide overview of the quality. |
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The NRC staff reviewed the LP&L response and sampled the documentation
supporting this conclusion and aarees that there is an adeouate basis for'

confidence in the inspections performed by Sline. Therefore, the staff has~no
further concern with the inspections performed by Sline. In a related issue,

-

as indicated in the Introduction to this SSER, the staff has requested
additional information concerning the application of coatings inside the
containment by Chicago Bridge & Iron. LP&L is required to submit for staff
review and approval, prior to January 18, 1985, a plant-specific analysis
demonstrating that failure of these coatings will not adversely impact the
performance of post-accident fluid systems. This issue is being handled.in
connection with Allegation A-256, originally. stated in SSER No. 7 and revised
in this SSER's Introduction.

Tompkins-Beckwith (T-B) - Their scope of inspection included: receiving
inspection; piping fit-up and final visual inspection, inspection of pipe
flange bolting and hydrostatic testing; and hanger and restraints, fit-up and
final visual inspection, inspection of high strength bolting, and inspection of
expansion anchor bolts. The T-B scope of work included: piping installation
to ASME Code, Section III.(safety-related) Class I, II, III, and nonsafety-
related (B31.1) Process Piping Systems, installation of flange bolting, and
system hydrostatic testing; and hanger installation of associated Seismic and
Nonseismic pipe hangers and supports (AISC/AWS D1.1 or ASME Section NF),
installation of pipe rupture and whip restraints including structural steel and
all associated hardware.

The Verification Program identified 38 T-B QC inspectors whose qualifications
were determined as not meeting the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6-1973. The LP&L
justification for acceptance of T-B work and inspection activities was as
follows:

Piping - In addition to the T-B inspections, the ANI independently
observed work activities, witnessed testing and reviewed documentation.
The nondestructive examinations were performed by a qualified independent
subcontractor, with acceptable final results. The radiographs of welds
were reviewed by a separate independent qualified examiner. The pre-
service inspection NDE (UT and visual) of piping, pipe welds and pipe
supports for critical installations were performed by an additional
independent subcontractor. The piping system passed the hydrostatic
test and was witnessed by the T-B ANI, LP&L ANI, EBASCO ANI, and EBASCO
and LP&L startup personnel in addition to witnessing by T-B QC. The
documentation for the system installation, inspection, and testing were
100% reviewed by T-B and EBASCO and was sampled by LP&L, including some
field verification. The T-B installed systems satisfactorily passed
the Pre-Core Hot Functional testing; this verified the integrity of the
piping, welds, and' components under pressure and thermal loads. EBASCO
Engineering verified the piping configurations to meet the requirements
of NRC IE Bulletin 79-14, with satisfactor3 results. Additional
assurance was provided by some_ reinspection; for example, 2600 socket
welds were reinspected.

,

| Seismic Supports / Restraints - In addition to the T-B inspections, the|

following activities were also performed: satisfactory field
verification by EBASCO engineering, including assurance that the
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. requirements'of NRC IE Bulletin 79-14 were met; satisfactory veri-.

fication of. functionally during the Pre-Core Hot Functional Thermal
j. Monitoring. Program; reinspection of 4500 safety-related pipe

: supports,' utilizing ' qualified inspectors, with' satisfactory results;
EBASCO QA as-built- inspection of more than 200- highly stressed hangers
with satisfactory results; satisfactory reinspection of 3500 hangers
by LP&L-QA; an independent assessment of support / restraint assembly
welds, resulting in an acceptable conclusion, including those with a
marginal appearance; and the hanger documentation was reviewed 100%'

bylT-B and EBASCO QA personnel and sampled by LP&L including.some field
r verification. During the Phase III Testing Program, LP&L also plans to

perform monitoring of snubber and_ spring hanger settings and ensure ,

that any deficiencies detected are corrected, a normal industry practice.,

I- Based on the above LP&L was able to conclude that overall, the work performed
by T-B is acceptable and therefore, there is adequate assurance that the
safety-related piping and supports will satisfactorily perform .their intended
' functions and no further construction-related inspections or tests are
warranted.

The staff reviewed the Verification Program and its results.and sampled the'

3 supporting documentation. The staff agrees with the LP&L conclusion and has no
i further concerns pertaining to inspections performed by Tompkins-Beckwith. It-

| is also worthy to note that through the NRC inspection and review efforts in
j April and May 1984, the staff gained a high level of confidence.in the instal-
; lation, . inspection, testing, and documentation of Tompkins-Beckwith activities.
j This included as-built walkdowns by the staff.

;[ Waldinaer - Their scope of inspection was as follows: material receiving; weld
'

fit-up and final, equipment setting;. fabrication; witness leak and pressure,

j tests; and workmanship. Waldinger was the HVAC contractor.
*

The LP&L Verification Program determined that thirteen Waldinger QC inspectors
I did not meet the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6-1973. LP&L concluded that the

work performed by Waldinger will perform satisfactorily in service based on the
j following: one of the personnel _did not perform safety-related inspections;
' one individual's work was reinspected by a qualified inspector;-two of the
i personnel did not perform quality inspections prior to proper certification;
i and a sample of the welds inspected by the nine remaining QC inspectors were
; reinspected (220 welds) and found to be acceptable without rewor'k.
.

.

| The NRC staff reviewed the LP&L response, a sample of the. documentation
j supporting their conclusions, and the results of the reinspection. The staff
: agrees that there is an adequate basis for confidence in the work performed by
; Waldinger and has no further concerns with the actual inspections performed by.

Waldinger.'

4

j Conclusion.

: As a result of.its inspection, the NRC staff concludes that LP&L established
an acceptable verification program to properly assess _the professional'

| credentials of all.' site QC inspectors who were' involved in the inspection of
| safety-related systems. The staff further concludes that the LP&L-program
|, identified all inspectors who were in fact " unqualified"; that corrective
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action documents were issued and resolved as with reinspections required. The
staff reviewed the Verification Program and its results, and sampled the
reinspection documentation. This review provided the staff with a level of
confidence that LP&L has identified the extent of the issue and that the. issue
was adequately resolved. The staff therefore has no further concerns pertaining
to the specifics Issue 1.

The evaluation by the staff during this review did not complete all the QA
personnel. Therefore, additional NRC staff work is required in the area of
QA personnel qualifications. The staff plans to complete this review by
March 1, 1985. The staff believes that the lack of qualifications for QA
personnel could impact programmatic issues only and not hardware, and therefore,
is not considered a constraint for low power licensing (fuel load) or issuance
of a full power license.

,

!
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ISSUE 2

Missing N1 Instrument Line Documentation

The staff examined the documentation concerning installation of safety-related
N1 instrument lines. Part of that review dealt with the situation where there
is a change of design classification for systems. As a result of the staff
review, it was determined that communications between LP&L and EBASCO prompted
a revision to be written by EBASCO to an LP&L drawing to clarify the " class
break" for N1 instrument lines. The revision imposed ASME Class requirements
for instrument lines installed after April 7,1982. Prior to the revision a
class break was defined to show the location where ASME class stopped and
ANSI B31.1 applied.

'Although ANSI B31.1 does not relate to records retention, 10 CFR 50 Appendix B
does require special process controls, traceability, installation and inspection
records. Therefore, for locally mounted N1 instruments, even though they were
installed prior to April, 1982, records could not be located. Examples of the
instruments lines with no supporting installation and inspection records zones
classified as ANSI B31.1 are LT-SI-0305B; LT-SI-0305D; PS-CH-0224X; PS-CH-0224Y
and PS-CH-0224Z.

Examples of the type of deficient dtta are weld reports, welder identification,
weld filler material, base material and weld inspection results. The NRC staff
concluded that, based upon the lack of quality records for instrumentation
installation to B31.1, the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B and the
related other QA program elements may not have been compiled with.

The lack of documentation to demonstrate the quality of installation of these
safety related lines calls into question the acceptability of these installed
components.

LP&L shall: (1) Provide the missing documentation required by 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B for the B31.1 instrumentation for local mounted instruments;
(2) Review other design changes and documentation for all safety-related N1
instrumentation systems to assure all system installations were properly
documented and inspected; and (3) If the documentation cannot be located,
action must be taken to assure affected portions of safety-related systems'
comply with NRC requirements.

LP&L Response to Issue 2

Prior to April 7, 1982, the instrumentation design permitted a class break to
be taken in N1 instrument lines which would have allowed the installation,
after the second accessible isolation valve, to be installed per ANSI B31.1.
This approach has been endorsed by the Instrumentation Society of America
Standard ISA-67.02-1980, " Nuclear-Safety Related Instrumentation Sensing Line
and Tubing Standards for use in Nuclear Power Plants." After April 7,1982,
no class break was taken in Class 1E N1 instrument installations and full
documentation is provided.

Waterford SSER 9 - 19 - Appendix J
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Prior to the NRC'special. review, EBASCO Quality. Assurance Installation Records-
- Group (QAIRG).had commenced a review of all Mercury s'afety-related N1

,

instrumentation systems. This review.is now complete. -The program reviewed,

documentation on all N1 locally mounted instruments from the process connection ,
.

up to the class break, and all cabinet mounted instruments from the process
.. connection up to the cabinet. Full documentation on the installations _under -

,

the scope of this review was provided and-is available.

The review indicated that a total.of 202 N1 instruments were installed prior
to April 7, 1982. These are noted in DCN-IC-232_RI. Of these installations,'

110 were cabinet mounted and subject to the QAIRG review as indicated _above; .

~ and full documentation is available. Ninety-two were' locally mountedLand fell
,

into.the following five categories:
1
L 1. Reclassified to N2~ instruments 24

2. Thermocouples-(no tubing involved)- 19
3. Installed Full ASME III (without 35

class-break)-
'-

4. Threaded connections 8 -

,

5. Welded and needed reinspection 6

! 92-

The reclassification of the 24 instruments to N2 was accomplished by DCN's
j issued in'1981, 1982 and 1983. This includes three.of the five instrumentss

! identified by the NRC (PS-CH-0224X, PS-CH-0224Y and PS-CH-0224Z) which were
_

; reclassified to N2 DCN-IC-1006R1 (September 1982). _ This reclassification
was made because the instruments, although safety related.for pressure boundary
reasons'(up to and including the class break valves), did not perform a

|
Class 1E function,

j There is no tubing involved in the thermocouples and the concern :s, therefore,
not applicable.

,

Thirty-five installations were installed without class break. That is, they
meet the requirements of ASME Section III from the process connection to.the
instrument. Full documentation is .available.

| The remaining 18. installations constitute the. scope of this concern.'
!
! These have been reworked to-ASME Code requirements.

i Staff Evaluation

The NRC staff reviewed the 24' instruments'which were downgraded from N1 to N2-
to verify _ that this downgrading was appropriate. For-each instrument, the'

justification was reviewed to verify that each specific instrument does not'

! perform a Class 1E-function. This included verifying that the instrument does
!- not provide information to'the operator'to satisfy the recommendation of
| Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power

Plants to Assess Plant and Environs During and Following An Accident'.'.

In each case, the staff concluded that the_ licensee's technical justification
was acceptable'and_that the instruments could be downgraded.

~
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In the case of-two of these instruments (PS-HV-5222-AS, PS-HV-5222-BS), the
staff concluded that although the justification was acceptable, the associated
documentation was not clear. For these two pressure switches on the
Containment Vacuum Relief System, the instruments are still electrically
associated with Class 1E circuits, however, they do not perform a Class 1E
function. This should be appropriately reflected in the FSAR, Table 3.2-1.

LP&L had committed to cut out the eighteen lines in question and reinstall,
inspect and document them in accordance with the ASME Code Section III.

All these lines have been replaced, with results as follows: Five of these
lines have been replaced, these lines utilized mechanical (swagelock) connectors
in lieu of welded fittings. A visual inspection of three of these lines found
that heat numbers are etched in the tubing to maintain traceability. The
review of installation and inspection documentation was performed and found
acceptable.

The remaining installation involved rework via-the welding process, the staff
inspected 50% of the reworked instrumentation lines. This inspection included

! review of the Quality records, review of tubing material identification, weld
material certification, welders qualification records, weld material withdraw
slips, hydrostatic test records, and required quality and work procedures. The
staff independentiv Derformed a visual examination of the welds, installation,
and verified compliance to ASME code requirements. This inspection by the
staff revealed that all the rework had been completed satisfactorily.

In conclusion, the staff found that all the problem instrument lines were
identified, reworked, reinspected, tested, and documented satisfactorily. The
down grading of the instruments was also found to be acceptable. The staff
believes all the required actions by LP&L were adequately completed.

Additional NRC staff work is required to review the LP&L submittal to correct
FSAR, Table 3.2-1. LP&L's intention to change the FSAR is stated in their
letter of December 14, 1984 to G. Knighton (NRR) from K. Cook (LP&L). The NRC
review and approval process is not considered a constraint for a low or full
power license.
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'ISS!IE 35

]-
JInstrumentation Expansion Loop-Separation

;. '

As a part of its review of.NCRs, the staff identified a concern in NCR W3-7702.
! .This NCR was written as;a re'sult of Mercury OCR' Package-1782. Drawing~

1 172-L-012-C Revision 4 had a handwritten note on it identifying two lines
.DPT-RC-9116 SMB (HP)' and DPT-RC-9116 'SMA -(HP) where the separation criteria

;

: had been violated. The' violation-occurs where these instrument lines from
i different trains leave,the tube. tracks and form an expansion loop before

returning to the continuation of the tube track. Lack of separation could
-result:in failure to redundant-lines which could prevent a safety function.*

J

LP&L shall~ correct:the' separation criteria violation found in System 52A. They
,

i shall also provide a program for review of.other safety ,related systems for.
! separation criteria violations and take the necessary corrective actions.

_

LP&L Response to Issue Number 3

The LP&L'. letter to D.-G. Eisenhut. dated October 10, 1984, included-a Program
Plan which outlined the response to issue number 3.

;

!

The Program Plan established the following approach to resolve issue number 3:<

a. Redisposition of NCR-W3-7702 to remove expansion loops and replace
,

i them with straight tubing.
<

1
b. Generation of NCR-W3-7730.to track generic concern of tubing

; separation criteria violations.
!'

Sample 45 additional instrument installations in congeste'd areas.c.
,

I

I d. QC verification of all other lines with redundant tubing runs in
|- close proximity.

<

Engineering evaluation of deficiencies noted durina verification.e.

. Staff Evaluation -

f The original.two expansion loops in lines DPT-RC-91165 SMB (HP) and
DPT-RC-91165 SMA (HP) have been removed in accordance with LP&L's response.! ,

|: This work was performed under ASME Code, Section XI, and as .such, these lines -
were not hydrostatically tested. ASME Code, Case N-288 and Section-XI,-
Article IWA-4400 does not require pressure testing for repairs to piping
(WPS) 1" and smaller..

The procedure.used to walk down the additional 64 instrument lines, QASP 19.9,:
. Revision 0, was reviewed. The general. methodology and rationale.used to select-
the sample wasi etermined to be acceptable. The inspection criteria stated ind
the procedure were also-found to be adequate.

A sample of the qualifications of the QC inspectors who participated in the
walkdown'were reviewed,~and were found to satisfy the requirements of-
ANSI N45.2.6, 1973. ,

i
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The technical justification for " accept-as-is" dispositions for violations of
separation criteria discovered during the walkdown were reviewed and it was
determined that these dispositions were technically sound.

The staff then field verified a sample of the identified violations to
determine if actual field conditions match those stated in the technical :

-justification used.to'" accept-as-is" these items. In all cases actual !,

l' field conditions did match those stated.
. . |

In summary, the staff believes that this issue has been adequately addressed,
j documented, and resolved.

I

4

i-

i
.

!
!

!

1

a
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i
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ISSUE 4-

Lower Tier Corrective Actions Are Not Being Upgraded to NCRs
,

The staff reviewed the Corrective Action system to verify if lower tier
,

corrective action documents were being properly upgraded to NCRs as required by '

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B Criteria XV and XVI. Specifically, the staff looked
at a number of Field Change Requests (FCRs) Design Change Notices (DCNs), and
Engineering Deficiency Notices (EDNs) selected from printouts of safety-related
equipment and systems document issuance logs. The selected documents were
reviewed for content-and basis for issuance (i.e., before the fact design
change or after the fact nonconformance). Finally a walkdown was performed to
verify proper identification and change control completion. In addition
Tompkins-Beckwith (T-B) Discrepancy Notices (DNs) were reviewed.

As a result of its review, the staff found the following:

a. Field Change Requests - Sixty-three FCRs and 21 revisions to FCRs were
evaluated. It appears as though 35 should have been NCRs and another 4
reflected conditions that may have warranted an NCR. The list below
provides examples of FCRs that should have been NCRs.

t

F-MP-1818 F-AS-1631
F-AS-3698 F-E-3089
F-AS-3648 F-MP-2138
F-AS-2338 F-MP-2151
F-MP-1434 F-E-2288

b. Design Change Notices - Fourteen DCNs and 5 revisions to DCNs were
reviewed. It appears as though 4 of those should have been upgraded
to NCRs. Listed below are examples of these.

DCN-703 and Revision 1
DCN-1C-478

| DCN-ME-30

j DCN-E-790

It appears as though the problems identified in DCN-703 are related to
FCR-MP-2138 and may have been reportable under 10 CFR Parts 21 or 50.55(e).

c. Engineering Discrepancy Notice (EDNs) - Seventy-six EDNs were reviewed
for proper identification and control. Of those 76, it appears as
though 51 of those should have been NCRs. Examples of these are listed

| below.

EDN-EC-1476
EDN-E-1548
EDN-EC-1502
EDN-EC-1479

In addition during the review, another 35 were " voided" with no actioni
' taken. The voiding action was performed by a clerk. Examples of voided
| EDNs are listed below.
|
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EDN-EC-0630
EDN-EC-1175
EDN-EC-1176
EDN-EC-1140

d. Tompkins-Beckwith - The staff reviewed a sample of the handling of
4 information requests and Discrepancy Notices by EBASCO. As a result

of that review, it appeared that a number of'these items should have
been upgraded to NCRs. Examples of these are listed below:

W-6519 W-5755
W-6183 W-742
W-6322 W-5917
W-3656* W-381
W-1876 W-5824*
W-4112 W-5047
W-5692 W-5416
W-6243 W-5916
W-6349 W-2105
W-728 W-4968*
W-4648 W-4969*

' The aster sked (*) items all related to incorrect heat numbers being
entered incorrectly or clerical errors being made on rod slips.

In summar/, the staff found that the QA program requirements for,

nonconformance identification, control and proper action do not
~

appear tc have been complied with.

LP&L shall review all FCRs, DCNs, EDNs, and T-B DNS to assure that proper
corrective action was taken, including an adequate review by QA. This
action shall include the steps required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, and for Construction Deficiency
Reporting, 50.55(e). Also included in this review shall be the
examination of improper voiding of all other _ design changes or
discrepancies notices that affected safety-related systems or that were
misclassified as non-safety related.

; LP&L Response to Issue Number 4

The LP&L letters to D. G. Eisenhut dated October 10 and 19, 1984, included a
Program Plan and a written response to issue number 4.

The Program Plan established the following approach to resolve issue number 4:

a. Review all FCRs, DCNs, EDNs, voided EDNs, and Tomkins-Beckwith (T-B)
DNs identified by the NRC.

b. Review a random sample of FCRs, DCNs, EDNs, and T-B DNs to determine
if any should have been reported as NCRs.

c. Review the sample for reportability under 10 CFR 50.55(e) and 10 CFR 21.
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d. Review a sample of voided EDNs.

e. Review all T-B "M" and "W" DNs.

Staff Evaluation

The NRC Team Member interviewed representatives of the LP&L document review
team and inspected the results of the team's document evaluation effort. The
documentation inspection and direct observation of areas revealed no hardware
deficiencies. The LP&L review team identified two areas requiring additional
inspection or . testing to verify hardware adequacy. In both cases, the hardware

proved satisfactory.
.

The approach taken by LP&L in the review was conservative. The review team ':
members were experienced and competent. The review revealed procedural
problems and misinterpretation regarding the procedural handling of hardware
discrepancies. LP&L acknowledged these problems and evaluated them for impact
on hardware. The review and evaluation revealed that although there were
procedural problems and misinterpretations, there was evidence of good
engineering practice and conservative approachs to handling hardware
discrepancies. The staff agrees with this approach and conclusion.

In conclusion, the staff found the review and evaluation of documentation and
involved hardware revealed no safety concern. The staff concludes, that LP&L
identified the extent of this issue and took the necessary corrective action
to resolve it.

i

:
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ISSUE 5

Vendor Documentation - Conditional Rel. eases

As a part of the staff review of the QA Program, the staff evaluated the EBASCO
vendor QA progran. In assessing this program, the staff specifically looked at
the receipt inspection program and the conditional release system.

As a result of its evaluation, the staff.found deficiencies-with the handling
of~ conditional certification of equipment (C of E) for Combustion Engineering
supplied equipment. For example, one conditional C of E for the reactor vessel
and internals was issued because-as-built drawings, material certifications,
and the _ fabrication plans had not been forwarded when the equipment was
delivered to LP&L in 1976. The missing documents were sent to EBASCO sometime
in 1978, according to the EBASCO quality records supervisor, but were
apparently lost prior to being placed in the EBASCO document control system.
The conditional certification of equipment was found when a check of all files
was made in April or May 1984. The missing documents have been requested from
CE, and a deficiency report was issued and placed on a master deficiency list.
This problem has existed since July 20, 1976.

The safety significance of this is that problems with the vendor QA records
could affect installed safety related equipment. LP&L shall examine their,

records and determine if all conditional certifications of equipment have been'

identified, reviewed and promptly resolved.

LP&L Response to Issue Number 5
4

The LP&L letters to D. G. Eisenhut dated August 27, 1984 and October 10, 1984
included a Program Plan and Responses to issue number 5.

The LP&L response indicated that LP&L has reviewed their records to ensure that
Conditional Certification of equipment and other conditional release conditions
have been reviewed, identified, and resolved. The results of the review
indicated that conditional releases were adequately under control and do not
constitute a situation adverse to the health and safety of the public.

Staff Evaluation

The NRC staff selected a sample of 32 EBASCO purchase orders to Combustion
Engineering (CE): a biased sample of 20 licensee purchase orders to CE, and a
random sample of 25 purchase orders to other suppliers. In all the purchase
orders reviewed, the vendor had provided an unconditional release of the
equipment supplied. Many of those supplied by CE were recent upgradings to
unconditional. The majority of the previous conditional releases were for
required documentation; QA records such as as-built drawings, test reports,
and radiographs. These items were subsequently forwarded by CE with the
unconditional release.

The staff also reviewed the Material Receiving Inspection Reports (MRIR) for
the items sampled. For all items reviewed the MRIR was acceptable or had a
Deficiency Notice (DN) written to resolve the discrepancy noted in the MRIR.
This DN provided assurance the discrepancy is tracked and resolved prior to
fuel loading.

!
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The staff also reviewed the NUS Prelicensing Issues Task Force Groups (TFSG)
examination of this item. The review team, utilizing a statistical sampling
plan, examined CE field purchase orders by EBASC0; spare parts purchase orders
to CE by the licensee; 44 safety-related purchase orders that were listed in
the' licensee's response to this issue, CE New York purchase order subcontracts
in the first sample set, and second sample set. No deficiencies were noted in
this review. The staff explicitly excluded all purchase orders selected by the
TFSG to bias the NRC sample conservatively.

In conclusion, the NRC staff assessment of the licensee's identification and
corrective action taken on Conditional Releases (CRs) provided assurance that,

all safety related material CRs issued by Combustion Engineering were reviewed,
and if required, upgraded to unconditional. Quality Assurance procedures have
been implemented to assure all CRs are tracked and dispositioned.

The remaining safety related material suppliers documentation was sampled to
assure no outstanding conditional released were uncontrolled.

The NRC staff review of the sampling plan utilized by the TFSG and subsequent
independent samples reviewed by the staff provided assurance that the safety
related vendor supplied equipment CRs have been satisfactorily resolved.

,

!

|

|

l
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ISSUE 6

Dispositioning of Nonconformance and Discrepancy Reports

The staff conducted a review of EBASCO nonconformance reports (NCRs) randomly
selected from the EBASCO QA vault and the NCR tracking system. The selected
NCRs were reviewed for content, compliance with procedures, accuracy,
completeness of the disposition and final closure. Of the NCRs reviewed it is
the staff's judgement that approximately one third contained questionable
dispositions. Other NCRs were found still open.

The implied safety significance is that improperly dispositioned NCRs or lack
of NCR closure could place the quality of installation in question.

For example, EBASCO NCR W3-5564 identifies that welds were painted before the
final weld inspection was performed. The NCR was closed out with a letter
stating that the final inspection will be performed to inspect only for
undersizing and lack of weld material where installation drawing calls for
weld material. No paint was to be removed, therefore the inspector coulu not
inspect for welding defects.

The NCRs reviewed by the staff dealt with a wide variety of issues. The
following is a list of example EBASCO NCRs which the staff feels contain
questionable dispositions or exceeded closure time requirements.

EBASCO W3 NCRs

NCR-7139 NCR-7177 NCR-3912 NCR-7182 NCR-5563,

NCR-7181 NCR-7184 NCR-6159 NCR-6723 NCR-3919'

NCR-7547 NCR-6221 NCR-1650 NCR-6511 NCR-6623
NCR-4219 NCR-5586 NCR-7432 NCR-7180 NCR-4137-

i NCR-6165 NCR-4088 NCR-7099 NCR-6786 NCR-6597
NCR-7533 NCR-7179 NCR-7140 NCR-5565

The staff also found similar type problems related to Mercury NCRs in that the
dispositions were questionable; supporting documentation could not be located;
rework appears to have not been accomplished; NCRs were not processed; a-
sufficient basis was not provided; and closure basis was inadequate.

The following NCRs fall into these categories:

Mercury NCRs
4

180 420 528 568 625
1 255 429 540 591 656
. 268 438 554 594 658
! 363 487 560 595

380 491 565 614

Additionally during this review the staff fcund problems with EBASCO discrepancy
reports (DRs) in that it appears some DRs should have been elevated to NCRs;
closure references were incorrect or inappropriate; closure action was improper;
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documentation was inaccurate; closure was via a DR, should have been an NCR;
disposition failed _ to address the discrepancy; and the disposition of "use-as-is"
had insufficient basis.

The following DRs fall into these categories:

EBASCO DRs Related to Turnover Packages

Q2-CS-1C-27 BD-1C-1143.

Q2/3-FW/lC-851 Ql-RC-LWS-RC-2
Q2-SI-lC-89 LW3-RC-29
QMC-AP0-P47E Q2-LW3-SI-10F/E
CW-1C-342 CC-lC-6

The staff concludes that some EBASCO and Mercury NCRs and EBASCO DRs were
questionably dispositioned and that LP&L shall (1) propose a program that
assures that all NCRs and DRs are appropriately upgraded and adequately
dispositioned and corrective action completed, and (2) correct any problem
detected.

LP&L Response to Issue 6

The LP&L letters to D. G. Eisenhut dated October 10, October 31, and
November 21, 1984, included a Program Plan and written responses to Issue 6.
Discussion of the issue is structured along the lines of the major elements
of the expanded program as follows:

o Review of the specific nonconformance reports and deficiency reports
identified by the NRC.

o Review of EBASCO nonconformance reports,

o Review of Mercury nonconformance reports.

o Review of EBASCO deficiency reports.

Staff Evaluation

NRC reviewed LP&L responses to the issues in the following manner:

1. The specific NCR or DR identified were reviewed for proper closure and
documentation.

; LP&L and/or EBASCO's procedures for conducting the review were inspected.2.

3. A large random sample of both NCRs and DRs, which were reviewed by these
procedures and those not selected for review, were inspected by the staff
for proper closure and documentation.i

With respect to those NCRs that contained questionable dispositions or exceeded
closure time requirements, the staff's review determined that LP&L and EBASCO's
action to correct the disposition or provide the documentation to' support the
closure was adequate.

'
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The staff-then reviewed LP&L's program to assure that all NCRs had been
appropriately upgraded, dispositioned and that corrective action was completed.

-In February 1984, LP&L QA initiated a review of all EBASCO NCRs, this review
included those closed prior to this time frame. This review was undertaken to
verify, by way of a Work Instruction, that:

1. The disposition addressed t|te described discrepancy;

2. The NCR was reviewed for reportability.under 10 CFR 50.55(e) and
10 CFR 21; and

3. The NCR had received the appropriate signatures.

Approximately 7100 EBASCO NCRs were reviewed and 437 potentially deficient NCRs
were identified. Upon completion of the evaluation, it was determined that 122
NCRs were deficient in disposition, corrective action, software or closure, or
combinations thereof. Corrective action required as a result of this review
involved only limited hardware rework and correction of documentation deficiencies.

Seventy-two of the NCRs were considered potentially deficient for lack of
documented evidence that they had been reviewed for reportability per
10 CFR 50.55(e) or 10 CFR 21. Subsequent documented reviews of these NCRs
determined that none were reportable.

LP&L selected 124 (approximately 28%) of the potentially deficient NCRs
identified in the initial review for an in-depth review. This review included

j hardware verification for rework / repair, software verification.for updating
as-built drawings and specifications, and evaluation of documentation-for the
required corrective actions and retrievability of documentation.

As a result of this detailed review, 33 NCRs were found to be deficient, and

seven Condition Identification Work Authorization (CIWAs) were initiated to
address the deficiencies. None of these deficiencies met the criterion for
safety significance. Corrective action for 30 of the deficient NCRs involved
correction of documentation deficiencies, reinspection or engineering

; evaluation. For the remaining three, limited discretionary rework is being
; performed.

EBASCO NCRs closed after February 1984 were reviewed as'a separate group by
LP&L QA. Review of these NCRs was in-depth and was for the purpose of
verifying proper disposition, adequate documentation to support the required
corrective action, required software changes completed, and proper closure.
Five hundred thirty two (532) NCRs were reviewed with 71 NCRs requiring
resolution of comments. Of those 71 NCRs, 24 were determined to have valid
deficiencies. Corrective action for 22 of the deficient NCRs involved
correction of documentation deficiencies, reinspection or engineering
evaluation. For the remaining two, limited discretionary rework is being

t

j performed.

It was determined the procedures were adequate and LP&L'had conducted its
review sufficiently to give LP&L and the NRC confidence that NCRs were
dispositioned correctly, corrective action had been completed and that

,

hardware in the plant was not affected. 1
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It should be noted that the NCR review process was initiated prior to the NRC
task force effort, but was not complete at the time of the NRC effort.

The staff randomly selected NCRs which had been reviewed by LP&L to verify
proper disposition, documentation, and corrective action. Additionally, the
staff reviewed NCRs not selected by LP&L's review process to determine if they
should have been reviewed and if.there were any other problems concerning
inadequate disposition, inadequate corrective action or if a hardware problem
existed in the plant. The results of this review indicated that there are
still programmatic problems and documentation problems with the NCR system,
that the NCR system in use at the time was complicated and there were procedural
problems as previously identified; however it was again concluded by the staff
that hardware in the plant was not affected.

During this review, the staff identified some additional concerns related to
the dispositions of some NCRs. For example:

a. The problem of undersized welds pertained to several site contractors.
The staff selected and reviewed a sample of the EBASCO calculations for
-the nonconforming as-welded conditions. Calculations re~ viewed included:
CB&I weldments for the containment liner attachments; J. A. Jones
weldments for the polar crane supports; Mercury weldments for
instrumentation system supports and Tompkins-Beckwith weldments for
piping supports and restraints. One error was found in a calculation on
a J. A. Jones attachment; the error was conservative thus reducing the
design margin. All other calculations were found acceptable by the staff,

b. The staff was not satisfied with the dispositions of nonconforming
conditions concerning inadequate slope on instrument line installations.
The staff had an Instrumentation and Control specialist review the problem
and its disposition as it relates to plant operation, maintenance, and
calibration. The staff concluded that the procedures for operation,

,

maintenance, venting and back-filling, and calibration, together with
operator and technician training, should be adequate for plant operation.
The staff, therefore, has no further concerns in this area.

. c. Problems with availability of concrete documentation packages caused the
| staff to conclude that a review of pour packages for equipment foundations
| was necessary . The staff requested the documentation and LP&L initially
j had a problem retrieving the records. Once the documentation was retrieved,
! the staff conducted their review and determined that the documentation was-

technically adequate, complete, and that the required inspections had been!

properly performed.

d. In regard to the inspection of welds through paint, the staff reviewed
and approved the statistical sampling plan of LP&L to perform these
inspections. LP&L had previously performed an additional inspection of
some of the welds. The staff, concurrently with LP&L, inspected the

| sampled welds and noted some defects, the major defect being undersized
I welds. The defects were evaluated by EBASCO and LP&L engineers and found

to be acceptable (see a. above). The staff also reviewed the data
obtained from the other LP&L inspections. The results of the sampling
inspection and the data reviewed for previous inspections were found to be
acceptable. The staff has no further concerns in this area.
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h All' of~the Mercury NCRsfid'entified in this Issue were reviewed by the. staff.
~

L The staff also reviewed LP&L's program to' assure that all Mercury NCRs were
b appropriately' upgraded and dispositioned, that corrective action was completed,
i and that any. problems. detected were corrected. The staff found that problems

[ detected were. corrected and it was determined that the, disposition was proper
# Land that documentation to support the closure was now adequate.
i

.

i LP&L's program to review the approximately 3700 Mercury dispositioned Mercury
C .NCRs which were'not upgraded to EBASCO.NCRs (approximately 1,700 were upgraded
|- to EBASCO NCRs).and, therefore, were not reviewed as EBASCO NCRs, was as
' follows:

[ . Mercury NCRs dispositioned "Use-As-Is" were reviewed to' assure that they were
upgraded to EBASCO.NCRs, as required. As a result of this review, 31 NCRs were
deemed to require upgrading to EBASCO NCRs. .The NCRs are now identified on<

EBASCO NCRs, and were processed under the EBASCO NCR program.
,

J

Approximately 1850 Mercury NCRs were dispositioned " rework / repair" or " reject."
,

j In most cases, when Mercury designated a. deficiency to be corrected by " repair,"
; it.was,.in. fact,.a " rework." For example,-in dispositioning rejected welds,
j - Mercury would specify the weld be " repaired" in accordance with procedures to-

meet the design requirements. This is actually a " rework" disposition.i

( Mercury procedures did state that deviations from the original design or. >

j technical specification outside the tolerances allowed was a " repair." . Mercury ;

: procedures required nonconformances meeting this criteria to be upgraded to i

j EBASCO NCRs so that these deviations would be reviewed and approved by EBASCO.
i
I A random sample of 66 Mercury NCRs from those dispositioned " rework / repair" was !

~

: selected for review. These NCRs were reviewed for proper disposition, adequate r

] documentation of corrective actions required and proper closure. LP&L QA ,

| reviewed each sampled Mercury NCR in accordance with QASP 19.17. Deficiencies-
! were corrected and documented. None were found to be of safety significance.
! .;
; Seven hundred twenty five (725) of. the 1850 Mercury NCRs dispositioned." rework /- 1

| repair" and " reject" were reviewed by EBASCO for reportability per 10 CFR
{ 50.55(e). None of the NCRs were determined to be. reportable. LP&L QA selected
i a random sample of 64 of these NCRs for.a reportability review and the EBASCO
i conclusions were confirmed.
(
: Mercury documented material conditionally released from EBASCO on Material
l Receiving Reports (MRR) and assigned Mercury NCR numbers to each such MRR in

accordance with Mercury Procedure SP664. Approximately 120 Mercury NCRs of
this type were identified by EBASCO. LP&L reviewed the Mercury files and,
although the conditional releases ' appeared to have been properly handled,;

there were instances where supporting information (EBASCO NCRs, DNs)'was
neither referenced nor included in the. documentation package. The supportings

: information was located and was either included or referenced in the NCR
~

; packages, as appropriate.
F

While program deficiencies existed, no safety significant deficiencies have'
1

been identified. The results of these' sample reviews established a high4

confidence level.that the total population of Mercury NCRs do not contain
unreported conditions reportable under 10 CFR 50.55(e) or 10 CFR 21 and that-;

all deficiencies were identified and resolved.-

.

i

. . J:
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The staff-found the procedures to conduct this review were adequate and that
~

the sample selected by.LP&L was adequate to give LP&L and the NRC confidence
that the remaining Mercury NCRs had been properly upgraded, dispositioned
correctly and that corrective action was complete. Any problems that were
detected were resolved on the spot by LP&L and EBASCO engineers and/or.

reinspected by LP&L inspectors and NRC staff to determine if hardware was
affected. It was found that the whole NCR system was complicated and that
documentation was lacking or indeterminate. However, it was also determined
that hardware in'the plant was not affected because of this, and documentation
was retrieved or corrected adequately.

Additionally, the staff reviewed Mercury NCRs not, selected in LP&L's review
program for adequate closure and documentation. Again the staff found closure
was adequate, although documentation was inadequate or lacking in certain cases,
to support the closure. A reinspection or search was required to obtain the
documentation or to assure that work was completed.

EBASCO Discrepancy Reports (DRs) identified in the June 13, 1984 letter from
D. Eisenhut (NRR), to J. M. Cain (LP&L) were reviewed by the. staff to determine
if LP&L corrective action was complete. The staff reviewed the closure of
these specific items and found the closure adequate. Again, the' staff reviewed
LP&L's program used to review the DRs to assure that those required to be
upgraded were upgraded and adequately dispositioned and that required corrective
action was complete. Additionally, the staff reviewed them to assure that
problems detected were corrected.

In the LP&L program, a. random sample of DRs generated as result of the review
of Mercury and Tompkins-Beckwith records was reviewed for proper closure. For
each contractor, 230 QAI 9.2 Deficiency Reports were selected and reviewed as
follows:

The review of Deficiency Reports on Tompkins-Beckwith included 115 Deficiency
Reports on piping and one hundred fifteen QAI 9.2 Deficiency Report Sheets on
seismic hangers and supports. These QAI 9.2 Deficiency Report Sheets included
approximately 856 DRs. This review identified 12 DRs which required engineering
evaluation and concurrence. Although minor deficiencies, such as missing
references, signatures or dates were identified, the DR closures were founa to
be satisfactory.

) The review of the 230 Mercury QAI 9.2 Deficiency Report Sheets were divided
equally among P-2 and P-3 tubing, and tube-track supports. These QAI 9.2

: Deficiency Report Sheets included approximately 1173 DRs. The review identified
31 DRs which required engineering evaluation. Although minor deficiencies, such
as missing references, signatures or dates were identified, the DR closures-were
found to be satisfactory.

,

| LP&L QA performed audits of the EBASCO review. These audits included random
samples of the Mercury-and Tompkins-Beckwith DRs revlewed by EBASCO. While
documentation' deficiencies existed, no safety significant deficiencies, or
deficiencies requiring rework, have been identified.

|

|

!

|
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LP&L's review program verified that deficiencies were generally processed in
accordance with the site procedures. However, those procedures did not provide
adequately specific guidelines for the implementation of procedural
requirements which led to excessive need for judgments and interpretations.
This program weakness led to the inconsistencies in handling deficiencies at
Waterford 3 which have been identified by LP&L and the NRC and subsequently

,

j- resolved.

! It was determined that'the review program procedure was adequate and that the
dispositioning of.the specific DRs identified and a sample of DRs not selected2

in LP&L's review program, was adequate with proper closure. The staff'

concluded that the review was adequate and the closure was proper but
'

documentation of the closure was either absent or incomplete. However, this
' required action was subsequently accomplished by LP&L and found te bo'

-acceptable by the staff.
,

In conclusion, the sta'ff found all EBASCO NCRs received some type of a review.
According to LP&L and NUS, the Mercury NCRs and EBASCO DRs received a sample
review to establish a 95. percent confidence level, with a 95 percent

,

reliability level, that all problems were identified and resolved. Some
l' inspector records could not be located or the inspections were questionable

due to the inspector qualification issues. LP&L performed reinspection to
ascertainLto correct inspection status. For example, the bolts on the fuel

; handling building bridge crane were retorqued, as added assurance,.because of
| questionable qualification of the inspector who initially witnessed the
I torquing. . All activities that were reinspected were found acceptable.

Although the process was cumbersome and the review process required some
adjustments, no hardware problems or safety significant issues were identified.
The many errors detected were generally administrative in nature. The. staff
concludes, with reasonable assurance, that the problems with NCRs and DRs have
been identified and properly resolved.

i

.

,

,
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ISSUE 7

Backfill Soil Densities

The staff found that records are missing for the in place censity test of
backfill in Area 5 (first 5' starting at Elevation -41.25'). These documents
are important because the seismic response of the plant is a function of the
soil densities.

LP&L shall (1) conduct.a review of all soil packages for completeness and
technical adequacy _and locate all records and provide closure on technical
questions, or (2) conduct a review of all soil packages for completeness and
technical adequacy and where soil volumes cannot be verified by records as
meeting criteria, perform and document actual soil conditions by utilizing
penetration tests or other methods, or (3) justify by analysis that the soil
volumes with missing records, or technical problems as defined aiter the
records review, are not critical in the structural capability of the plant
under seismic loads.

I LP&L Response to Issue 7

i The licensee in its response dated August 27, 1984 from J. M. Cain (LP&L) to
D. G. Eisenhut (NRR) and revised on November 21, 1984, provided the results of
the licensee's additional review on this issue.

J

LP&L has indicated that they have reviewed all soils packages for completeness
and technical adequacy, have located the items found missing by the staff, have
identified those soil volumes for which complete records..were not found, and
have justified by analysis that the structural capability of the plant underi

seismic loads is assured. A detailed engineering report was prepared and
attached to their response describing the review and analysis of the soil
backfill densities, which reconfirms the adequacy of the backfill. This was
also repeatedly demonstrated in the seven (7) statistical studies of backfill
densities performed during the construction period, which showed good control
of the work was achieved and specification requirements generally exceeded.

Staff Evaluationj

The staff in reviewing this submittal found several numerical errors,
transcribing errors and items needing clarification. Discussions were held
with LP&L on these items and a revision was submitted to make the necessary
changes. The revision was submitted in response dated November 21, 1984
(W3B84-0817) from J. M. Cain (LP&L) to D. G. Eisenhut (NRR). The Task Force
was of the opinion that the discrepancies found in the original submittal had
no impact on the overall conclusions which were reached as a result of the

review and evaluation of the records. The resubmittal has been reviewed by
the Task Force and was found to correct the identified discrepancies.

As a result of the licensee's rereview effort in a three staged approach, the
records identified by the Ta Q Force in the sample selected which appeared to
be missing were located. Ouring Stage I the licensee searched all location
known or thought to contain soil records. Test records, inspection reports,
indicies, and tabulations were found which had not been incorporated into the

i files containing the quality records.

|
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Appendix A o'f the licensee's submittal contained the records for the in place
soil density tests which had been identified by the Task Force as missing.
These represented 34 distinct sample locations within Fill Area No. 5 between
Elevation - 41.75 and Elevation - 36.25. These data were found in the,.

P subcontractor's facilities and had not yet been transmitted to EBASCO for
' inclusion'in the QA records. .This fact was apprarently missed in the earlier

reported 100%~ soils records review which the Task Force was told had.been-

j completed.

i The-staff has reviewed these records and found them to be acceptable. It

should be pointed out,that within'this set of records, there are numerous.
instances which show the close adherence to the quality procedures to place,

; -compact, test,:and document the soils work in the 1976 time frame. The
a. documents show that where changes were made in the records to clarify

handwriting, renumber or re-identify a test record, correct an elevation -
; of computational- result, the initials of'the individuals making the change

and the date of the change after the lined out portion and corrected
; information are provided. This corrective work was'done:in 1976 also, the
| same year the actual work reported in the document was completed. This

points out that the quality review of documentation was in fact takingi

L place and being effective in the same time frame in which work was being
! completed.

j Also within this set of records it is apparent how important the quality of

}' soil placement was for the project and the quality inspectors. For example,
at an elevation of -36.75 feet in Fill Area No. 5, tests were completed in the
morning of October 14, 1976 at locations E4-60N-28E to check in place density
of backfill material. The test results indicated the degree of compaction to

,
be about 10% deficient and the inspector required rework and retest. Additional

i compactive effort was applied to the backfill layer by additional passes of the
| compaction equipment. Later that morning,'another retest was made which
i indicated about a'2% deficiency in the degree of-compaction. The inspector.
j again required rework and retesting. Two additional retests were completed I

| early in the afternoon. Both of these still showed a minor. deficiency in the
'

! degree of compaction so that another cycle of reworking and retesting was
j required. The in place material was accepted later in the afternoon of
;. October 14, 1976 as a result of the testing performed.
i

j Within the 34 test areas represented in Appendix A, the reworking and retesting
| cycles were evident in five. All five of these local areas had high degree of
; compaction requirements (99%) which were more difficult to achieve than the

general value of 95%. These records clearly indicate that the effort was made4

and time was spent in construction to properly compact the backfill material
and test it for specification conformance. This illustrates an effective ,

j quality program in the area of soil compaction.
,

!
'

| Based on the staff review and evaluation of the records it appears as though ,

j they are the actual records generated in 1976 at the time the work was i

} performed.

|
4

i

!
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Based on.the Task Force's. review and evaluation, the issue of the missing soils
;

|: records from the sample. selected by the Task Force is resolved. In addition,
the records illustrate the level of detail required in the quality procedures
and the thoroughness of execution.4

! Stage II of the licensee's effort involved the detailed review of all the

i- soils-related documentation in order to address the Task Force's concern over
j missing records. This concern arose from the Task Force's sample of documents.
,

j The records under review consisted of soil inspection reports and soil test
: records. As noted by LP&L in the response to this item,.there were some 17,000
! soil documents examined by the program effort under the direction of the former

resident senior site soils engineer from EBASCO. This individual was the,

i responsible engineer in the field during construction and represented the
i EBASCO design office in New York at the site. .These 17,000 records consisted
; of approximately 12,000 on which were recorded five different types of;
.

inspection and the nearly 5,000 remaining documents were soil test records
! which consisted of forms in four'different formats. Of these nearly 5,000,

j about 4,350 represent final backfill test records

| Another record which was used during Stage II which proved very valuable in
i establishing the conclusions relative to the completeness of the soils test
I records was the soils laboratory Class A backfill test index. This index was
! created and maintained in a hardcover, bound notebook and lists the test number,
j test location horizontal coordinates, elevation, date of test, and type of test

: performed. It was the test laboratory's method of assigning and controlling. j
' the numbers'to each test as the tests were sequentially performed in the field '

and in the laboratory. It clearly supports the fact that the test records are
complete. In addition, on a daily basis the field and laboratory tests were
summarized for the Class A backfill so that there could be supervisory reviews

,

{ and statistical studies of the in-situ relative density could be made. These
records were also available to use as cross reference in the determination of,

i record completeness.
I

! In order to evaluate the completeness of the density records and to facilitate
checking the records against the specifications and procedures, which had been
developed by LP&L, EBASCO, and J. A. Jones Company to control the work, EBASCO

1 created graphical overlay plots at 1 foot intervals for the soil tests. These
allowed for the review of the frequency of density testing, the distribution of
the testing and the listing of final in-situ relative densities. The focus was

,

on the soil characteristic, density, although other attributes which were;

; determined by testing such as moisture content, gradation, and Proctor-tests
I were also reviewed.
!
: All'of these aids or supporting documents indicate that of the 4,350 Class A
i tests, 3,076 were tests for field density of the soils and that these represent
; the complete set of field density tests. The staff agrees with the conclusion.
i

I To establish the degree of completeness of the inspection records two approaches
| were utilized. In one case the inspection record packages were compared to the r

| testing records for field density tests and in the second case a comparison was
| made utilizing fill surface area,

i
|
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[Sinceduringthe.courseofconstructionofthebackfillandtheassociated
inspection, both the J. A. Jones procedure (W-SITP-12, Site Inspection &

-Testing Procedure for Backfili-and Compaction) and the EBASCO procedure
(QCIP-2, Quality. Control Inspection Procedure for Soils Control) which required
the documentation of the results of daily backfill inspections call for testing
to be completed, it is possible to use the number of field density tests to
determine _the number of inspection packages which should exist. That is, the
distribution.of the inspection documentation throughout the various layers of
backfill should be essentially identical-to the distribution of the field
testing effort (in place field density tests) in that where an inspection
report is found for a given fill area and elevation, a field density test,

report should also be.found. The reverse is, of course, also true. This
*

indicates a one to one relationship between inspection and testing activities.

The types of inspections performed in the course of the construction and
inspection effort were recorded on five (5) different forms. These are-
summarized as:

Type (1): J. A. Jones - Daily Backfill Inspection Report
. Type (2): EBASCO - Borrow Material Inspection Report
Type (3): EBASCO - Excavation and Stripping Inspecting Report

. Type (4): EBASCO - Daily Backfill Inspection Report

|
Type-(5): EBASCO - Backfill Acceptance Report.

Since J. A. Jones and EBASCO were each independently executing daily backfill
inspections, it would be expected that the totals of Type 1 and 4 should be
equal. The actual statistics based on the review performed by the licensee>

' indicated a ratio of about 2,000 to 2,900 (Jones to EBASCO). Also it would be
expected that the totals of Type 2 and 4 should be equal and the actual
statistics indicate each total at nearly 2,900. Based on the actual statistics4

; it is apparent that about 900 J. A. Jones inspection reports addressing the
2 daily backfill records are missing. It is noted, however, that due -to the fact

there was double inspection coverage on this aspect of plant construction
; activities, there is no break in quality documentation necessary to validate

the quality of the completed construction. The Task Force has concluded that
approximately 2,900 inspections represent the number of inspections (not

: including any double coverage) which were perforged relative to backfill place-
ment on over 1/2 million cubic yards (600,000 yd ) of material. This represents
inspection activity at the rate of one per each approximately 200 cubic yards
of material placed.

Another comparison that was made was between the 2,900 inspections versus the .

!' 3,076 Class A field density tests. As stated previously, these should be on a
one to one ratio. To.further evaluate these numbers, the licensee has computed*

the number of field density tests required under the provisions of the EBASCO
specification which required one test for each 20,000 square feet of fill layer
surface area. .This then could be compared to the number of inspections. On
this basis, approximately 860 field density tests would be required resulting
in the number of tests actually performed of nearly 3.5 times that required on
the one per 20,000 square feet basis. Another provision of the specification,

' however, also required one test for each area of less than 20,000 square feet

|

:
i
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placed.in one: day. Since many of the placements were smaller in the upper |
| layers around specific areas of construction activity, this 3.5 factor would )
| descrease since this mode of construction would increase the number of

' inspections and field ~ density tests.;

i

{- The other approach th'e licensee presented in the response compared the surface
area of the fill as indicated on the inspection reports against the areas

;

j determined from the overlay plots for each of the one foot fill increments.
' The licensee provided the details of the evaluation in tabular form and
i indicated the following as:the'results:
I

|' The' actual inspected surface area in some cases was larger than the-1.
theoretical surface area (overlay plots). This is because many fill
areas were constructed on more than one day, thus generating two'

l reports for the same area.
}
j 2. Evaluation of- the percent of inspection coverage indicates that for
| 80% of the volume of the backfill, there exists a sufficient quantity

; of.each type of' inspection to document the acceptability of the
3 backfill represented by the inspected surface area.

)
i 3. For the remaining 20% of the volume of the backfill which was found

to have missing inspection reports, the average percent of inspection
~

coverage was found to be 81%.
I

! Overall, the licensee concluded that the completeness of the inspection
! documentation was fully complete for 80% of the backfill volume and the

remaining 20% of the backfill volumes were represented by inspection
documentation with partial deficiencies. The staff has reviewed these;

; data and conclusions and is in agreement with them.
I
j The distribution of the raterial represented by the inspection reports was
; considered by comparing the distribution of the percentage of in place
1 - density tests in each fill area to the distribution of the percentage of
| the inspection documents in each fill area. For the seven soil fill areas,

the matches were within three precentage points of each other, demonstrating
the nearly identical' distribution of inspection documents as field density
test records which were shown to have the proper distribution with the aid of

{ the overlay plots.
Il

1
i Additionally, the licensee constructed a matrix, which defined for each one
j foot interval and each of the seven fill areas, the number of each type of
: inspection document associated with that soil volume. The summary of what that
| matrix reveals about the inspection records is as follows:

i - .

1. Between elevation -25 and the bottom of the excavation at -44, there
exist 52 fill volumes with various levels of inspection report,

j documentation. Of these 52 fills:

i

! a. 25 fill areas have some type'of inspections by both J. A. Jones
I and E8ASCO. These fills constitute 6.3% of the total number of-

fills constructed and account for 1.8% of the total volume of
Class A backfill constructed.
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b. 21 fill areas I, ave inspection documentation by only J. A. Jones.
These fills constitute 5.3% of the total number of fills

~

constructed and account for 2.0% of the total volume of Class A
backfill constructed.

c. 6 fill areas have no inspection documentation. These fills
constitute 1.5% of the total number of fills constructed and
account for only 0.2% of the total volume of backfill
constructed.

2. For the remainder of the fill placements between elevation -25 and plant
grade, the data in Table 2 submitted by the licensee indicates that, with
minor exception, each type of inspection was parformed at least once on
each fill area at each elevation. In some cases, as many as 60 inspections
of a particular type were performed on one fill at one elevation<

(Fill No. 6, EL 13.00 -13.99).

Thus, a review of the distribution of the types of inspection reports that are
missing indicates that the 52 fill areas with an incomplete distribution of
inspection documentation are coricentrated in 13.1% of the total number of fill
areas constructed and account for only 4% of the total volume of backfill
placed. It should also be noted that most of the fill areas (46) where a
portion of the reports are missing have duplicative reports for the daily
backfill inspection so that only the six fill areas have normally necessary

'

inspection reports missing. In these area, however, the records of the density

,
tests are complete.

!

Based on the data results from the rereview there has been a comparison made by
the licensee in Stage III to the basic criteria defined in the specification
to determine if'the provisions were met. Those basic, bottom-line criteria are
as follows:

1. The class A backfill should have a relative density of at least 75%.

4 2. Compaction of the backfill is supported by field in place density and
moia,ture tests as well as laboratory density and gradation tests at
spr.cified frequencies.

3. Evaluation of results were periodically studied on a statistical
basis.

To evaluate the test frequency and distribution of in place densities and
moisture content, the numbers of tests were tabulated for layers of a thickness
of 1 foot in each fill' area. It should be noted that any conclusions related
to the in place densities will also hold.true for the moisture content testing.

since there was.a moisture content test run each time a density test was
perrormed. Also tabulated for each fill layer across all seven fill areas was-
the total r. umber of in place density tests. required based on the frequency of
1 per 20,000 square feet of backfill surface area of a layer. For the soil'

backfill volume above elevation -40.0 feet and below elevation +13.0 feet
(above which liquefaction will not occur), the required number of in place
field density. tests is about 860, based on 1 test per 20,000 square feet.
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: These were a'ctually about 2800 tests performed due to small fill areas'of less
; |than 20,000 square feet of surface area which had to be tested on the daily

basis rather than a square footage basis.

Visually, from the overlay plots based on the one foot interval, the staff
concluded that the distribution of the soil density tests as shown by the
location of the test results is. random. It was noted that some of the
locations (5%) were outside the boundaries of the actual fill placement,
however, even though the test locations coordinates were given in feet, those'

' locations were determined visually and by pacing from one of the 100 foot,

iRterval grid marks above and beside the excavation. The licensee and the
,
'

staff concluded these are still valid sets of test data, representing random
j samples.

' In reviewing the soil _ volumes it was found that a 3 foot wedge of soil in
,

Fill Area 2 at about the -19 foot elevation did not have adequate in place
soil density tests to represent it. This has been recognized as an
insignificant volume with respect to overall plant response to seismic*

loads.

{ Based on these facts and evaluations, the staff concluded that the criteria
j were met from the standpoint of testing frequency and sample distribution
i for field samples.

| The frequency of the laboratory control tests was also reviewed against the
! specification which required one set of laboratory tests for each ten sets of

field tests. The data show that for the Class A soil backfill volumes placed
i between the start of backfilling in January of 1976 to completion, a total of
| 3,137 Class A in place density tests were made, with 2,794 of them related to
| the backfill which is subject to potential liquefaction. Based on the total'of
j. 3,137 field density tests and 361 laboratory tests (which include laboratory
j density, gradation and moisture content), the ratio is approximately 8.6
j compared to the required 10. This shows overall conformance to the criterion.
!

! Examination of the details of the individual'intervalc between laboratory tests
; revealed that in 27 of the 361 instances, the specific interval between the

laboratory tests exceeded 10 field tests. There were 20 of the 27 cases-where'

| the interval was up to 13 field tests. In each of these cases the extended
; interval between tests related to material in the same fill which had already

been tested so that the laboratory developed value for density had already been
established. The staff has judged this to be acceptable and that the intent of

: the specification has been met-for these 20 situations.

|
The remaining seven instances indicated the interval had expanded from 15 to 29.
In reviewing the physical location of these-occurrences it was found they were
completely random in the volume of backfill, which exceeded over 1/2 million
cubic yards of material. The relative densities obtained within the limits of
the interval were also acceptable as defined in the specification. The staff
has judged these data to be acceptable and that'they meet the intent of the
specification.
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|EBASCO performed seven statistical studiesid ging the'backfilling operation and
periodic updating of correlation testing for relative densities was performed.
The schedule. indicates an adequate frequency of testing. As a result of the
periodic statistical studies, the value of the necessary field control (percent 1

compaction) was adjusted appropriately. These records and actions support the
fact'that statistical studies were performed and engineering control was

. maintained. The staff concluded that the performance of statistical studies
were-in conformance with the specifications.

With regard to the determination of the relative density of the Class A'

backfill, a statistical approach was utilized by EBASCO in order to provide an
assessment on the overall acceptability of the completed work. Data were used
throughout the project with studies six and seven being ' performed which
included all material subject to potential liquefaction. During the p ogress
of construction, correlation curves were developed and utilized to relate field

j in place densities and relative density. The correlation curves were developed
i on representative soil samples taken every 200 to 250 in place field density

tests. Control was further exercised by having the field laboratory and the
corporate, home office laboratory both run certain tests. The. Proctor densities
from these tests showed agreement within 12 lbs. per cubic foot and the
percentages finer than a #200= sieve showed agreement within 13%. This showed
excellent agreement and demonstrates performance of the testing procedures withi

a high degree of consistency. The home office, once this type of agreement in
test results was evident, would proceed to complete the determination of
minimum and maximum densities. With these values and the, physical relationship
among field in-place dry density, minimum and max.imum densities and relative
density, a correlation curve for a type of material was plotted and prepared
for use.

In the sixth study, ;cumsl'atividata through August 1973:were usdd and yielded
a backfill relative density mean-of 83.8% and a standard deviation of 12.4%.
Utilizing a three standard deslation distribution as defining the entire
population, the statistical limits woulds be that 13% of the tests could have
relative densities ranging from t 2.6% to 75% and 3% of' the , tests could have
relative densities ranging from 50.2% to 62.6%. All data from the nearly
2,500 tests utilized in-this study were in compliance, thus establishing
conformance to the specification .of a minimum of 75% for the relative density.

'

The seventh study used over 250 tests taken in backfill material placed since
August of 1978 within the zone to elevation +13.0 feet, above which liquefaction
will not occur. The standard deviation in-this instance was 18.6% on the mean
value of 91.7%. The same statistical limits as used in Study Six were utilized
and only 12.4% of the results were below the minimcm value of 75%. The criteria
were met and the specification was satisfied. The staf f has ' sampled the data
and is in agreement with"the conclusions provided by >thE licensee,

i ,

With iegard' tb the inspection reports, which whenienerathd cause the control
tests to be performed, it was found~in Stage II 'of data co;npleteness studies4

'' that 80%'of the. total backfill volume- has all insp.ection packages complete.
There is 19.8% of the backfill volume with some deficiency in.the inspection
package.and,0.2%'of the ba'ckfill volume has'no inspection documentation which

~

could bellochted through' the onsite search. .

! ,

, t1
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-
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The rationale for acceptance of the inspection records which are partially ]
complete hinges on the acceptability of the' densities achieved in the actual j

backfill material. The staff finding is that physical test data gained from
testing completed as a result of the inspections demonstrates conformance to
the technical requirements of the specification which assures a safe foundation
response under seismic loadings. The missing inspection reports do, however,
indicate that procedural and documentation requirements imposed on the project
by the licensee and his agents have not been fully met in all situations.

The Task Force focused on the 0.2% of the backfill volume for which no
inspection records could be located. It was found that this fraction
represented only six fill areas, all of which were below elevation -37.0.
Several of these involved backfilling of small drainage ditches or trenches
cut into natural in place material. In these situations, however, the records
of the density-tests are again complete. Since the-inspection activity
preceded the testing and the testing is complete, the impact on safety of the
missing-inspection documents is negligible.

The staff, in addition, examined other construction requirements ~ for comparison
purposes relative to sample testing frequency. As a way of comparison, the US
Army Corps of Engineers in Manual EM 1110-2-1911, January 17, 1977,
" Construction Control for Earth and Rock-Fill Dams," recommends field density
testing at the outset of a project at the rate of 1 per 1,000 cubic yards of
previous fill, dropping to 1 per 3,000 thereafter. The rate of testing across
the Waterford 3 site was approximately 1 per 200 cubic yards.

In summary, the staff has concluded that the soil backfill records relative to
the in place densities are complete and demonstrate conformance with the
presecribed construction specification as developed by engineering principles

; and judgment. While some inspection documents have not been located, the tests
directly support the conclusion that the construction as completed in the field
meets the construction specification.

,

As a result of this extensive effort on the part of the licensee and his
agents, as well as its review, the NRC staff concludes that there is no
question remaining with regard to the safety of the soil backfill to resist
all the imposed loads including seismic effects. Therefore, the staff
considers this issue resolved.

i
.

|
'

'
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i ISSUE 8
.

Visual Examination of Shop Welds During Hydrostatic Testing

The staff's review of hydrostatic tests conducted by Tompkins-Beckwith (T-B)
for their installed ASME Class 1 and Class 2 piping systems found a lack of
proof of the visual inspection of all shop welds during the tests. Inspection
of all welds for leakage is required by the ASME Code and is essential to
ensure the structural integrity of the piping systems. LP&L shall provide
documented evidence that shop welds were indeed inspected during the hydro
tests. If the appropriate inspection documents do not exist or cannot be
located, LP&L shall submit a statement attesting to shop weld inspection by
the responsible personnel of LP&L or EBASCO who had witnessed the hydro tests.<

LP&L Response to Issue 8

By letter dated August 10, 1984, Mr. J. M. Cain provided the utility response
to this issue. Attached to the response was documentation and letters
supporting the position that shop welds were tested and inspected.

Staff Evaluation

ASME Code Section III requires that, at the completion of Class 1, 2, or 3
piping system or subsystem installation, a hydrostatic test be performed,
during which a visual examination for leakage is made of all welds.i

An allegation was made challenging the correctness of the T-B records on visual
examination of pipe welds during hydrotesting. The alleger believes that all
welds (shop and field) should be identified by name on the weld checkoff list
and that it is particularly important to identify shop welds since they were
not subjected to a hydrostatic test in the vendor's shop. The alleger claims
that it is unlikely that shop welds were examined during hydrotesting, since
they were not specifically mentioned on the test instruction sheet and do not
appear on the weld checkoff list.

After completion of the Class 1 and 2 hydrostatic weld inspection, according
the T-B's Hydrostatic Test Procedure TBP-36, the information from the
Hydrostatic Test Data Sheet and the weld checkoff list was combined with data

,

from other sources and ASME Form N5, Certification of Inspection, was completed.
The authorized nuclear inspector (ANI) signed the reverse side of Form N5 to
verify that the piping was installed in accordance with the ASME Code.

The ASME Code and T-B Procedure TBP-36 specify only that a visual examination
,

during hydrotesting for leakage is to be performed without reference to where
the pipe weld was made. The Test Information Sheet, however, states that the
inspection is to verify that there will be no leakage from any permanent field
welds. The welds identified on the checkoff list are all field welds. Although
the words " field welds" were included in the hydrostatic test instructions, an
inspector conducting a visual review of all field welds for leakage would most
likely be aware of any shop welds that might be leaking. In addition, during

the 10-minute minimum test period, plus the time required for visual examination,
any drop in test pressure resulting_from leakage would be noticeable and would
indicate a condition requiring investigation.
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The ASME Code does not require that all weld (shop or field) visual inspections
be documented individually. A lack of documentation identifying each shop weld
examined during field hydrotests does not violate the ASME Code. The basis for
T-B system acceptance is the ANI's signature on Form N5, Certification of
Inspection.

In assessing this allegation, the NRC staff reviewed the actual results
obtained during the hydrostatic test. Although the working on the test
instruction sheet did not accurately reflect the intent of T-B Procedure
TBP-36, the hydrostatic-test was conducted in full accordance with the
requirements of the procedure and the,ASME Code.

,

The NRC staff discussed its findings with the alleger, who expressed general
satisfaction with the resolution, but who feels that verification should be
obtained to confirm that the shop welds were indeed inspected for leakage
during the hydrostatic tests. The licensee responded to the request for
additional verification with the following statements:

1. Each hydrostatic / pneumatic test data sheet has the signatures of six
personnel witnessing and accepting the test. Hydrostatic test
documentation records for all ASME and ANSI testing are maintained as
permanent records, in accordance with ANSI N45.2.9, and are available
for inspection.

2. Although Dravo (shop) welds were not specifically listed in the
hydrostatic test package, they were inspected. As a demonstration
of this inspection, LP&L submits the following:

A. Tompkins-Beckwith letter QA1360, dated June 30, 1983, to EBASCO
Services Incorporated has attached to it a hand written report,
dated June 28, 1983, concerning the subject of Hydrostatic
testing of Dravo (shop) welds, from the Hartford Steam Boiler
Inspection and Insurance Company ANI, Thomas J. Dragon, to
Tompkins-Beckwith's Quality Assurance Supervisor, Larry
Richardson.

The following excerpts from the ANI Report substantiate LP&L's
position that shop welds were hydrostatically tested and
inspected:

i 1. "There are no code requirements which mandate a manufacturer /
'

installer to specifically list each weld to be examined
during the hydrostatic test. During the hydrostatic test,
an examination is made of all joints, connections, and
regions of high stress on all areas of the piping system
regardless of whether these items were fabricated by
Tompkins-Beckwith or Dravo, which were included in the test
boundary."

|
|

|
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2. "Although.these welds are not specifically listed on
Tompkins-Beckwith's hydrostatic test package, they are
examined in accordance with NX6215. Certification of this
is indicated by the installer listing the piping sub-
assemblies on the N5 data report and listing the applicable
hydrostatic. pressure that was conducted on the piping
system."

3. -"Your attention is directed to NA8231 (a), ' Application of
Stamp', which briefly states that the Inspector authorizes
application of the Code Symbol Stamp after all required
tests, examination, and inspections have been performed.
This specifically.incluoes the required hydrostatic test."

B. In addition to the above, the manner in which the hydrostatic
tests were conducted would assure that shop welds were inspected;

during the testing. Hydrostatic test inspections of the piping
and welds was performed by the inspectors (Tompkins-Beckwith
Engineering, Q.C., and ANI) utilizing a marked piping flow
diagram to indicate the boundaries of the test.

Piping flow diagrams do not indicate or show any welds,
therefore, an inspector using these drawings to conduct the
inspection walkdown would not have been able to exclude shop
welds from inspection during the test. By using these drawings,
an inspector would had to have examined all piping and all welds
in the test boundary prior to acceptance of the hydrostatic test.

C. The tests were conducted in accordance with the ASME Codes. The
requirements for examination for leakage (NX6215) include "all
joints, connections and all regions of high stress"'and also

| that the welded joints be left uninsulated and exposed (NX6121)
during the test. Shop welds, as required by the Code, like
regions of high stress, were inspected and accepted, although
they were not specifically listed in the test documentation.,

These requirements were complied with in accordance with Site
Procedure ASPIV63 during the hydrostatic testing performed by
Tompkins-Beckwith.

All ASME N5 code data reports completed by Tompkins-Beckwith for
code stamped piping systems contain the following statement ina

section 7(b), " Description of. Installation Performed," of the
code report.

" Hydrostatic test of shop fabricated welds contained in
piping subassemblies listed in item 6 above."

This statement also substantiates LP&L's position that shop
welds were tested and inspected. It should be noted that this
statement was on the N5 data reports at time of initial signing
by the ANI.

!
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The signature of the third party inspector (ANI) on both the
hydrostatic test and the N5 report, attests the ASME Code i
requirements were fulfilled.

A. letter from Mr. Barry K. Bobo, Assistant Regional Manager of
the Hartford Steam Boiler and Inspection Company to Mr. Mike
Yates for EBASCO Services, dated July 9, 1984, confirms the.

position of the ANI organization that the shop welds were
inspected

! . .

The NRC staff concludes that the allegation was properly resolved and that this
issue has neither safety significance nor generic implications.

i
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ISSUE 9

Welder Certification

The-staff. reviewed the records for the installation of the supports for certain
of the instrumentation cabinets-in the Reactor Containment Building (RCB). The
review included an examination of procurement records for the support material,
weld rod control documents, welder certification records, and QC inspection
records.

| Based.on the staff review, it appears that documentation is missing on the
'

. support welds and it is not clear that the welders were certified for all of
the weld positions used. Thus the quality of the supports for the instrument
cabinets are indeterminant.

.

; LP&L shall attempt-to' locate the missing documents and determine if'the welders
were appropriately ~ certified. If the documentation cannot be located,
appropriate action must be taken to assure the quality of the cabinet supports.

LP&L Response to Issue 9

i The licensee provided a response' to this issue in a letter dated 1-tober 19,
1984 (W3B84-0801) from J. M. Cain (LP&L) to D. G. Eisenhut (NRR).

The licensee, in responding to this item, generalized the concern since the
specific welding questioned by the NRC in this instance was performed by-the4

J. A. Jones Company, whose primary responsibility did not include welding.
The licensee, as a result of the finding, conducted reviews on the remaining
scope of J. A. Jones welding and the extent of the available documents.

; For the specific instrument cabinets in the RCB, the licensee first attempted
to review all weld inspection reports related to the support steel for the RCB
instrument cabinets. This review indicated that the welders were certified for
the positions used on 11 of 18 cabinets and that documentation on the other 7
instrument cabinets was incomplete.

,

LP&L then did a complete reinspection of the subject welds on 6 of 7 instrument!.
'

cabinets with the seventh cabinet welds being inaccessible'. The.results on the' six indicated deficiencies.in the welds. These were documented in a
nonconformance report and engineering evaluation of the conditions was perfornied.
The evaluation of the conditions, which included undercut, porosity and
undersizing, confirmed that the support steel and the associated welding was
adequate to meet all expected loadings in the as-built condition.

As a result of the as-built findings, LP&L initiated a reinspection of the 11
which had full documentation available. The findings and actions were similar
to the previous 6 which had been inspected. On this basis of the reinspection
of 17 out of 18 and the partial records which were located, the eighteenth
cabinet's supports were determined to be acceptable by the licensee.
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I ' Staff-Evaluation
. . |

'

.The. staff reviewed a sample of six of the engineering reviews performed'by'

; EBASCO for the licensee which were completed to evaluate the deficiencies j

i. found in the as-built conditions. -It was determined that the weld capacity '

exceeded the.need load capability and no rework was needed to'the as-builti
.~ weld-supports. 'The staff determined that all 18 of the supports were

'

acceptable on the basis of the facts determined by LP&L and the NRC Task'

| Force.

I . The licensee, from a generic view point, in reviewing!other J. A. Jones
Company welding, found that only 22 other work packages existed, some of which<

were temporary construction or non-safety related welding. A review of the'

documentation for the additional safety-related welding resulted in. generally
better documentation than existed for the RCB instrument supports. Three Field

,

; Change Requests (FCRs) are missing from the documentation, however, the
i documents -verifying that the work was performed have been located. The welds

in this additional J.' A. Jones construction of safety related work were also'

found to have low stress imposed during seismic and other loading. In total,

the J. A. Jones welding on the RCB instrument supports represented a large
i percentage of their total welding effort for safety-related items.
:

The NRC staff, after having reviewed the facts and calculations for the RCB.
; instrumen_t cabinets,-has concluded that the specific item identified as well,

| as the generic aspects have been adequately evaluated and that this issue is
resolved. -

t
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ISSUE 10

Inspector Qualifications (J. A. Jones and Fegles)

The NRC staff reviewed the qualification and certifications of QC inspectors in
the civil / structural area. The review included the qualifications of four
EBASCO inspectors, five J. A. Jones inspectors and eight Fegles inspectors.
The inspector qualifications were compared against the requirements of
ANSI N45.2.6 and the contractor's procedures.

The staff found that four of the five J. A. Jones inspectors and two of the
eight Fegles inspectors failed to meet the applicable certification requirements
related to relevant experience. Since these inspectors were involved in the
inspection of safety-related activities, the fact that they may not have been
qualified to perform such inspections, renders the quality of the inspected
construction activities as indeterminate.

LP&L was asked to review all inspector qualifications and certifications for
J. A. Jones and Fegles against the project requirements and provide the infor-
mation in such a form that each requirement was clearly shown to have been met
by each inspector. If an inspector was found to not meet the qualification
requirements, the licensee was then requested to review the records to
determine what inspections were made by the unqualified individuals and provide
a statement on the impact of the deficiencies on the safety of the project.

LP&L Response to Issue 10

The LP&L letter to D. G. Eisenhut dated October 31, 1984, and a subsequent
response dated December 6, 1984 included a revised program plan along with a
written response to issue number 10.

The issue of qualification and certification of QA/QC personnel has been
treated generically by LP&L, therefore, the description of the program
plan and review by NRC staff, as outlined in issue number 1, is applicable
to this issue also.

NRC Followup Inspection Activity

With regard to the disposition of deficiencies defined because of " unqualified"
individuals, as a result of the licensee's additional study, the staff
reviewed the licensee's resolution to this issue in order to determine the
quality of the work these individuals performed as well as the impact of their
work on plant safety.

Inspection of the basemat, the Reactor, Auxiliary, and Fuel Handling Building:
construction and soil backfill activities were performed by J. A. Jones Company
personnel. The inspection work was in question because the licensee had
determined that 25 inspectors in this group were " unqualified." Further study
into this matter by the licensee disclosed that double inspection was known to
exist in the early civil construction activities. It was further revealed that
where an inspection function was performed by an " unqualified" J. A. Jones
inspector, there was an equivalent EBASCO inspection performed. In each case
the EBASCO inspector was found to have been qualified at the time the inspection
activity was performed.
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Issue 11 addresses the aspect of inspector qualifications of inspectors
responsible for the quality of Cadweld splices. The finished splice, the |
resulting test data and the statistical analysis for consistency of the test
results clearly demonstrates there is no unresolved safety issue.

As a result of QC inspector review for .Fegles Power Services personnel the work
of eight inspectors was found questionable. Four were determined to have
performed inspections on safety-related structures. Where a " unqualified"
Fegles inspector performed an inspection function, a concurrent inspection was
determined to have been performed by a qualified EBASCO insnect r. In each
case, the EBASCO inspector was found to have been qualified for the activity
he performed.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's response and verified the data byj

sampling. Based on this information, the staff has concluded that qualified
inspectors from one organization or another did in fact satisfactorily
accomplish inspections. Therefore, in the case of inspections performed by
J. A. Jones Company and Fegles personnel on the basemat, Reactor, Auxiliary,
and Fuel Handling Buildings construction and soil backfill activities, theree

are no unresolved safety issues relative to " unqualified" inspection personnel.
1

i
i

!

I

i

|
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ISSUE 11

Cadwelding

The staff reviewed the Cadweld activities related to the deficiencies
identified in NCR-W3-6234. The staff was concerned that the licensee had
provided only limited data (in other than the raw form) to the NRC on the

.

statistics of the Cadweld testing program conducted during construction.
The data provided stated that for the base mat 3,673 splices were made
with 81 tests run, showing an average strength of 95,397 psi with a range
of 60,750 - 107,051 psi. For the entire project the licensee had stated
that 14,293 splices were made of which 591 were tested with 6 of those
failing to meet tensile requirements. It is noted that the above NCR has
been reopened as a result of the CAT inspection and all issues have not

'
been resolved.

;

i LP&L shall provide the Cadweld data for the project in such a form that it can
be readily compared to the acceptance criteria used for the Waterford 3 project.
This will require breaking down the Cadweld data by building or structural

i element such as the base mat, NPIS walls that are not part of RAB or FHB,
i containment interior structures etc. Additionally, the data should be broken

down by test program type (production or sister), bar size, bar position.and
' cadwelder. Data shall be provided in each category on total splices made,

visual rejects, production tests and failures, and sister tests and failures.
Data shall also be provided on welder qualification and requalification,

; including dates.

Based on discussions with LP&L representatives the NRC staff has been informed
that efforts in this area are underway, but this information is needed for
staff review.

LP&L Response to Issue 11
't

LP&L provided its response to this issue in a September 18, 1984 letter from,

Mr. J. M. Cain to Darrell G. Eisenhut. In that letter, LP&L indicated that all'

; the cadweld data has been transcribed onto computer data storage, can be
i retrieved in a number of different ways, and readily compared to the testing

requirements.

Staff Evaluation

The NRC staff in initiating the review of the licensee's response to this
issue determined that a typographical error had occurred in the NRC letter
to J. M. Cain,' dated June 13, 1984. The third sentence in Item No. 11
addressed the statistics for the Cadwelds in the basemat which included a
range of strengths of "60,750 - 107,051 psi." The range value should have
been listed as "80,750 - 107,051."

The ba, sis for the NRC concerns contained in this issue came from the NRC staff
review of NCR W3-6234 in conjunction with Allegations A-113 and A-146 and the
fact that the basic data on Cadwelders and Cadwelds were not in a form to allow
ready comparisons to the inspection, testing, and acc'eptance criteria used for3

j the Waterford 3 project and thus repeated changes and clarifications were
needed as a result of the mass of data.
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NCR W3-6234 addressed several issues pertaining to Cadweld activities and the
associated deficiencies. Deficiencies such as implementation of Cadweld
sampling procedures, missing Cadweld inspection records, and uncertified
Cadweld inspectors at Waterford 3 project were the major issues.

Sorting of this computerized cadweld data can be performed on various
parameters such as Cadweld operators, building, or structural element.

For each entry on a specific Cadweld, the following characteristics relative to
the splice are provided.

o Date the'Cadweld was made
o ID number of Cadwelder
o Cadweld number
o Bar size
o Bar position (horizontal or vertical)
o Replacement splice ID for visual reject, if rejected

Replacement splice ID for production test, if randomly selected foro
testing

o Tension test result, if tested
o Building where Cadweld is located
o Concrete placement number where Cadweld is located
o Cadwelder qualification and requalification dates
o Visual rejects, if any
o Production and sister tests, if selected.

During the week of October 22, 1984, the NRC staff reviewed the computer
generated data at the Waterford 3 site for compliance with Regulatory Guide
1.10 and the EBASCO specification, LOU-1564.479, both of which address the
technical requirements related to Cadweld testing and inspection.

The licensee, as a result of their review effort, identified three additional
minor discrepancies which previously had not been identified. These
discrepancies were:

Replacement splice ID's for three production tests and five visual rejectso
were not shown on the Daily Cadweld Inspection Report. However, with the
color coding system used and the preplacement checklist, there is reason-
able assurance that the splices were made and included in the concrete
placement.

: o Results of one sister splice test (the test data document) could not be
located, however, the actual test values had been previously transferred
onto test summary sheets so that the tensile strength is known to be
acceptable.

; o At four locations, welder requalification tests could not be located, but
the records indicate the subsequent 15 splices made by the operator
resulted in no visual rejects, thus demonstrating good operator
performance.
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The NRC staff review and evaluation resulted in the following conclusions:
,

1. .The compiled computer printout data for J. A. Jones construction work
on Waterford 3 project Cadweld splices indicated that nearly 3,900
splices were made in the basemat with 81 tensile tests performed, and
there were no failures to meet design criteria. TFase criteria are

,

that each test splice must carry 125% of the mini'aum guaranteed steel
yield strength (75,000 psi in this case) and the average of any 15
tests must carry 100% of the minimum guaranteed ultimate tensile
' strength (90,000 psi in this case). The average strength of tested
Cadwelds for the basemat was 95,504 psi. In the common foundation
structure (CFS) over 2,100 splices were made with 95 tensile tests,
and there were no failures to meet design criteria. The average
strength'of tested Cadwelds was 98,267 psi. In the fuel handling.
building (FHB) structure approximately 630 splices were made with 29
tensile tests of which two failed to meet a strength of 125% of the'

steel yield strength. The average strength of all tested Cadwelds
; in this structure was 97,886 psi. In the reector auxiliary building

(RAB) structure over 1,800 splices were made with 94 tensile tests,
- and there were no failures to meet the design criteria. - The average

strength of tested Cadweld was 101,020 psi. In the reactor
i containment building (RCB) structure about 6,110 splices were made
i with 297 tensile tests. There were four failures in the tests. The

average strength of the tested Cadwelds was 98,400 psi.

2. For the entire project, over 14,500 splices were made by J. A. Jones
of which 586 Cadwelds were tested with six failures to meet 125% of
the yield strength of the steel. The average strength of the tested

i. Cadwelds was 98,215 psi. The staff reviewed the test records and
results and concluded that except for six failures ( 1% failures),
each of the tensile tests perforced on the Cadwelds met the required
minimum yield tensile strength of 75,000 psi (1.25fy = 1.25 x 60 ksi).
Additionally, the average of 15 consecutive tensile tests met the
requirement of carrying the minimum ultimate steel stress of 90 ksi.
This indicated good control was exercised during plant construction.

3. The NRC staff found some minor discrepancies on overall Cadweld
splice sampling frequency. However, the visual inspection rate
generally met EBASCO specification LOU-1546.479 and the requirements
of Regulatory Guide 1.10.

'

4. Qualification and requalification records of Cadweld operators were
; clearly documented by qualification dates and the test results. In

only four cases were the Cadweld operator's'requalification records
missing. The NRC staff's evaluation considers a missing record as a
documentation problem which has no impact on the overall quality of
the installed Cadweld splices. The staff examined the subsequent

j work records for the operators and found no visual rejects in the
next 15 splices, thereby indicating acceptable work.;

4
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5. Identification and status of Cadweld splices were documented by Daily
Cadweld Inspection Reports, Cadweld maps, and by a concrete preplace-
ment checklist. Based on its review of computer data and the associated
records the staff concludes that no significant number of splices could
have been omitted or not accounted for in the concrete placements.

6. Three minor discrepancies, mentioned previously, that had not already
been identified in NCR W3-6234 were found from the licensee's review
of the computer data case information. The licensee will document
and disposition these additional discrepancies in a supplement to NCR
W3-6234. The NRC staff concludes that these minor discrepancies have
no impact on the quality of the Cadweld splices and the staff concurs
with how these issues will be addressed.

The NRC staff notes that there were some additional numbers of Cadwelds made at
the Waterford 3 project by EBASCO after J. A. Jones had completed their major
construction effort and left the site. These were not included in the
allegations or the summary data assembled for NCR W3-6234. For instance, in
the common basemat, there were several construction blockouts left in the
concrete to facilitate later construction such as cable pulling through
embedded conduit. Two blockouts for example, one in Placement 11B and one in
Placement 19 of the basemat, were closed in March and May of 1984. Each of
these necessitated approximately 30 Cadwelds to be made on 11 horizontal
reinforcing steel by EBASCO. A review by the NRC staff of the records
associated with the above metioned Cadwelds indicated the criteria had been
met. These Cadwelds should be recognized as those in addition to those
addressed in the allegations and the Harstead reports.

.

1
!
|

|
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ISSUE 12

Main Steamline Framing Restraints

As part of the NRC staf f's review, the installation and inspection of the
main steamline framing restraints above the steam generators was examined
to determine if the as-built drawings reflected the actual installation.
The NRC staff found no problems with as-built conditions, but found that
several bolted connections had not been inspected (or documented) for the
framing. The failure to perform (or document) the inspections render the
quality of these framing restraints as indeterminant.

Based on discussions with LP&L representatives the staff was informed that the
subject inspections are in progress. LP&L shall complete the inspections of
the restraints and make the documentation of such inspections available to the
staff.

LP&L Response to Issue 12

On September 4,1984 LP&L provided its response to this issue in a letter from
Mr. J. M. Cain to Darrell G. Eisenhut. In that letter LP&L indicated that they
have completed the reinspections and that the documentation is available for

j

| NRC review.

Staff Evaluation

It was indicated that the material and initial installation for the main
steamline framing restraints was provided by American Bridge. On March 29,
1983 the licensee had reported a significant construction deficiency
(SCD No. 78) to the NRC to address the evaluation and control of deficiencies
related to all American Bridge work at the site. At that time EBASCO and
Tompkins-Beckwith were working on this steel on related construction activities
so that a decision was made to delay any work associated with SCD No. 78 until
the work by EBASCO and Tompkins-Beckwith was completed. As a result, the
Quality Assurance Installation Review Group (QAIRG) noted a need for
reinspection of the steam generator framing. As EBASCO and Tompkins-Beckwith
completed work which included the rework of some connections originally made
by American Bridge, the inspection and documentation was completed. What was
not identified and tracked for inspection were those connections which remained
in their original condition as installed by American Bridge.

Based on this information the licensee initiated a nonconformance report,
NCR W3-7736, to address these omitted connections from the reinspection
outlined by SCO No. 78. LP&L then had the inspection performed using the
same procedures used for SCD No. 70. Of the 12,000 bolts this activity
addressed, approximately 850 were replaced. Five hundred of those were
replaced because the bolt material identification could not be
established.

Additionally, the licensee reviewed the scope of the American Bridge work
to assure that no other areas which should receive reinspection had been
omitted from SCO No. 78. It was found that with the items identified for
the steam generator-main steam framing all items had been included so that
now the full scope of the American Bridge work has received reinspection.
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Also the documentation associated with the. rework of connections done by.
EBASCO and Tompkins-Beckwith was reviewed against the field conditions toj -

be certain all deficiencies were corrected and as-built conditions were*

reflected in the drawings. !

*

The NRC Task Force reviewed inspection documentation performed by EBASCO )
on the main steam restraints. The NRC staff randomly selected sixteen j
bolted connectioris from installation drawings to determine if reinspection ;,

; by EBASCO was performed. All connections examined contained adequate i

inspection documentation. The NRC visually examined the connections in
the fleid to verify that inspections had been performed as the
documentation indicated. Work appeared to be complete. No discrepancies
were noted during the inspection. -The licensee had noted that coatings

,
had not yet been put on the new bolts but that is not a constraint on fuel

! load or power operation. -

; The staff concludes.that Issue No. 12 has been adequately addressed. This
issue is considered closed.

< ,
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~ ISSUE'13

Missing NCRs

During the NRC's initial review of EBASCO's NCR Processing System the card
index file of NCRs was examined and the staff noted that there are missing
reports in the consecutively numbered NCR's. Specifically~W3-27, 814, 859,-
981, 1053, 1102, 1109, 1228, 1349, and 1348 are missingrfrom your card
index file. Others were also noted to be missing from the EBASCO QA vault.

LP&L shall (1) obtain the missing NCRs, explain why these NCRs were not
'

maintained in the filing system, review them for proper voiding, and
(2) assure that when an issue is raised to'an NCR, it is then properly
filed for tracking and closure.

LP&L Response to Issue 13

The LP&L letters to D. G. Eisenhut dated October 10, October 31, and-
September 4, 1984, included a Program Plan and written responses to
Issue Number 13.

The Program Plan for Issue 13 contained the following approach to resolve4

this issue.

a. Review all EBASCO site and New York office-issued closed or voided
NCRs for accountability.

b. Provide substantiating information on those NCRs indicated as voided.

in the logs,

c. Provide substantiating information that sequential NCR numbers that
were not ultimately assigned to an NCR is, in fact, correct.

'

d. The review to include Mercury NCRs as well as EBASCO.

Staff Evaluation

The NRC conducted its review of LP&L's response to this issue and found that
LP&L had taken appropriate action to find the missing NCRs, that the NCRs
reported to LP&L as missing had been identified and entered into the NCR system
and that these NCRs had been subsequently dispositioned and when required, that,

| adequate corrective action had been taken. As the staff conducted its review
of Mercury and EBASCO NCRs, which had been voided or administrative 1y closed,

3 and LP&L's and EBASCO's corrective action taken for those NCRs, it was
; determined that although the entire NCR system (Mercury, EBASCO and other
' contractors) was complicated and that procedural violations did occur, which

cannot be corrected now since most of the contractors have left the site,'

; hardware in the plant was not affected. For example, Mercury issued NCR
| numbers in bulk (groups of numbers), contrary to its procedures. It was

only when a nonconforming condition was identified, and approved as such by
1 the QA supervisor or his designee, that an NCR number was issued. Therefore,

some numbers were not used and when returned to QA, these numbers werei

administratively voided in the NCR log. This' action of voiding NCRs was not
addressed in the Mercury procedures,
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When conducting its review of Mercury NCRs identified in Issue 6 the staff also
~

reviewed 100% of those identified by LP&L as potential problems. The staff,
during its review of LP&L programs and Mercury NCRs did identify some problems

; in documentation of the corrective actions, but these were corrected by LP&L as
they were encountered by the staff.

The staff concludes that all missing, voided, and administratively closed NCRs
were located, accounted for, entered into the system, properly dispositioned,
and closed. None of the NCRs impacted instriled hardware. The staff therefore
has no further concerns on this issue.
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-ISSUE 14.
'

..
_

,

J. A. Jones Speed Letters and ElRs

:
During the EBASCO QA review of J. A. Jones speed letters and engineering

,

1 information requests, several items that could affect plant safety were noted.
Based on its sample of these' actions, the staff does not expect that any of- |

1 these. items will-significantly affect plant safety. Nevertheless, the
'

' licensee should complete the actions identified in these reviews and issues
raised shall'be resolved promptly.

LP&L Response to issue 14

I The licensee responded to this issue in a letter dated September 4, 1984 from +

J. M. Cain (LP&L)-to D. G. Eisenhut (NRR). The licensee has addressed this-
j issue relative'to the J. A. Jones Construction-Company as well as other {
j subcontractors on the.Waterford 3 project in ~ order to address any generic. !

j concern. .;

1 '

] Staff Evaluation i

4. >

j. Prior to the formation of the NRC Task Force in March of _1984, the licensee's
j contractor EBASCO was performing a records review of'J. A. Jones Company and it
; was determined that all civil engineering related speed letters and engineering |

{ information request (EIRs) should be reviewed by EBASCO site engineering. !

'
|

| This effort began in January of 1984. Some 2,100 documents were reviewed and
j 271 were identified as conveying design changes without proper documentation.
j Each of these instances was then pursued further and 104 were'found to have <

other documentation within the formal QA program such as a field change request,;

j- design change notice, a nonconformance report or a specification which
addressed the issue. The remaining 167 were subjected to engineering review !

=

j and analysis and have been assessed as being acceptable without any needed'
j hardware changes.
I
i The staff reviewed a sample of 17 of the 271 items with nearly equal split

between those indicated by the licensee as having adequate documentation and
! those assessed as having inadequate or no documentation and therefore-
j necessitating further engineering evaluation. . Many-of the EIRs reviewed dealt
| with cutting and splicing of reinforcing steel. Some-of the EIRs had no

supporting documentation such as a field change request (FCR). Those EIRs that-
.

j had no supporting documentation were evaluated by EBASCO engineering and found
:' to be acceptable as-is. EIRs reviewed by the staff indicated that the changes

~

| made'were all consistent with standard industry' practice.
1

j To address the generic question of how other subcontractors handled items in
their specific construction specialty area the licensee undertook a minimumi

j 10% sampling program'of each subcontractor's information requests (IR). This
t involved 14 other subcontractors as well as 5 separate disciplines in the-
1- EBASC0' construction organization. LP&L has provided summaries and tabular _ data
i of the results of nearly 24,000 of these types of documents in the response to H

| this issue.- At the outset of the 10% sampling program the licensee set forth |
j guidelines for the execution of the sampling program. First, the'10% was;

i-
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selected on a random basis. Secondly, the reviewer could not review a document
which dealt with an issue he had previously worked on and would proceed to
review the next numbered item if such an instance arose. Third, if the total
number of information requests issued by any subcontractor was 50 or less a
complete review was done instead of the 10% sample. Fourth, if any instances
of design control violations were found in the samples, the sample size was
increased by 10% with further expansion of the sample as deemed appropriate.

Of the total of 19 items reviewed, 12 did not violate the plant's design
control procedures. There were a total of 4 where the sample size was
expanded with 2 of these going to a 100% review. Two of the remaining 3
had 100% sample because the total number of documents was less than 50.
The remaining one had 10% of the items reviewed with 5% of those requiring
evaluation. In total, out of the nearly 24,000 information request
documents, of which more than 3,000 were reviewed, about 5% were
identified as violating the design control procedures. Engineering
evaluation of these resulted in only 2 items requiring rework of American
Bridge work. (American Bridge was one of the subcontractors that was
subjected to 100% review of information request type documents.)

The staff sampled 4 of the 19 items and reviewed some 60 of the documents in
order to verify that the documents had been roperly reviewed and evaluated by
EBASCO engineering. The review of the infor 'on re uests indicated that
those which appeared to be design changes w te .' f aluated and
dispositioned by EBASCO engineering. The staff a or ewed sample
information requests which were not considered to be design changes and it was
noted many of these were not safety-related items. No items were found which
were improperly dispositioned.

Based on its review the staff has concluded this matter has been fully resolved,
and the issue is considered closed.

/

'
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ISSUE 15

Welding of "D" Level Material Inside Containment

The staff reviewed the welding of "D" level material for containment
attachments. The cont @ ment spray system structural component welds were
chosen for specific detailed review. The welds on the containment spray piping
supports were checked for weld rod traceability and welder identification and
certification. The licensee was unable to produce the documentation sought
for the staff review.

The licensee shall (1) locate the documentation and verify the adequacy of the
information, or (2) perform a material analysis and NDE work, or (3) rework the
welds. The staff shall be promptly informed of the licensee's approach and
the documentation shall be made available for staff review.

LP&L Response to Issue 15

( The licensee, in a response dated September 14, 1984 from J. M. Cain (LP&L) to
' D. G. Eisenhut (NRR), provided information relative to this issue.

The licensee determined that the specific containment spray system items
reviewed by the Task Force with exception of two cases consisted of temporary
supports which have been abandoned. An analysis of the two cases was performed

| by the licensee which demonstrated that the containment spray piping is
adequately supported without assuming any contribution by the two struts
attached to "D" level material. The permanent containment spray system
structural component supports which were welded by Tompkins-Beckwith are
documented.

Staff Evaluation

To assess this issue, the staff reviewed the containment spray drawings for the
scope of work performed by CBI and Tompkins-Beckwith. The drawings specify
that Tompkins-Beckwith would weld the containment spray piping component
supports to "D" level material clips which were welded by CB&I to the contain-
ment vessel. The welding performed by Tompkins-Beckwith is documented on weld
records which include welder, filler material, and inspection results.

With regard to weld material traceability, the licensee has indicated that
although unique weld material traceability cannot be obtained for welding "D"
level material, the CB&I QA program required that all welding material used by
CB&I be certified material. Also it was indicated that welder identification
for individual welds is not available for field welds since the CB&I program
did not require process control records for welding "D" level material.
However, all welders used by CB&I on this project were qualified in accordance
with ASME Section IX.

The staff found in its review of the records, that in the areas where CB&I
welded "D" level material, the records validate the licensee's statement
that all weld material used by CB&I was certified material and all CB&I
welders on this project were qualified.
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The licensee also indicated that the CB&I Manual required that the site f

i welding /QA supervisor inspect the fit-up, welding in progress and finished |
welds on all classes of work. *

,
The staff reviewed the C8&I. instructions to determine the applicable welding
procedure specification (WPS) for welding the "D" level material. For the '

applications involved, WPS-E7018/71-2426, Revision 2, was specified for the
welding. Tnis procedure specifies that E7018 electrode shall be used for all
welding. The procedure was qualified for the material types and thicknesses ,

specified for the "D" level material.

f Additionally the project files showed that 25 weld material heat control
; numbers of E7018 electrode were issued to the site and 13 weld material heat
' control numbers for E7018 electrode were issued to the shop for this project.

All 38 weld material heat control numbers for E7018 electrode were reviewed4

; and found to be certified. All welders employed on site by CB&I for this
project were given a welder symbol and their qualification records placed in
the project file for welders. The project file consisted of 101 welders and

! each welder was qualified for welding the specified welds for "0" level
: material. This satisfactorily resolved the issue concerning the use of
! certified material and qualified welders by CB&I for welding "D" level
j material.

'

1 The licensee also took a sample (greater than 10%) of welds for visual ~

I inspection based on review of all the welds to "0" level material. The polar :
j crane girder assembly and the maintenance hatch supports were identified as !
; the significant structural applications and from these a sample of 405 welds t

| was selected to be inspected and documented in NCR W3-7792. On the basis of .

j the satisfactory results of the sample inspection, the licensee stated that
i

, all CB&I "0" level material welds are considered satisfactory and may be used
! as is.

The visual inspection of welds was reviewed by the staff under Issue No. 6 and
j has been satisfactorily resolved.
!

.

]
The staff has concluded that the licensee has fully resolved Issue 15.

l.
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ISSUE 16

Surveys and Exit Interviews of QA Personnel

In a memorandum dated January 3, 1984, R. S. Leddick, LP&L Vice President for
Nuclear Operations, directed that the LP&L Quality Assurance (QA) personnel
conduct interviews of the on-site contractor QA personnel to elicit any
concerns the contractor staff may have regarding the quality of construction of
Waterford Unit 3. That memorandum also indicated that exit interviews would be
similarly conducted with the contractor personnel prior to their leaving the
Waterford 3 project. A total of 407 such interviews were conducted beginning
in January 1984. Individual responses were sent to the specific employee (s)
who raised the concern.

Exit interviews with the contractor QA employees (resigned, transfered, or
terminated) began on January 16, 1984. A compilation of the concerns
raised during those interviews were forwarded for followup on May 22, 1984.

The NRC staff reviewed all of the questionnaire forms and responses to the
questions identified by the LP&L QA staff. In some cases, the NRC review.

identified additional potential issues, beyond those identified by LP&L, and
responses that did not address the intent of the concerns. Nevertheless, the
staff found that the majority of the concerns raised are being or have been
addressed as part of other NRC review efforts associated with Waterford 3.

As a result of the staff review, it is not evident that the survey and exit
interviews have been vigorously pursued by LP&L to investigate the issues
raised for safety significance, root cause, and generic implications. For
example, the exit interviews began in January and are continuing. However, the
process of reviewing the content of those interviews, additional information
should have been obtained from the person interviewed but the interviewers did
not indicate on the form whether or not they sought additional facts. Finally
for a number of areas, issues or potential problems were acknowledged but it is
not clear that any followup action occurred.

The NRC staff is concerned that the LP&L program to investigate issues does not
promptly and thoroughly examine the specific areas nor the programmatic
implications of them. Other successful programs have utilized independently
staffed groups to assess each issue raised and formally report to senior utility
management on their findings and recommended corrective actions. These elements
are not evident in the LP&L process. As a result, LP&L should develop and
implement a formal program for handling issues raised by individuals. One of
the first tasks to be dealt with by the program should be the review of the
responses previously provided to the QA survey and during the exit interviews.

LP&L Response to Issue 16

On August 10, 1984 LP&L responded to this issue in a letter from Mr. J. H Cain
to D. G. Eisenhut. In that response, they noted that an independently managed
organization would conduct an enhanced interview program including a review of
the responses received early in the year. LP&L has employed Quality
Technology Company (QiC) to establish a Quality Team responsible for soliciting
and receiving quality concerns and to manage the program as an independent
organization. QTC has been on the Waterford site since July 6, 1984. Quality
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Technology is responsible for a similar program at the Wolf Creek Generating
Station in Kansas. Their personnel include individuals who have technical
expertise in the nuclear industry and experience in the inspection of nuclear
power plants in both the construction and operations phases.

Staff Evaluation

During the week of October 1,1984, the NRC staff visited the Quality Team
headquarters to discuss the licensee's program for handling quality concerns.
LP&L has adopted a procedure, developed by Quality Technology, for the Quality
Team to solicit, investigate, and resolve project concerns involving quality
activities.

The procedure includes several methods for obtaining concerns. The Quality
Team has established a Hot Line and a toll-free line for incoming calls during,

i regular business hours as well as weekends, holidays, and af ter working hours.
Brochures and posters have been distributed on site advertising the phone
numbers for these lines, and encouraging concerned employees to call.

In addition to these phone lines, exit interviews are requested of all project
personnel terminating from Waterford 3. This is an improvement over the
original program which only allowed for interviews to be conducted of Quality
Assurance / Quality Control personnel. Those individuals who prefer not to be
interviewed are written and reminded of the Hot and toll free lines, as well as
the NRC office numbers on site and in Region IV in Arlington, Texas.

Finally, project personnel can simply walk into the Quality Team headquarters
to discuss their concerns with the Quality Team leader or Senior representative.
Confidentiality is offered all employees expressing concerns.

In each of these cases, Hot / toll-free line interviews, exit interviews, or
walk-in interviews, a file is established with a unique filing number for
further investigation and tracking. An investigative plan is developed for
each file initiated, and a comprehensive series of investigative steps are
defined. Each plan is designed to, if possible, identify root cause. As a
quality concern is discovered the team and LP&L first screen it for
reportability and then initiate a Quality Team Deficiency Report (QTOR)
to document and resolve the issue. A log is maintained to track all QTDR's.
The QTOR forwards the concern and the initial findings of the investigation to
the responsible group head for resolution. The responsible group head deter-
mines the resolution and corrective actions to be taken and returns the QTOR to
the Quality Team within 14 calendar days, who then verifles the actions taken.

As concerns are resolved, a Quality Team Investigation Report (QTIR) is
complied which documents the personnel contacted during the investigation,
the concern Investigated in accordance with the investigative plan, the
findings, and any QTOR's initiated to resolve the issues. A disposition
form and final report documents the completed flies. Throughout this,

investigation process the ifcensee's Nuclear Operations QA Manager is
provided copies of reports, such as the QTOR, for his information. The
final report is directed to the Senior Vice President Nuclear Operations
with copies to the appropriate senior managers. Finally the individual
who raised the concern initially is contacted by the Quality Team with a
copy of the disposition form.
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The existence and application of an operating procedure to direct the
activities of the Quality Team has greatly enhanced LP&L's interview program.
The procedure requires the documentation of all concerns, analyses, and
dispositions thereof. Formal documentation allows for traceability by both
the Quality Team and LP&L Management. While visiting the Quality Team
headquarters during the week of October 1, 1984 the NRC staff found the
program files easily auditable. The files created for each interviewed
employee were detailed and thorough. The procedure requires that the Team
formally report to senior utility management regularly. The reports keep the
licensee informed on the status of the disposition of concerns, and one
particular report provides management with a trending study for identification
of generic implications. In addition, to receiving these reports LP&L has
conducted regular audits of the Quality Team and their management of the
interview program.

As requested by the NRC staff the Quality Team's first responsibility has been
! to review the concerns previously provided to the QA survey in January 1984 and

during the exit interviews subsequently conducted. The Quality Team
prioritized the concerns by screening all of them for the more safety

; significant issues. The licensee has committed to completing their review of
all of these concerns prior to escalation above 5% power. The staff finds this

i
acceptable. The NRC staff's review of these interviews in May 1984 identified

r some concerns. Nevertheless, the staff found that the majority of these
I concerns had been, or at the time were being, addressed as part of the other

review efforts associated with the operating license application and related
investigations for Waterford 3. For the remaining concerns the staff felt the
initial responses to the interviewer's concerns were inadequate and required

.

additional review. During the week of November 5, 1984, the NRC staff reviewed|
a number of the Quality Team's new files on these previous interviews. In eich
case the Team's rereview was thorough and well documented. For example, in

| some cases in early 1984 the original response to an employee's concern was
I listed as "too vague" or "need further details," and no further action was
| apparently taken. The Quality Tean's files show that the interviewee was
. recontacted, if possible, and their concern discussed in greater detail. If it
| was impossible to contact the interviewee, for example, the concern was made

anonymously, the team has attempted to at least review procedures and other
j documents that concern the area of interest no matter how vague the original

statement.

| The NRC staff review and evaluation resulted in the following conclusions:
|

o The current interview program is significantly improved over the
licensee's original program. The program is governed by a detailed
operating procedure which includes (1) methods by which the Quality
Team solicits, investigates, and resolves concerns from all project
personnel in a confidential manner, (2) tracking and trending of
concerns and evaluating for root cause, (3) providing resolution to

| the concerned individual, and (4) providing utility management with
I project concerns and status through regular reporting,

o The program has been made auditable by documenting concerns, analyses,
and their dispositions in a readily traceable manner.
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o The program is conducted by an independently managed organization
staffed by individuals with technical and investigatory expertise
including experience in the inspection of nuclear power plants.
The Quality Team includes some utility personnel now and will
eventually be completely staffed with LP&L employees. By this time
construction personnel will have essentially completed their jobs
and left the site. The Quality Team should then consist of
personnel with expertise in the operational side of nuclear power
plants,

o The original interviews that the staff reviewed and raised concerns
about have been reopened by the Quality Team for further review where
needed. Their investigations are thorough and analyze for additional
potential concerns, root cause and generic implications.

The NRC staf f is satisfied that the concerns raised about the shortcomings
of the licensee's interview program have been adequately addressed by the
new program.
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ISSUE 17

QC Verification of Expansion Anchor Characteristics

A review of Mercury Construction Procedure SP-666, Revision 8. " Drilled-In
Expansion Type Anchors in Concrete for Category I Structures," revealed that
it does not require QC verification of many characteristics necessary to ensure
proper installation of concrete expansion anchors. These characteristics
include:

Spacing between adjacent anchors-

Spacing between an anchor and the edge of a concrete surface-

Spacing between an anchor and an embedded plate-

Minimum anchor embedment depth-

Grouting of unused / abandoned holes in the concrete-

Mounting plate size-

Size of holes in mounting plates and hole distance from plate edges-

Although most of the above characteristics are addressed in Section 6.1
dinstallation," they are not includes within Section 6.2 " Inspection," as items
requiring QC verification. In addition, QC Inspection Report Form 277A, Rev.
May 1982, " Equipment Installation (Anchors)," does not list these attributes
as inspection points.

.-
Therefore, Procedure SP-666 should be revised to include all necessary
inspection attributes, and a reinspection program should be initiated. This
program should be of sufficient size and scope to indicate whether these
concrete anchors, in general, are able to perform their intended function.
Detailed results should be made available to the NRC staff for review.

LP&L Response to Issue 17

LP&L provided its response to this issue in a letter dated September 28, 1984
from Mr. J. M. Cain to D. G. Eisenhut. The response included a discussion of
the Mercury procedures and inspection checklists, the training of Mercury
personnel on expansion anchor installations, corrective action programs for
deficiencies identified while Mercury was on-site, reinspection after Mercury
left the site, and analyses demonstrating the conservatism of the installations.

Staff Evaluation

LP&L noted that not all of the expansion anchor characteristics cited by the
NRC were specifically included in their inspection program. The staff agrees
that since Mercury is no longer on site it would not be worthwhile to revise
SP-666. The procedures currently used on-site to install expansion anchors,
however, has been revised and ensures all necessary inspection attributes are
explicitly included on the inspection checklists.

The six specifically identified anchor spacing violations were analyzed by
LP&L taking into account as-installed loads. The supports in question were
found to be adequate to perform their intended function. The staff agrees
with this finding.
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The 100% reinspection of N1 instrument installations, which was initiated in
response to Issue No. 1 in NRR letter dated June 13, 1984 from D. G. Eisenhut I

to J. M. Cain (LP&L), included criteria for the reinspection of concrete
expansion anchors. The results of this reinspection are as follows: Of
approximately 5500 anchors inspected, thirty-nine (39) deficiencies were
discovered. Engineering evaluation of these specific cases determined that,
although discretionary rework was performed in three cases, no rework would
have been required for the thirty-nine supports in question to perform their
intended function.

A generic analysis was performed by LP&L, taking into account actual support
configurations and ultimate loads in conjunction with conservative assumptions
with respect to shear cone reduction which could be caused by factors such as
spacing violations and ungrouted holes. The results of this analysis indicate
that, in all cases evaluated, the concrete shear cone capacity is adequate to
satisfy design and installation requirements.

Nonconformance Report W3-3316 and Corrective Action Report 82-3-2 had previously
addressed this issue in December of 1981. At thr.t time a reinspection of
concrete anchors installed by all site contractors was performed, all
appropriate personnel were retrained, and installation procedures were revised
to include spacing criteria.

The staff review of LP&L actions taken in response to this issue determines
that all concerns have been adequately addressed and documented. It should be
noted that the existence of CAR 82-3-2 was discovered subsequent to the
original assessment of this issue. NRC review of LP&L actions taken as a
result of this CAR determines that QC personnel were adequately trained in and
were aware of these specific criteria. Although this CAR did not require these
attributes to be specifically listed on the inspection report form as inspection
points, the results of the recent reinspection effort indicates that this
procedural inconsistency did not result in safety-significant installation
deficiencies.

Therefore, although sufficient guidance may not have been provided in the
procedure, based on the above reinspections and analyses, and in conjunction
with the actions taken as a result of CAR 82-3-2, the staff concludes that the
concrete anchors were correctly installed and adequately inspected.
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*ISSUE.18-*

'

Document 2 tion of'Walkdowns of Non-Safety Related Equipment
J{; [ n'

. .

<

"A reviek'of the design. and evaluation of the non-safety instrument air piping,
tubing, and -their supports indicated that the general -recomendations of4

Regulatory Guide 1.29,' " Seismic _ Design Classification" were considered. This
|- .non-safety' equipment'is installed in areas _with safety related eouipment,;such

_ '

'

as the containment and. auxiliary building areas. From the information'provided,

i~ . relative to this system, it is apparent that the potential for system failure
'

was considered infthe"desion.

Also a number of procedures and controls 1were implemented to further assure
- that these'non-safety related components wnuld.not affect safety related equip-

: ment. However, the followup documentation of the final walkdowns. did not . list'

'the reviewed equipment in detail and therefore it could not'be concluded that ;i- - ,

i the instrument air piping and tubing (and their: supports) ~had:been adequately
j addressed regarding potential physical damage to safety-related eouipment.

I Therefore, documentation should be provided that clearly shows.what equipment.
was. reviewed during.the walkdowns and on what bases -it was concluded that the
installation was' acceptable.

LP&L Response to' Issue 18

On Septester 18,11984, J..M. Cain of LP&L responded to Mr. D. G. Eisenhut's
.

; concern.and provided documentation generated during each of the initial plant
wide walkdowns, as well as a discussion of additional walkdowns conducted.

Staff Evaluation ' '"'

i To provide additional bases for their conclusion that the original walkdowns
; were adequate,1and that the air system, as well as other non-safety systems,
: were adequately c~onsidered, LP&L conducted two additional verification walkdowns.
t

i These walkdowns-were performed in accordance with. formal LP&L Pro.iect Management
,

procedures and ~ required documentation of all cases; where potential adverse
: physical interactions were identified. These cases were then-formally evaluated

against the specific acceptance criteria delineated in the procedure. Those4

-cases that did not fit this specific acceptance criteria were subject to further'

F evaluation.
' The first additional walkdown involved the. Instrument Air (IA) System. It-

consisted of all IA piping. tubing and supports in the Reactor Containment-; 4

: Building, Reactor Auxiliary Building, and Fuel Handli.ng Building which are the
I' areas of .the -plant which contain safety-related equipment. . It was; performed -in

accordance with procedure PMP-313, Revision 0.1 No adverse interactions were,

j identified, and consequently no rework was required.

The second. addit 51 walkdown was of Lthe: Shutdown. Heat Exchanger Area A
; (SDHX A) and the' area outside?the;CCW-Pump rooms. It was performed ~in
: -accordance with procedure-PMP-314, Revision 0. :These areas were selected

as examples ofcareas ofslow (SDHX A) and high congestion (CCWP Rooms) No:-

[. -adverse interactions were-identified and consequently, no rework was required. . :!
!
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lLPAL concluded that these walkdowns provide further evidence that the potential
effects of non-seismic Category I components acting as missiles during an SSE
were adequately considered in design. They also concluded that those walkdowns
provide a high decree of confidence that the original walkdowns, although not
documented to the same extent as these, were thorough.

The staff reviewed the above procedures and acceptance criteria used for the
walkdowns to verify that they were adequate, to uncover any non-seismic Category
I components which could act as missiles and damage safety related equipment.
The staff concluded that the procedures and acceptance criteria were adequate
and that the personnel were trained in their application. The staff also
audited the work packages which documented the results of the walkdowns to
verify that no cases of such unacceptable interactions were identified. The
staff concluded that the results showed no unacceptable interactions.

Based on the above review, the staff. concludes that the additional walkdowns
confirmed the adequacy of the previous walkdowns and that the plant eauipment,
including the air system, had been adeouately evaluated with regard to the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.29.

#
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ISSUE 19'
,

~
"

Water in Basema't Instrumentation Conduiti

In examining the' safety significance of the allegations, the NRC staff
performed system walkdowns as a means of verifying the as-built conditions.
During one of those walkdowns, the staff noted that there was water in an
electrical conduit that. penetrated the basemat. If.the seals in that conduit;

should fail there is a potential direct path for ground water to flood the
,

auxiliary building basement. LP&L should review all conduit that penetrr.tes!

| the basemat and terminates above the top of the basemat to assure that these
; potential direct access paths of water are properly sealed.

LP&L Responsq to Issue 19

The licensee, in letters dated August 10,1984 and November 21, 1984, from
I ~J. M. Cain (LP&L) to D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) has provided the response to this
i issue.

In that response, LP&L noted that EBASCO conducted a walkdown of the conduits
that penetrate the. mat at the -35 elevation to identify.which conduits were
leaking water. They also evaluated which type.of seal should be used to
prevent further leakage.

Staff-Evaluation

During the May 1984 walkdown of the entire basemat, 83 conduits were identified.
; At that time 28 indicated wetness due to seepage and 12 were found which had

indications of previous leakage. Originally these conduits were sealed with a
silicone foam. The work completed by EBASCO also resulted in a recommendation;

that, for those conduits identified with current leakage or some evidence of-
previous leakage, the existing silicone foam should be completely removed and
replaced with a light density silicone elastomer. This new material was
selected on the basis.of tests conducted on 4-inch thick plugs of the material<

; providing a fire rated hydrostatic seal for 20 psi. .For application to the
subject conduits in the basemat where the computed worst case hydrostatic'

pressure could reach about 23 psi if water were standing at-a grade elevation
of +17.5 feet, EBASCO will utilize a 6-inch plug of the light density silicone,

elastomer as the seal.
'

The 4-inch diameter piezometer riser or standpipe has been cut 3-4 feet above'

the_ floor and sealed with a threaded cap.to prevent the potential: intrusion of
water.,

i

Additionally, the licensee examined the possible-consequences of seepage from
; the conduits on plant safety and determined that the flow path was not

sufficient to flood the auxiliary building basement even before the initial
sealing in late 1983 with the original material. The, floor drain and sump pump4

system were more than adequate to discharge the quantity of water entering
,

-during construction, and to collect and control the reduced quantities.now--

observed. The licensee noted, as has been observed by the NRC staff, that
currently, (spring and summer of 1984) most of the seepage evaporates before

| collecting ~ in sufficient quantity to traverse to a floor drain by surface flow.
l

(

,
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' -The light. density-silicone elastomer seals in the conduits will be completed
as a maintenance item, should continued leakage.make it necessary.

The NR'C staff has reviewed this information and based on'the facts and
commitments made by LP&L, finds this issue to be resolved.
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ISSUE 20

Construction Materials Testing (CMT) Personnel Qualification Records

The Inquiry Team effort included a review of the disposition of the generic
problem ~ identified during the LP&L Task Force verification relative to GEO
Construction Testing (GEO) documentation for personnel qualifications in the
area of CMT.

The utility should conduct a review of supporting documentation for GE0
corrective action stated in Attachment 6 of NRC W3-F7-116 (EBASCO W3-6487).
This review should focus on the identification of CMT personnel placed in GE0
Categories 1, 2 or 3 who were apparently qualified solely on written statements
by other individuals attesting to the individual's training and qualifications.
For such individuals, the licensee should pursue any new information or
evaluations which could provide further assurance in support of the actual past
work experience and training referenced by written statements.

LP&L Response to Issue 20

The response to this issue was provided in a letter dated October 31, 1984 from
J. M. Cain to D. Eisenhut. In an LP&L letter from J. M. Cain to D. G. Eisenhut
dated November 21, 1984, a Program Plan along with a revision to the written
response for issue number 20 were included.

The issue of qualification and certification of QA/QC personnel has been
treated generically by LP&L, therefore, the description of the program plan
and review by the NRC staff, as outlined in issue number 1 is applicable to
Issue 20 also.

Staff Evaluation

With regard to the disposition of deficiencies defined because of " unqualified"
individuals as a result of the licensee's additional study, the staff reviewed
the licensee's resolution in order to determine the quality of the work these
individuals performed as well as the impact of their work on plant safety.

The personnel under scrutiny in this instance were those generally designated
as " Level I inspectors." The ANSI N45.2.6-1973 standard to which the licensee
was committed requires the following technical qualifications for performance
of inspection and testing functions:

"A level I person shall have experience or training in the performance
of the inspections and tests that he is required to perform. He shall
be familiar with the tools and equipment to be employed and shall-have
demonstrated proficiency in their use. He shall be familiar with
inspection and measuring equipment calibration and control methods and
shall be capable of verifying that the equipment is in proper condition
for use."

There were three major areas where GE0 Level I personnel, performing
construction materials testing, were involved with part of the quality control
efforts. These were in the area of soil backfill placement, reinforcing steel
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-splicing, and concrete construction activities. The licensee selected the l
" key test" in each of these material categories as -the indicator to be used for i

'final judgment regarding the acceptability of the GEO work.

For soil backfill, the in place field density-test was selected as the bottom-
line measure of quality. For Cadweld splicing of reinforcing steel the tensile
tests were utilized as the bottom-line indicator and for concrete the cylinder

compressive tests were utilized. The staff, whiie not in disagreement with
this approach, notes that each of these materials had several other in process
tests or inspection activities performed on them prior to these " key tests"
which may or may not measure or define a property or characteristic determined
by the final " key" testing. The staff does, however, conclude that these " key
tests" are very relevant to a determination as to whether all the tests were
properly run. The licensee has provided a simple, clear, and concise
description of the test requirements and test execution. In the case of
concrete and soils, testing statistical studies were performed by the licensee
to ascertain if there were any statistically significant variations in results,
across a sample of the test results, due to personnel performance. Based on
this effort, it was determined that the test results were in a narrow band and
demonstrated low within-test coefficients of variation. This indicates the
tests were uniformly and properly performed. These facts along with the
procedures and the industry standards which generally define the step by step
process of the test (ASTM, AASHTO, ETC.) and the fact that GE0 did complete
training for all personnel, prior to assignment, to perform the inspection or
testing, provides the staff with the basis for concluding the work performed
by these personnel was adequate.

The staff has concluded that the testing and inspection results obtained by GEO
personnel for the project correctly reflect the materials used and the as-built
conditions at Waterford 3 and their work is assessed as being acceptable.

!

|

t

!
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-ISSUE 21

LP&L QA Construction System Status and Transfer Reviews

The Inquiry Team assessment of the EBASCO QA disposition of LP&L QA
Construction documentation and walk-through hardware findings for a sample of

j the sixty-seven system transferred to LP&L operations resulted in the NRC
questions on the adequacy of EBASCO and LP&L QA Construction disposition ofl

those findings. As a result of the NRC questions LP&L and EBASCO QA initiated
I a review to ensure that'all LP&L QA Construction findings were adequately

dispositioned. EBASCO QA had identified 15 systems or subsystems (Nos. 18-3,
36-1, 36-3, 43B, 43B9, 46C, 46E, 46H, 55A, 59, 698, 71B2, 72A, and 91E) where
the LP&L findings may not have been properly dispositioned during the transfer
of these systems to LP&L operations.

Based on the above, LP&L is requested to complete the review of all significant
LP&L status and transfer review findings, such as undersized welds and other
hardware walk-through and documentation findings. This review should ensure+

that these findings have been properly closed oui or identified to LP&L
operations for their closeout. For any LP&L open fladings not properly
identified on the status or transfer letters to LP&L operations, LP&L should
determine whether this condition adversely affected the testing conducted for
those systems.

LP&L Response to Issue 21

On August 27, 1984, LP&L provided its response to this issue in a letter from
J. M. Cain to D. Eisenhut. In that response, LP&L indicated that they had
completed their review of Construction QA system documentation and walkthrough
hardware comments to ensure that these comments have been adequately
dispositioned. This review included both " Status" and " Transfer" comments.
All significant comments have been properly closed out or identified to LP&L
Plant staff on the Master Tracking System (MTS).,

Staff Evaluation

LP&L organized a committee to review 20 safety systems, including 13 of the 15
systems identified by the NRC (two of the systems were listed in error). The
committee made the following observations:

a. EBASCO performed a review of the comments made on LP&L findings to
determine whether the responses were adequate. EBASCO discovered
54 of 584 responses required some clarification (most were typo-
graphical errors). Eight responses were determined by EBASCO to
require some reinspection for verification. All were considered
minor with no safety significance with the possible exception of a
missing heat number on a pipe spool piece in the CCW system.
However, LP&L has' informed the NRC that a subsequent inspection has
located-the correct heat number on the spool piece. All of the eight
reverifications have been documented through the CIWA (Condition
Identification Work Authorization) program.
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b. EBASCO EDNs (Engineering Discrepancy Notices) were never pli.ced on
the EBASCO MTS (Master Tracking System). However, for the ;ases_
reviewed the dispositioned EDNs.were accounted for by a CIVA or were
upgraded to a NCR (Nonconformance Report). Site procedures only
require that NCRs and CIWAs be placed on the MTS.

!

c. QFAs (EBASCO. documentation packages) were not placed on the " transfer"
MTS. However, all documents within the QFA package were closed prior
to " transfer" submittal or were noted on letters to Start-up.

Based upon the reriew completed by LP&L and EBASCO, the committee concluded
that, overall, all significant issues were properly resolved and tracked
through the existing nonconformance program. All LP&L QA comments were found
to have been answered (including those on the 13 NRC identified systems), and
with the following exception, were answered properly. All items were properly
tracked on the MTS with the exception of the EDNs and QFAs. However, these
documents either addressee minor decumentation errors or were tracked by other
means. The committee concleded that no testing was adversely affected or
invalidated and that no issues adversely affected system operability or had
generic implications.

The NRC staff has concluded that the LP&L response to Item 21 addresses and
resolves all of the NRC findings regarding this issue. The lack of a " transfer"
procedure was the probable cause of the concern identified by the NRC Inquiry
Team. An example is the deficient welds for System 46E which could have gone
undetected and could possibly have adversely affected the safety of the plant.
However, the LP&L " transfer" process was generally adequate based on the above
review.

With respect'to the hydrostatic testing of the repairs of undersized welds for
small bore piping in System 46E, LP&L has submitted an FSAR change by letter
dated December 13, 1984 which would accept not performing these tests based on
the 1981 ASME code. The staff agrees with this change.

The Item 21 QA concerns appear to have minor safety significance with no
generic implications. This concern is considered resolved based on the
corrective action taken by LP&L, and the proposed FSAR change.
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' ISSUE 22~

F Welder Qualifications (Mercury) and Filler Material Control (Site Wide)
;

-The staff reviewed.the process weld records for the installation of

1_ . instrumentation systems by Mercury Company. Systems reviewed included Reactor
Coolant, Safety Injection, Component Cooling Water, Main _ Steam, Main Feed, and' '

: Charging Water._ The staff selected welders from these records and reviewed
their qualifications to the welding process used during the time frame of
actual. welding.C

Based on the staff's review it' appears th'at some Mercury welders were not
qualified. . Problems included: welders not qualified to the correct welding _ !,

1' . procedure; welders qualified for a specific process, even though:they were not
: tested for'that process; actual dates on qualification records appeared

!j questienable, the welder may have welded prior to being tested. .The. staff
; concludes that there are questions relative to' the Mercury welder qualification
; . status.
! . - - . .

i Also during this review the staff evaluated the controls being used to control
i filler material. The staff found that the requirements of "rebaking" of low

' hydrogen electrodes did not meet the requirement of the ASME and AWS Codes.'

The Codes' require low hydrogen electrodes to be rebaked at temperatures of 450*
to 800*F'for two hours. The site practice for all site contractors was to'

rebak.e at 200*F for eight hours. Justification for this Code deviation has not
been provided by LP&L.'

i

; LP&L shall (1) Attempt to locate the missing documentation and determine if the
'

welders were properly qualified, or (2) If the documentation to support proper+

qualification cannot be located, LP&L shall propose a pr6 gram to assure the
j quality of all welds performed by questionably qualified welders.

} ~LP&L shall_also provide engineering justification for the' allowance of "rebake"
i temperatures and holding times. differ from-the requirements of the ASME and.AWS
j Codes.

,

.

t

i LP&L Response to Issue 22
,

i .
,

i By letter dated September 28, 1984 from Mr. J. M. Cain to Mr. D. G. Eisenhut, .i
I LP&L provided their response to this issue. LP&L. indicated that they had
| performed a review of all Mercury welders for. proper qualification. This

review was initiated in October 1983 as a disposition to NCR-W3-7218. Iti

. concluded that, with a single exception, all Mercury welders making safety and
!. seismic weldments were properly qualified, and had welded only in processes for
! which they were so qualified. The single exception was identified, corrected,

and dispositioned via NCR-W3-7219. A separate concern not covered in this-
j response, involving the adequacy of the tube. track welding process, is. addressed

-in SCD 84 (NCR-W3-6159). Since the NRC's'special review, NCR-W3-7218 has been*
,

i supplemented with an attachment which provides clearer and more auditable
documentation of the review. '

i
,

'

'

i
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Staff Evaluation
,

The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's response to the D. G._Eisenhut letter,
dated June 13, 1984, which addressed potential safety issues in the area of-

Mercury welder qualifications. This review was performed as follows:

The review of the individual responses below included random and bias sampling
of 652 Mercury Weld records including Quality Control Weld Data Reports, Filler
Metal Withdrawal Authorizations, and personnel records of employment to assure
confidence in the individual responses.

1. Welder M-44 - It is alleged that an EBASCO DR was destroyed. The

alleger supplied to the NRC staff a copy of an unnumbered EBASCO DR
| and a copy of the welder qualifications record; neither the DR nor

the record could be located in EBASCO's file. The allegation'

specifically_ addressed this welder's qualifications record, which
noted that the welder was originally qualified to WPS-B but.that

x

the record had been retyped "for clarity" and incorrectly indicated
the welder was qualified to WPS-Y. The NRC staff reviewed the
welder's qualifications record, but could find no qualification to

; WPS-Y, and found no documentation concerning the DR. LP&L must
determine if this welder performed welds to WPS-Y.'

I Licensee Response - Welder left the site on December 7,1979.
' Clerical error, showing qualification to WPS-Y, was made on
: November 26, 1982. Qualification to WPS-B is in welder M-44

qualification folder not WPS-Y. A review of the Filler Metal
Withdrawal Authorizations (FMWAs) confirms that M-44 welded in
the WPS-B process only.

The N AC staff review of this response confirmed the welder left the
site on December 7, 1979, therefore the change made on November 26,
1982, would have no effect on the welding performed by this welder.
The staff has no further concerns regarding-this welder.

.

2. Welder M-109 - The NRC staff found that the welder's WPS-Y qualifi-
cations record was dated November 26, 1982, and voided October 22,
1983; however, the welder qualification status record did not show*

qualification or welding performed to WPS-Y. Also, the EBASCO NCR
,

disposition did not determine if the welder had performed welding to
WPS-Y "at any time." Mercury welder qualification status records
were not kept current as required,'and could not be relied upon as a

: quality control (QC) record. A re-review of all weld data reports

must be performed by LP&L to determine if this welder performed
welds to WPS-Y.'

| Licensee Response - Welder left 'he site on February 8,1980.
Clerical error, showing qualification to WPS-Y, was made on
November 26, 1982. Welder qualified to WPS-B and WPS-D. WPS-Y

was used for qualification testing only. It was not specified for

production welding. NCR-W3-7724 documented error and provided
corrective action. NCR is closed.

|
t
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The NRC staf f review of this item confirmed that the welder left
the site on February 8, 1980. The documentation error was made on
November 26, 1982, after the welder left the site, therefore the
documentation error had no effect on the welding performed by this
welder. The staff has no further concern regarding this welder.

3. Wuld e M-9 - This welder's qualification status record reflected
dites different than those recorded on the welder qualifications
re. cord ihr WPS-Y. This record had been revised to change the
qualification test date from December 18, 1979, to December 18,
1978. Houver, the welder qualification status record indicated
the test was performed on December 18, 1979, as originally dated.
The actual date of the welder qualification test must.be ascer-
tained by LP&L to determine if the weldar performed welding on
safety-related systems prior to this date.

The licensee contacted Welders Testing Laboratory for confirmation
of the date of Test for this welder for WPS-Y. The Testing
Laboratory provided copies of testing records confirming the test
was performed on December 18, 1978. The welder terminated on
February 23, 1979. The staff reviewed this action and determined
the actiori to be acceptable.

4. Welder M-101 - The NRC staff found that this welder was originally
qualified to WPS-B but that the welder's qualification test record
had been revised "for clarity" and the qualification changed to
WPS-Y. EBASCO issued NCR W3-7724 to address this change but the
disposition of this NCR was unacceptable to the NRC staff. LP&L

1 must review 100% of weld data reports to determine if this welder
performed welds to WPS-Y.

Licensee Response - Welder left the site on March 21, 1980.
Clerical error, showing qualification to WPS-Y, was made on
November 26, 1982. Welder qualified to WPS-B. WPS-Y was used for
qualification testing only. It was not specified for production
welding. NCR-W3-7724 documented error and provided corrective
action. The NCR is closed.

The NRC staff review of this item confirmed that the welder left
the site or March 21, 1980. The documentation error was made on
November 26, 1982, after the welder left the site, therefore the
documentation error had no effect on the welding performed by_this
welder. The staff 5as no further concern regarding this welder.

5. Welder M-85 This welder had performed a qualification test to
WPS-D, but tie test report had been subsequently " voided" for an
unspecified reason. A Welders Testing Laboratory test report for
qualification to WPS-D was in the welder's file, but the.NRC staff
found no Mercury welder qualification status record indicated that
welds were performed during periods when the status record did not
include the welder's name; the NRC staff learned that the welder had
a break in employment with Mercury. The welder had performed welds

' for Mercury while employed by Fischbach & Moore; he had been
" loaned" to Mercury, and his WPS-D qualifications were current.
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The NRC staff _ discovered that the welder's qualification records had
been " voided" because of improper changes to the form. EBASCO

issued NCR W3-7724 to address these changes but the disposition of
this NCR was unacceptable to the NRC staff.

Licensee Response - Valid qualification record for WPS-D was voided
in error on November 8,1983, by Mercury's Welding Engineer.
NCR-W3-7724 documents this error and reinstates the record as
valid.

The voided welder qualification record was due to an error on the
qualification form. (Meieser.ce NCR-W3-4809) This was a documenta-
tion error which did not effect the welders ability to perform
welding to the process he had originally qualified to.

The. NRC staffs' review of the revised NCR-W3-7724 is satisfactory.
The disposition included a complete review, by the-licensee's
representative, of all Mercury Welder Qualification records to
assure accuracy. An additional random sample of 35 welders was
reviewed by the NRC staff and found to be acceptable.

.

"

6. Welder M-315 - This welder performed welding to WPS-D, but the NRC
staff found no record of WPS-D qualification in the welder's file;
however, the staff was able to verify that the welder was not
qualified to WPS-D. The staff reviewed Weld Data Report OCR 1020
and discovered that the welder had started one weld to WPS-D which,

was rejected at fit-up for his being an " unqualified welder" and for4

his welds being " undercut and cracked," and that the defective weld
had been removed and rewelded by a qualified welder. LP&L must
review 100% of weld data reports to assure that this welder did not
perform any welds for which he was not qualified.

Licensee Response - M-315 made tack welos for FW-13R on instruments
PT-RC-161 and PT-RC-0162. The Mercury QC Inspector rejected the
tack welds because the welder was not qualific> and the tacks were
cracked. The weld FW-13R was redone by M-41 who sas qualified to
WPS-D. A review of FMWAs confirms that M-315 did nat perform any
other welds in WPS-D.

i The NRC staff review confirmed this welder had not performed any
additional welds for which he was not qualified, other than the one-
removed and replaced by a qualified welder. The staff therefore,-
has no further concerns regarding this welder.

Based on the above review, the NRC staff concluded that although records of
welders qualifications were not maintained in accordance with Mercury's

i procedure requirements, other Quality Control and Welding records (Welder
" Filler Metal Withdraw Authorization", and the Quality Control weld data
reports) enabled conformation that-the welders qualification did not lapse
In addition, the ASME Code welds performed by Mercury welders were limited to
fil'et walds (reference NCR-W3-7724). A welder who successfully passes the
recuired vest for groove welds is also qualified to make fillet welds of any
site on base metals in'all thicknesses and pipe diameters. (Reference ASME
Section IX, Paragraph QW 303.6) Most of the Mercury welders reviewed were
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. qualified to make groove welds to a process which qualified the welders to
perform any. weld procedure the Mercury Company utilized for fillet welding.
Those welders who only qualified _to make fillet welds were limited to the
process they qualified to. Therefore, Mercury welders were properly qualified
to perf3rm the ASME Code welds. This item is considered closed by the staff.
A separate issue concerning Mercury welder qualification for performing tube
track velding to AWS D.1-1 will be reviewed independently in SCD 84
(NCR-W3-6159).

The juttification for use of low hydrogen electrodes which were not rebaked in
accordance with AWS/ASME requirements was also reviewed. The licensee provided
weld material control procedures by.the various contractors, which although did
not provide for rebaking per referenced Code, did require all low hydrogen
electrodes be redried or destroyed if the 4 hour limit of exposure was exceeded.
The redry process required the electrodes be. stored for a minimum of 8 hours
@ 200 F minimum 350 F maximum prior to reissue. To justify this procedure, as
opposed to the 475 F i 25 rebake for 2 hours as stated in the Code, the
licensee employed the weld rod manufacturer to duplicate this. drying process at
lower temperatures / longer duration (200 F for 8 hours). The results of this
test provided adequate assurance that, although the rebaking process per code

", was not utilized, the process which was substituted provided acceptable drying
characteristics to assure the. low hydrogen rods would meet the intent of

,

; another code, that is low hydrogen rods with minimum absorbed moisture or
removal of absorbed moisture through drying or baking. The NRC staff reviewed
the data submitted by the electrode manufacturer-and concluded that the
redrying process utilized by the licensee provided satisfactory res ults to
assure elimination of moisture absorbed under the conditions of the weld rod,

control procedures implemented at Waterford 3.
;

In conclusion, the staff's review revealed that all the-deficiencier involving
welder qualifications and with the welding electrode rebaking issue have been
properly resolved by LP&L. Based on the staff's final review it was determined
that these conditions had no safety significance or impact on hardware.

.
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ISSUE.23

QA Program Breakdown Between EBASCO and Mercury

The staff review included evaluation of the implementation of the QA programs
of LP&L, EBASCO, and Mercury. The staff performed a follow-up on the previous
1982 NRC review that resulted in NRC enforcement action and a civil penalty.
The most recent staff review indicated that LP&L, EBASCO, and Mercury did not
followup on the corrective action commitments made to the NRC. j

Additionally, LP&L, EBASCO, and Mercury failed to audit the entire QA programs
as required (LP&L only performed one-third of their scheduled audits for a five
year period). The audits that were conducted identified some problems, however,
the required corrective actions were not completed. Management audits,
performed by outside consultants, identified problems and concerns that LP&L
also failed to take corrective action on.

The results of the NRC task force effort indicate that an overall breakdown of
the QA program occurred. Most problems identified by the NRC had been
previously identified by the QA programs of LP&L, EBASCO and Mercury. But the'

failure to determine root cause and the lack of corrective action allowed the
problem to persist.'

LP&L shall provide an assessment of the overall QA program and determine the
cause of the breakdown, together with corrective action to prevent recurrence.
This overall assessment is necessary to provide assurance that the QA program
can function adequately when the plant proceeds into operations.

LP&L Response to Issue 23

The licensee response to Issue 23 was submitted to the NRC (J. M. Cain to
D. G. Eisenhut) on September 28, 1984.

The NRC staff review of the response concluded that the initial LP&L assessment
did not adequately address the total cause and extent of the QA program
breakdown. LP&L committed to further expound and clarify this issue in their
evaluations of " Collective Significance", submitted to the NRC (J. M. Cain to
D. G. Eisenhut) on October 31, 1984, and then supplemented on November 21, 1984.

LP&L's objectives were to:

o Identify and assess the significance to safety and to the construction
program of the findings from the evaluations of the twenty-three issues;

o Identify actions that could have prevented occurrence of the twenty-three
issues and thereby identify the lessons learned which, if implemented,
would provide reasonable assurance that such deficiencies would be
precluded from occuring in the future; and

o Rcview the LP&L Operational Phase Quality Assurance Program to determine
whether the lessons learned are reflected in the Program or whether
additional modifications to the Program are warrented.

l
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Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed the " Collective Significance" response, characterized by
'LP&L as the total impact of all 23 issues on the QA program. The staff concurs
with methodology and conclusions of this response. The LP&L Assessment of the
Construction Program and determination of Safety Significance concluded that
the QA Program of LP&L, EBASCO and some site subcontractors were not fully
implemented. The total impact on installed hardware was minor. Some of the
rework performed was conservative in that various types of testing or
engineering evaluations could have been performed to correct the problems.
Some rework was hcwever performed to remove all doubt or questions surrounding
a particular issue; i.e. , the bolting in the Main Steam line restraints could
have been possibly resolved through a testing program; the bolts were however
replaced.

LP&L, however, did conclude that the QA Program during construction continued
to have some shortcomings. The final corrective action taken did identify and
correct the questionable and nonconforming conditions. The staff agrees with
this conclusion as evidenced by our follow-up reviews on each of the 23 issues.
The staff further agrees with LP&L that the As-Built plant was adequately
designed, constructed, inspected, and tested and can be operated without undue
risk to the public health and safety.

Due to the fact construction is now completed, changes to the various
construction oriented QA Programs would provide no benefit from a corrective
action standpoint. LP&L did, however, provide an extensive response as to
actions taken to prevent recurrence and assurance that a proper mechanism is
in place for the Operational QA Program. The lessons learned from the
collective significance review, as well as some changes to the program and the
program previously inplace appears to provide a sound foundation for this
program.

In conclusion, the staff has reviewed the corrective action, the QA Program,
together with some changes and the results of the Operational Readiness
Assessment and has concluded that the action taken was comprehensive and the
revised program sound. The *+aff believes that these actions, together with
proper management attention and oversight, and attention to detail, provide
reasonable assurance that LP&L can safely operate and properly manage the
Waterford 3 Nuclear Plant.

,

t
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Task: Allegation A-62

Characterization: It is alleged that there were no torque requirements for
tube track bolts.

Assessment of Allegation: The implied significance of this allegation is that
tube tracks may not be properly bolted to seismic supports. Improper bolting
could lead to failure of the tube tracks to support safety-related instrument
tubes during a seismic event.

The source of this allegation was an anonymous alleger who could not be
contacted for additional information.

The NRC staff determined that there are no specific regulatory requirements
that require torquing of safety-related tube track bolts. The tube track
manufacturer did not provide specific installation instructions. EBASCO
established the installation requirements based on their own seismic
analysis.

The NRC staff reviewed instrument installation details which indicate that
tube track bolts were installed using a hex nut and lock washer. The drawing
detail indicated that the lock washer was compressed flat. A statement in the
construction procedure for the installation of Seismic I tube trays (track)
required that, "The tube track is securely bolted to supports..." and
that a QC check be made to specifically determine " securement of attachment"
and that "The tube track is securely bolted to supports."

In discussions with an LP&L QA representative, it was explained that the above
instructions were understood by workers and the QA inspectors in the field to
mean that the bolts would be tightened until the lock washer was flat.

Subsequent to this allegation, LP&L reinspected all Mercury instrument
installations in conjunction with the resolution of NRC Issue 1. The results
of this inspection effort were provided to the NRC. The results indicate that
there were missing washers or incorrectly assembled hardware (loose bolts) on
less than 2% of the installations.

This inspection effort indicates that the tube track bolts were installed and

inspected substantially in accordance with construction procedures.

NRC found no indications of construction requirements that required the
specific torque values be measured. In addition, based on review of records,
discussions with individuals, and direct inspection of a selection of tube
track bolting, the NRC staff concludes that the tube track bolting is securely
bolted to supports and that this allegation has neither safety significance

_# nor generic implications.

Actions Recuired: None
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Task: Allegation A-109 |

Characterization: It is alleged that EBASCO Quality Assurance (QA) personnel
stopped records reviewers when " wholesale" irregularities, some of which
involved civil and perhaps criminal violation <, were found in 70 of 1,200 |

concrete placement packages which were reviewed.

Assessment of Allegation:

The Task Force determined that an EBASCO interoffice memorandum of June 6, 1983,
stated that the "QAIRG-BOP" (quality assurance installation review group -
balance of plant) was in the process of reviewing the civil QA concrete
documentation in the QA vault when they were given oral instructions to cancel
the review because EBASCO management claimed the documentation already had been
reviewed by qualified reviewers under a qualified QA program. The June 6, 1983,

EBASCO memorandum has as an attachment an EBASCO interoffice memorandum of
December 9, 1982, which included discussion of a review of a sample of concrete
placement packages during which each package was found not to provide adequate
documentation.

On June 9,1983, another EBASCO interoffice memorandum forwarded the two
memorandums above, plus additional items, to the EBASCO Site QA Manager with a
recommendation that the scope of the review of J. A. Jones documents be
enlarged. On July 7, 1983, a meeting was held to discuss the review of
concrete placement packages and to clarify the concerns expressed in the
earlier memos which resulted in the recommendations.

On July 11, 1983, LP&L's project management group directed EBASCO to perform a
10 percent review of concrete placement packages, which began in August 1983.
EBASCO (in a letter dated September 21, 1983) documented numerous deficiencies,
which resulted in the initiation of a 100 percent review program of concrete
placement packages. This effort, completed on January 30, 1984, addressed the
placement packages for the common foundation basemat, reactor auxiliary
building, reactor containment building; fuel handling building, and the shield
ring and dome, under EBASCO Procedure QAl-9, Revision 2.

When the NRC staff completed the field work (May 25, 1984), the 70 packages
related to the allegation had not been specifically identified within the total
of nearly 1,500 packages. On August 10, 1984, some documentation related to
the QAIRG effort was located.

.

Actions by the Task Force, however, prior to learning the apparent identify of
the "70 concrete packages" after August 10, 1984, included a review of 20 of 28
basemat concrete packages. This review of the documentation revealed three
minor deficiencies.

Block-10B: Grouting documentation for core holes drilled in accordance with
nonconformance report (NCR) W3-39 were not located in the placement package.
EBASCO had to obtain copies of the documentation from J. A. Jones' home office
during the course of the NRC Task Group effort.

Block-16: Sheet 5 of 5 of the Concrete Test Record is missing from package.
i
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Block-5B: No cylinders were taken at the 150 cubic yards 110 cubic yards
interval-(Batch Ticket No. 2734).

In the first discrepancy, the records wer,p subsequently located. In the second
case the one page of the record was not found, but this is considered to be an
isolated incident and the Task Force has no reason to suspect that the tests
were not properly run or evaluated. For.the third discrepancy, it was found
that the exact sequence of sampling was not utilized, but the total number of
test cylinders exceeded by one set (four cylinders), the number of tests
required for the total. concrete volume placed. This more random sampling -
rather than sampling on an exact schedule is considered by some to be a better
method for quality control. The Task Force does not consider these items to
be of safety significance.

The concrete placement packages were sampled and reviewed by the NRC
Construction Appraisal Team (CAT) prior to this current Task Force review, but
after the EBASCO review. Similar deficiencies in other concrete placement

,

packages were found.

The resolution of the safety significance of the "70 concrete packages" is
addressed in Allegation A-141.

Based on the information obtained by the Task Force it has been concluded that<

the records review process did have starts and stops as management decisions
were made on the extent and significance of the discrepancies found as well as
their safety significnace. The main point is that while this process to
finally initiate a 100% review took several months, it was in fact done and

~

adequately done. It is the opinion of the Task Force that.the concrete place-
ment records packages are now adequate and support the fact that the quality
of the construction meets the design intent.

Actions Required: None.

t

[
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Task: Allegation A-141

Characterization: It is alleged that EBASCO discrepancy notices (DNs) written
.

during a review of.70 out of 1200 J. A. Jones concrete placement packages were |
listed on a log, and that the log was required to be maintained by EBASCO
instruction QA 9-IA. The alleger expressed concern as to whether these DNs
were considered in the quality assurance (QA) review of the concrete placement
packages.

Assessment of Allegation: At the e,d of field work on May 25, 1984, the NRC4

staf f had not located or identified any of the 70 concrete placement packages
referred to in the allegation. On August 10, 1984 some material related to
the Quality Assurance Installation Review Group (QAIRG) work was located. This
group was responsible for records review and system statusing during the period
of time in question. The NRC staff completed additional field work af ter

August 10, 1984 in reviewing the additional records and information. This
field work has completed on October 26, 1984.

The NRC staff first reviewed the records to establish what instructions,
procedures, and requirements were in effect while the alleged DNs were being
written. The NRC staff established that the alleged deficiencies were noted
mostly during the time period when EBASCO Procedure QAI-9A, Rev. O, dated
September 21, 1982 was ir force (September 21, 1982 thru April 20, 1983). This
procedure was entitled, ' Record Statusing to Support Start-Up System Turnover."
A supplementary quality assurance instruction, known as QAIRG's No. 48-1,
Rev. O, entitled, "W3-EBASCO Force Account (Concrete Structures), Documentation
Statusing Review Instruction," was issued on November 5, 1982 to provide the
specifics for concrete records review.

In addition, On April 20, 1983, EBASCO Procedure QAI-9, Rev. 2 was issued and
entitled, " Review and Handling of Construction-Installation Records." This
procedure voided QAI-9A. A supplementary procedure was issued for QAI-9,
Rev. 2 on August 15, 1983 known as QAIRG's No. BOP-4, Concrete Structures
(J. A. Jones & Fegles Power Services), Documentation Statusing Review'

Instruction." The staff determined that the 80P-4 supplemental instruction
was developed from the 48-1 supplemental instruction as a result of a plan
developed for further review of the quality records in connection with the
concerns that arose in tne QAIRG during a review of some sample records. These
procedures were used during the later period covered by the ' allegations.3

Thus the NRC staff determined that no EBASCO quality assurance procedure or
report identified as QA9-IA existed. The staff believes that an error may nave
been made in the transcription with alleger based on its findings and that
QAI-9A and QAl-9 and the associated forms were those referred to in the
allegation. These two procedures were the quality documents controlling the
review of the concrete placement-packages during the time period addressed in
the allegation.

These two general instructions (QAI-9 and QAI-9A) utilize a form known as-
Form QAI-9.2 which is a Deficiency Report (OR) which would address deficiencies
noted in documentation during the records review process. Thus, the DNs

i
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referred to in the allegation are in fact ors. QAI-9 in Section 7.1.1.1
required a listing of transmittal packages which were incomplete or contained
deficiencies. This. requirement substantiated the allegation that a log was
required.

The log-referred to in the allegation was located and has been confirmed by the
alleger to be the control sheets maintained on the review of records related to
work completed under the J. A. Jones contract. The log is a hand written form
entitled, " Construction Installation Records Revi.ew Transmittal Log" and was
apparently prepared by the Quality Assurance Installation Review Group (QAIRG).
The log contains data columns for the followi'ng categories of information:

1. Transmittal No. - unique number assigned by the QAIRG to identify a
specific package transmitted.

2. Start-Up System (SUS) - a number identifying the item to a specific system
~

as defined in the total plant start-up and operation documents.

3. Activity - a number or verbal description which identifies a specific item
or entity such as a concrete placement designated by a coded number.

~

4 9.2 - used to indicate a "yes" or "no" as to whether a deficiency report
(DR) under QAI-9A or QAI-9 requirements was noted by the records review
group during their review of an item.

5. Department for Correction Action group within the organization
responsible for correcting and closing the issue.

6. Date Out - date the transmittal went out

7. Transmittal Number - identifier for closecut transmittal.

8. Date Cicsed - date the deficiency was corrected and closed.-

The log consists of six (6) undated sheets, preparer unknown, with nineteen
(19) entires per sheet listed consecutively from Transmittal No. Q04-0001 to
Q04-0095 (the Q04 identifies the J. A. Jones contract). Transmittal Numbers
Q04-0028 to Q04-0038 appeared on two separate sheets as two distinct versions,
not exact copies or duplicates. The information provided in some of the data
columns is different on the two but the NRC staff was not able to determine why
these two similar log sheets were created or by whom. Activities were identi-
fied for 81 of the assigned transmittal numbers with two activities marked void
so that transmittal numbers Q04-0001 thru Q04-0083 were utilized. No entries
had been made on transmittal number Q04-0084 thru Q04-0095. In addition, one

item was logged twice and another transmittal was apparently incorrectly
identified in the log and duplicated another entry, yet a DR existed for the
transmittal number on another placement. So in reality, 79 individual items or
activities are identified on the log. There should have been 80 items on the
log if the duplication had not been made. The following listing provides an
inventory of the data found listed on the log sheets:
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1

1. Individual concrete placements'for the
fuel handling building with deficiencies 51. ... . ......

'2. Individual concrete placements for the
common basemat with deficiencies . 4. . , . . .... . ..

3. Generic deficiency on Cadwelds . . . . . . 1..........

4 Clam shell strip placement packages
with deficiencies 6........ . .... .. . . ..

5. Individual items related to structural
steel or cranes in the fuel handling
building with deficiencies . . . . . . 6.. . ..... .....

6. Individual items related to concrete
(grouting) in the reactor containment
building with deficiencies . . . . . . 1.. . . ..........

7. Individual items related to structural
steel in the reactor containment building
with deficiencies 2.......... .. . ... ........

8. Individual items on various structural
related items with no deficiencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Therefore, the log lists a total of 71 individual items on which deficiencies
were written and of these, 56 relate to concrete and Cadwelding work. The log
indicated that 9 of the 71 with deficiencies were closed. The staff believes
the alleged figure of 70 packages arose from these identified deficiencies.

In addition to the log, miscellaneous records were also found on August 10, 1984
which the NRC staff believes represent the documents being worked on by the
QAIRG up to the time that particular review effort was halted. The licensee
searched in detail through those records and found a portion of the individual
deficiency reports (DR's) which were noted on the log. Additionally, the NRC4

staff rereviewed the records with the end result that no new DR's were found by
the NRC staff. The total number of activities for which OR's were not found is
approximately 40.

Also contained in the miscellaneous records, the licensee found other DR's
which were apparently in process, but not yet fully completed with an assigned
transmittal number and identified in the log previously discussed.

In both series of DR's which were found, those logged and unlogged, there were
instances where the transmittal form for the DR was also attached. In other
cases the transmittal form was found without a DR. 'This transmittal form,
entitled, " Construction Installation Records Review and Statusing" provides a
listing of requirements the documents were being reviewed against and a notation

i
i
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of whether or not the records were acceptable, placed on hold, or rejected. A

cross-reference to the DR Form 9.2 by item is provided so that the general
nature of the rejectable item is identifiable from the transmittal form, even
though the OR itself may not be available.

The NRC staff reviewed in detail the remainder of the records which were stated
to be the transmittal for records. No additional DR's either completed or in-

process by the QAIRG, were found in this series of records. This material
was apparently the in process work of the QAIRG when its work was ended near
the end of July 1983. There were some DR's found in various record packages
but these had all been addressed previously.

The licensee and EBASCO conducted a review to assure that all of the
deficiencies identified by the QAIRG on available DRs, whether completed and
transmitted as required by the procedures and instructions or not, had in fact
been resolved. In addition, the licensee reviewed the information describing
deficiencies as noted on the transmittal forms where no DR form could be
located. As a result of this effort, it was determined that many of the
safety significant issues were the subject of existing nonconformance reports
(NCRs). Others were documentation deficiencies such as initials in the wrong
column on a form or strike-overs without being dated and initialed. In many
cases the items were repetitive, that is when a documentation deficiency was
found in one record, it might be noted in another. Many of tne deficiencies
were written because of the double coverage of quality assurance which was
being used in much of the civil construction work at the beginning of the
project. This normally resulted in a set of J. A. Jones quality records as
well as set of records developed independently by EBASCO. In some instances
one or the other was not 100% completed, but the combination was complete.
Procecurally these two record sets were a requirement the licensee and its
agents imposed on themselves, but from the NRC view point, if one set of
necessary inspection records are available or can be drawn together from two
independent sets of records, the safety aspects relative to construction
inspection can be adequately addressed. Such discrepancies would indicate
procedural violations, but would not leave an unanswered safety issue. In
total there were specific line item entries for some 500 noted deficiencies
reviewed by the licensee and the NRC staff during this process in order to
assure that all recoverable data that were available'from the early period of
tne civil-structruas construction were evaluated.

The NRC staff reviewed the disposition of these individual line item
deficiencies and where questions arose, was able to satisfactorily resolve the
issue. In some cases the NRC staff researched the background of the resolution
to assure itself that the backup information was available and retrievable by
the licensee. The NRC staff concluded that the licensee has adequately
resolved all retrievable and identifiable deficiencies noted by the QAIRG
during the period of November 1, 1982 to August 1, 1983 and identified on the
log previously described.
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1
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1<

[ As'a result of this effort, there remained a series of approximately 40
i : transmittals of DRs which were listed on the log for which no specific data

sheets were identified. These were all documentation deficiencies identified
on records associated with concrete placement packages. The licensee has

i

stated that there is every reason to expect that these placement packages for
which no DRs could be found, even though the. log indicated that documentation
deficiencies existed, contain deficiencies which were addressed in the 100%'

concrete records review completed after the former QAIRG existed.

Based on the NRC staff review of this matter is has been concluded that the :
! documentation deficiencies written against activities where the DRs were

recovered would reflect the same type DRs that were written on other concrete
placements. It is therefore the NRC staff conclusion that the safety
significant' items have 'been identified and addressed in other actions by the
licensee and no current safety concern exists related to this allegation.; ;

) <
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j Actions Required: None
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. Task: Allegation A-167

Characterization: It was alleged that problems existed in the qualification
and certification records of Peden Steel welders.

Assessment of the Allegation: The NRC staff has ascertained that no Peden
Steel welders performed work at the Waterford 3 site. All welding
performed by Peden Steel was accomplished at a fabrication facility in
Raleigh, North Carolina. The welded assemblies were shipped to the site and
processed through the receiving inspection system. Audits of this Peden. Steel-

facility were performed by Ebasco, New York, personnel in 1977, 1979, 1980,
1981, and 1982. As a part of these regularly scheduled audits, the welding
activities were examined in depth with personnel qualifications and certifi-
cations as an integral element. Copies of these audits were made available
onsite and reviewed by the staff. The review verified that no problems with,

qualification and certification of welders were noted in any of the audits.
The EBASCO lead auditor stated that these audits were performed in strict
accordance with 10 CFR, Appendix B, requirements.

The NRC staff was informed by records maintenance personnel that Peden Steel
; was no longer in business but that the qualification and certification

{ records for all welders employed by Peden Steel had been shipped to the
! Shearon Harris nuclear construction site. A review of available receiving
' inspection records by the NRC staff revealed that each shipment of material
,

from Penden Steel was processed through the routine receiving inspection
; process. Some minor nonconformances were noted by these inspections and all
I were documented. Repair of these nonconforming conditions was performed

onsite by certified welders in accordance with approved procedures. The
nature of these minor nonconformances (weld spatter, slight undercut, weld
profile, etc.) is typical of most vendor-supplied steel and is not considered
to be indicative of a failure in the welder qualification and certification
program.

The NRC staff found nothing to substantiate the allegation of problems with
the qualification and certification of Peden Steel welders. This allegation
has neither safety significance nor generic implications.

Actions Required: None

|

i

1
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Task: Allegation A-248

Characterization: It is alleged that there were about five generic type
nonconformance reports (NCRs) concerning missing records written in
January 1983. !

;

Assessment of Allegation: The implied significance of this allegation is that !

a QAIRG records reviewer wrote NCRs that could have described missing records
important to safety. Without the quality records, the quality of the product
is indeterminate.

During the NRC staff review, it was determined that a block of EBASCO NCR
numbers had been set aside for the QAIRG to use in its review of Mercury
records. A review of the index file cards revealed that none of these NCRs,

were written during the alleged time frame, but at a much later date and none
of them bore the signature of the-specific records reviewer. Consequently,
the Mercury NCR log book was checked.

f Four Mercury NCRs were identified that bore the name of the specific QAIRG
records reviewer, however their date of reporting was June 1983. All four of
these Mercury NCRs were reviewed. None of the described nonconformances
concerned missing records.

A telephone conversation with the specific records reviewer confirmed that
; most of.the records he reviewed were Mercury records. The reviewer also

stated that he did not write any deficiencies, neither NCRs nor DRs,,

'

concerning missing records.
.

'

The NRC staff det. ermined that this allegation has no safety significance.

The generic implications of missing records are addressed in allegations A-18,
A-107, and A-147 in SSER No. 7.

Actions Required: None

i

!

|
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|. Task: Allegation A-252

Characterization: It is alleged that.the March 22, 1983, EBASCO Interoffice
Correspondence, file reference W3 QAIRG-0393, serves as one of two " examples
of correspondence written to cover up problems discovered in the documentary
group."

NOTE: The second example of this allegation was discussed
in Allegation A-252 in the Waterford SSER 7.

Assessment of Allegation: On March 22, 1983 the assigned EBASCO QAIRG
Coordinator for Tompkins-Beckwith records issued EBASCO Interoffice
Correspondence, file reference W3 QAIRG-0393. The letter was directed to the
QAIRG Manager and it attempted to delineate the " deficiencies identified as
nonconforming conditions and require action by T-B " The " deficiencies"
pertained to "T-B welding procedures with impact test requirements," as
identified in the letter's heading and opening paragraph.

The letter appears to be concentrating primarily on ASME Section III NE
requirements for metal containment (Class MC) with many references in the
letter to NE-2300, " Fracture Toughness Requirements for Materials."

It should be noted that this Allegation is extremely similar, in general as
well as in specific subject matter, to discussions provided for Allegation

.

A-23c in Waterford SSER 7. Allegation A-23c involved T-B welding procedures
| and techniques used in ASME Code Classes 1, 2, and 3 piping systems installed

by T-B and Class MC penetrations in particular. Allegation A-23c was judged
by the staff to have neither safety significance nor generic implications,
with no further actions required.

The W3 QAIRG-0393 letter served as the initiator of engineering follow-up by
EBASCO Welding Engineers at the EBASCO New York City headquarters and was not
treated as a way to coverup the problems identified by the documentary group.
On April 4, 1983, the EBASCO New York City Welding Engineer issued an EBASCO
Interoffice Correspondence to the EBASCO site ESSE Welding Engineer to assist
in the resolution of the identifiable items discussed in the W3 QAIRG-0393
letter. Specific items resolved by the Welding Engineer's letter involved:
impact test data reported on Procedure Qualification Records (PQR); and base
metal impact test data requirement for welding PQR's for Class MC applications.!

An April 19, 1984, Interoffice Correspondence, file reference W3-QAIRG-1374,
was issued by the EBASCO QAIRG Supervisor documenting a thorough review of each
weld on main steam and feedwater systems. The W3-QAIRG-1374 letter was signed

' jointly.by the QAIRG Supervisor and the ESSE Welding Engineer. The weld
reviews covered every weld botween the appropriate steam generator nozzle-

connections to the isolation valve. Results indicated-that welding procedure
qua.ification impact data satisfied the applicable Code requirements for the
T-B installation welds on which the procedures were used.
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The NRC staff reviewed the available-Waterford 3 documents related to the !
!EBASCO letter W3 QAIRG-0393 and determined that there were'still items from the

letter that were'not provided with-a technical response. During the NRC review, '

a' Welding' Engineer'from the EBASCO New York City Materials Applications office
came to the Waterford_3 site. He performed aLtechnical review and provided
engineering evaluations to_the'open items of the letter. The results of the
Welding Engineer's . evaluation are well documented and stated in his October 25,
1984,' EBASCO letter, which amplified the EBASCO April 4, 1983, letter. The

'EBASCO site QA Engineering activity reviewed the Welding Engineer's letter. QA
' Engineering documented that all of the 22 concerns raised by QAIRG had been
- satisfactorily addressed.

As a result of its review,_the. staff has concluded that the issues raised'by
this concern have been satisfactorily resolved.

Actions Required: None.

;
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Task: A-255
:

Characterization: It was; alleged that. shop ard fabr_ication records of Nooter
Corporation were bad. It was.further stated that_these were addressed in an
NCR.

Assessment of the Allegshioni 'The NRC staff reviewed'all of the nonconformance
reports written against Nooter Corporation and found that-none of them related
directly~ to fabricatioh' records. Much of the work performed by Nooter was done

.

at their fabrication fa2ility in St. Louis,-Missouri,'and shipped to the site
for final: fabrication-and installation. EBASCO, New York, provided source
. inspection personnel who conducted inspections prior to each shipment. Each of-
these reports was reviewed by the NRC. staff and-it was determined that no
nonconformance reports were-issued against work performed prior to shipment-

. - from Nooter's plant. A total of 17 nonconformance reports were site generated
against Nooter Corporation and all were-hardware-related. Each of these was
reviewed and it was determined that each was descriptive, contained the

' appropriate ' signatures, and had been properly dispositioned.

The NRC staff .found nothing to substantiate this' allegation. This allegation
has neither safety significance nor generic implications.

~

,

Actions Required: None
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Task: Allegation A-338 )

Characterization: It is alleged that certain instrument lines' installed by
Mercury were upgraded from a non-seismic to a seismic classification, and the
involved supports were_not upgraded.

Assessment of Allegation: The NRC staff reviewed the actual Waterford 3
project commitments in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and the
resulting specifications, drawings, contract and procedures governing instal-
lation, inspection and the resulting records, including verification of, and
design engineer-acceptance of as-installed conditions.

.The staff reviews of Waterford 3 documents and controlling instrument line
support requirements, revealed the chronological series of events relative to
document revisions and their impact upon actual work in the Nuclear Plant
Island Structure (NPIS). The NPIS included the Reactor Auxiliary Building
(RAB), the Common Foundation Structure (CFS), the Reactor Containment Building
(RCB), and the Fuel Handling Building (FHB).

The Waterford 3 documents that governed the design and installation of tubing
supports within the scope of Mercury activities were stated in the 1978 LP&L
Contract W3-NY-15, accepted by Mercury.

Within the Mercury contract, the April 1,1978 Instrumentation IC-1 was
incorporated, and it provided the " Instructions for Erection of Instrumentation
Systems."-

Under Section 8.0 of Instruction IC-1, the tubing support requirements were
included. Paragraph 8.1 states, in part, that: "all tubing shall be
continuously supported by a raceway system...in certain cases, structural or
pressed channel, or angle may be used with engineer's approval. Details as
shown on the drawings are for Seismic Class I and shall also be used for
non-seismic installations whenever practicable to keep the entire installation
as uniform as possible."

The governing drawing referred to in IC-1 paragraph 9.1, is the EBASCO B-430,
Sheet X-23. Sheet one of drawing B-430 includes the " Guidelines for
Installation of Tube Supports In Seismic Class 1 Installations." Included also
on sheet one of B-430 is a guideline note 5, covering "Nonseismic Installations
(Class 2)."

; The drawing B-430 was first issued with an approval date of August 8, 1978.
'

The B-430 note 5 was revised on two occasions to clarify its real intent to
reflect the Instruction IC-1 requirement that Seismic Class I support drawing
details shall be used for.non-seismic impulse lines in the RAB, CFS, RCB and
FHB areas. The two revisions above were authorized by the following Design
Change Notices (DCN):

o DCN-IC-75 (March 9, 1979) RAB non-seismic
7

!
I o DCN-IC-187 R0 (December 21, 1979) CFS-RCB-FHB non-seismic

i

!
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- Although instrument air systems in the NPIS areas were not considered part of
- this allegation, the design of instrument air supports was non-seismic, per
drawing _B-430 requirements, and FSAR commitments.

Mercury issued Operations Control Reports (OCR).which served as work travelers
and were used as work - authorizing documents were required to be reviewed by
EBASCO, prior to their release for commencement of OCR - involved operations by
Mercury.

The chronological sequence.of events invciving the first OCR released for
Mercury installation of instrument impulse line tube track and supports for
each NPIS building cr structure, is as follows:

BUILDING OCR NO. TYPE RELEASE DATE

RAB 188 Nonseismic March 14, 1979
RCB -422 ' Seismic October 30, 1979
RCB 614 Nonseismic January 17, 1979
FHB 550 Nonseismic December 15, 1979
CFS 572 Seismic . January 29, 1980

A comparison of the timing of revisions to tubing support criteria ccntained on
drawing 8-430, sheet 1, note 5 and the actual OCR release dates was completed.
Satisfactory results were resolved to permit the conclusions stated below. The
EBASCO ESSE Supervisor's November 7,1984 letter ES-10374-84 issued to LP&L QA,
served to document the ESSE concurrence in the conclusions.

Conclusions resulting from the NRC staff investigation of the allegation are as
follows:

,

1. Within the W3 RAB, CFS, RCB and FHB areas, there do not exist any
Mercury-installed tubing supports which are not in accordance with the
requirements for seismic details, as delineated on drawing B-430.

2. If any instrument sensing tubing line would have been upgraded _from a
nonseismic to seismic design, its supports would have been installed
originally as seismic as required by note 5, on drawing B-430.

This allegation has neither safety significance nor generic implications.

Actions Required: None.

<

4
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4 - Tas k: -Allegation A-339;

Characterization: 'It is alleged that there was no reduction in design allow-
. ables for concrete expansion anchors installed by Mercury Company that are
closer together-than the cone of influence for one anchor.

- Assessment of Allegation: This-issue was adequately addressed in LP&L's
response (dated September 28,.1984) to Concern No. 17 in NRR letter dated
June 13, 1984 from D. G. Eisenhut to J.- M. Cain (LP&L), which encompasses
previous allegations A-222 and A-231. The-NRC staff has no further concerns
related to this issue.

Actions Required: None

J
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Task: Allegation A-348

Characterization: It is alleged that procedure problems were revealed during a
review of the Mercury-Quality Control Procedure,-MCP-2170, Revision 7, dated
April 13, 1983, entitled " Hydrostatic or Pneumatic Testing Procedure."

'

Assessment of Allegation: This allegation could be questioning the value of
hydrostatic or pneumatic testing performed under Mercury procedure MCP-2170.
A second implication might involve a dissatisfaction with the review-process
and final disposition of reviewers' comments regarding the MCP-2170, Revision 7.

The NRC staff reviewed the MCP-2170 procedure and following revisions;

Revision 4 (August-20, 1980)
Revision 5 (May 3, 1982) - Not issued for construction
Revision 6 (June 22, 1982)
Revision 7 (February 20, 1983)
Revision 8 (April 19,1983)

Revisions 4, 5, and 6 were categorized as " complete rewrites," and generally
were caused by the incorporation of EBASCO and/or Mercury originated requests
and comments.

; Revision 7 did go through three draft issues prior to EBASCO's February 20,
1983 QAE, " Reviewed Without Comments," signed stamping on the MCP-2170 cover
sheet, on the procedure copy filed in the QA vaul_t. The MCP-2170 modification
incorporated into the Revision 7 issue involved approximately 40 minor
paragraph changes and the deletion of an irrelevant Appendix A, Test Change
and Retest. The revisions incorporated basically administrative or "how to"
instructions and had no real substantive bearing on the applicability of the
hydrostatic testing activities to meeting the Code requirements.

There were other EBASCO-originated comments to the procedure prior to the
issuance of Revision 7, however, they were mutually agreed between appropriate4

Mercury and EBASCO management personnel to be not necessary for MCP-2170
inclusion.

Revision 8 of MCP-2170 was made to correct two minor typographical errors and
added clarification to a note in the same paragraph A qualifying statement
was also added to permit exhibit formats to be modified without procedure
revision as long as minimum information required by the procedure was maintained.

It should be noted that the majority of Mercury-conducted hydrostatic
tests were performed during the period from December 1982 through August 1983.
The MCP-2170, Revisions 6, 7, and 8 were in effect during this period of
testing, and since there was no apparent problem with any of these revisions,
the NRC staff concludes the validity of any of the hydrostatic tests cannot
be questioned based on the procedures. This allegation has neither safety
significance nor generic implications.

Actions Required: None.
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Task: Allegation A-349

Characterization: -It is alleged that Mercury personnel may have falsified
hydrostatic test records by adding blank calculation sheets to completed
Mercury test packages, thus permitting after-the-fact fill-ins, including
sign-offs.

Assessment of Allegation: The NRC staff previously assessed this allegation
and the inferred implications of this allegation. The results of that review
are documented in Allegation A-87 through A-91 of the Waterford SSER No. 7.

The only additional action determined necessary by the NRC staff involved
Allegation A-87. The action required LP&L determinations, "that all NCRs and
DRs are appropriately upgraded and adequately dispositioned and corrective
action completed, and correct any problems detected," as quoted from Issue 6
of the June 13, 1984, NRC letter from D. G. Eisenhut (NRR) to J. M. Cain (LP&L).

The LP&L QA organization established an NCR Verification Review Group, to
accomplish the action required by. Issue 6 of the NRC letter.

EBASCO NCR W3-6719 was recognized to contain the salient items contained in
this allegation and the previous Allegations A-87 through A-91, involving
Mercury hydrostatic tests.

The original August 17,1983, NCR W3-6719 was voided and not : iosed out. It

was replaced with more specifity on August 23, 1983, by NCR W3-6719 R/1. The
QA record vault contains the orignal of NCR W3-6719 filed together with
NCR W3-6719 R/1, which was closed out on October 13, 1983.

The LP&L QA NCR Verification Review Group evaluated the "NCR Closure Review",

form of the NCR which had technical concurrence by the LP&L I&C Project
Engineering representative. The closure form indicated that satisfactory
disposition and proper closure was accomplished for EBASCO NCR W3-6719 R/1, as
closed on October 13, 1983. Supporting statements and conclusions include the
following:

- Disposition addressed the problem.
- Documentation was available in the NCR package or by reference.

|
- Corrective action was appropriate to the disposition.

I - EBASCO Site Support Engineering (ESSE) Interoffice Correspondence, file
reference ES-10360-84, issued.to EBASCO Quality Assurance Engineering on
October 25, 1984. verifies that the " worst case" calculations in
NCR'W3-6719 R/1, Attachment 16, are the result of a detailed EBASCO

l search and determination of several systems and associated
instrumentation. ESSE also' analyzed two other cases in the NCR.

| The allegations regarding Mercury hydrostatic test record packages describe
some documents as ." calculation sheets" and/or other variants involving the
term " calculations." An additional term that has been used in allegation
statements. involves the use of " suggested test pressure." It is noted that
these expressions, or terms, are not used in the Mercury MCP-2170 Quality
Control Procedure, nor any of its Paragraph 3.0, References, or Paragraph 7.0,
Exhibits.
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The alleged need for formal calculations,.and/or calculation sheets, is not
expressdd in MCP-2170, nor its ancilary documents. The test pressure to be

used is clearly stated on Mercury." Hydrostatic Test Data Sheet" Form
MCP-2170-2(H) or -2(P), based on applicable Code multiplier such as 1.25 times

( the design pressure for hydrostatic and a stated Code-allowed plus 3%. A

minimum test pressure.is also required to be stated on the form. This form
normally requires dated signatures of eight separate individuals representing
Mercury, EBASCO,-LP&L and the ANI.

The staff concludes:that the NCR was adequately resolved and the allegation
has neither safety significance nor generic. implications.

Actions Required: None.
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Task: Allegation A-350

~ Characterization: It is alleged that, frequently, weld fillet gauges were not
available to Mercury. Inspectors causing them to have to " eyeball" the size of I
welds. |

|

Assessment of Allegation: Due to the fact that Mercury Company was demobilized
in late 1983, it was impractical to attempt to contact a sufficient number
of former Mercury inspectors to determine whether fillet' gauges were in fact
unavailable, and'if so, whether this caused undersized welds to be accepted.
It should be noted that, although the use of fillet gauges is the most often-
used method employed to determine weld size, it is not the only acceptable
method available. Rulers, tapes, or other measuring devices could adequately
determine weld size.

In order to determine whether a. lack of fillet gauges could have caused many
Mercury welds to be undersized, the NRC staff reviewed the results of the
recently completed LP&L reinspection which was performed in connection with*

Concern'No. 1 in NRR letter dated June 13, 1984 from D. G. Eisenhut to
J. M. Cain (LP&L). This review revealed that twelve (12) undersized welds were
found out of a sample of approximately 8500 welds. This results in an
acceptance rate in excess of 99.8%. LP&L has reworked these twelve (12) welds.
The staff concludes that, even if fillet gauges had, at times, been unavailable
to inspection personnel, the quality of installed welds is acct? table.

In support of the above conclusion, the NRC CAT inspection conducted in early
'

1984 revealed no significant concerns regarding undersized Mercury welds.
!

: This allegation has neither safety significance nor generic impiscations.
.

Actions Required: None.

.
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ATTACHMENT 1

[pwtuq(#g UNITED STATES
y 7, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
r,, .j WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

! \...../

December 17, 1984

Christine N. Kohl, Chairman Dr. W. Reed Johnson
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

Board Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. Howard A. Wilber
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission

,

Washington, D.C. 20555
;

! In the Matter of
#

LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY
(Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3)

Docket No. 50-382
.

Dear Members of the Appeal Board:.

Enclosed herewith are the following affidavits in response to the Appeal
Board's Memorandum and Order dated October 2, 1984 (ALAB-786):

1. Supplemental Affidavit of Dennis M. Crutchfield, dated December 17,
1984;

2. Supplemental Affidavit of Robert E. Shewmaker, dated December 17,
1984;

3. Supplemental Affidavit of Raman Pichumani, dated December 17, 1984;

4. Affidavit of John S. Ma, dated December 12, 1984, with attached
report dated December 10, 1984;

'

5. Supplemental Affidavit of James P. Knight, dated December 17, 1984,
with Attachment 1 (Note for J. P. Knight from J. T. Chen, dated December 13,
1984, with attached (undated) report entitled "Geotechnical Engineering
Evaluation of Concrete Cracking in the Basemat, Waterford No. 3"), and
Attachment 2 (letter from Robert E. Philleo to Dennis M. Crutchfield, dated,

November 10, 1984); and

6. Affidavit of Morris Reich, Charles A. Miller and Carl J. Costan-
i

tino, dated December 17, 1984, with attached Addendum 2 to BNL Report of |
July 18, 1984. :

A-1
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The enclosed affidavits respond to the specific questions raised by the
Appeal Board in ALAB-786, and also provide substantial new information
reflecting the Staff's evaluation of base mat design and construction j

issues since the filing of the Staff's previous affidavits on August 7,
1984. Included among these materials are the views of Drs. John Ma and
John Chen, which represent opinions differing from those of the Staff
as presented by Mr. Knight and the Staff's BNL consultants (Drs. Reich,
Miller and Costantino). The views of Drs. Ma and Chen are addressed in
both the affidavit of Mr. Knight and Addendum 2 to the BNL report, enclosed
herewi'h.

The Staff has previously transmitted to the Appeal Board and parties the
Staff's initial Task Force report on the Waterford allegations, issued on
October 1, 1984, as Supplement 7 to the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report.
It was this report which was referred to in Mr. Shewmaker's affidavit of
August 7,1984, and in ALAB-786 (at 15 n.15). In Board Notification No.
84-170, dated October 12, 1984, the Staff identified the specific allega-
tions discussed in SSER 7 which relate to the base mat. I wish to advise
you that a further supplement to the SER, Supplement No. 9, is scheduledi

to be issued shortly; SSER 9 will document the final disposition of those
.

allegations identified in SSER 7 as not having been resolved at the time!

SSER 7 was published.

Finally, I wish to note that for logistical reasons, Drs. Miller and:
' Costantino were unable to execute their joint affidavit as of the time

of filing. A fully executed copy of their affidavit will be submitted
:

i to the Appeal Board and parties in the near future.

Sincerely,'

,

M/ b.
Sherwin E. Turk
Deputy Assistant Chief

: Hearing Counsel

Attachments: as stated

| cc: Sheldon J. bolfe, Esq. Docketing and Service Section
Dr. Walter F. Jordan Dr. Harry Foreman
Ernest Blake, Esq. Bruce Churchill, Esq.
Luke B. Fontana, Esq. Malcolm Stevenson, Esq.

4

Mr. Gary L. Groesch Ian Douglas Lindsey, Esq.'

Lynn Bernabei, Esq. William J. Guste, Jr., Esq.
Carole H. Burstein, Esq. Atomic Safety and Licensing

,

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Paneli
Appeal Board Panel Brian'P. Cassidy, Esq.

!
A-2
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of

LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket A7 50-382

(Waterford Steam Electric Station,
Unit 3)

I SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF DENNIS M. CRUTCHFIELD

Q.1. Please state your name, title and by whom you~ar~e employed?

A.1. My name is Dennis M. Crutchfield. I am employed as Assistant

Director for Safety Assessment, Division of Licensing, Office of Nuclear;

Reactor Regulation, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. A statement

f of my professional qualifications is attached to my affidavit filed on
1

August 7, 1984.
!
!

Q.2. What is the purpose of this affidavit?'

A.2. The purpose of this affidavit is to respond to the questions

raised by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, in its Memorandum

and Order of October 2,1984 (ALAB-786), concerning the Staff's communi-

cations with "the two primary sources for the Gambit article" published

; on December 10,1984 (Id., at 12-13). _ In addition, I wish to provide

certain additional information related to Waterford base mat issues, for

consideration by the Appeal Board.

:

A-3.
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Q.3. Please respond to the Appeal Board's inquiry as to whether

"the Staff intervi.!wed the two primary sources for the Gambit article"

(ALAB-786, at 13).

A.3. In my previous affidavit, filed on August 7, 1984, I stated

as follows (p.3):

Following publication of the Gambit article, the Staff
initiated an inquiry and review of the allegations
referred to therein, under the lead of NRC Region IV
in conjunction with the Office of Investigations. As
part of this review, interdews wme conducted with
various allegers and a review of documents was initiated
by Region IV personnel at the Waterford site.

At the time my prior affidavit was filed, I did not identify the

names of the various individuals who had been interviewed by the Staff,

due to sensitivity on the part of both OI and the Staff with respect to

the disclosure of investigation procedures and techniques, as well as

because certain individuals had requested that their names remain con-

fidential. In light of the Appeal Board's interest in this matter,

however, and because he has not requested confidentiality, I wish to

| confirm that comencing in January 1984, the Staff held a number of

meetings with George Hill, the individual who served as the primary source

for the Gambit article.
,
.

While the Appeal Board's Order indicates its belief that there were

"two primary sources" for that article, I do not understand that article tu

! have had a second " primary snurce" of information. As far as I have been

i able to ascertain, the Appeal Board probably had in mind Mr. J. M. " Joe"
l

Davis, the individual whom Mr. Hill replaced as coordinator of the QAIRG'

A-4
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|
document review group. The Staff has met with Mr. Davis and discussed

various Waterford-related matters with him.
!-

Q.4. - Did the Staff hold additional. meetings with Mr. Hill and other

allegers subsequent to the meetings with Mr. Hill held in January 1984?

A.4. Yes. In my previous affidavit (at pp. 3-5), I recited some

of the facts which led to the formation of the Waterford Task Force.
,

Initially, interviews with Mr. Hill and other allegers were conducted by

OI personnel with the assistance of Region IV. However, as the Staff's

review of the allegations progressed further, it became apparent that
,

I

additional resources and coordination among several Offices within the

Commission would be required. Accordingly, on March 12, 1984, the'

Executive Director for Operations issued a memorandum establishing a

program for treating outstanding issues which required resolution before

the Staff's licensing decisions for the Waterford facility could be made.

This program led to the formation, in March 1984, of a task force comprised

of some 40 technical individuals, which assembled at the Waterford site to-

gather and review all outstanding allegations concerning the Waterford

facility.

Among the first actions taken by the Task Force was to meet with Mr.

Hill and certain other allegers who had come to the Staff's attention

(some of whom have requested confidentiality), as a means of gaining a

proper understanding of their concerns. As the work of the Task Force

progressed, further meetings were held with these and other individuals

for the purpose of gathering additional information related to the con-

struction at the facility, as well as to determine whether the Task

i

1

A-5
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Force's interim and final findings adequately addressed the individual's

Concerns.

This process is addressed, in part, in Supplement 7 to the Staff's

Safety Evaluation Report, dated September 1984 and issued on October 1,

1984. Thus, SSER 7 noted (at p. 2) that "[d]uring January, February,

and March 1984, the Office of Investigations debriefed individuals who

i alleged matters of wrongdoing and raised technical issues." During the

Staff's subsequent review, "in a number of . . . cases, the issue was

discussed with and clarified by the alleger" (Id.). Further, the Staff

) developed a Waterford 3 Open Items Management Program, which required,
i

among other elements, the following:

i
NRC staff conferences, when possible, with allegers toi

assure an accurate initial understanding of allegations.

Continuing staff contact with all allegers, when possible,
:

to further assure that the staff's evaluations and resolu-
tions accurately addressed the concerns of the allegers;
as well as give the staff the assurance that all issues
of safety significance were covered in their review. ,

,

( I_d . ) . In addition, SSER 7 notes that the Task Force met often with the

allegers:

The Management staff was assisted by the NRC Office of
Investigations (01). . . 01 and the Management staff
worked closely to resolve the issues for investigation.
During their evaluation of technical allegations, the
staff often met with allegers to clarify an allegation
or discuss its status. In many cases, the alleger was

| satisfied with the staff's evaluation.

|

|

|

| A-6
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(Id_.,at2-3). SSER 7 contains further descriptions of this process, in

many of the individual allegation sumaries.
:

Q.5. Please respond to the Appeal Board's inquiry as to whether the

Staff, after completing its review of a particular allegation, "made con-

tact with at least one of the individuals identified in the article for

the purpose of determining if the information uncovered by the staff fully

addressestheindividual'sexpressedconcern"(ALAB-786,at13).
,

A.5. As indicated above, an integral element of the management pro-

gram adopted by the Staff for the purpose of identifying and resolving

allegations required continuing staff contact with all of the allegers,

when possible, in order to assure that their concerns were being addressedI

and resolved properly. In this regard, in the Staff's initial meetings
i

with Mr. George Hill, and on numerous occasions with other allegers, the

Staff obtained documents and references to other documents beyond those

discussed in the Gambit article. Follow-up meetings were held when

possible, to determine whether the allegers' concerns were beingi

properly addressed.

For example, the allegation reported in the Gambit article,

involving a 60-page non-conformance report written by Mr. Hill's QAIRG

team on Cadweld records -- specifically referred to by the Appeal Board

(ALAB-786, at 13) -- are embraced within a number of allegations, such as

A-115 A-146, and A-156. The issue of Cadweld splicing was identified

as Item 11 in Mr. Eisenhut's letter of June 13, 1984, as an unresolved

item having potential safety significance. Following the issuance of '

,

Mr. Eisenhut's letter, the Staff again met with Mr. Hill, who indicated
|

!

{ n-?
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1

that he was satisfied with the Staff's approach to resolution of this {
|
'matter. The Staff's subsequent evaluation of this matter is addressed

in the affidavits of Robert E. Shewmaker, filed August 7 and December 17,

1984. Further details concerning the final resolution of this issue, as

well as the other items listed in Mr. Eisenhut's letter, will be

addressed in SSER No. 9, scheduled to be issued shortly.

It should be noted that during the course of its investigation, the

Staff met with those individuals identified in the Gambit article as well

as more than 50 other individuals, many of whom have requested confiden-

tiality. The Staff has attempted, during the course of this investigation,

to meet with the allegers whenever possible, although it has not been

possible to do so in each and every instance upon which the Staff completed

its review of each of the more than 350 allegations that were identified.

However, on numerous occasions, the Staff discussed with the allegers

many of the conclusions it had reached concerning the allegations and,

as noted in SSER 7 (at p. 3), obtained the alleger's agreement that the

item had been satisfactorily resolved. Based upon these meetings and the

work performed by the Task Force, the Staff is satisfied that the Task

Force has adequately addressed the individuals' concerns and, in some

cases, addressed concerns which were not identified in the original

allegations or subsequent meetings with allegers.

i Q.6. Has the Staff received any new information related to Water-

ford base mat issues, which are not addressed by the Task Force findings?
i

| A.6. Yes. The Staff has received information that the Applicant

discovered cracks in the concrete base mat outside the reactor building

A-8
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ringwall (in the Fuel Handling Building and Auxiliary Building) as early

as October 1977; that other such cracks were discovered prior to May 1983

(when cracking outside the ringwall was reported by the Applicant); and

that the Applicant has had a program in place for the repair of such cracks

since 1977. This information is to be contrasted with other statements

made by the Applicant orally and in documents submitted to the Staff and

Appeal Board concerning the discovery of cracking in the base mat. The

Staff has referred this matter to the Office of Investigations.

Q.7. Does this additional information affect any of the Staff's

conclusions as to the safety significance of base mat issues?

A.7. No. This new information has been discussed with Dr. John

Ma, Mr. James Knight, and the Staff's BNL consultants (Drs. Morris Reich,

Charles Miller, and Carl Costantino). These individuals have all stated
.J

that this new informati(n does not affect their respective views concerning

Waterford base mat safety issues.

$,
?ennis M. Crutchfield

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 17th day of December, 1984

O "Y
Notary Public

My commission expires: 7//,/86,

,

|
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' UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
~ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE-THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND' LICENSING APPEAL BOARD
'

In the' Matter of :)
)

LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY. Docket No. 50-382
;

| (Waterford Steam Electric Station, )
Unit 3) )

4

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT E. SHEWMAKER
|

I,
.

Q.1. Please state your name, title and by whom you are employed?

! A.I. My name is Robert E. Shewmaker. I am employed as a Senior-

Civil-Structural Engineer in the Engineering and Generic Communications
;

Branch of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear.
;
i

j Regulatory Comission. A statement of my professional qualifications is
<

attached.

Q.2. What is the purpose of this affidavit?'
l
j A.2. The purpose of.this affidavit is to respond to several questions

raised by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board in its Memorandum

| and Order of October 2,1984 (ALAB-786), regarding (a) the' conclusions

! reached by the civil / structural allegation review team concerning base

mat-related issues, as reflected in my previous affidavit filed on August

7,1984; (b)' a discrepancy in Harstead Report 8304-3 relating to the;

location of a Cadweld; and (c) a summary of the views of Staff consnitant
;

; Robert E. Philleo concerning the nondestructive testing of-the basemat
t

performed by Meunow and Associates, Inc; Mr. Philleo's report and further'

|

A-10
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information in this regard are provided in the affidavit of James Knight

which is being filed herewith. In addition, I wish to provide the Appeal

Board with further information and conclusions concerning base mat issues

which the civil / structural allegation review team has evaluated since the

time my previous affidavit was filed.

Q.3. Please respond to the Appeal Board's coments concerning what

it described as an apparent inconsistency between the conclusions reached

in your prior affidavit with regard to irregularities in the certification

records for concrete inspectors (ALAB-786, at 8-9), and the prior identi-

fication of this issue as one having potential safety significance in Mr.

Eisenhut's letter of June 13, 1984.

A.3. The issue of inspector certifications was identified as having

potential safety significance insofar as the base mat is concerned, based

upon the allegation review team's having found that four J. A. Jones

inspectors (out of the five reviewed by the team) failed to meet the

applicable certification requirements concerning relevant experience

(Item 10inEnclosuretoEisenhutletter,at7). As indicated in Mr.

Eisenhut's letter, inasmuch as these inspectors were involved in the

inspection of safety-related activities, "the fact that they may not

have been qualified to perform such inspections, renders the quality of

theinspectedconstructionactivitiesasindeterminant"(Id.). Not-

withstanding the identification of this matter as having potential safety

significance, at the time my prior affidavit was filed on August 7,1984,

I stated (at p. 13) that "the civil / structural team believes that, to the

A-11
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|
!

extent that these items relate to the base mat, they are likely to be
l

resolved in a satisfactory manner and will not be found to have any safety
'

significance. Accordingly, these items are considered to be confirmatory

in nature."

My previous affidavit reflects the civil / structural team's views on

this issue as of August 7, 1984. Those views were based upon new infor-
a

mation which became available to the Staff after Mr. Eisenhut's letter of

June 13,.1984, had been prepared. For this reason, there is no inconsist-
.

ency between the two documents. The further information which was avail-

able to the Staff at the time my previous affidavit was prepared, and upon

which that affidavit was based, was as follows.

The applicant commenced working on this issue even prior to the

issuance of Mr. Eisenhut's letter of June 13, 1984. During the months

; of June and July,1984, I and other members of the Staff received certain

preliminary verbal information relating to the applicant's progress in

addressing this issue. In. addition, on June 28, 1984, the applicant

submitted a draft program plan outlining its approach to resolving this

and other issues, which plan was revised in the applicant's submittal of
,

July 27, 1984. In its revised program plan, the applicant indicated that

the facts concerning this issue were yet to be determined. However, the
;

applicant's approach to resolving this issue was known to the Staff; that

approach essentially required a strict interpretation of the applicable

certification standards which LP&L had committed to meet, and classifi-
)

! cation of all J. A. Jones inspectors as either qualified or unqualified
.

for certification. For each inspector who was found to be unqualified
:

for certification, the applicant would determine which work functions the

A-12
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i

!
' individual had performed and how extensive that work had been, and would i

then evaluate the safety significance of that task on plant design, con-

struction, and operation.

In addition, at the time my previous affidavit had been prepared.

I knew that there generally had been double coverage on inspection act-

ivities in this area. While J.A. Jones personnel were assigned primary
"

inspection responsibilities, EBASCO had been performing a second and

duplicative inspection function. What I did not know for certain was
'whether such double coverage existed for each inspect %n checkoff item

on all preplacement and placement inspections.'

Further, the sample of five inspectors reviewed by the Task Force

represented only a fraction of the total number of J.A. Jones concrete

inspectors involved in the project, and verbal information received by

the allegation review team indicated that for the entire population of

inspectors, better results were shown. In addition, the problems which

had surfaced in our sample involved the the length of the individuals'

inspection and quality control experience, and did not involve a ques-
'

tion of whether the inspectors had been properly trained. Because the <

Task Force's review of inspection procedures revealed very detailed pro-

cedures specifying distinct parameters and observations to be made, we
i

did not view the experience factor as being highly important for Level I

inspectors.

For all of the reasons discussed above, the civil / structural allega-

tion review team was able to conclude as of August 7, 1984, that this

matter is "likely to be resolved in a satisfactory manner and will not

be found to have any safety significance."
|

A-13
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Q.4. Has additional information become available to the Staff since

August 7, 1984, concerning the qualifications of the J.A. Jones concrete

inspectors?

A.4. Yes. The applicant has now provided its response on the issue

of inspector qualification and certification, in letters from J.M. Cain i

to D.G. Eisenhut dated October 31, and December 6,1984.
,

Of the nearly 70 J.A. Jones concrete inspectors, the applicant has

determined that 28 inspectors were " unqualified", and that their work was

in question. Twenty of these individuals had perfonned safety-related

inspection functions on concrete placements. In October 1984, members of

the Task Force were present at the Waterford site and reviewed a matrix
<

prepared by the applicant describing the specific inspection activities

with which each of the " unqualified" inspectors had been associated.
,

!

This review verified the number of inspectors who had been associated

with safety-related work on the basemat concrete placements. Further

study into this matter by the applicant, as verified by members of the

Task Force, has resulted in the determination that qualified EBASCO

inspectors had performed a double inspection effort on this work, using

EBASCO procedures. Thus, the work activities called into question as a

result of inspections having been performed by " unqualified" J.A. Jones

inspectors were, in fact, inspected by qualified inspectors.

Q.5. Has the Staff reached a final conclusion as to whether any ;

remaining unresolved or potential safety question exists with regard to

the qualification of concrete inspectors associated with construction

!
'

A-14
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. of the basemat, identified as item 10 in Mr. Eisenhut's letter of

June 13, 1984?

A.S. Yes. Based upon the information discussed above, the Task

Force has concluded that inspections were performed on all basemat con-
I; '

|
crete construction by qualified inspectors. The Staff has confidence

in the qualifications of the inspectors and the inspection effort per-
,.

formed on the basemat during its construction, and is satisfied that the

resulting structure meets the intent of the construction specification ;

requirements. To our knowledge, there are no unresolved safety issues

relative to the issue of " unqualified" inspectors associated with the [

l concrete basemat. Further detailed information concerning the closure

of this issue will be provided in Supplement 9 to the Staff's Safety i

Evaluation Report.

Q.6. Please respond to the Appeal Board's consnents concerning the

conclusions reached in your prior affidavit with regard to missing soil

backfill records (ALAB-786, at 10-11), indicating the basis for those

conclusions in light of the Staff's having identified this issue as one
!

having potential safety significance in Mr. Eisenhut's letter of June 13,
,

1984. .

A.6. The issue of soil backfill records was identified as having

potential safety significance based upon the civil / structural allegation

review team's having found that such records were missing for the in-place

backfill density tests in Area 5 (the first 5' starting at El. -41.25')

(Item 7 in Enclosure to Eisenhut Letter, at 6). As indicated in Mr.

A-15
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Eisenhut'sletter,"[t]hesedocumentsareimportantbecausetheseismic

response of the plant is a function of the soil densities" (Id ).

In my affidavit of August 7,1984, I indicated (at p.11) that "the

team's findings relative to missing soil backfill documents leaves open

a question as to the adequacy of backfill placement and compaction " and

noted that the applicant had been requested to take action on this matter.

Nonetheless, I concluded as follows:;

:

! [T]heteamdoesnotbelievethatthefactthat soil records
are missing will have any impact on plant safety, due to the,

limited soil volumes involved and the absence of any reason
.

to believe that compaction results were obtained in those'

! areas which were significantly different from the compaction
results reflected in other records. This item does not entail
any generic implications, since all other soil data appeared
to be accurate and indicated that the soils criteria had
been met.

:

(M.). Accordingly, I concluded that while further efforts are required

on the part of the applicant to resolve this matter, the civil / structural

allegation review team believed that this item "is likely to be resolved

| in a satisfactory manner and will not be found to have any safety signifi- i

cance"(M.,at13).;
3

My previous affidavit reflects the civil / structural allegation review

team's views on this issue as of August 7, 1984. Those views were based

upon information which became available to the Staff after Mr. Eisenhut's

letter of June 13, 1984, had been prepared. For this reason, there is no

; inconsistency between the two documents. The further information which

was available to the Staff at the time my previous affidavit was prepared,

and upon which that affidavit was based, was as follows.
i

-

t
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The applicant had commenced working on this issue prior to the

issuance of Mr. Eisenhut's letter of June 13, 1984. During the months.

of June and July,1984, certain preliminary verbal infonnation became

available to myself and others relating to the applicant's progress in

in addressing this issue. In addition, the applicant submitted a draft '

program plan outlining its approach to resolving this and other issues,

< on June 28, 1984; this plan was revised in the applicant's submittal

dated July 27, 1984. The revised program plan stated that "[t]he soil

density is in compliance with specification requirements," and that "a
;

! complete set of soils test dcta exists at the site." In this regard,

verbal information became available to the allegation review team, indi-

| cating that the missing records were located in the trailer facilities
;

| which continued to be utilized by the subcontractor responsible for per-
'

forming the soil tests in question, and that these records had never

been transmitted to EBASCO for inclusion in the final quality document,

; packages.

At the time ! prepared my affidavit of August 7, 1984, I was aware

of the applicant's statement that a complete set of soils test data was
3

in existence, although neither ! nor other Staff members had seen or

examined the newly located records. Nonetheless, I recognized that, at

the time the allegation team performed its sample, following a total

re-review by the applicant, backfill soil test records were missing only

for the first five feet of backfill soils in Area 5. Accordingly,it

wasmyprofessionaljudgmentthat,dueto(a)thelimitedsoilvolume

representedbythemissingrecordsand(b)theexistenceofsome50 feet

of adequately compacted backfill on top of that five foot layer, the

,
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|
fact that these records were missing was not likely to have an impact on |

the structure's seismic response.

Q.7. Has additional information become available to the Staff since

August 7,1984, with respect to the question of missing backfill soil

records?

A.7. Yes. The applicant has now provided its response on this issue,

in letters from J. M. Cain to D. G. Eisenhut dated August 27 and November 21,
,

1984 The applicant's response indicates that, as a result of its review

effort, it has located the records which the Task Force identified as

missing; these records involve 34 test sample locations. The applicant's,

I

review effort also revealed that no other test records are missing.
I

The Task Force has reviewed the records which the applicant statesi

were relocated; these documents appear to be authentic, and have now

been transferred to the QA vault for storage along with the other Class I

soils records. In reviewing these records, the Task Force noted

instances demonstrating close adherence to the quality procedures for

placement, compaction, testing, and documentation of soils work in the

1976 time frame. The documents reveal that where changes were made, the

initials of the individual making the change and the date of the change

were provided. This corrective work was done in 1976, the same year in
,

which the work reported in the document was completed, demonstrating that

the quality review of documentation was taking place and was effective in

the same time frame as that in which the work was being completed.

The Task Force has also verified that the remainig soils test records
,

are complete, by examination of the hardcover, bound notebook maintained
;
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by the test laboratory to log and index each test completed. All field

density test records are available.

In addition, the applicant has examined the completeness of the

inspection records for backfill soil placements. This review disclosed

that approximately 30% of the J. A. Jones inspection records are missing.

However, as a result of the double inspection coverage performed by EBASCO

on backfill soils work, the applicant has determined that nearly all such

activities were addressed by an available inspection report, based upon a;

comparison of the number of field density test results reported. (A

field density test is one of the elements called for in an inspection, so

that the number of field density tests performed should equal the number

ofcorrespondinginspections.)

The applicant has concluded that, based upon available data, the

percentage-of-inspection coverage for 80% of the backfill volume fully

met the requirements, and all inspection records are available for those

areas. For the remaining 20% of backfill volume, approximately 81% of

the necessary inspection reports are available, as generated either by

J. A. Jones or EBASCO. For the areas where all inspection reports are

not available, only 0.2% of the backfill volume is not represented by

any inspection report; those volumes were all located below elevation

-37 (i.e., below the top of the basemat), along the bottom or slopes of

the excavation where small construction drainage ditches or trenches

had been cut early in the construction sequence. Even for these volumes,

however, as noted above, in-place field density test records are avail-

able, and indicate that the field density tests were run and found to

be acceptable.
4

i

|
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The applicant has also reviewed the frequency with which backfill

inspections and tests were performed. In general, these activities were

performed at the rate of approximately one per each 200 cubic yards of

backfill material placed. After reviewing the data provided by the

applicant and confirming its accuracy, the Task Force compared these

rates to the rate used by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for controlling

the construction of earthen dams; M that rate is 1 per 1,000 cubic yards

at the outset, dropping to 1 per 3,000 cubic yards thereafter.

Finally, the applicant has provided information resulting from

statistical studies of the values obtained from in-place field density
,

testing, for all backfill soils relevant to the seismic response of

the facility. Those studies indicate that the mean value of the soil
'

density is at least 8% higher than the minimum required relative density

of'75%. The range of the relative densities were also found to be within

the tolerance band specified, indicating that relatively uniformly material

has been placed.

Q. 8. Has the Staff reached a final conclusion as to whether any

remaining unresolved or potential safety question exists with regard to

| the documentation and results of backfill soils construction and testing?

A.8. Yes. The Task Force has reviewed the applicant's data and

other information relevant to issue of missing backfill soil records.

We have determined that all in-place soil density test results are avail-

If Manual EM-1110-2-1911, January 17, 1977, " Construction Control for
i Earth and Rock-Fill Dams," U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers.

|

|
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able, reflecting both the testing frequency and test results; these records

; demonstrate that the applicant's construction specification and Safety
|

Analysis Report commitments have been met. While inspection records were'

1

not available for approximately 0.2% of the total backfill soil volume, '

|
l it appears that the inspections were completed, based upon the fact that

one step in the inspection process is to request that in-place field

density tests be performed, and documentation exists showing that such
'

tests were performed. Because it is the quality of in-place soil backfill

materials that would be of final concern from a safety standpoint, and

the quality of these materials has been adequately demonstrated, the

Staff has concluded that soils issues have been fully resolved. Further
' detailed information concerning the closure of this issue (Item 7) will

be provided in Supplement 9 to the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report.

Q.9. Please provide your views with respect to the Appeal Board's

observation of an apparent discrepancy in Appendices I and II to the

applicant's Harstead Report No. 8304-03, concerning the location of Cad-

weld No. 2W120 (ALAB-786, at 14-15).

A.9. At the Staff's request (Item 11 in Enclosure to Eisenhut

; Letter of June 13, 1984, p.8), the applicant has provided a complete

compilation of Cadweld data from a computerized data bank, related to

Cadweld installations made by J. A. Jones Co. A review of this infonna-

tion by the Staff, performed during the week of October 22, 1984, has

disclosed that Cadweld No. 2W120 is located in Block 1 of the basemat,

not in Block 16 as had been indicated in Appendix II, Sheet C-1, of HEA

Report 8304-3. This splice was cut out and tested in a random production
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test, and test data indicate that it met the design criteria. As indi-

cated in Appendix I to the Harstead report, no Cadwelds are known to have

been made by J. A. Jones Co. in Block 16 of the basemat.

In response to an inquiry made by the Staff by letter of October 19,

1984, the applicant also stated that Cadweld 2W120 is located in Block 1

of the bcsemat (letter from K. W. Cook to D. M. Crutchfield, dated Octo-

ber26,1984). In addition, the applicant's letter explained that "[i]t

appears as though there may have been an error on the part of HEA in

transposing the data while generating Appendix II." The Staff is satis-

fied that this statement provides a reasonable explanation for the noted

discrepancy.

Q.10. Please respond to the Appeal Board's inquiry (ALAB-786, at 15)

as to whether the discrepancy discussed in Question 10 above is indicative

of broader problems with the reliability of data supplied .to Harstead

Engineering Associates by the applicant's contractors?

A.10. In the Staff's letter of October 19, 1984, referred to in

response to Question 10 above, the Staff requested that the applicant

explain the noted Cadweld discrepancy and provide " assurance that it is

not indicative of a reliability problem with data supplied to Harstead

by LP&L contractors." In Attachment A to a letter from K. W. Cook toi

| Dennis M. Crutchfield, dated October 26, 1984, the applicant provided

the results of its review of Cadweld data utilized by the Harstead firm

to generate Harstead Report 8304-03. This review disclosed four other

errors which were found to be tnographical in nature; and the applicant

concluded that "the inconsistency was a typographical error and is neither

|

!
!
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indicative of unreliable data being supplied to HEA nor would it have

any impact on the conclusion in the report" (M ., at 2).

While the scope of the review performed by myself and other members

of the Task Force did not encompass a review of the Harstead reports, I

have noted certain errors in those reports. Specifically, in HEA R port

No. 8304-2 (October 12,1983), Sheet C-2-1-15, listing moment capacities,

contains an error in the sixth entry for #11 at 6 and #11 at 12 in the N-S

direction, in that the 2847 k-ft/ft is for bottom reinforcing, not top

reinforcing; this should also be reflected on page 11, Item (c), where

moments greater than 2847 k-ft/ft should be listed as the criterion.

This change would cause element 190 to be added to the list of the four

elements mentioned on page 11. I do not believe that this error has any

impact on the conclusions contained in the report. Additionally, in HEA

Report 8304-3 (dated January 9, 1984), I noted a typographical error; on

page 4 under Item 2.6, line 4, NCR W3-7252 should read NCR W3-7152, as

shown in Appendix III.

I do not believe that these errors resulted from any problem with

the reliability of data supplied to Harstead Engineering Associates.

Rather, the errors probably resulted from errors in transcription and

clerical oversight. I am not aware of any other errors in the data con-

tained in the Harstead reports.

Q.11. Has Mr. Robert E. Philleu, the Task Force's independent

consultant on the concrete construction of the basemat, reexamined his
,

earlier conclusions in light of the nondestructive testing results pro-
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|

vided by Muenow and Associates, Inc., as the Appeal Board has requested
I

(ALAB-786, at 14)?

A.11. Yes. Mr. Philleo has reviewed the Muenow Report from the

standpoint of determining whether it has an effect upon his prior conclu-

sions, as set forth in his report, " Evaluation of Concrete Construction

Adequacy in the Basemat, Waterford Unit No. 3," dated May 18, 1984.

In a letter dated November 10,1984 (attached to the Affidavit of James

Knight, dated December 17,1984), Mr. Philleo stated as follows:

As a result of reading this report I believe we know with
confidence little more than we knew before receiving the
report. However, even if all the conclusions are accepted,
there is nothing to cause concern about the structural per-
formance of the basemat. All the cracks are found to be
nearly vertical and are probably the result of thermal
stresses formed during cooling of the concrete after the
early hydration of the cement. There is no evidence of
shear cracks resulting from unusual loading conditions or
adverse foundation support.

Further information concerning Mr. Philleo's evaluation of the Meunow

report are contained in Mr. Knight's affidavit of December 17, 1984,

referred to above.

j Q.12. Has the Staff reached a final conclusion as to whether
I

any remaining unresolved or potential safety issue exists with regard'

; to Cadwelds used in the construction of the basemat (identified in Mr.

i Eisenhut's letter of June 13, 1984, as Item 11)?

A.12. Yes. Members of the Task Force have completed a compre-:

:

hensive review at the -site of information assembled concerning the Cad-

| welds made by J. A. Jones Construction Co., and of the Cadwelders' quali-
|

| fications. The Staff has determined that the installed Cadweld splices
!
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I

exceed design strength requirements-by a significant margin, and that

all questions relative to test frequency, personnel qualifications, and

production samples have been satisfactorily resolved. Accordingly, the.

Staff has determined that no safety-significant issues remain unresolved

relative to Cadwelding activity. Further detailed information concerning

these matters and the closure of Item 11 will be provided in Supplement 9

to the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report.

Q.13. Has the Staff reached a final conclusion as to whether

any remaining unresolved or potential safety issue exists with regard

to the water-filled conduit or other pathways through the basemat which.

might permit groundwater to flow freely into the structure (identified

in Mr. Eisenhut's letter of June 13, 1984, as Item 19)?

A.13. Yes. The Task Force has completed its review of basemat

conduits and their potential for causing flooding in the lower levels of

the auxiliary building. In its review, the Tcsk Force noted that the

applicant has committed to perform the following actions. Pressure grout-

ing of the piezometer riser, noted by the Task Force as being filled with-

water, will be completed over its entire embedment in the basemat prior

to fuel load. Seals in the conduits will be replaced as maintenance

items, since any leakage is fully controllable. Based on the information

it has reviewed concerning this issue, the Task Force has concluded that

the issue has been_ satisfactorily resolved. Further detailed information-

relating to the closure of this issue will be provided in Supplement 9

to the Staff's, Safety Evaluation Report.
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.Q.14. Has the Staff reached a final conclusion as to whether any i

remaining unresolved or potential safety issue exists related to the

documentation of GEO personnel qualifications in the area of construction

materials testing, identified as Item 20 in Mr. Eisenhut's letter of
i

June 13, 1984?

.A.14. Yes. The Task Force has completed additional work at the-

| Waterford site during the period that the applicant was developing and

finalizing its response to Issue 20. The Task Force is in agreement with
! - the number of . inspectors which the applicant has placed in the "unquali-

fied" category, as a result of those individuals' having generally failed

to meet the precise requirements for certification. In addition, the-
, .

Task Force has reviewed the applicant's disposition and resolution of the

deficiencies which were identified as a result of this categorization of

[ the inspectors. Based upon these efforts, it is our conclusion that the
4

| testing and inspection results obtained by GE0 personnel for the project-

|
correctly reflect the materials used and the as-built conditions at the

I plant. Accordingly, we have determined that there are no' unresolved or

potential safety issues relative to GE0 personnel qualifications. Further

detailed infomation concerning the closure of this issue will be provided

in Supplement 9 to the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report.
_

Q.15. Did Items 7, 10, 11, 19 and 20 as highlighted in your

: - previous affidavit represent ~all'of.the. items in Mr. Eisenhut's letter

of June 13, 1984 which could impact on basemat issues?

A.15. No. While those five items represented the~ major items

having direct relevance to the basemat, during my closeout review of
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the~ items listed in Mr. Eisenhut's June 13, 1984 letter, I realized that

! I had inadvertently not included Item 14 in my previous affidavit, as a

basemat-related issue which Mr. Eisenhut had earlier identified as having

potential safety significance.

Item 14 arose from the Task Force effort on Allegation A-132, which

relates to several different structures, including the basemat; most of

these did not relate to the construction of the basemat. See SSER 7 at

p. 140. This issue addressed J. A. Jones Construction Company " speed

letters" and engineering information requests for the entire project, and

the issue of whether they contained information which should have been

reported in deficiency notices (DNs) or nonconformance reports (NCRs)

thereby receiving subsequent engineering review.

Based on the work completed by the applicant and the sampling by

the Task Force, the Staff has now concluded that some of the speed

letters and engineering information requests involved issues which

required engineering review, and that all such items have now received

proper engineering review. This review resulted in a finding that there

are no needed physical changes to the facility. Further detailed

information concerning these matters and the closure of Item'14 will be

provided in Supplement 9 to the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report.

Q.16. Did the Task Force review any allegations relating to the ;

Waterford basemat, other than those embraced by Items 7, 10, 11, 19, |
l

and 20 in Mr. Eisenhut's letter of June 13,-1984?

A.16. Yes. Supplement 7 to the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report

identified numerous allegations which were reviewed by the Task Force,
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relative to the Waterford basemat. Board Notification No. 84-170, dated
.

!

October 12, 1984, identified these as Allegations A-107, A-109, A-110, l

.

'

.A-111,'A-112, A-113, A-114, A-115, A-116, A-129, A-132, A-134, A-136,
!

A-138, A-139, A-141, A-145, A-146, A-147, A-156, A-158, A-171, and A-270.4

Included among these allegations are those which are addressed in Items

7,10,11,14,19, and 20 in Mr. Eisenhut's letter of June 13, 1984.<

Q.17. Have all of the allegatiions relating to the Waterford
i

basemat been resolved to the satisfaction of the Task Force?

A.17. Yes. The resolution of many of these allegations was

documented in SER Supplement'7; the resolution of the remaining basemat-

related allegations will be documented in SER Supplement- 9, scheduled

to be issued shortly. Included among the allegations whose resolution

will be documented in SER Supplement 9 are those embraced by Items 7,10,

| 11,14,19, and 20 in Mr. Eisenhut's letter of June 13, 1984.- A sumary
:

| of how those six particular items have been resolved is set forth above.
!

| There are two other allegations -related to basemat issues, other

than those embraced by Mr. Eisenhut's letter, whose' resolution will be
~

| documented in SER Supplement 9 -- these 'are Allegations A-109 and A-141,
I
'

which concern the interruption, in June 1983, of a review of concrete

placement packages which was being performed by the Quality Assurance'.

| Installation Review Group. In SER Supplement '7, the ; Staff noted that

additional NRC Staff work was required on these issues (see SSER 7, at
-

pp.122 and 149). . The Task Force has now completed its review of these'

matters, and has determined-that they do not present an unresolved safety

issue.
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.Q.18. Please provide a summary of the manner in which Allegation

A-109 has been found to be resolved.'

| 'A.18. With respect to Allegation A-109, the Task Force has com-
' pleted its review of the .available information, for the purpose of reaching

a judgment as to the' allegation's technical and safety implications.

i Based upon this review, the Task Force has determined that the records

. review process was subject to starts and stops, after the Quality Assur-

ance Installation Review Group (QAIRG) initiated its review of concrete

record packages in the Fall of 1982. Through the various stages, from

{ a sampling review, to a 10% review, to a full 100% review, a nine-month

period transpired during 1983 before a full review was undertaken.
.

At this point in time, the Task Force focused mainly on the adequacy

| of the final 100% review, and not on the question of whether too long a

j period had been allowed to elapse before the 100% review was. initiated.
.i

[ Based upon its review of this issue, the Task Force has found the 100%
,

| records review performewd by the applicant to be satisfactory. For_ example,

sampling completed by the Task- Force of- over 70% of the basemat concrete

placement packages revealed only three minor discrepancies; one of those.

discrepancies has now been corrected, while the others involve'either a

missing page or a failure to meet a precise test sampling frequency
:

_

requirement. Both of the latter items have been assessed to be of no
'

consequence for safety margins. In the Staff's opinion, the concrete
!

placement package records are now adequate and supportive of the con-

j. clusion that the quality of. construction meets design intent. Further

{
d(tailed information concerning the resolution of Allegation A-109 will

be provided in SER Supplement 9.
;
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Q.19. Please provide a summary of the manner in which Allegation

A-141 has been found to be resolved.
1

A.19. The Task Force has completed its review of the available l
i

information concerning this allegation, for the purpose of reaching a ,

I
determination of whether the discrepancies identified on the 70 concrete

placement packages, which were asserted to have been listed on log, were

in fact considered by the applicant's quality review. The Task Force

ascertained that the log referred to in the allegation was available for

review and, after breaking this listing down, the Task Force identified

71 individual items, 56 of which related to Cadwelding and concrete pro-

duction, placement and curing.

The Task Force also found other documents identifying deficiencies;

these documents, however, had not been fully completed or transmitted
i

for resolution (as provided in the quality procedures) before the QAIRG,

work was halted. The Task Force believes that these documents reflected

work in progress at a time when QAIRG was undergoing changes and manage-

ment was in the process of considering actions to be taken on the sample

document review that had been completed. In other cases, the Task Force

! located only the forms which were used in the transmittal of documents

defining deficiencies; however, these contained sufficient information

for follow-up to ascertain whether or not an unresolved safety item

i remained.

l The applicant and EBASCO have completed a detailed review of these

documents and the information contained therein, for the purpose of iden-

tifying any deficient conditions; this work was performed under the close

scrutiny of the Task Force. It was determined that several of the defi-

!
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ciencies listed on the log had in fact been closed, while others were

being addressed by individual nonconformance reports (NCRs) or were|

| discrepancies to be corrected. For each item in which a discrepancy had
|

| been noted in the review process at any point in time, and which had not

clearly been closed and resolved, the Task Force required the applicant

to review the situation, gather the facts, provide conclusions as to the

item's impact on safety, and render a determination on whether the item

may be considered to be closed. Based upon this effort, and in consider-

ation of the facts contained in the applicant's responses, the Task Force

has concluded that the deficiencies have been addressed satisfactorily,

and that there are no remaining unresolved safety items. Accordingly,

the Task Force has concluded that the deficiencies which were identified

; as having been contained in the 70 concrete placement packages, as well

i as the other deficiencies which were found during this review process,

have been satisfactorily resolved, and there are no remaining open safety

issues. Further detailed information relating to the resolution of

Allegation A-141 will be provided in SER Supplement 9.

1

obert E. Shewmaker

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 17th day of December, 1984

Notary Public

7,|///6| My commission expires: ,

.
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Robert E. Shewmaker |

Statement of Professional Qualifications
,

Education:
1

B.S. degree in_ Civil Engineering (Structures) at the University of Illinois
at Champaign-Urbana, Illinois (September 1958 - June 1962).

M.S. degree in Civil Engineering (Structures) at the University of Illinois
at Champaign-Urbana, Illinois (June 1962 - June 1963).

i Registration:

j Registered Professional ~ Engineer ir. the Commonwealth of Virginia since 1967.

; Registered Professional Engineer in the State of Maryland since 1968.

i

Experience:

! Research Assistant and Fellow, University of Illinois, Department of Civil
Engineering, Champaign-Urbana, Illinois (January 1962 - June 1963).
Research and testing of small scaled reinforced concrete models for flat
slab structures.

,
,

! Construction Engineer, Lieutenant, US Army Corps of Engineers, 146th En-
: gineer Detachment, 8th Special Forces Group (Airborne) Ft. Gulick, Canal
! Zone (July 1963 - June 1965). Project engineer for airborne training school
; facilities, roads, airfields and training facilities and instructor in.
'

military engineering at the U.S. Army School of the Americas Canal Zone.

Structural Engineer at Anderson, Birkeland, Anderson and Mast, Structural-
Consulting Engineers, Tacoma, Washington,-(July 1965 - May 1966). Design
and analysis of commercial and industrial facilities, including offices,
port and pier facilities, bridges, dormitories, elevated monorail systems
etc. in Seismic Zone III, and computer applications. Extensive reinforced

|
and prestrepsed concrete design.'

Senior Structural Engineer, at Bechtel Power Corporation, Gaithersburg,
Maryland (May 1966 - May 1969). Structural analysis and design of struc-
tural steel frames and transmission towers, and concrete structures for
circulating water system and chimneys for Turkey Point I and 2, and Cape

.
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1

Cape Kennedy I and 2. Lead of structural analysis and design section for
prestressed containment structures at Oconee 1. 2 & 3, and Calvert Cliffs
1 and 2. Assistant Lead Civil-Structural Engineer for Calvert Cliffs
1 and 2.

Senior Structural Engineer at USAEC and USNRC, Bethesda, Maryland (May 1969
to present) in the Division of Reactor Licensing, the Division of Reactor
Standards, and the Office of Inspection and Enforcement. Performed tech-
nical review of nuclear power plant applications for civil-structural
aspects, developed structural criteria and standards, provided input as
a member of national code committees, and provided technical support for
construction problems, inspection activities, and inspection and enforce-
ment programs.

Professional Affiliations:

Fellow, American Concrete Institute (ACI)

Member of ACI 349 - Concrete Nuclear Structures4

Member of ACI 359, Joint Committee with the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers, Section III, Division 2 Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
for Concrete Reactor Vessels and Containments.

! Member of ACI 364 - Rehabilitation of Concrete & Masonry Structures

Member, Prestressed Concrete Institute

Member, American Society of Civil Engineers

;

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

|

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of )
,

)
LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-382

)
(Waterford Steam Electric Station, )

Unit 3) )

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF RAMAN PICHUMANI

Q.1. Please state your name, title and by whom you are employed?

A.I. My name is Raman Pichumani. Since March 1984, I have been

employed as a Systems Engineer (Mechanical) in the Mechanical

Engineering Branch of the Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Prior to March

1984, I was employed as a Geotechnical Engineer in the Structural and

Geotechnical Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering. A statement

of my professional qualifications is attached to my previous affidavit

filed in this proceeding on November 28, 1983.-

Q.2. Please describe the nature of your involvement, if any, in

the. Staff's further evaluation of issues related to the Waterford base.

mat since November 1983.

! A.2. On March 19, 1984, I transferred from the Structural and

Geotechnical Engineering Branch (SGEB) to the Mechanical Engineering

Branch (MEB) of the Division of Engineering.- At that time, my review
|
| responsibilities for the Waterford plant were transferred to another
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geotechnical engineering reviewer, Dr. John Chen.

|

Between the time my previous affidavit was filed on November 28, 1983

and the time I transferred to MEB on March 19, 1984, I was mainly

engaged with other assignments not related to the Waterford facility.

However, during that brief period, I read the December 10, 1983 Gambit4

article, and participated in an internal NRC staff meeting on February 7,

1984 and in a telecon with Region IV staff on February 16, 1984. I was

also present as an observer for part of a meeting held with the Applicant

in Bethesda on March 21, 1984 (a few days after my transfer to MEB). I

was not, however, in any way involved with the extensive investigations,

discussions, site visits, and detailed evaluations which were performed

by the NRC staff and its consultant, BNL, commencing with meetings held

with the applicant on March 26 and 27, 1984. Similarly, I was not involved

with the work of the civil / structural allegation review team, which commenced

its activities in March 1984 after my trusfer from SGEB to MEB.

Q,3. Have you reviewed any of the documents reflecting the further
;

evaluation that has been performed by the Staff and its consultants

since your previous affidavit was filed on November 28, 1983?

A.3. Yes. After the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board

issued its Order of October 2,1984, I was asked to read the July 18,

1984 report issued by the Staff's consultants from Brookhaven National

Laboratory, as well as the affidavits and addendum to the BNL report
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filed by the Staff on August 7, 1984. I have read those documents, but

have not read any other documents prepared by the Staff or the Applicant, or |

by their consultants, after November 1983.
_

My review of these documents was undertaken in order to comply with the

Appeal Board's request that I provide a statement as to what effect, if

any, the Staff's further evaluation has on the position I espoused in my

previous affidavit. Accordingly, I have read these documents paying
i

attention only to the geotechnical (soils) area, since my earlier

involvement was only with geotechnical aspects of the problem.

Q.4. Please state what effect, if any, the Staff's further

evaluation has on the position you espoused in your affidavit of

November 28, 1983.

A.4. After reading these documents, I find that I lack a basis to

j evaluate the conclusions arrived at by the Staff and its consultant,

BNL, because of my total unfamiliarity with the large number of

documents and data to which they refer in support of their conclusions,

and because I was not privy to the many investigations, analyses,
.

meetings, and discussions that were carried on after my involvement with

the case ended in March 1984. Accordingly, I am unable to state what

effect the Staff's further evaluation has on my previous position.

% C
Raman Pichumani

Subscribed and sworn to
this /74 day of December,1984

WWA U ||&dh
Notary Public '
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-382

(Waterford Steam Electric Station,
Unit 3) )

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN S. MA

I, John S. Ma, being duly sworn, state as follows:

1. I am employed as a structural engineer in the Structural and,

Geotechnical Engineering Branch of the Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2. I previously submitted an affidavit in this proceeding on

November 28, 1983 which provided the evaluation and conclusions

of the NRC Staff concerning the adequacy of the Waterford Unit 3
'

foundation base mat in light of the discovery of concrete cracking

and water seepage in the base mat. A statement of my professional

qualifications is attached to my November 28, 1983 affidavit.

3. This affidavit is being provided to the Appeal Board pursuant to

its request in ALAB-786 (October 2,1984) seeking an updating of my

views with respect to the cracking of the Waterford Unit 3 base mat.

See ALAB-786, slip op, at 14 n. 13.
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4. My views with respect to the Waterford 3 base mat cracking issue

are contained in the attached report dated December 10, 1984 which

I prepared in response to the Appeal Board's request. I hereby

certify that the statements contained in the attached report are ;

true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

N 5
-

John S. Ma
-

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this W " day of December, 1984

M'

Notary Public ~

My Comission Expires: t It /Me

p..

9e-
!

|

l

|

.

I
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WATERFORD UNIT 3 BASE MAT

JOHN S. MA

STRUCTURAL AND GE0 TECHNICAL ENGINEERING BRANCH

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING, NRR, NRC

DECEMBER 10, 1984

f. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this report is to assess the adequacy of the Waterford,

Unit 3 concrete base mat in light of the discovery of concrete cracking
and water seepage in the mat. The nature of my involvement as well as
events which occurred are described.

The behavior of the mat under dead weights (loads) is described. The
results of nondestructive testing are outlined. The behavior of the
cracked mat during earthquakes is qualitatively described in terms of a
mathematical model and its complications are presented.

The report by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and its addendum were

reviewed. Both the cause and effect of concrete cracking assessed by
BNI were found to be inadequate.

Concrete cracking under and near the reactor within the Reactor
Containment Building (RCB) is extensive, although noncontinuous, both in
length across the width of the mat and in depth, but its widths are
unknown. Some of the cracks outside of the RCB, which were believed to

be jointed by six cracks within the RCB, were found to be extensive, and
their crack widths were estimated to be less than 0.007 inches. The
potential problems of reinforcing steel corrosion and durability of
concrete affected by concrete cracking are described. The pennissible

!
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crack widths listed in codes and specifications for reinforced concrete j
structures are presented for comparisons with the existing crack widths
in the mat.

Information has not advanced to a sufficient degree to conclude that the
cracked mat is adequate and will be adequate in terms of its
functionality. However, it can be concluded that the mat will be
adequate if successfully repaired and with the implementation of a
monitoring program to assure the continued, successful performance of the
repaired mat. No further analysis will be required except perhaps in
connection with a particular selected repair method.

II. HISTORICAL EVENTS

II.1 Involvement

,

Without any prior involvement in or knowledge of the Waterford Unit 3
project, I was assigned in about October 1983 to resolve the safety

'

issue of the concrete mat cracking and water seepage. The assignment
I was to complete the review with a lead responsibility in about one and

one-half months. I completed my review in time and submitted my
affidavit on November 28, 1983,

After completion of that affidavit, I was not officially assigned tot

work on the Waterford Unit 3 project until March 1984. In between those
times, I was given a copy of Mr. Phearson's merr.a and a copy of a Gambit
newspaper article, both alleging construction deficiencies. I was
assigned to report to a section leader, and to a branch chief who led
the project. It was made clear to me that I would not be the one to
lead the project or to write an affidavit for it, as I had done the

j

|
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| previous year. Consequently, my involvement on the project was
intermittent due to the nature of the assignment. I attended some of
the meetings with the applicant, design engineers, and NRC consultants
when requested by my superiors. I provided opinions in either oral or

written form in accordance with the requests.
i

On October 23, 1984, I was given a copy of the Appeal Board's Memorandum
andOrder(ALAB-786). On October 24, 1984, I was requested to submit a
draft affidavit by October 30, 1984. I submitted my draft affidavit on
October 30, 1984. On November 9, 1984, I was given a copy of NRC
Staff's Answer to Joint Intervenors' Amended and Supplemental Motion to
Reopen Contention 22, dated August 7, 1984, and a copy of the BNL

report, dated July 18, 1984, and was requested to read them and present
a full statement of my opinions as to the adequacy of the basemat. This
report was written in accordance with that request.

II.2 Summary Of My Earlier Affidavit

In my earlier affidavit (Reference 1), I assessed and documented the

adequacy of the Waterford Unit 3 foundation base mat in light of the
discovery of concrete cracking and water seepage in the mat. In that
affidavit, I concluded that the cracks and water seepage did not
represent a challenge to the structural integrity of the foundation base

; mat and recommended that a surveillance program for corrosion of
reinforcing steel bars be initiated to provide additional assurance to
the continued structural integrity of the mat. Before reaching that
conclusion, I reviewed two reports by Harstead Engineering Associates
(HEA), Mr. John Collins' letter, and the final draft of Dr. Raman
Pichumani's affidavit; this is mentioned in my earlier affidavit.

,

|

|
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The cracks as reported by HEA were small in width (between 2 to 5 mils;
HEA Report No.1, p. 8). The depth of these cracks should be shallow |

'

because the approximate (tensile) stress in the top rebar,120(T psi as
reported in HEA Report No. 1, p. 24, would indicate that the concrete,

was uncracked at the level surrounding the rebar, which is located
approximately 4.25 inches below the top surface of the mat. The HEA
reports also indicate that the mat possesses ample margins of safety
against bending (flexure) failures and adequate margins of safety
against shear failures (HEA Report No. 2, pp. 18 and 19). Furthermore,

the HEA reported that a repair program had been established to deal with
1 construction deficiencies and the repair program was believed to be

effective (HEA Report No. 1, pp. 6 and 7). A refined analysis to
incorporate concrete cracking had been considered and was later assessed
by HEA to be unnecessary because the amount of cracking was
insignificant in affecting structural response and integrity in
comparison with the original assumption of homogeneous uncracked
concreteusedinanalyses(HEAReportNo.2,pp.17and21). Based on
the information available to me at that time including the understanding
gained during my audit at EBASCO Services, I found no evidence that

,

would render the HEA conclusions to be inaccurate or unreasonable.

The field construction was adequate and acceptable because it was

performed in accordance with approved procedures, specifications and
regulations, as stated in a letter by Mr. John Collins, Regional
Administrator of NRC Region IV. The letter was attached to my earlier
affidavit.

The foundation underlying the mat was evaluated as adequate to support
the mat and the structures and equipment on top of the mat (Pichumani's
affidavit, Q4 and A4). Pichumani's affidavit (Q6 and A6) also stated

|
! -
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that the applicant had given adequate consideration in its analysis of
the mat to accommodate the variations in soil stiffness.

Considering the positive reports from Collins on field construction,
Pichumani on foundation soils, the NRC Senior Resident Inspector on
" hairline" cracks (Ma's affidavit, Q4 and A4), and my reviews (Ma's
affidavit, Q7 and A7), I concluded in my affidavit, dated Novmeber 28,
1983, that the mat was still adequate to perform its function.

II.3 Site Visit

Dr. John Chen, a geotechnical engineer, my section leader, and my branch
chief and I visited the Waterford Unit 3 site on March 27, 1984. This
was my first visit. I observed cracks on the ring wall and wet cooling
tower walls. These cracks had not been mapped or brought to my atten-
tion until that time. Some of the cracks on the walls were jointed by a
crack on the mat. I was not sure those cracks on the wall were caused
by a relative displacement of the mat across the crack faces on the mat;
I was certain that a relative displacement across the faces of the crack
on the mat could propagate the existing cracks upward on the walls.

At the site, I reviewed construction records and interviewed various
individuals who participated in the construction of the foundation base

'

mat. Based on the review of construction records and interviews, I
found that despite the effort of the applicant's quality assurance
organization, the first three blocks of concrete placement, where major
cracks occurred, did have quality control problems. These problems
included (1) dropping concrete beyond 5 feet height.at times, (2) using
a concrete vibrator improperly and providing insufficient vibration, and
(3) one instance of sledge hammering a reinforcing bar to make room for
a concrete-placing elephant trunk, thus transmitting shock waves to the

|
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concrete below through vertical reinforcing bars. Such actions could i
.

' -lead to cracking concrete or creating voids _around reinforcing bars.
,

Deficiency modifications were written for observed cracking and
,

l honeycombing detected in vertical walls of the concrete blocks on

f . concrete surface, and the records showed that the deficiencies were i

f repaired. Action.to eliminate such deficiencies finally resulted in a 7

; stop work order issued by LP&L after the concrete placement of the first

}- three blocks. When the construction was resumed, quality control was |

l reported to be improved. The construction problems were later handled
,.

I' by Mr. L. Shao's team.
:
<

II.4 P' eliminary Evaluation and Proposed Actionr
,

: t

i

j. A few days after we returned from the site, Dr. Chen reported in a

j meeting that the soils underneath the mat were nonuniform and had ;

j experienced differential settlements due to dead leads and uneven ground
L movements because of groundwater level changes. He also reported that
t '

the groundwater levels had changed significantly three times duringt

| construction, ranging from 20 to 30 feet. Dr. Chen's statements were

! later. documented (Reference 2).
.

,

The structural effect on the mat due to nonunifom soils can be
!' illustrated as follows. The portion of the. mat resting on top of weaker

}
soils .such as-Strip No. 2 in Chen's report, tended to settle down more

! than the other portion of the met resting on top of stronger soils, such
,

! as Strip No. 1. If there were a vertical gap in the mat of its entire
i length and depth, no stresses would be induced as a result of these' '

! uneven set'tlements, because the two pieces 'of the mat could not hold or

restrain each other and would be tree to move.. Since the met was

! actually a monolithic piece, the continuity would restrain one portion

! '

,
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of the mat to settle down more than the other at their interface; this

restraint introduced stress in the mat when uneven settlements occurred.

Stress was also introduced in the mat due to uneven soil pressure which
was associated with hydrostatic pressure change in conjunction with the,

nonuniform soils under the mat. The phenomenon here is that soils with
uneven magnitude of force pushed up against the mat instead of the mat
settling down as previously described.

Stresses associated with nonuniform soils during construction were not
calculated in the original analyses and thus were not designed for. It

is appropriate to note that condition (2) of A6 in Pichumani's affidavit
represents a future state of soil conditions, not the state during

construction. Neither the magnitude nor the distribution pattern of,

'

these stresses was known. The dilemma was whether or not the mat could
accommodate these additional stresses during construction. The dilemma
was intensified because the effects of the construction problems
discovered during the site visit had not yet been evaluated. The
construction problems might have seriously affected the quality of
construction and might have reduced the strength of the mat.

,

It was difficult to assess the safety of the mat, the undefined magni-
tude of stress acting on it, and the doubtful strength of the mat. In
the meeting after the site visit, Dr. Chen and I jointly proposed to
obtain the magnitude of these additional stresses through analyses by

' using actual soil conditions during construction. In addition, I pro-

posed that a direct physical examination of the mat be performed by non
destructive testing (NDT). The logic was that adequacy of the mat would
be proved if the following two statements were true: (1) the additional
stresses associated with nonuniform soils were calculated and added to
other applicable stresses and the sum of these stresses was within the
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specified allowables, and (2) the NDT results did not indicate any j

serious internal cracks that had weakened the shear strength of the mat I

to an extent which might lead to a shear failure during a safe ' shutdown
earthquake. Bending failure was less likely due to the ample factor of
safety designed into the mat, and therefore was not a concern. The
analyses were not performed, but the NDT was performed later.

III. ANTICIPATED BEHAVIOR OF THE MAT UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADS
i

III.1 Introduction

Deflections are visible indications of the response of a structure to a
load, and they are used to describe the behavior of the mat under dead
load and to examine the design adequacy. This section discusses the
importance of construction sequences in affecting concrete crack
patterns and requiring rebar placement patterns. The importance of the
interaction of the type (concentrate or uniform) of load, mat stiffness,:

and soil foundation stiffness is discussed, and the NDT results are
outlined. The behavioral model of the cracked mat subject to
earthquakes and its complication in performing dynamic analysis are also
discussed.

1

III.2 Construction Sequence Effect
-

.

Figure la is a plan view of the mat supported by soils (soils are not
shown). The mat is loaded with the weight of, and is restrained by, the
side walls, ring wall, and structures within the ring wall including the
reactor. Anorth-south (N-S)stripandaneast-west (E-W)stripofthe
mat across the center of the reactor is shown in Figure la for later
illustration purposes.

|
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! Assume that the ring wall and its internal structures including the
'

reactor are first built on the mat. One can then visualize that the
center portion of the-mat will deflect downward and the edges u'pward
with respect to the original assumed flat position. The deflected shape
of the two perpendicular strips from Figure la is shown in Figures Ib1
and Icl. These strips will deflect greatest among their parallel

i strips.

The as built mat has a thickness of 12 feet instead of a line, as

shown in Figures Ib1 and Icl. In order for the mat to deflect and bend
in such a dish shape from its original flat position, the bottom fibers
have to be elongated and the top fibers compressed at all cross
sections except where the edges actually rise off the soils. The dish

;

or concave type of bending is designated as positive bending, and the
,

reverse or convex type of bending is designated as negative bending.
(This sign convention is used by EBASCO, but is opposite to the one used

'

by BNL.)

,

If the mat is uncracked, at the approximate center of each cross section
there must be a fiber (neither elongated nor compressed) as a transition
between elongated fibers on one side and compressed fibers on the
opposite side during bending. This fiber is called .the neutral axis.
The deflected line shown in Figures Ib1 and Ic1 is considered the line
connected by all the neutral axes along the strip. Since concrete is
strong in compression resistance but weak in tension, rebars are usually

-

placed in the tension side to provide or supplement the necessary
tension.

,

As the weight of the side walls is placed, the edges of the mat deflect
downward and bend the outer portion of the strips into a convex shape,
as shown in Figures Ib2 and Ic2. These deflected shapes suggest that
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the mat has some negative bending in the outer portion and large
positive bending in the midspan. The adjacent strips in parallel to the |

strips shown in Figures la will also take the same deflected shhpe as
shown in Figures Ib2 and Ic2, but with a smaller amount of deflection
proportionally along the length of the strip. This kind of construction
sequencing requires rebars to be placed in both N-S and E-W directions
at the bottom of the mat, with a greater amount of rebars in the middle
portion and a lesser amount at the edges to satisfy the construction
stage that would produce the deflected shape, as shown in Figures Ib1
and Icl. The concave shape of the mat may result in concrete cracking
at the bottom and'most likely near the center portion of the mat where
the bending is tiie greatest. In order to satisfy the construction stage
that would produce the deflected shape, as shown in Figures Ib2 and Ic2,
rebars are needed at the top in the outer portion of the mat where the
negative bending is indicated. Theoretically, there is no need for
rebars to be placed at the top middle portion of the mat for bending
where negative bending has never been generated because of the type of
construction sequence. The placement of rebars at the top was for other

.

considerations, such as concrete shrinkage phenomenon and thermal
effect.

If the construction sequence is to build the side walls first, the mat
will deflect into an inverted dish type with soils pushing upward. The
deflected shape of the strips in Figure la will take the shape, as shown
in Figures Ib1' and Ic1'. These two perpendicular strips will deflect
more than any parallel strips. The amount of deflection of parallel

( strips decreases gradually in proportion to the distance to these
strips, until alongside the side walls it approaches zero. This
construction sequence requires rebars to be placed at the top of the mat
in both N-S and E-W directions, with more rebars in the middle than at

| the edges. This type of deflected shape may produce tension cracks on
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the top surface of the mat, especially near the center portion where the
bending is the greatest. As the placement of the ring wall, reactor and

i

other internal structures is completed, the deflected shape will be
approximately the same as the previous construction sequence produced,
as shown in Figures Ib2 and Ic2.

It has been shown that although the final deflected shape of a mat may
be the same due to different construction sequences, the concrete crack
pattern and rebar placement requirement are influenced by the
construction sequences. Different load paths may require different
rebar placement and may produce different crack patterns in concrete

'

structurcs.

When the backfill soil level reaches about 6 feet above the top surface
of the mat, additional backfill soils produce positive bending near the
edges of the mat. This phenomenon can be seen by comparing the N-S
bending (moment) distribution along an E-W strip across the center of
the reactor, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The main difference between
the two figures is that no backfill soil was assumed in calculating the
bending moment in Figures 2, while a full backfit soil was assumed in
Figure 3. The negative bending moments, although small in Figure 2 have
been reversed into positive bending moments in Figure 3.,

During my audit at EBASCO in 1983, it #as . < understanding that the
actual construction sequences were c pr~ ind executed so that stresses
in the mat and soils were minimizec and tne backfill soils' were placeds

gradually as the construction proceeded.

III.3 Adequacy of Mat Design As Checked by Deflected Shape
d

E
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A concrete mat supported by soils requires a three-dimensional approach |
for structural analysis, and employs advanced mathematics to solve
partial differential equations. Because of this mathematical
complication, engineers usually rely on computer programs developed by
mathematicians to obtain solutions, such as the magnitude of bending
moments. Whether or not the computer results are logical needs to be
critically examined before the results are used for sizing cross
sections and proportioning rebars. Errors in, and misuse of, computer
programs have been reported, but I am not aware of any such problems
concerning Waterford Unit 3.

EBASCO's computer results on the N-S bending across an E-W strip through
the center of the reactor are plotted in Figure 2 with no backfill soils
and Figure 3 with full backfill soils. Figure 2 shows a maximum posi-

tive bending moment of about 200 ft-k per foot width, and 800 ft-k/ft'

within the ring wall for a constant soil modulus and variable soil
modulus, respectively, and a maximum negative bending moment of about
100 ft-k/ft and 200 ft-k/ft between the ring wall and side walls for a
constant soil modulus and variable soil modulus, respectively. Figure 3
shows about the same magnitudes of positive bending moments within the

ring wall, but also shows positive bending moments between the ring wall

and side walls with a maximum of about 400 ft-k/ft. The reversal of
this-bending moment was mainly due to the difference between no backfill
soils and full backfill soils assumed in the computer. analysis. Accord-
ing to the actual construction sequence, the N-S bending moments between
the ring wall and the side walls should vary along the zero line with a
small variation for the assumed soil conditions.

|
' Whether or not these bending moment patterns make sense is examined now.

The two perpendicular strips in Figure la must deflect the same total
amount at their coninon point. In order to have a common deflection at
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i the centers of both strips, the shorter E-W strip has to bend more than
the. longer N-S strip; hence, bending moments in the E-W direction are !

greater than the N-S direction. Accordingly, there should be more
-rebars per foot width in the E-W direction than in the N-S direction.
Rebar placement in the mat is shown in Figure 4. Regarding top rebars.

for negative bending moments, Figure 4 shows that-there is one' layer of
#11 bar at 6 inches and another layer of #11 bar at 12 inches, with'a

| total steel area of 4.68 square inches per foot width in the E-W

; direction; there is'only one layer of #11 bar at 6 inches with a steel
~

4- area of. 3.12 square inches per foot width in the N-S direction.
? Concerning bottom rebars for positive bending moments, Figure 4 shows
4

: two layers of #18 at 8 inches with a total steel area of 12 square
inches per foot width in.the E-W direction, and two layers of #11 at 6
inches and one layer of #18 at 9 inches with a total. steel area of 11.57

'

square inches per foot width in the N-S direction. This is' consistent

| with the requirements of deflected shape. Figure 4 also shows the steel
area decrease in both directions in those strips away from the center

I strips (excluding local modifications due to additional loads). This is
4 - .

consistent with the phenomenon of the expected deflected shape described
previously.4

,

i

These comparisons provide certain confidence as to the correctness of1

the computer programs used by EBASCO and to the ability of EBASCO
,

' engineers who adequately modeled the real structure for mathematical
,

!

: analysis. Furthermore..I personally calculated bothithe positive and'
c negative bending moments with loads borrowed from EBASCO.to be used for

design within and'near the area ~of the ring wall and found that EBASCO |
'

bending moments were adequate for design. The EBASCO calculation for
bending moment capacities was also adequate based'on my spot checks. If

the loads are adequately calculated, I have no doubt that the original '

mat design-is adequate for the current soil condition. 'This adequacy is
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limited only with respect to design where uncracked sections are assumed
and when a small amount of shallow cracks is anticipated.

III.4 Interaction Among The Type Of Load, Mat Stiffness, And Soil Stiffness

The purpose of the mat is to receive concentrated loads on top surfaces
and to redistribute them into a somewhat uniform load at the bottom
surface before the loads are transmitted to soils. The stiffer the mat,

the more uniform type of forces for the soils; the stiffer the soils,

the less deflection .of the mat. A mat supported by very stiff soils and
subjected to uniform loads on top would not bend (or would bend very
little) and would thus produce little bending moments. However, the
real load on top of the mat is not uniform, and neither the mat nor the
soils is very stiff.

The mathematical expression for the interaction of loading types, mat
; stiffness, and soil stiffness is complex. This complexity is'intensi-

fied due to a changing stiffness in both concrete and soil. Concrete
gains strength and stiffness with time, especially in the early stage
after placement, and loses both when cracked; soil stiffness is in-
creased with time due to consolidation. Therefore, the interaction has

been existing and stress in the mat changing since the first placement
of concrete.

Figure 2 illustrates changes in the magnitude of positive bending
moments as a result of a change in soils stiffness alone. A change in
soils stiffness from 150 pounds per cubic inch to 70 pouilds per cubic
inch within the ring wall resulted in a positive bending moment increase
from about 200 ft-k/ft to 800 ft-k/ft. Since there is no analysis
perfonned incorporating the actual soil condition, the maximum is not

| known for the stress level that the mat actually experienced during
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construction. This~makes later assessment on the cause of cracking more

difficult.

III.5 NDT Result

A detailed NDT result is contained in a report entitled, " Nondestructive
Test Evaluation of Base Mat Concrete, Waterford No. 3," by Muenow and

Associates, Inc., dated October 1984. The important aspects are
summarized as follows:

a. All the cracks are nearly vertical with a slight slope toward the
north,

b. The depths of cracking vary from shallow to a through-crack.

c. A total of 37 surface cracks outside of the RCB were investigated
and crack width estimation was performed on 7 of the 37 cracks.
Crack widths in the mat were reported as less than 0.007 inches.

The surface cracks were measured as between 0.003 and 0.005 inches.

d. The NDT indicated 7 internal cracks under the RCB. Six of the 7
cracks were joined by the cracks outside of the RCB and the
remaining one stopped inside the RCB. The crack length along the
width of the mat is quite extensive but noncontinuous. The depths
of these cracks are quite deep with many through-cracks. No crack
width estimation was performed on these cracks.

e. Concrete consolidation is adequate, with high compressive strength.

f. No significant seepage of water from the cracks was found during
the testing period.
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III.6 Behavior Of The Cracked Mat Under Dynamic Load

The response (displacement, rotation, strain, and stress) of se'ismic
Category I structures, safety class equipment and piping, which are
supported by the mat, was calculated by assuming the mat being one
monolithic piece, as shown in Figure 5. The fundamental assumption in
this mathematical model is that the mat will move horizontally or
vertically and rotate about an axis in one monolithic piece during
earthquakes. This assumption is valid if a small amount of shallow
cracks are present in the mat, as envisioned in the HEA reports. The

'

extensive cracking in both length and depth, as indicated by NDT, has
raised a question on the validity of this assumption and a need for
further examination.

At each cross section across the width of the mat, concrete alone
provides a tensile force (strength) of about 166 million pounds, while
the top rebars provide a tensile force of only 50 million pounds at
their yield strength. No tensile force can be transmitted through a
crack face. Without this 166 million pounds of tensile force in
reserve, the reactor and its support that bridges the cracks may be
called upon to transmit forces. This is not a desirable load path and
shouli be avoided, or at least its capability needs to be verified.:

A mathematical model of the cracked mat is shown in Figure 6 without
superstructures for clarity. The model represents a crack with
extensive length and depth in a cross section across the width or an
equivalent crack representative to the sum of all cracks within the RCB.
The horizontal spring represents the top and bottom rebars, and the
shear (vertical) spring represents the shear stiffness against vertical
relative displacements across the crack. The behavior of the mat during

|
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earthquakes is influenced by the characteristics of these springs, and

|
cannot be defined without them. The difficulty in obtaining proper
values for these springs is discussed below.

Assume that the crack is wide and there is no contact between concrete
surfaces across a crack. The total shear force at the cracked section
can only be transmitted across the crack by dowel action of the top and
bottom rebars alone. Both shear strength and stiffness for this type of
shear transfer mechanism are only a small fraction in comparison with
that of an uncracked section. Furthermore, this dowel action will cause
longitudinal splitting of the concrete along the horizontal bars and
lead to further loss of bond and consequent stiffness degradation in

both shear (vertical) and horizontal extension. Since the vertical
rebars (stirrups) do not cross the cracks, they do not participate
directly in carrying shear, but contribute in confining the longitudinal
splitting phenomenon. The actual shear stiffness of the cracked mat
lies-in between a condition of an uncracked section and a total
separation at the crack without any friction force. It is very

difficult to determine a proper shear stiffness for the cracked mat.
The crack width is unknown, and there is no test data available on shear
stiffness for a 12-foot deep member. There is however, some test data
of small specimens. It is difficult to extrapolate from these data

because there are indications that the crack patterns are different
between a small specimen and a deep memoer due to depth effect.

The horizontal extension spring in the elastic range can be calculated
mathematically as AE/L, where A is the total steel area, E is the'

modulus of elasticity of steel, and L is an effective length.
Theoretically, the effective length is the crack width between two solid
blocks linked by the steel. Some stress analysts argue that the
horizontal extension spring may be assumed as a hinge since the crack

i,

i
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width is small; mathematics of this analysis would indicate no problem
at all in transmitting all horizontal forces from one side of the crack

,

to the other side due to this hinge assumption. However, in reality the
behavior may be different. A lesson learned from the 1971 San Fernando
earthquake (a lesson which was obvious but not readily susceptible to
stress calculation) was that bridges pull apart or suffer damage due to
hamering effect at hinge expansion joints. The California Highway
Department has since initiated a broad program to tie and strengthen all
the hinge expansion joints.

From the above discussion, it may be concluded that the response of the
cracked mat and its superstructures during earthquakes will deviate from
what was originally predicted when uncracked sections were assumed.
Whether the deviations are significant enough to impair the safe
shutdown ability during a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) is not yet
known.

In connection with the shear displacement problem, I expressed my
concern that vertical through-cracks might have occurred and its
undesirability of this effect in a letter dated October 17, 1983 to the

applicant. The applicant responded in a letter dated October 31, 1983,
that such a postulation was unreasonable and that there was no direct

! evidence to support it, but acknowledged that "The formation of vertical
or near vertical through-cracks would imply an occurrence of shear

: failure in the mat concrete." It appeared that the applicant was aware
of the significance of the through-cracks. However, no response in this
regard has been received since the NDT.

!

IV. EVALVATION OF BNL REPORT AND ITS ADDENDUM

|
IV.1 Sumary of BNL Report and Its Addendum

|

|

,
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| After reviewing the BNL report and its addendum, I was left with an
._ understanding as follows:

,

The dead loads (weights) were mainly responsible for producing the
extensive cracks both in length and depth during a period before the
backfill soils were placed. Many of the reinforcing steel bars had
yielded during that construction period and it was the backfill soils
that closed the cracks that developed during construction.

BNL performed an approximate analysis for a mat strip in the N-S
direction across the center of the reactor, the same strip as shown in

' Fig. la of this report. The strip was subjected to dead loads taken
from the HEA computer input. BNL stated the result of its analysis:
"the maximum (bending) moment for this case occurs close to the center
of the reactor and results in tension on the top surface of the mat"
(BNL report p. 11). BNL used this analysis result to indicate that
cracking could have occurred during construction due to dead loads.

Regarding cracks outside of the ringwall, BNL selected several bending
moments from the HEA reports and stated that "....the dead load portion
of the HEA finite element analysis provide a reasonable simulation of
the actual loading to permit a conclusion as to the probable cause of
the surface cracking" (BNL report p.11).

BNL also performed an approximate analysis on the stresses developed as

,
a result of concrete block construction sequences. BNL stated ".....
even for rather dramatic variations in foundation moduli, only a minimal
concrete strength is required to prevent [ misspelled as present] eitiier
a shear or moment crack'' (BNL report p. B-4 of Appendix B). As assessed-

by BNL this Sdicates that the stresses induced during the cJncrete
block construction sequence, which was not included in the original
EBASCO design, was insignificant.

A-57
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BNL identified and recommended that detailed confirmatory calculations
be performed for five subjects, but stated that " Based upon our approx-

,

imate calculations together with engineering judgement, we do not
*

anticipate that the refinement of these analyses will lead to major
changes in calculated stress level." This indicates a calculation
accuracy check only. BNL concluded that the safety margins in the design
of the base mat are adequate.

After BNL learned the oreliminary NDT results, indicating extensive
cracking both in length and depth, .it advanced a domino top rebar
yielding phenomenon tc explain the existing crack formation process and
fixed the neutral axis as 18 inches above the bottom face of the mat in
bending to further support the extensive depths of the cracks.

'

Regarding the effect of cracks, BNL stated that cracks did not affect ;

: the bending moment and shear capacities. BNL concluded that the cracked
mat was adequate.

IV.2 Evaluation of BNL Report and Its Addendum

!

IV.2.1 Adequacy of BNL Analysis

The BNL analysis result, as mentioned in the previous section, was a
shock to me. It not only contradicted my intuition on the deflected
shape of the mat, but also contradicted the analysis result presented by
both EBASCO and HEA. In order to produce tension on the top surface of
the mat under the reactor, it would require that portion of the mat to

| bend into an inverted dish type from an assumed initial flat position.
Theoretically, it may be possible to produce such a shape with much
heavier-loads than the reactor acting outside of the ring wall with a
particular arrangement for the not stiffness and soil stiffness.
However, with the heavy weight of the reactor acting downward and less
heavy weight outside the ring wall, the dvlected shape of the mat under

I
1
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; the reactor should be a dish type, as shown in Figures Ib2 and Ic2.

!= EBASCO's computer analysis indicates compression at the top, as shown in
i Figures 2 and 3. ' The computer plot of _ the _ dish type deflection' under

dead loads was presented in Appendix E of HEA Report No. 2. I must,

conclude that the BNL analysis result is incorrect.t

IV.2.2 Adequacy of BNL -Interpretation of HEA Data

Table 1 (page 5) of the BNL report contained selected bending moments of
1 . the mat from HEA computer data. The areas between the ring wall and
j side walls along an E-W strip across the center of the re ctor is

represented by element numbers in Areas R-P-2M-1A and R-P1. : .A-9M. N-S
,

| ' bending moments under the heading My in Area R-P1-12A-9M are four

! negatives, indicating compression at the top of the mat according to the

| legend, and two positives with magnitudes of 440 and 428 ft-K/ft. In

; Area R-P-2M-1A, the maximum positive bending moment is 670 kip-ft/ft.
Actually, the bending moments in Areas R-P-2M-1A and R-P1-12A-9M are,

j supposed to be the same as those bending moments of about 200 ft-k/ft
for variable soil modulus between the ring wall and side walls, as shown
in Fig. 2 o1 this report. Although there is a difference in magnitudes

.

| of bending noments between the EBASCO and BNL presentation for a sup-

! posedly identical value (EBASCO has taken out the 50 per cent increase
of dead loads that may be retained by HEA input), the required cracking,

! bending moment of 1810 ft-k/ft, as calculated and shown in Figure 7, is

f much greater than any of these acting bending moments. This certai_nly
raises a question as to the BNL assessment that the dead load was mainly
responsible for the cracks.

,

IV.2.3 The Domino Phenomenon of Top Rebar Yielding*

j

i

k

i
:.
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;. Assume that the mat is only reinforced in the N-S direction with no
i. rebars in the E-W direction. When steel stress in a single narrow strip
j is raised beyond its yield strength by a bending moment, this strip
; becomes more flexible and allows the adjacent 'rebars to carry any
| additional bending moments. This spreading phencmenon of rebar yielding
I laterally, as described in the BNL addendum, has been confirmed by

; physical tests, and I have personally witnessed such phenomenon in

| cantilever plates that I have tested. However, the mat is not-
,

j reinforced in the N-S. direction only. The~ mat is actually reinforced in
both directions. Any perpendicular strips must deflect under load the <

,

! same total amount at their consnon point; hence, they share the load and

j bending moments in both directions caused by the load. If-concrete is

| cracked in the N-S strip, and the E-W strip is uncracked, then a greater
portion of the total load and bending moments will be taken by the
uncracked E-W strip. The mat, when reinforced in both' directions, has the

;

j capability of redistributing the load and bending moment in both

i directions. This capability, coupled with the capability of trans-
'

ferring load and bending moment laterally, makes the mat one of the most
ductile structural elements against bending moments. The BNL statement.

I the "Since such a failure is rather abrupt, one would expect the-cracks
i to propagate to deeper depths..." is contrary to the two-way reinforce-
; ment condition of the mat, and thus its behavior.

!
Rebars will not yield unless the magnitude of a bending moment'is1

i

; sufficiently large to raise its stress beyond yield strength.

{ Information provided by EBASCO and HEA does not indicate that such a

| bending moment exists, nor did BNL provide that information. The
i bending moment required to initiate the yielding of top rebar is a
'

little less than 2093 ft-k/ft as shown in Figure 8, while the actual

| negative bending moment i ss on the order of 100 ft-k/ft. The top rebar
j did not yield due to dead loads, as the analyses of EBASCO and HEA have
i

|

i

i
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indicated, and perhaps would not yield even if analyses considered the
actual soil conditions during construction were performed.

Furthermore, had the top rebars yielded to the extent, as described
in the BNL addendum, the wide crack widths should have been noticed by
the field personnel during construction.

'

IV.2.4 The Location of a Neutral Axis

The magnitude of a bending moment required to initiate concrete cracking
on the top surface of the mat and its corresponding position of the
neutral axis are shown in Figure 7. The magnitude is 1810 ft-k/ft and'

the position of the neutral axis is 2 inches below the mid-depth.
i Figure 8 shows a magnitude of bending moment of 2093 ft-k/ft

corresponding to a neutral axis of 18 inches above the bottom face of
the mat. Where the neutral axis actually lies depends on both the
magnitude of a bending moment and geometry of a cross section and
properties of materials. Thus, the location of a neutral axis is
neither a constant value nor independent of the bending moment acting on
the cross section, unlike the BNL report implied.

For an' under-reinforced concrete cross section (steel yields before
concrete being crashed), an increase of an acting bending moment will
push the neutral axis toward the compression side to maintain a balance
of a tension force and a compression force at the opposite side of the

neutral axis. For an over-reinforced concrete cross section (concrete,

being crashed before steel yields), the neutral axis moves toward the
tension side with an increase of bending moments to provide a largeri

area of concrete for compression.

>
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In order to push the neutral axis down to 18 inches above the bottom
face of the mat as stated in the BNL addendum, it requires a magnitude
of negative bending moment of 2093 ft-k/ft to act on the cross section.
This magnitude is about 20 times the magnitude of a negative bending
moment generated from the mat with full dead loads and no backfill soils
at all with an assumed soil modulus of 150 pound per cubic inch, as
shown in Fig. 2 of this report.

IV 2.5 Detailed Confirmatory Calculations

BNL recommended that detailed confirmatory calcalations be performed for
the following five subjects:4

a. dynamic coupling between the reactor building and the base
mat for seismic stresses resulting from the vertical earthquake
input.

b, dynamic effects of lateral soil / water loadings.
c. artificial boundary constraints in finite element models,
d. fineness of base mat element mesh.

,

e. origin of cracks in the vertical walls.
4

On subject (a), BNL stated, "Since the effects are localized, we believe
that they should not greatly influence the gross resultant forces acting
on the mat" (BNL report p. 16). On subject (b) BNL stated, "However
approximate estimates of these dynamic effects made by BNL indicate that

| the total lateral load should change by no more than 15 percent" (BNL
report p. 17). There are no estimates of deviation given on the
remaining three subjects. According to the BNL statement, " Based upon
our approximate calculations together with engineering judgement, we do

i not anticipate that the refinement of these analyses will lead to major
changes in calculated stress levels," the purpose of the detailed
calculations is striving for calculation accuracy, not for errors, such
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as may result from major incorrect assumptions or mathematical
representations.

Aside from the expensive computer cost, the value of these detailed ,

calculations recommended by BNL is questionable. I pointed out in
Section III.4 that a decrease of soil stiffness from 150 pounds per
cubic inch to 70 pounds per cubic inch within the ring wall resulted in
a positive bending moment increase from about 200 ft-k/ft to 800
ft-k/ft. This type of 400 percent increase in bending moments is4

certainly not covered in the detailed calculations recommended by BNL.
Furthermore, the assumptions made in soil stiffness for the two Ebasco
analyses that led to the 400 percent difference in bending moments do
not represent the actual soil conditions during the initial construction
stages, but are applicable to current and future soil conditions. In

fact, the distribution of soil stiffness during the initial construction

stages was stiffer in the middle and less stiff at sides in the N-S
direction of the mat according to the construction sequence. Structural

'

analysis has not been perfomed for this type of soil conditions which

j may be responsible for the cause of concrete cracking on the top of the
mat.

1

Another analysis, which has not been performed. would add to our'

understanding on whether or not the temperature generated due to cement

|
hydration was high enough to have been the most likely cause for the
cracks in the mat during its cooldown period.

The basic attitude of striving for accuracy is commendable, but it is
not justifiable or necessary to require such a level of accuracy, such
as 15 percent, while another effect, which was not considered by

' BNL, has shown a 400 percent variation and would be even greater if the
actual soil stiffness during the initial construction stages was
considered.
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.IV.3 Effect of Cracking
i

BNL stated that the concrete cracking would not affect the bending
moment and shear capacities of the mat. I agree with the statement on
bending moment capacity, but disagree with the statement on shear
capacity. In fact, it is a well known phenomenon that cracking reduces
shear capacity. "A pre-existing crack along the shear plane will both
reduce the ultimate shear transfer strength and increase the slip at all
levels of load" is the first conclusion in a paper entitled, " Shear
Transfer in Reinforced Concrete With Moment or Tension Acting Across the
Shear Plane," by A. H. Mattock, et al., PCI Journal, March-April 1972.

IV.4 Standard For Acceptance,

i

BNL's report, dated July 8, 1984, concluded that the mat was adequate
before the extensive cracking was known. BNL's addendum, dated
August 3, 1984, concluded that the mat was also adequate with a

; knowledge of three primary cracks in the mat under the reactor in the
'

E-W direction with unknown crack widths. It is my understanding that
I BNL concluded again that the mat was still adequate when it learned that

there were 7 cracks with unknown crack widths under the reactor.
However, BNL did not indicate the acceptance standards for cracking that
it used or its basis or reasoning for accepting the adequacy of the
cracked mat for each of the three conditions, and instead relied on
its judgement,

,

IV.5 Conclusions

!

After reviewing the mat design and its construction sequences, I have
,

concluded that the BNL postulation regarding concrete cracking and the '

many top reinforcing steel bars yielding which occurred due to dead
loads (with an assumed soil stiffness of 150 pci or the variable soil

|

I
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moduli) is incorrect. BNL statement that concrete cracking does not
affect shear capacity is also incorrect. BNL should state its standards
or reasons for accepting such an extensive cracking both in length and
depth.

:

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION;

i

i V.1 Introduction
,

Since the' submittal of my earlier affidavit on November 28, 1983, three
important issues have been raised with respect to Waterford 3 base mat:
(1) the construction quality control problem, (2) the nonuniform nature
of soil problem, and (3) the extensive concrete cracking problem.

.

The construction quality control problem as related to the design, such

; as concrete quality, bond between rebars and concrete, and force trans-
fer at the ends of two rebars through Cadwelding, has been resolved and
documented in a report by Mr. R. E. Philleo (Reference 3). However, the
other two issues have not yet been resolved. The nonuniform nature of
soils under the mat was discovered and reported by Dr. J. Chen (Refer-
ence 2), but this view has been consistently disputed by BNL. This
dispute contributed to the difficulties in identifying whether the
nonuniform nature of soils was responsible for the concrete cracking and#

to what degree. No analysis taking into consideration the nonuniform
nature of soils has ever been performed, and, thus, the structural
effect on the mat is unknown.

4

1
: 1
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Concrete cracking, besides its effect on structural responses during
earthquakes, has been qualitatively discussed in Section III; 1,ts effect
on the structural integrity via steel corrosion, durability problems,
and Code limitations on crack widths and comparisons are described. Two
practical repair methods often used to deal with crack problems are
mentioned. My views on the adequacy of the mat and recommendations are

presented.

,

V.2 Consequence of Concrete Cracking - Steel Corrosion and Durability
Problems*

Reinforcing steel does not corrode when it is tightly bonded to good
quality concrete. This is because a protective oxide coating forms around
the steel in the highly alkaline environment of concrete. When oxygen,
moisture, and aggressive ions enter the concrete through cracks, they
may reduce or even destroy the alkaline environnent and cause steel
corrosion. Corrosion of steel creates iron oxides and hydroxides and
thus increases the steel volume. The increase of the steel volume
produces high bursting stresses around the rebar and further creates'

radial cracking in the concrete. A delaminated surface resulted from
rebar corrosion is a well-known phenomenon and problem in concrete
bridge decks.

i

: Steel corrosion and durability problems are well known. However, the
solutions to these problems are often expensive and difficult. The

.

concrete industry has preferred preventive approaches to elhdnate or
reduce the possibility of occurrence of these problems through c.ack

! control. Effective crack control measures are important for the
duribility of concrete structures by eliminating potential for rebar

| corrosion and concrete disintegration.

V.3 Code Limitations on Crack Widths and Comparison
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The ACI Building Code (Reference 4) indirectly sets the maximum crack
widths of 0.016 and 0.013 inches for interior and exterior exposure

'

conditions, respectively. TheAASHT0 Specification (Reference 5)
indirectly sets the maximum crack width of 0.012 inches. The CEB-FIP
Recommendation (Reference 6) specifies an allowable crack width of about;

0.008 inches for exterior exposure condition. The ACI Connittee 224
(Reference 8) recommends permissible crack widths versus exposure.

conditions as follows:
|

4.3 - Permissible crack widths versus exposure conditions in
reinforced concrete

Table 4.1 is a general ' guide for recommended limits of tolerable
crack widths at the tensile face of reinforced concrete structures.
The values given are based on a summary interpretation of Table 1
in Reference 4.3, and are recommended by ACI Committee 224 as
maximum values.

TABLE 4.1 - PERMISSIBLE CRACK WIDTHS, REINFORCED CONCRETE

Maximum allowable
Exposure condition crack width, in*

Dry air or protective membrane 0.016
Humidity, moist air, soil 0.012
Deicing chemicals 0.007
Seawater and seawater spray;

wetting and drying 0.006
Water retaining structures 0.004

1

*0.001 in. = 0.025 mm.

In comparison with these values, ACI 318-71 Section 10.6 considers
two sets of exposure conditions only: w = 0.016 in, for interior
exposure, and w = 0.013 in. for exterior exposure.
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|
It must.be pointed out that the crack widths mentioned are measured at
the tensile face, which is supposed to be the maximum crack width of the
section, while the measured surface crack widths on the mat in'Section
III.5 is on the compression face, which is supposed to be the mimimum
crack width of the section.

For deep concrete members without longitudinal reinforcing bar in the
mid-portion, as is the case of the mat, the crack width in the mid-depth
could be substantially greater than that at the main tensile steel.
This phenomenon and its associated durability problems are mentioned in
Enclosures I through III.

Since the mat is a mass concrete, concrete cracking is of importance.
The definition of mass concrete is defined by ACI Committee 207
(Reference 7) as "any large volume of cast-in-place concrete with
dimensions large enough to require that measures be taken to cope with
the generation of heat and attendant volume change to minimize
cracking." The importance of cracking in mass concrete is excerpted
"the primary requirement involved in mass concrete construction is that
the completed structure is a monolithic mass that is free from
cracks..." from a paper written by a distinguished engineer and

| past-president of ACI; the first page of the paper is shown in Enclosure
IV.

Considering the many through-cracks, the extensive length of cracks, the
unknown crack widths within the RCB, the comparison of the existing
crack widths to that of Code limitations, the potential steel corrosion

t
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and concrete durability problems, the important effect of cracking on
the primary requirement of a monolithic mass concrete, and the uncal-

,

culated dynamic responses as mentioned in Section III.6, there has not
been enough evidence to conclude that the existing cracks can safely be
ignored.

V.4 Two Practical Repair Methods

Two types of repairs are often used. Pressure grouting or epoxy
injection to fill crack spaces is one type to restore the bond in
concrete that was lost due to cracking. ACI Committee 224 (Reference 9)
reported that cracks as narrow as 0.002 inches can be bonded by the
injection of epoxy. Another type of repair is to use prestressing
tendons to tie the crack faces together, which strengthens the weak
plane in resisting tensile and shearing forces.

V.5 Adequacy of the Mat

Successful crock repair with a monitoring program to assure the contin-
ued successful performance of the repaired mat would be sufficient and
no further analysis would be needed. This is because the possible major
contributing factors to the cause of the cracks would have vanished and
would not appear again. Thermal stress due to the cement hydration
process, which might have produced the cracks, would not appear again.
Stress resulting from concrete block construction sequences has leveled
off. Stress associated with differential settlements decreases as the
settlements of soils became stabilized through soil consolidation
process. The significant groundwater. level changes during construction
would not reappear.
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The philosophy of this approach is to acknowledge our inability at
!present to fully understand and explain what kind of abuses the mat has

withstood and to abandon our search for the past history of the' mat, and
* is based on a verified assurance that the mat was adequately designed

for current and future soil conditions.

!
If the mat is not repaired, further evidence is needed to prove it is
functional during earthquakes and durable during the life of the plant.4

! V.6 Reconinendation
j

! Since the plant is at the stage of obtaining an operating license, the
mathematical analyses, which were appropriate in April when we first
recommended, are not now timely. Considerations should now be given to

! practical repairs rather than mathematical analysis, it seems that a
repair is the most reliable and realistic way to eliminate potential
problems to the mat integrity and plant safety. I believe that the
initial investment for repairs is cost effective compared to the
increase of durability of the mat and of safety of the plant. Should
the repair be found infeasible or not cost effective, other means such

,

as mathematical analysis can still be used.
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SUMMARY

Several large reinforced concrete highway bent cap girders,
designed according to ACI and AASHTO provisions, were found to have

very wide cracks near middepth on the side faces. Although the crack I

width at the level of main reinforcement was acceptable, the side
face cracks near middepth were up to three times as wide. This indi-

cated A 3/8 scale laboratory model.

using deformed bars and reduced maximum size aggregate accurately
reproduced the crack pattern and crack widths of the full size bent

caps. A simplified test specimen was developed to accurately simulate
the behavior of a portion of a beam under constant moment ioading. A
series of 44 specimens investigated the variables affecting side face
cracking: amount and distribution of side face reinforcement, cover,
web width, and beam depth. A relatively simple two-dimensional finite

element analysis generally confirmed the laboratory results*. A new
design procedure was developed to control side face crack widths and
was simplified for code use. To verify the new design procedure, the
original model bent cap with the serious side face cracking problem
was redesigned and tested. The procedure worked very well. Although
the new procedure requires substantially more side face reinforcement

for large beams than present provisions do, it appears that the side
i face cracking problem can be controlled at little or no additional

cost by considering the flexural strength contribution of the side

face reinforcement.

facn -f Idry ke h orce./
'
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86 DESIGN FOR FLEXURE

tables unless it happens to be a shape commonly used in precast work or
the like. The necessary A, for a beam such as that of Fig. 3.16 can be found
by a cut-and-try process that travels over much of the same ground used in
Section 3.15 for finding the allowable design moment to accompany a given
A.. The procedure would be as follows:

1. Assume z, noting that with the narrow top width in Fig. 3.16 N, nets
farther from the top than in a rectangular beam of constant width.

2. Calculate A, = M,/(f,z).
3. Evaluate depth of stress block from N,, = N,,, possibly first finding A,

in compression from A, = A,f,/0.85 f;.
4. Find centroid of A, to get location of N,, and a better z.
5. Recycle (if the original estimate of z was poor), to the accuracy

desired.

An alternate procedure for step 4 would be to break down A, into simple
pieces, as done for the T-beam in Fig. 4.6, each with its individual A, and
couple. This does not, however, so clearly indicate how much error was in
the assumed z of step 1 and what would be the better guess for the next
cycle.

4.9 FACE STEEL ON LARGE BEAMS
The primary Code emphasis on deep beams is for relatively short spans, t.
not more than 5d. !.See coverage in Sec. 5.2.1 as primarily a shear
problem.) However, Code 10.6.7* relates primarily to flexural cracking in
any web more than 3 ft deep, regardless of span length, even in constant
moment zones where ahear is essentially zero. It calls for longitudinn!
reinforcement "at least 10 percent of the area of the flexural reinforce-
ment-placed near the side faces of the web and distributed in the zone of
flexural tension."

A depth of more than 36in. is not a common beam size for buildings.
but at is common for bridge structures; this specification is written to
control flexural cracking on the deep side faces. Unfortunately, it is not
adequate for this purpose. Actual construction and tests in France and at
the University of Texas at Austin show this inaccuracy, although the finnl
report on the latter is not yet issued.

The basic problem is simple, once it is noted. Ordinary beams are
designed on the assumption that the strain gradient from flexure is linear,
the shear strains being negligible in shallow members. In the deep beam

|
'

'The highway bridge code (AASHTO) discussed in Chapter 17 is essentially the same in thia
r pect.

" Rea, Leal Concrele. kdamanlals " by PA:4 M Ferynog
4 'h estHerr, s.An W,hy | S n>, znc. 1977
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BEAMS WITH REINFORCING AT SEVERAL LEVELS 87

the flexural strains, top and bottom, are about the same as in a shallow |

beam, which means the 8exural strain gradient varies essentially in- I
versely with depth, thus very small in very deep members. The shear
strains are no longer negligible in comparison. Instead they can almost -
totally cancel the Sexural strains and relax the longitudinal tension in the )
concrete just above A, and widen the Sexural crack once it gets well above
A,

A second pattern, less predictable except from experiments, is that all
the cracks forming at the level of the bars do not rise to equal heights in
the web. With deep beams without horizontal web bars there may be 3 or 4
cracks at the A, level for each crack continuing farther up in the web. In
this way also the longitudinal strains can lead to web crack widths that
may be several times as wide as those at the A, level.

The function of longitudinal face bars in the web is to stretch the
concrete (help it carry some tension) and also to cause more web cracks of
narrower average width, rather than fewer wide cracks. The author was

_

almost startled by the Sexural crack widths in the first 36in. beam he
tested. cracks substantially wider at mid-depth than at A, level.

Tests in France * reported in 1972 on beams im deep and 0.3 m thick
seem to show that bars totaling 0.25 percent of the web area and placed
between A, and the neutral axis limited web cracks to the crack width at
the level of A,. Such bars can also be counted as part of A, to the extent
consistent with their lower strains and shorter internal lever arm for
Bexure.

The author cannot make firm recommendations in this area. He feels
that the problem may be real in a 30 in. deep member when Gr 60 tars are
used for A.. The French tests are the best guide for requirements atM
Ilme; but a beam 6 it deep would probably need more f ace steel for the
same e!!cetiveness. A thickness of 3 ft would also raise quei,tions abcut
whether only face steel (for appearance) would not leave much wider

internal cracTy Hrom shear relaxation) which might influence durabi ity

under some exposures.

4.10 BEAMS WITH REINFORCING AT SEVERAL LEVELS
When reinforcing is placed in two layers, it is usually satisfactory to
consider the (, stress at the centroid of the steel. However, if the bars are
in many layers or are distributed over all faces, as in a column section,
some bars will be near the neutral axis and have a stress less than f,. In
such cases strains as well as stresses must be considered. This is not overly
complex when strain triangles are used after the fashion already used for
compression steel, as illustrated by Fig. 4.3 and the examples of Sec. 4.5
and Fig. 3.15.

A-82'
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7.18.3 Design l'rosisions

The ACI code * now requires
P 2 200/f' O 21)'

where p is the minimum ratio of steel required for this purpose andf,is the
minimal yield stress of this steel. It is specified that this reinforcement be
spaced not more than 46 cm (18 in.) on cer4ers:

Equatian (7.21) ignores most of the significant variables. A more ambitious
code requirement is"

4502
#* (x+1050, 0 22)

for structural elements not directly exposed to atmospheric weathering and
twice this much for elements directly exposed thereto. Here a, is the required
area of steel per unit width,in em'/cm,f,is in kg/cm',and is the structural
element's smallest dimension in a direction perpendicular to the steeg in
question. No reinforcement is required in directions in which the structural
element measures less than 150 cm (5 ft). Equation (7.22) can also be put in
the form

450
where x is in cm and'f,is in kg/cm'

p - (100 + x)f,
6.4

c:' where x is in in. and f, is in ksi
(40 + x)f,

where p is the required ratio of steel. This provision does not take into
account the characteristics of the concrete mix that is to be used. sase that
it calls for greater ratio of reinforcement in special concretes that tend to
shrink more than mixes made with aggregates of normal weight. Even so, it is
already too complicated for most practical applications. It fhay be preferable
to compute the maximum reios required, which correspond to, say. x - 10 cat
(4 in.),if this is the thinnest slab or shell in the project under consideration.
Then Eq. (7.22) can be put in the form of Eq. (7.21),to give p = 128/f.with ,

f,in psi, for unexposed structural elements, and twice this much for elements)that are exposed. In thicker elements, the required ratio decreases while a
increases but does not exceed the equivalent of No. 4 bars of A34 steet
27 cm (10.5 in.) on centers or No. 6 bars 30 cm (12 in.) on centers, depending'

'
on whether the concrete surface is or is not exposed.

Vertical c:acks having a maximum width at midheight of deep beams are
al m ica in members whose lateral faces are insufhciently reinformt witt
on plucinal bars (Fig. 7.16)." Criteria such as Eqs. (7.21) or (7.22) mup'sof

witi a umitation on the maximum spacing of steel for volumetric changes
lead to designs that are usually satisfactory from this point of view.

'' kel,fua ed' C. eal.e Eay, , War.:,y " % /.,,,,e 1

Ed hd /> y b s 8 res le * , 'S t,,, W. '4 | Q,,z m,
/9 74
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IFIGURE 7.16. Cracks in deep member without longitudinal rein-
forcement along the lateral faces.

Although no reinforcement of this sort is needed in the direction of r
when x <; 150 cm (5 ft), common experience speaks of inclined cracks near ,
the supports of beams having little or no web reinforcement even when com-_ ,
putations indicate the presence of shearing stresses far beinw those which the f---g

unaided concrete in the web should be able to take. Inese cracks can bc ) q
recognized because their widths increase with shrinkage. The cracks develop b

#chiefly through a combination of shrinkage and diagonal tension; con-
sequently, longitudinal reinforcement at intermediate elevations of the beam 3( (
is only mildly effective in controlling the cracks. It may be advisable to supply o g
vertical stirrups as well, designed in accordance with Eqs. (7.21) or (7.22) 3 .h.

after letting x tend to infinity.The same applies to the design of ties in columns ) $
that may be subjected to appreciable shearing forces.8" 4

Trustworthy correlations exist between the cement and water contents of b$
concrete and its shrinkage strains under given atmospheric conditions and for
given aggregates (see Chapter 3). The fact that relative humidity and the [ 'g
exact composition of the aggregates are unknown at the design stage makes gg
this a random variable in structural design and it should be treated accordingly. A. A

In principle, a mcre rational approach would be desirable to compute the k%
optimum amount of reinforcement as a fur.ction of predicted shrinkage and g

( other imposed deformations, rather than adcpting a specified minimum a 3
4| peicentage. But the iritial investment at stake is very small and the change in

Y (E! total utility is negligible in most cases. Hence,it is hardly worth going thrc egh
' such an analysis except in the design ci special structures for which cracking L.

wou d be especially objectionable and its control especially costly. In most Si
3 )practical instances it suffices to fellow code requirements and use the mini- 4

inum slump compatible with case in casting, resotting to revibration or the 2h
use of special ceraents or admixtures where a more drastic reduction in crack ' D{ '

ing is desired. g

\47.19 TEMPERATURE CHANGES N (
7.19.1 General gy

| EiTects of temperature changes, as those of shrinkage, can be included in g
calculations as imposed deformations. In the same manner as shrinkage, rx g.

h * !!
\ kk1 tx

kk
e e
.b D
'+
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Control of Cracking

in Mass Concrete Dams

by Walter H. Price ACI Honorary member Walter H.
Prior is a consulting engineer. Laguas
Hills, California. His prior experience
includes 30 years with the U.S. Bureau

This article covers the development sand, batching of the ingredients, mix. of Recismation: American Cement
of construction practices during the lag and piscing of the fresh concrete, Corp. as technical services director,
Past 67 years for the control of crack. and protection of the hardened con. then vlee. president of the Pacific
ing in massive tenerete dams which crete from rapid temperature changes Southwest Region and president of
has Jed to the use of special cements, are also discussed. It does not cover American Cement's Philippine Rock
possolsas, sir-entraining admixtures, the use of rollerempacted concrete Products division. He is the author of
water' reducing admixtures, controlled far the construction of concrete dams. numerous technicalpapers sad the re-

ci ient of many awards including: U.S.mixing and placing of concrete, pre- P
cooling of materials, and post-cooling K*rw**4*; edalsturu; assnsete ekspe Department of laterior Distinguished
of concrete siter placing in the dam. nad texturoe; air.eatralelas aseats; emment Service Citation: ACTS Henry L. Ken-

***'**t; ***P'**l'* *tr**sth; **** ret * nedy Award, the Wason Meds!for theThe importance of low eement con. ****'"*U**; ***hi'E ***t*bth '***; Most Meritorious Paper, and the H. C.tents is stressed and methods for se.
erusplishing the low contents are dis. , $,* *$,'g,d'.*f

** * thiner MedsL He is a member of ACI
,

cussed. The necessity of rigid control ins; possolsas; ebriaksse; temperature can- committees 207, and 210. He is a past.
of aggregate gradings, moisture in the trol; thermal properties; solume eksage. pressdent of ACI sad has served on

the Board of Direction.

,

INTRODUCTION crete containing 300 kg/m'(505 lb/ point. Mass concrete, because of
Mass concrete is defined as yd') of cement and exposed to its large dimensions, can accom-

"any large volume of concrete cooler air on both faces. For a wall nodate large aggregate graded up
with dimensions large enough to 15 cm (6 fe.) thick,- 95 percent of to 150 mm (6 in.)in site. This large
require that measures be taken to the hest in the concrete will be maximum-sized aggregate permits
cope with the t eneration of heat lost to the air in 1% hr. For a 1.5 a reduction in cement content of
from hydration of cement and at- m 15 f t) thick wall, this same the concrete witti no reductica in
tendant volume change to mini, amoant of heat would be lost in a strength for strangths below 300 ,

mise cracking.- week. For a 15 m (50 ft) thick wall, kgtem'14250 psil.
,

It would take 2 years to dissipate horimary requirement in-
The most important character. 95 percent of the test. For a 150 volved in mass concrete construc-

istic of mass concrete that differ- m 1500 ft) thick wa9, it wot.ld take tion is that the completed struc-
entiates its behavior from that of 200 years to dissipate 95 percent ture is a monolithic mass that is
structural concrete is its thermal of the heat. Since change of tem. free from cracks, particularly in
behavior. Mass concrete struc- perature resulta in change of vol- the direction paraHel to the axis of
tures are, typically, structures ume, and when' restrained la the dam, so that stress conditions
having large diesenseens. These change of tensile strees, very this developed in the loaded dam are
large dimensions in a material structures are relatively free frem essentially as calcula'ted. Conse-
whose thermal properties allow thermal cracking. However, the quently, methods and rates of con-
only slow movement of heat mean temperature rise la mass concrete crete placing, mix proportions,'
that heat trapped within a mass resulting from the hydration of the temperature control, and special
concrete structure can only escape cement is nearly ad!abat:c and treatment during construction are
slowly unless aided artificially. For must be dealt with in mais con. considered from this viewpoint.
Instance, the laws of heat transfer erste structures.
tell us that heat can escape from a Cement is the essential ingredi. HISTORY
body inversely as the square of its ont of concrete that develops the Arrowrock Dam, which was
least dimension. Consider a num- undesirable heat, and the less that completed in 1915, was the first
her of walls made of average con- is used the better, from this stand. concrete dam of any r agnitude
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION I

i

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of i

LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-382
)'

(Waterford Steam Electric Station )
Unit 3) )

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES P. KNIGHT

1

Q1 Please state your name, title and by whom you are employed.

A.1 My name is James P. Knight. I am employed by the U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Conunission as Assistant Director for Components and

Structures Engineering, Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation. A copy of my professional qualifications is

attached to my previous affidavit, filed on August 7,1984.

Q2 Please describe the nature of your duties in this capacity.

( A.2 I am responsible for the review and evaluation of design criteria to

ensure the integrity of structures, systems and mechanical

components,-including the dynamic analyses and testing of safety

related structures, systems arid components, the geological,

geotechnical.and seismological characteristics of reactor sites, the

seismic design bases, criteria for protection against the dynamic

effects associated with natural environmental loads and postulated

A-86
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- failures of fluid systems for nuclear facilities, and the stability

of soils and foundation systems. I am responsible for the direction

of the Mechanical Engineering Branch, the Structural and Geotechnical

Engineering Branch, the Geosciences Branch and the Equipment

Qualification Branch.

-

Q.3 Please describe your continued involvement with Waterford base

mat-related issues since your affidavit of August 7,1984.

A.3 In my capacity as Assistant Director for Components & Structures

Engineering I have continued to supervise the overall staff review
,

effort related to the engineering evaluation of the adequacy of the

base mat at Waterford Unit No. 3 to perform the required safety

functions under all design basis loading conditions. It is my

responsibility to formulate the staff position considering the

contributions of other members of the staff and our consultants; and

after approval of that position by higher management to represent the

staff position as required. I have continued to meet as necessary

with merabers of the staff and our consultants Dr. Morris Reich, Hea'd

of the Structural Analysis Division of Brookhaven National Laboratory

(BNL) and Professors Charles Miller and Carl Costantino of the City

University of New York working in conjunction with BNL. In addition,

I have participated in, and in most cases chaired, all the meetings

with the applicant and its contractors (EBASCO, and Muenow and

Associates Inc.)
t
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Q.4 What is the purpose of this affidavit?

A.4 The purpose of this affidavit is to describe the evaluation and I

conclusions of the NRC staff, concerning the design adequacy and

structural integrity of the foundation base mat at Waterford Unit 3

in light of activities that have taken place since the staff's August

7, 1984 filing with the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board.

Specifically, this affidavit addresses the completion of the

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) program and the filing of a final NDT

report by the applicant. In addition, this affidavit provides the

staff's response to the additional views of Dr. John Ma, which are

being provided herewith at the Appeal Board's rc;uest. Also, the

Staff is transmitting herewith as Attachment 1, the comments of Dr.
4

John Chen of the staff; those comments are briefly addressed in this

affidavit. The views of Drs. Ma and Chen are also addressed in the

| affidavit and accompanying Addendum, of Drs. Reich, Miller and
|

Constantino, which is also being submitted at this time. -

Q.5 Please sumarize the status of the staff review as of August 7,1984?

A.5 In our August 7,1984 affidavit, the staff, with the aid of our

consultants from the Structural Analysis Division of the Brookhaven

National Laboratory (BNL), concluded that the cracking that had been

observed in the Waterford base mat (both visual observation and

preliminary results of the NDT) was unlikely to effect the safety of

the Waterford facility. In the evaluation leading to this conclusion
E

BNL performed some independent analyses for the staff utilizing data
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taken from the design analyses performed for the applicant by its

Architect / Engineer, EBASCO, and by a consultant, Harstead Engineerir.g |
1

Associates, Inc. (HEA). These materials were used in conjunction I

with independent analyses performed by BNL to address the most likely

cause of the observed cracking and the impact of that cracking on

both the calculated stress levels and dynamic response of the base

mat. Based on review of the BNL analyses and evaluation of

preliminary NDT data, the staff concluded that the cracks located on

the top surface of the base mat would be expected to have occurred

due to differential settlement induced by the imposition of dead

loads (weight of the mat and partially completed structures) and
,

other construction activities acting alone or in conjunction with

previously existing thermal and shrinkage effects. These conclusions

applied to the cracking both internal and external to the shield

wall. In addition, the likelihood of diagonal tension failure in the

base mat was evaluated and shown by analyses to be highly unlikely, a

conclusion which was supported by the NDT results. Cracks in

vertical walls were also evaluated and detennined most probably to
~

have been caused by thermal and shrinkage effects that occurred after

the concrete was placed with some effect also due to differential

settlement of the base mat. This was also corroborated by the NDT

study..

.
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In its August 1984, filing, the staff further concluded that the base

mat cracks were unlikely to be significant from a safety sta,ndpoint

under either normal operating loads or seismic design basis loads.

Based on a review of ~the computer analyses performed by EBASCO and

HEA, and on independent. analyses performed by BNL, the staff

concluded that the applicant's design appropriately considered the

loads which the completed nuclear island would be expected to-

experience. In particular, the analyses performed by BNL

demonstrated that the base mat of the completed plant is under high

compressive loads largely due to lateral side soil pressures.

The analyses further confirmed that these high compressive loads

remain operative during all design basis seismic events. Since the

compressive loads were sufficient to assure the cracks remained

tightly closed during seisimc excitation, the staff concluded that

the dynamic response of the base mat and supported structures would

remain essentially unchanged and therefore would not adversely effect

the' function of Seismic Category I structures, systems and equipnent.

Q.6 Has BNL indicated that they wish to change any of their conclusions

contained in their July 18, 1984 report?

A.6 Yes, in one respect. BNL has indicated that one statement of

conclusion in the July 18, 1984 report did not accurately reflect the

content of their report and should be revised. The effect of this

change is to delete item (ii) from Conclusion (c) page 26 of the July

18, 1984 BNL report:
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"the computed dead weight output data can be used to explain the

pattern of cracking that has appeared on the top surface of the

mat. The cracks that appear probably occurred after

construction of much of the superstructure but before placement

of all of the backfill and restoration of the ground water to

its natural level. Growth of the cracks would then have been

constrained by subsequent backfill soil and water pressures",

and to replace that conclusion with:,

"The observed cracks developed on the top surface of the mat

during the construction phase and were most probably caused by

differential settlement induced by the dead loads acting alone

or by dead loads acting on the mat already cracked by normal-

thermal and/or shrinkage effects".

.

This matter is discussed in BNL Addendum 2 at pages 2-3.

- Q.7 Please respond to the Appeal Board's comment concerning "why the

cracks were not discovered before May 1983", and its comment that

"the cracking as explained by BNL's analyses should have been

considered and therefore more evident prior to placement of the

backfill" (ALAB-786 at 12).
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A.7 The staff is unable to respond to these coments other than 'o state

that, "to the best of our information and belief, base mat crac?ing

outside the RCB ring wall. was not observed by NRC inspectors during

the. period in question". The staff presented this matter for

response by the applicant on October 19, 1984. The applicant's

response was provided by letter of October 26, 1984, a copy of which

was forwarded to the Appeal Board by the applicant on October 29,

1984. Further discussion of this matter is provided in the affidavit

of Dennis M. Crutchfield which is being submitted herewith.

Q.8 Has the NDT program been completed for the Waterford base mat?

A.8 Yes, the actual field work was completed in September 1984 and the

applicant submitted its report, Nondestructive Test Evaluation of

Base Mat Concrete Waterford No. 3, Louisiana Power and Light Co. (NDT

final report), prepared by Muenow and Associates, Inc., on October

26, 1984.

Q.9 Please describe the means by which the staff proceeded to evaluhte

the information listed in Answer 6 above?

A.9 The staff consultants, BNL and Mr. Robert E. Philleo, were requested

to review the final NDT report and to determine what change, if any,

the information contained in this report caused in their previous

conclusions in this matter. Also, BNL was requested to review the

EBASCO report and to explore by independent calculations the effect

,
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of in-structure base mat response to the cracking, to perform a small

experimental program to demonstrate the likely effect of the base mat

cracks upon the strength of the mat especially with respect to shear

stiffness. In the course of this review meetings were held with the

applicant, information was requested and provided and pertinent

documents issued, as follows:

October 26, 1984 LP&L transmits Rev. O of EBASCO
Summary Evaluation of Structural
Significance of Basemat Non-
Destructive Testing Results by
Muenow & Assoc.

November 2,1984 Meeting held in Bethesda, MD
with the applicant to discuss
Muenow and EBASCO reports

November 7, 1984 LP&L transmits Appendix No. 5
to Muenow Report (final NDT
report) which contains additional
information on interface between
mat and fill concrete and

LP&L transmits Rev. 1 of EBASCO
summary evaluation of structural
significance of basemat non-
destructive testing results

November 10, 1984 Robert E. Philleo transmits
Detailed Coments on Non-
Destructive Test Evaluation of
Base Mat Concrete Waterford No. 3
by Muenow and Associates Inc.
(final NDT report)

November 13, 1984 LP&L transmits Appendix No. 6 to
Muenow Report which contains
"best estimate / conservative"
crack profiles
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November 20,'1984 Meeting held in Bethesda, MD. with
the applicant to discuss -|
revisions / addenda to fina,1 NDT
and EBASCO reports'

November 28, 1984 LP&L transmits Rev. 2 of EBASCO
summary evaluation of structural
significance of basemat non-
destructive testing results

November 30, 1984 LP&L transmits additional design /
analysis information regarding
foundation basemat in response to
request by Dr. J. S. Ma. and

,

December 4, 1984 Meeting held in Bethesda, MD.
(BNL, John Ma, John Chen, other
NRC staff) to discuss differing
views.

December 7, 1984 LP&L transmits commitments to
conduct a monitoring surveil-
lance program and conduct
confirmatory analyses and

December 14, 1984 BNL transmits Addendum No. 2
to its report of July 18, 1984

Concurrently, members of the civil / structural allegation review team

were conducting further on-site audits with regard to the

documentation necessary to demonstrate that the backfill soils had

been properly placed and adequately consolidated. On infonnation and

belief, it is my understanding that the allegation review team has

concluded that the necessary documentation for the backfill soils is

available and adequate to demonstrate the acceptability of the soil.

! Further details in this regard are presented in the affidavit of
'

Robert E. Shewmaker, which is being filed herewith.
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Q.10 Did any of the documents filed with the staff since August 7, 1984

contain infonnation which was different than that understood, by the

staff at the time its affidavits of August 7, 1984 were filed?

xA.10 Yes, in some respects. As a basis for our conclusions presented in

my August 7,1984 affidavit (at pp.19-20) the following major

characteristics of the cracks in the Waterford base mat were noted:'

|

a) All of the cracks were vertical.

b) The E-W cracks exterior to the shield wall ran from the shield

wall to the side walls. The depths of these cracks varied in an

undulating manner from several feet (2' to 4') to as much as 9

to 10 feet.

c) Based upon preliminary data, three primary E-W cracks are

located under the RCB. Two of these appeared to connect to the

E-W cracks exterior to the shield wall. The specific depth

contours of these cracks were currently unknown, although

initial information indicated that they maybe similar to those'

in(b)above.

d) Cracks emanating in a radial direction from the shield wall were

not as deep nor as continuous as the E-W cracks.

i

l
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e) All of the basematt cracks are tightly closed. This observation

is based upon the measured characteristics of the refle.cted

signal.

Based on our review of the final NDT report the only changes in the above

conclusions-are as follows:

1) In the E-W direction, outside the RCB more details on crack

depth have been developed. Cracks J, L, and P (see NDT report

for location) on the west side, and Fe, Le and Ke on the east

side, are almost uniformly deep with the cracks extending

approximately to the bottom steel. The remaining cracks vary in

depth as previously described.

2) While two cracks under'the RCB were originally identified as '

connecting to the external RCB cracks, it appears that seven

mcjor cracks exist under the RCB with 3 of these matching the

; three deep external cracks (5 matches J and Fe, 7 matches L and

Le, and 1 matches P and Ke). Of the remaining four, three

appear to match shallow external cracks, while one crack (No. 3)

terminates under the RCB.

Q.11 Describe the staff evaluation and conclusions with respect to its

review of the final NDT report.

A.11 As indicated in response to Question 7 above, the staff requested a

critique of the-final NDT report from consultants BNL and an
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|
independent consulting engineer, Mr. Robert E. Philleo. Also, as

discussed below, BNL participated in an additional meeting with the

applicant and the principal investigator on the NDT program, Mr.

Richard Muenow. This meeting was held to further explore Mr.

Muenow's testing techniques and interpretation techniques, in light

of data presented in the final NDT report, and his conclusions drawn

on the basis of those data.

In their initial review of the final NDT report, BNL found several

areas tnat required clarification, specifically:

(1) The data was interpreted in terms of "likely" crack patterns.

However, the method by which the "likely" crack patterns were

deduced from the data was not clearly presented.

(2) The accuracy for measurements made using the 60 sensor was not

clear and no description was provided with regard to the

accuracy of crack width measurements.

1 (3) There was an inadequate description of the detection and

measurement techniques employed.

On November 2, 1984, a meeting was held at Bethesda, MD. attended by

the applicant (accompanied by EBASCO and Mr. Muenow), the staff
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(includingmyselfandDrs.MaandChen),andBNL. During the ccurse j

of that meeting Mr. Muenow described in some detail his approach to

overcoming many of the difficulties experienced in employing the

pulse echo technique utilized in the Waterford base mat NDT for the

data gathered with both the 45' sensor and the 60' sensor.

In assessing the significance that should be given to the 60 data,

i.e., the data defining the cracks under the RCB, BNL questioned the

impact that the fill concrete on top of the mat might have if the

sound waves passed into the fill concrete rather than reflecting from

the top surface of the mat as intended. Subsequent to the meeting of

November 2,1984 the applicant retained Mr. Muenow to perform

additional testing that would examine the bond between the fill

concrete and the surface of the mat. If a good bond was not present,

the staff and BNL would be satisfied that the presence of the fill

concrete did not interfere with the data being gathered. Mr. Muenow

performed the necessary tests, and the results were reported in

Apper. dix No. 5 to the final NDT report dated November 7,1984. These

test results demonstrated that the fill concrete was not bonded to

the mat and the' question was therefore resolved satisfactorily.
|

Upon completion of the November 2, 1984 meeting, the applicant was

asked to provide a more detailed description of the methodoloay used
,

to obtain and reduce the 60* data. This information was proprietary
.
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to Mr. Muenow. Subsequent to this request and after further review

of'the 60' data presented in the final report and further di,scussions

between staff and BNL, this request was rescinded. The basis for

rescinding the request lay in our conclusion that the information

would have little bearing on our findings with regard to the 60' data

-- i.e., despite some indication that the cracks under the RCB were

discontinuous and perhaps not as deep in some areas as first

indicated, prudent engineering practice in light of the uncertainties

fundamental to obtaining the 60' data required that the cracks under

the RCB be considered to be uniformly deep, and that three of these

line up with the known deep cracks outside to the RCB. This, in

conjunction with the need to assure adequate protection for Mr.

Muenow's proprietary information, led us to conclude that this

further information was not required at this time.
,

The applicant was also requested to prepare "best estimate" and

" worst possible crack maps" showing both location and depth.

Particular emphasis was placed by the staff on the requirement that

these maps be developed based on Mr. Muenow's best judgement in which

he would fully integrate the data and observations he made during the

full range of his NDT activities at Waterford. These crack maps were

subsequently provided and, upon review, there appeared to be some

inconsistencies between these maps and the data in the final NDT;

report. In addition, apparent inconsistencies within the data made
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it to ascertain a direct correlation between the data and the graphic

elevation drawings of the crack depths prepared by Mr. Muenow. Based 1

on our discussions with Mr. Muenow we are satisfied that the

elevation drawings adequately represent the data, consistent with Mr.

Muenow's best judgement and expertise.

As indicated above, Mr. Robert E. Philleo, a consultant to the staff,

also reviewed the final NDT report. Mr. Philleo noted difficulty in
' interpreting the data presented to reach Mr. Muenow's conclusions.

Among these dififculties, Mr. Philleo noted some inconsistencies in

numerical values used to reduce the 45* data and lack of a definitive

explanation as to the engineering judgement applied in drawing the

crack profiles. Similarly, Mr. Philleo noted several problems in

understanding the process by which the 60* data has been reduced and

interpreted in numerous instances. Mr. Philleo observed that the

data interpreted in a context that is known fully cnly to Mr. Muenow.

See letter from Robert Philleo to Dennis Crutchfield, at 1, a copy of.

which is attached as Attachment 2 hereto.

As Mr. Philleo notes in his cover letter to Mr. Crutchfield, Mr.

Muenow's technique is proprietary and few, if any, of the

practitioners have been as successful as he in applying pulse echo

testing. The staff, Mr. Philleo, and BNL agree that Mr. Muenow's

approach is based on sound physical principles and should give
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reliable results under circumstances, such as are associated with the

examination of visible cracks at Waterford. In contrast to the basic

soundness of the technique is the considerable difficulty persons

other than Mr. Muenow have in obtaining meaningful and reproducible

results. Nevertheless Mr. Muenow's success in identifying various

types of discontinuities in concrete structures has been demonstrated

on several occasions by drilling cores and examining subsurface

concrete. This successful track record and his obvious command of

the technology demonstrated to the staff and BNL during both the site

j visit and meetings at Bethesda lead us to conclude that the NDT data

can be accepted as a significant element of information in defining

cracks existing in the Waterford base mat. Although in the final,

1

analysis the interpretation of the data is almost fully dependent on

the skills of Mr. Muenow, this approach represents the best available

technology appropriate for physical investigation of the Waterford

cracking.
4

Q 12 Should the NDT results for both visible and non-visible cracks be

given equal weight as a reliable characterization of the detected

cracks?

A.12 No. The results from the examination of the visible base mat cracks

provide reasonable information as to the length, depth and

orientation of the cracks (BNL Addendum 2 page 6), whereas the .

results from the examination of cracks underneath the RCB, which are
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not visible to the examiner on the surface, are considerably less

reliable particularly in terms of defining crack depth.
,

The visible cracks were examined using a 45" transducer and an

examination scheme based on both the source and the receiver being

placed in a known distance from the crack as expressed on the surface

of the mat. In addition to the important advantage of starting from

a known location on the surface and then tracking the crack depth in

relatively small steps, this procedure typically. required only one

reflection off the bottom of the base mat before the signal reached

the sensing transducer. Thus minimizing the chance of anomalies in

the recorded signal.

The cracks beneath the RCB were examined using a 60* transducer. The

souno waves entered the mat at an unknown distance from the crack,

| and both the incident and reflected wave bounced off the bottom and

top surface of the mat several times with resultant diffraction at

each reflection and consequent reduction in signal quality.-

.

4

j Based on their observation of the process in the field at Waterford,

and their further discussions with Mr. Muenow, BNL concluded that

Muenow's interpretation of the 45* data can be accepted with ,

reasonable confidence as a good characterization of the cracking

|
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identified outside of the RCB, for crack orientation (vertical)

and crack depth. In addition, the results of the ultrasonic, testing

can be accepted with reasonable confidence for estimating crack width

and for demonstrating that there are no significant voids in the

concrete based on the successful application of this technique by Mr.

Muenow in situations where his findings have been confirmed by

physical examination.

The NDT results also should be viewed in light of an understanding of

the most probable loading history experienced by the base mat. That

history, as portrayed by Ebasco, and .the independent analyses

performed by BNL provide a strong rationale for the vertical'

orientation of the cracks described by Muenow.

Q.13 Describe the staff evaluation and conclusions with respect to the

review of the EBASCO report, " Summary Evaluation of Structural

Significance of Base Mat Non-Destructive Testing Results". (EBASCO

report)

A.13 The staff requested that their consultant, BNL', evaluate the Ebasco

report and provide their view on its adequacy. In the course of this

review the staff and BNL met with the applicant and Ebasco on two

occasions (November 2,1984 and November 20,1984). Following each

of these meetings Ebasco agreed to make certain revisions in their

report and those revisions in turn were received and evaluated by

BNL.
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In the initial review of the EBASCO report several questions arose

with regard to the methodology employed by Ebasco in their evaluation

of the significance of the cracking. Ebasco had employed a concept

of averaging, wherein cracks were grouped into families and several

averages'were compounded to reach a measure of the significance of

the cracking. Evaluation of the cracking in this manner led to

apparent inconsistencies with the data presented in the final NDT

report and did not appear to the staff or BNL to be a useful

approach.

In addition, the report contained several conclusions concerning the

state of stress during and following the formation of the cracks that

did not appear. justified based on our review of the construction
,

history. A list of the specific questions generated as a result

of BNL's review of the initial report is contained in Addendum 2

to the BNL Report, attached to the December 17, 1984 affidavit of

Drs. Reich, Miller and Costantino.
,

|

At the November 2,1984 meeting the above questions were discussed

| with the applicant and Ebasco. In the course of those discussions
,

,

the staff and BNL reached agreement with Ebasco that the concept of

grouping families of cracks would not be useful for the staff's

| assessment of the adequacy of the mat. Ebasco indicated that the

groupings by. families was in their view useful for obtaining an

,
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overview of the mat-cracking. Ebasco also discussed their use of

- optical methods to obtain crack width measurements for crack,s

internal to the RCB in 1977. With regard to its previous contention

that the upper reinforcement steel had not exceeded the yield

strength of the steel during the formation of the cracks, EBASCO

agreed that the steel may have reached yield stress some time before

the closing of the cracks. In that context EBASCO also agreed.that

the BNL scenario for formation of the cracks was reasonable. Based on

these agreements the applicant agreed to provide an enlarged Section

6 of the Ebasco summary report and to specifically address shear

behavior in the mat, especially shear slip along the mat.

These agreements were documented in Revision 1 to the Ebasco summary

report dated November 7, 1984. Based on our review of Revision 1 the
|

staff and BNL concluded that the agreements reached in the November

2, 1984 meeting had been adequately documented. In addition, the

staff and BNL concluded that a significant addition to understanding

of the effect of the cracks at the Waterford Unit 3 plant had been

provided by means of an EBASCO evaluation of the shear friction

capacity of the mat. Utilizing an approach acceptable to the staff

and BNL, EBASCO calculated that.the shear capacity of the cracked mat

is 1.9 times the shear demand.- This computation of shear friction.

capacity did not take into account the compressive forces due to

..

1

e
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lateral soil. and water pressures acting on the side walls. These
i

compressive forces would further increase the mat's shear friction |

capacity (BNL Addendum 2 at 13).

In addition to the computation of shear friction capacity EBASCO

provided a compelling argument with regard to the very minimal shear

defortnation (slip) across the cracks during an earthquake. In

support of their argument EBASCO cited tests that were conducted (by

J. P. Liable et al.) at Cornell University. The Cornell tests were

specifically conducted to evaluate slip due to shear friction along a

cracked surface under dynamic loading. A wide band of various crack

parameters and loading were utilized (crack width, shear stress and

clamping forces across a crack). The Cornell tests were run under

conditions significantly more severe than those existing in the

Waterford base mat, (BNL Addendum 2 at 13) 1.e., wider cracks, higher

shear stress and lower clamping forces. Based on these test results

one must conclude that the shear slip along cracks in the Waterford

base mat will be small, less than 0.01 inches (BNL Addendum 2 at

13). Such a small amount of slip indicates no significant change in
| either superstructure member forces or floor response spectra.

Several other matters were discussed at the November 20, 1984

meeting. These discussions were centered largely on the question of

,
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the maximum stress seen by the base mat top reinforcement steal under

the flext.re stresses considered to cause cracking. BNL maintained

their view that flexure of the base mat during the construction phase

sufficient to cause some yielding in the upper reinforcement was a

major contributor to the cracking. Ebasco similarly maintained their

view that thermal effects were a major contributor to the cracking

and that yielding of the upper reinforcement had not necessarily

occurred. Both BNL and Ebasco agreed that currently the loads on the

base mat have placed the cracks in compression and will maintain them

tightly closed.

Based on the agreements reached at the November 20, 1984 meeting

Ebasco prepared Revision 2 to their summary report, submitted on

November 27, 1984.
.

A matter also discussed at the November 20, 1984 meeting was the

continued need for additional confirmatory calculations in light of

significant factors of safety demonstrated in both the strength of

the mat and the performance of the mat under dynamic loads i.e., the

Cornell tests. Although the staff and BNL agreed that the infor-

mation now documented-in the Ebasco report provided high confidence

in the adequacy of the base mat at Waterford Unit 3, the staff

adhered to its position that the confirmatory calculations recom-

mended by BNL are required to adequately define and' document the

A-107;
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state of the base mat and the present manifestation of the cracking,

se as to provide a final analysis of record and to provide the

baseline for implementation of the monitoring and surveillance

program to be conducted throughout the lifetime of the plant.

Q.14 Please describe the additional independent calculations and testing

conducted by BNL to further examine the impact of base mat cracking

on the seisimc adequacy of supported structures and equipment, and

the effects of the base mat cracks upon the strength of the mat

particularly with respect to shear.

A.14 At the staff's direction, BNL further examined the impact of the base

mat cracking on seismic adequacy by performing a dynamic analysis

covering a wide range of base mat and superstructure stiffnesses and

developing superstructure floor response spectra, to compare the

superstructure seismic response under both cracked and uncracked base

mat conditions. The superstructure floor spectra are a charac-

terization of the seisimic motion that would occur at specific

locations in the buildings supported on the base mat. The motions

characterized by the floor spectra are the means of determining the

|
loads on structures and systems as well as the motion input for

qualification testing of equipment,

i
A simplified beam model was analyzed in both the cracked and>

uncracked base mat mode. This beam model, representing a 22' wide

|

|
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. base mat-strip running under the RCB in the N-S direction for the

! entire mat length, was placed on an elastic soil foundation with

moduli similar to those used in the analyses performed by Harstead

Engineering Associates Inc. (HEA). BNL had previously reviewed the

HEA calculations and found them to be appropriate. The masses placed

on the beam were also those given in the HEA calculations. A

superstructure model representing the RCB and other ancillary

structures was placed on top of the mat across the cracked zone. The
+

base mat cracking was simulated by reducing the shear carrying

capacity of the mat under the RCB to an infinitely small value, a

very conservative representation since no credit would be given for,

shear capacity when, in fact, very substantial shear capacity has

been calculated (BNL Addendum 2 at 13 EBASCO Revision 2 at 21). This

model had the same mass and similar frequency characteristics to the

structures in the RCB. A parametric study was. performed considering

both cracked, as above, and uncracked base mat shear strength,

changing the frequency characteristics of the superstructure. A

comparison of floor response spectra and element forces indicates

that the cracked mat has little influence on the resultant responses

for both horizontal and vertical earthquake inputs; in most instances

differences in the spectral plots for the cracked and uncracked cases

are indistinguishable (BNL Addendum 2 at D-4). The staff has

I,
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|

reviewed and discussed these findings with BNL and has concluded that '

they provide a sound basis for the conclusion that the cracking of

. the Waterford base mat has negligible effect on the seismic adequacy

of the mat or supported structures,. systems or components.

To explore questions that had been raised regarding the effect the
I
'

base mat cracks may have upon the strength of the mat (especially

with respect to shear) and mat stiffness, BNL performed two tests.

Based on the fact that the cracks of interest run straight across the

mat, i.e., the effects are most likely associated with one-way

bending of the mat, beams were used in the experiment. The beam

reinforcement ratios were similar to the reinforcement ratios in the

slab. Two identical beams were tested. The first beam was subjected

to a negative bending moment causing a flexural crack originating at

j tha top of the beam. The beam was then subjected to-a positive

bending moment which was increased until the ultimate moment capacity

of the beam was reached. The second beam was not precracked and was

only subjected to the positive moment loading. The load-deflection

curves obtained during the test of the two beams were compared toi

provide a comparison of the beam strength and stiffness in the

cracked and uncracked conditions, providing an indication of the

effect the initial crack in the first beam has on the load carrying

capacity.of the beam and the beam stiffness.
|

.
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BNL reported the.following conclusions based on the data obtained

from these tests:

1. When the beam is subjected to a negative bending moment (tension

at the top) close to the yield and cracking moment, 4 deep crack

occurs which penetrated close to the bottom steel. Inis is the

type of cracking that has been observed in the base mat.

2. The ultimate capacity of the precracked beam is the same as the-

ultimate capacity of the uncracked beam. The capacity is

slightly higher than the predicted strength. One can conclude

that cracking of the mat will not adversely effect the mat

strength.

3. The stiffness of the cracked beam is identicallto the uncracked

beam stiffness. One would therefore conclude that the base mat

stiffness will not be effected by the E-W cracks.

4. The crack pattern caused by the positive bending moments applied

to the precracked beam is very similar to the crack pattern in

the beam which was not precracked. This also indicates that the

negative moment crack has little effect on the beam when it is

subjected to a positive moment.

|
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The~ staff has reviewed and discussed these findings with BNL with BNL

and has concluded that the tests provide a useful simulation of the

behavior of the Waterford base mat with respect to cracking formed

under flexure stresses, as well as a sound demonstration of the

impact of tight flexure cracks on the strength and stiffness of

cracked base mat section.

Q.15 Do all members of the staff who have been associated with the review

of the Waterford base mat fully concur in the staff's conclusions?

A.15 No. Dr. John Ma of the NRC staff has developed separate views as to

the actions necessary to assure the adequacy of the Waterford Unit 3

base mat. Dr. John Chen of the NRC staff also has separate views

with regard to some geotechnical matters related to the staff's

evaluation of the causative factors of the cracking.

Q.16 Please describe the circumstances surrounding Dr. Ma's participation

in this matter?

A.16 As often occurs for matters arising late in the licensing process,

the original reviewer who prepared the Staff's SER evaluation for

Waterford concrete structures had been assigned to other matters by

the time the base mat motion was filed. Accordingly, Dr. Ma was

assigned by his supervisor to perform a review of the Waterford base

mat, (which reviews reflected in his November 28, 1983 affidavit.

|
|

i
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Following the-submittal of his November 28, 1983 affidavit, Dr. Ma
|

moved on to other assignments not related to Waterford.
'

Following the filing of a second base mat motion, the staff

determined that additional staff review was necessary. Due to the

complexity of the issue, the Chief of the Structural & Geotechnical

Engineering Branch (SGEB), was assigned primary responsibility for

conducting the review. In order to take advantage of his background,

Dr. Ma was also asked to participate in this review, on an ad hoc

basis. In the course of accomplishing the review, it became apparent

that a level of expertise, in excess of that available within the

staff would be required, particularly with respect to the evaluation

of as-built concrete structures, BNL was therefore requested to

assist the staff in completing this review and in particular to bring

to bear the expertise and experience of Dr. Reich and Professors

Miller and Costantino. In the course of Dr. Ma's participation in

this process, subsequent to filing his November 28, 1983 affidavit,

Dr. Ma developed several hypotheses regarding the as-built condition

of the base mat at Waterford Unit 3. Initially Dr. Ma was concerned

that serious voids and honeycombs might exist internal to the base

mat, based on a site visit he conducted and information he had

received which indicated the likelihood of concrete handling

deficiencies when the base mat was poured. Thereafter, the

procedures employed in the placement of the base mat concrete were

A-113
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reviewed by a staff consultant, Mr. Robert Philleo. Mr. Philleo

concluded that the precautions taken during placement of the base mat

concrete were adequate, and based on Mr. Philleo's review, Dr. Ma

considered that his concerns as to construction practices had been

satisfactorily resolved.

Following the site visit (at which the surface expression of the base

mat and vertical wall cracks were viewed by Dr. Ma, other NRC staff

members and members of the BNL staff), and review of a geotechnical

report prepared by another SGEB staff member, Dr. John Chen, Dr. Ma

expressed the view that there was a high likelihood that serious.

diagonal tension failure had occurred in the Waterford base mat.

Neither Dr. Ma's immediate supervisors nor the consultants from BNL,

considered that this diagonal tension failure hypothesis was soundly

based and safety evaluation finding the base mat acceptable for--

service was prepared.

Nonetheless, in light of Dr. Ma's continued concern over the

likelihood of diagonal tension failure, I decided to undertake a

review of this matter.

Dr. Ma recommended that two principal steps be taken: that an NDT

examination of the base mat be made to determine whether or not the

planes of the crack internal to the base mat approached the 45* angle
F
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characteristic of the diagonal tension failure, and that additional

analyses be performed in an attempt to evaluate the stresses during.

construction that would have led to the cracking. Dr. Ma reconsnended

Muenow & Associates Inc. as being one of the few organizations that

could perform this task.

The staff concluded that the NDT could provide valuable insight as to

the nature and extent of the cracking in the Waterford base mat,

particularly since the record at that time as to cracks may have been

covered by structures on top of the base mat appeared to be

ambiguous. The staff therefore prevailed upon the applicant, to

proceed with the NDT, and Dr. Ma was assigned to be present during

the initial testing efforts.

|

The preliminary and final results of the NDT perfonned by Muenow &

Associates was unambiguous in describing the vertical orientation of

the cracking in the Waterford base mat. Accordingly, Dr. Ma's

concern with regard to diagonal tension failure was considered to

have been satisfactorily resolved.

In addition to recommending the NDT, Dr. Ma had also recommended that

additional analyses be performed considering differential settlements

that may have occurred during the initial construction of the base
,

mat. Again, the significance of such analyses were not agreed to by
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Dr. Ma's immediate supervisors or by BNL. While Dr. Ma did not feel
l

he could reach a finding without benefit of additional analyses, the

staff and our consultants believed that we had reached a correct

understanding of the base mat crackings impact on safety and that

such analyses should properly be handled as a confirmatory matter.

Dr. Ma was offered an opportunity to present a differing professional

opinion in this regard, and to submit his views to the Appeal Board,

at the time the Staff's affidavit were filed on August 7,1984 but

declined to do so.'

Q.17 Please summarize your understanding of Dr. Ma's views expressed in

his affidavit of December 12, 1984.

i A.17 Dr. Ma appears to take issue with the staff's conclusions and with

BNL's recommendations which form the principal bases for those

conclusions, in three areas.

1. The initial causes of the cracking.

2. The acceptability of the cracking from the standpoint of dynamic

response of the base mat.
|

3. The acceptability of the cracking from the standpoint of

corrosion and durability.

i
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With regard to the origin of the cracking, Dr. Ma appears to take

issue with the conclusion that the cracks were in part the result of
I

construction loads-acting on the base mat. Although Dr. Ma offers no |

alternative process for the fonnation of the cracks, there appears to

be some agreement that thermal stresses and differential settlements

also played a significant role in the cracking as it exists today.

With rega.-d to the dynamic response of the base mat, Dr. Ma does not

appear to act.9pt the BNL conclusion that the dynamic response of the

base mat will nc,t be significantly affected by the cracking,

although he offers no rebuttal to the BNL finding that the crack

faces are held in contact by high compressive loads due, in part, to

the backfill soil and water pressures on the side walls of the base

mat and supported structures. In his discussion of this matter, Dr.

Ma relates his concerns regarding the differences between the design

analysis assumption of a homogeneous concrete mass, and the present

cracked condition of the mat. His principal concerns in this matter
- appear to be the possible transmission of loads through the reactor

building and a change in stiffness of the as-cracked mat that, in his

view, could change the seismic design bases for systems and equipment

supported by the base mat. Dr. Ma offers no showing of inadequacy

but discusses some of the difficulties he perceives in analyses of a -

cracked section.
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With regard to the questions of reinforcing steel corrosion and

concrete durability, Dr. Ma offers-some general discussion o,f

commonly accepted effects of corrosion on reinforcing steel, which

are not related to the likelihood of corrosion at Waterford. Also,,

he does not provide any bases for differing from either the

conclusion offered by BNL and the applicant that the cracks now

existing in the base mat are tight (on the order of 7 mils), or from

his initial affidavit's view of the significance of the cracking in
'

the region of the reinforcing steel.

Dr. Ma offers some comparisons with permissible crack widths offered
.

in the ACI 318-83 and ACI 318-71 codes, and appears to infer that
!

! the cracks at the bottom of the base mat may be significantly larger

than these referenced values. However, he makes no showing of why

the cracks at the bottom of the base mat should be assumed to be so

much wider. In fact, if one accepts Dr. Ma's discussion concerningi

the adequacy of base mat design and concrete construction sequence,
i

it must be concluded that the tensile stresses present at the bottom:

1

of the base mat throughout the construction sequence were no greater

than intended, and one would not, therefore, expect the cracks to be
|

any wider than contemplated in the design.'

!

|

| Q.18 Do you believe that Dr. Ma's views have been adequately considered by

the Staff and BNL?

l
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A.18 Yes. Since March 1984, Dr. Ma has offered several different
,

hypotheses as to matters which were of concern to him with regard to

the Waterford base mat. Each of Dr. Ma's concerns were given serious

consideration and pursued in sufficient depth either to require

specific actions to be taken by the applicant or to reach a

determination that the matter was not germane to the safety of the

base mat. The Staff's effort to satisfactorily address Dr. Ma's

concerns is reflected, in part, in my August 7,1984 affidavit. In

particular, the concern that diagonal tension failure may have

occurred (item (b) of answer 7); the relationship between basemat
1

; cracks and vertical wall cracks (item (c) of answer 7); and the

concern over the effect the cracks might have on response to the base

mat under seismic loads, (item (d) of answer 7), were all maters

which Dr. Ma considered to require further evaluation by the staff.

In a number of instances, I asked BNL to undertake particular

analyses or evaluation of Dr. Ma's concerns when the BNL consultants

and other NRC staff members did not consider such additional work to

be necessary.

Q.19 Do you believe that the concerns of Dr. Chen have been adequately

considered and addressed by the Staff?

A.19 Yes. As in the case of Dr. Ma's concerns, Dr. Chen's concerns were

considered throughout the staff review. The four specific items (a

through d) listed in answer 6 of my August 7,1984 affidavit reflect
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i

the explicit concerns identified by Dr. Chen for Staff consideration. i

These concerns prompted the concern for diagonal tension fai. lure, a
f

concern which we are satisfied has been resolved. Dr. Chen's views

were considered by BNL. in their review and analyses of base mat

issues although, in many instances, the BNL staff did not concur with
,

his conclusions.i

Dr. Chen has recently provided a written memorandum setting forth his

current views on the Waterford base mat, a copy of which is attached

! to this affidavit along with an earlier report he prepared. I have

requested BNL's assistance in addressing these matters.

:

Q20. Has the conclusion of the staff or their consultants with regard to

the adequacy of the base mat at Waterford No. 3' changed-in any way;

since the filing of the staff's August 7, 1984 affidavit?

A20. No, there has not been any change in the conclusions reached by the

staff or their consultants that the base mat at Waterford Unit No. 3,

,

is' acceptable for service contingent only on an acceptable monitoring

and surveillance program and confirmatory analyses. The following

activities and results since the filing of the August 7, 1984 staff,

1

affidavit have confirmed that conclusion:'

Activity Finding

|. NDT completed Cracks are vertical, probably
discontinuous and tight

A-120
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EBASCO evaluation of shear Shear capacity is at least 1.9
friction times shear demand

EBASCO citation of dynamic Strong evidence that shea'r slip
shear slip tests at Cc,rnell at Waterford will be less than

.01 inches

BNL dynamic analyses comparing In structure spectra for cracked
floor spectra developed for and uncracked base mat show
simulated cracked and uncracked negligible change

BNL tests of concrete beams Crack characteristics identical<

constructed with the rein- to those described by NDT for the
forcement ratio of the Waterford base mat. Load
Waterford base mat deflection curves show negligible

change for cracked and uncracked
specimens.

Q21. Has the applicant provided an acceptable commitment as to (a), its

proposed monitoring and surveillance program and (b) the confirmatory

analyses which have been required by the NRC staff?

A21. Yes. In a letter dated December 7,1984 the applicant comitted to

submit, prior to exceeding 5% power, a base mat monitoring and

surveillance program for NRC staff review and approval. The LP&L
,

commitment is to provide a program that will address, at a minimum:

1. settlement of the base mat.

2. changes in ground water chemistry that could effect corrosion of

reinforcing steel.

3. seasonal variation in ground water levels.
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4. mapping of significant cracking in the basemat and adjacent

walls,
s

In addition, prior to exceeding 5% power, LP&L will submit for NRC

staff review and approval a detailed commitment to perform

confirmatory analyses for the base mat. The comitment will address

the following elements:

1. dynamic coupling between the reactor building and the base mat

for seismic stresses resulting from the vertical earthquake

input;
;

I 2. dynamic effects of lateral soil / water loading;

3. artificial boundary constraints infinite elements models;
!

4. fineness of base mat element mesh; and

5. origin of cracks in the vertical walls.

These confirmatory analyses will be submitted for review by the NRC

|
Staff prior to restart after the first refueling cycle.

|
|

!
!
1
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Q22. Has the Staff reached a final conclusion as to whether there are any
outstanding safety issues related to the Waterford base mat?

A22. Yes. The Staff has-determined that there are no outstanding safety
issues at this time related to the Waterford base mat.

EesP.Knihdt

| Subscribed and sworn to before me
this \ Y day of December 1984. SKY

'

.

Notarb'u

My Consnission Expires 7[l/Sb

:

|
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..... DEC 131984

NOTE FOR: J. P. Knight, Assistant Director
for Components and Structures Engineerirg

Division of Engineering

FROM: J. T. Chen, Geotechnical Engineer
Structural and Geotechnical Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering

SUBJECT: WATERFORD 3 BASE MAT CRACK ASSESSMENT

I was surprised to learn that NBL acknowledged that they agreed with my
assessment about the causes of the base mat cracks during the December
4 meeting. This was quite a contrast to the reception I received from
them seven months ago when I presented the same findings in the meeting
held at Nicholson Lane.

After the December 4 meeting, I took the liberty and reviewed the BNL's
J' sly 18 report. I have to say that, as BNL stated in the meeting, this
report is consistent with their two previous reports with the same
conclu: inn, "The cracks that appear probably occurred after
construction of much of the superstructure but before placement of all
of the backfill and restoration of the goundwater to its natural'!

level. Growth of the cracks would then have been constrained by
subsequent backfill soil and water pressures." However, I feel this
conclusion is quite different than mine and wish to offer the
following comments for your consideration:

1. BNL's conclusion was based on the review of the HEA finite
element analysis results. However, the HEA analysis does not
represent the actual loading conditions of the mat when the
cracks were discovered.

2. No place in the BNL's reports raised the concern about the
stress conditions in the mat during early stage of
construction and BNL had not questioned about the validity cf
the soil moduli used in either HEA's or EBASCO's finite
element analyses. If the soil moduli were reduced to reflect
the realistic soil conditions prior to concrete pouring,
similar finite element analyses results, if performed as Dr. Ma
and I recomended in April, would indicate that the stresses
and bending moments would be much higher then those values
presented in the HEA's analysis. This would provide a positive
clue that the mat might be overstressed and the cracks could have
been developed on the top of the mat.

t

'
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3. BNL attributed the E-W cracks inside the ring wall had the
same origins as the cracks outside the shield wall. (Dead
loads acting in conjunction with thermal and shrinkage,

effects). (BNL report p. 14). But, BNL stated that HEK
computer results can not be used to explain those cracks.
Another words, the stress level under 100 percent dead load
was not high enough to cause the E-W cracking. If under full
load, the mat will not crack; how can one conclude that under
partial loading conditions (60 percent of the dead load was
on the mat when cracks were discov; red in 1977), the mat
cracked?

4. BNL stated in the report that "....., soil settlement at
the site was found to be instantaneous based on actual
measured data." (BNL report p. 21). But BNL also stated
that: "Long term consolidation effects can be anticipated
to cause effective redistribution of loads to cause the mat

i to behave in a more flexible manner" (BNL report p.14).
This contradicts the previous statement. If the soil
possesses long term consolidation characteristics, the

: settlement should not be described as instantaneous which
misled the reader to overlook the importance nf the
consolidation effects on the mat. The applicant's submittal

;

! of the measured settlement data, clearly showed that soil
settlements were not instantaneous.

5. BNL stated in the meeting that the foundation soil beneath the
mat are uniform across the site based on its review of
settlement measurements. However, it should be pointed out
that those settlement measurements were obtained using an

,

averaging technique and they were also influenced by the
stiffness of the concrete blocks. The averaging technique
could reduce the reported differential settlement to less
than half of its real value. All other instrumentations .

installed at the site such as heave gages and piezometers
clearly showed the non-uniform nature of the foundation soil
conditions beneath the mat. The compaction state, placement
fill in water, and mud spurt during construction served as
further indicators of the non-uniform nature of soil
conditions.

In summary, I feel that BNL's report did not take the factual
information into consideration in their evaluation process. This
probably led the Board to conclude that BNL raised more questions than
they tried to answer them. The mechanism causing the mat to crack can be
identified because the loading history of the mat and foundation soils is

! available. The only missing link is to transfer the loading history on the
mat / soils into stress history on the mat / soils and to determine the
effects of those stresses on the past and future behavior of the mat.
Specifically, the cracking mechanism can be demonstrated if one would

;
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perform an analysis taking the loading history and soil conditions
during early stages of construction into consideration, i.e.. (a) block
construction sequence induced initial tensile stresses in the mat (b)
softer soil conditions induced significant high stresses and bending
moments in the mat when the concrete had not developed its full
strength, (c) differential settlement between construction strips #1
and #2 caused prevailing E-W oriented cracks (d) hydrostatic pressures
changes in 1977 induced additional bending / tensile stresses that caused4

the show-up of the cracks. The stresses induced by those factors are
accumulative. Any one factor may not be significant enough to cause
the mat crack, but, the combined effects would show us the kind of
cracks on the mat as we observed.

.u { [C -

J. T. Chen, Geotechnical Engineer
Structural and Geotechnical

Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering

cc: R. Vollmer4

D. Crutchfield
J. Scinto

,

S. Turk
G. Lear
L. Heller
J. Ma
J. Wilson

s.

9
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Geotechnical Engineering Evaluation

of Concrete Cracking in the Basemat

Waterford No. 3

John T. Chen, Geotechnical Engineer

1. INTRODUCTION
i

The safety class structures at Waterford are supported on a contin-

uous mat 270 feet wide, 380 feet long and 12 feet thick. The

concrete mat was poured in 28 separate blocks from Dec.1975 to May

1976. Each block had a thickness about 12 feet and an area which

varied from 2000 to 5000 square feet. The construction of the

superstructure was started in May 1977 with all concrete work

completed in Dec. 1980.

In July 1977, a number of east-west oriented cracks were discovered

at the top of the mat within the ringwall for the containment

I structure (Ref. 3 & 4). Weeping water was reported to be low and

just enough to show the cracks and to moisten surrounding concrete.+

Epoxy grout was used to seal all the observed cracks in the mat

inside the ringwall.

InMay1983,newcracks(notreportedin1977)andaccompanying

weeping water were discovered in the base mat outside the contain-

mentstructure(Ref.3). Some of those cracks were found to extend

to vertical walls and to extend up those walls by an NRC inves-

tigationteam(Lear,Ma,JengandChen)inMarch,1984
,

:
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This evaluation of the geotechnical engineering related causes

which may have contributed to_the observed cracking presents

foundation conditions and anticipated future behavior of the mat

and was based on the review of the referenced documents, field

observation, and neetings held with the applicant on March 23 and

27, 1984 Other possible causes of the observed cracks are

discussed elsewhere (Ref. 8). The subsurface conditions and

significant soil characteristics were presented in the Waterford

SER Section 2.5.4.1. The construction sequence was presented in

SER Section 2.5.4.2.

:

j 2. EVALUATION

'

The plant, as stated in Reference 1, was designed to give a net

reduction, by about 200 psf, of the applied effective soil loading

at foundation level (El.-48 ft.). Before construction began, the

initial effective overburden pressure at foundation level was 3300
,

psf; after construction was completed the final effective static

loading of the plant and backfill was 3100 psf. Therefore, the

5 future settlement of the completed plant should be negligible. The

ultimate bearing capacity was calculated to be.15,000 psf, thus, t

there is no potential for bearing type failure and the bearing

capacity is adequate.

During construction, the insitu vertical stresses were controlled

by lowering the groundwater level simultaneously with the,
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excavation of soils. The lowering of the groundwater level would

give an increase in effective overburden pressure which compensated

for the soil removed, t.ater, as structural loads were applied, the

groundwater level was raised to reduce the effective overburden2

pressure and compensate for the structural loading. By this tech-

nique, the total and differential settlement of the foundation soil

would be reduced and its effects on structures would be minimized.
4

The construction procedures are generally sound. However, the

control of insitu vertical effective stresses and groundwater

; levels was quite difficult because the subsurface soil conditions

j were somewhat different than anticipated. Numerous construction

difficulties, encountered during construction, may have caused some

differential settlements which may have contributed directly or

indirectly to the observed cracking of the foundation mat; those

difficulties encountered during construction included:

(a) Dewatering:

| As discussed in Waterford SER Section 2.5.4.2 (Ref. 1), the
i
! tips of the dewatering wells were located at El. -40 ft., in

the recent alluvium stratum, for shallow wells and at El. -95

f t., in the silty sand layer, for deep wells. The silty sand

layer is an identified aquifer at the site. Because of the

very low permeability of the upper Pleistocene clay, all the

wells did not completely lower the groundwater level in the

4
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foundation soils to below El. -48, as evidenced by some of the

piezometric readings (Ref. 6). Locally, those high

groundwater conditions appear to have caused soil disturbance,

mud spurt, standing water in some area of the excavation and

difficulties in compaction of the shell blanket (Ref. 5).

(b) Variable foundation soil conditions:

The foundation mat was founded at elevation-47 on the upper

Pleistocene clay. These clays were considered to be fairly

uniform and over-consolidated in the design and construction

-of the mat (Ref. 1 & 7). However, within the boundary of the

foundation mat, the permeability and the compressibility of

the clay layer varied significantly from one location to
'

another as evidenced by the results of the piezometric and

heavemonitoringduringconstruction(Ref.6). The measured

j heave at various locations was 2.to 4 times the anticipated
i maximum heave used in the mat design; this indicates that the

differential settlements of the mat during construction would

i be greater than anticipated and the induced stresses might be

significant enough to cause concrete cracking.
i-

(c) Variable degrees of compaction in the six clam shell filter
,

strips:
,

The compaction procedures, using a vibratory roller for 10-
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passes, were selected based on the results of a test fill

program (Ref. 1 & 5). However, due to the variability of the

supporting soil and groundwater conditions, despite occasional

greater effort up to 40 passes, the degree of compaction

achieved in these shell filter strips varied widely, from 80

to 98 percent (Ref. 5). . Compaction of fill (shells) over a

spongy subgrade is more' difficult than over a solid subgrade.

Filter strip number 1, 97.5 feet long and 270 feet wide, was

compacted to an average of 95 percent. Filter strip number 2,

58.5 feet long and located immediately north of strip number

1, was compacted to an average of 80 percent. Shell filter

was placed in standing water in the west half of strip number

2. A mud spurt area of about 120 sq. ft. occurred in strip

number 2 during compaction. Filter strip number 4, 48.5 feet
! long, was compacted to 98 percent. All filter strips wer to
I be 1 foot in thickness.

,

These variable degrees of shell compaction reflect the condi-
!

| tion and consolidation of the underlying foundation soils

indicating that the subgrade moduli varied among these strips.f

Settlements of the mat due to uniform structural loads would

be expected to vary accordingly; strip number 2 would be

expected to settle more than strip number 1 while strip number

4 would settle less. The resulting differential settlement

may have induced bending stresses in the mat and caused

!
1
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east-west oriented cracking in the newly placed foundation

mat. Subsequently, differential settlements would be
i

experienced by' the superstructure founded over different

strips with variable soil properties and rates of

consolidation.

(d) Foundation mat construction sequence:

As stated above, from December 1975 to May 1976 the foundation
,

mat was constructed in 28 blocks with a thickness of 12 feet
* and an area which varied from 2000 to 5000 square feet. The

load on the subgrade due to pouring of the first block of

concrete caused a measured settlement about 3/4 of an inch

and, later, some additional consolidation settlement (Ref. 6 &

7). After the second and third blocks were poured adjacent to

the first block, differential settlements between the top of

the completed blocks were observed. This type of. settlement

pattern occurred for all later constructed blocks. Tnese
_

differential settlements may have induced some residual

stresses in the concrete. If the residual stresses were large

enough, they may have caused concrete cracking or.may have

- caused preexisting cracks to expand further..

J,

'
~

(e) Significant hydrostatic pressure change:

During the construction of the concrete mat and superstruc-
x

tures, the groundwater levels were changed significantly three
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times, ranging from 20 to 30 feet (Ref. 6). These changes in

hydrostatic pressure changed the effective stresses in the |

foundation soils and caused movements of the foundation soils

and the concrete mat. Because of the non-uniform nature of

the foundation soils, differential movements within the mat

would be expected. These differential movements may have

induced stresses in the concrete when it was still in the

process of curing, contributing to the concrete cracking.

The plant foundation design, the " compensated" foundation concept,

is a sound one. The cracks which may have been initiated due to

thermal stresses or shrinkage (Ref. 8), in the foundation mat

appear to have been affected significantly by the differential

settlements experienced and, to a lesser degree, by superstructure

loads as they were applied during construction. The differential

settlements were caused mainly by the variable soil conditions,

high groundwater levels, variable compaction of the shell filter

strips, and foundation mat construction sequence. The hydrostatic

( pressure changes, affecting the effective stress state in
|

|
supporting soils, may have aggravated the growth of the cracks

I
' after the mat was completed.

| The applicant perfonned a detailed soil-structure interaction
L

| analysis to evaluate the effects of changes in the values of the

subgrade modulus used in the design of the concrete mat (Ref. 2 8
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7). However, those difficulties encountered during construction

and mentioned above have not been considered in the applicant's

analysis. To evaluate the potential for future cracking, the

effects of differential settlements during construction should be

determined so that the current state of stresses in the base mat

can be better assessed. The soil shear moduli to be used in such

an analysis should reflect more closely the soil conditions that

existed during construction, when the foundation soil was in the

process of being consolidated.
.

The future settlement is expected to be negligible because of the

" compensated" foundation design. The results of the current

settlement monitoring program show that the overall settlement of

the mat has been essentially stable since 1979, with some minor

movements (about i inch) due to seasonal groundwater level

fluctuations (Ref. 6). The cracks reported in 1983 and vertical

wall cracks discovered in 1984 seem to indicate that movements of

the foundation mat and growth of cracks are continuing. The
I

current settlement monitoring program reveals .that the mat moves in

conjunction with fluctuation of groundwater levels. Unfortunately,

the scope and accuracy of the current monitoring program are not '

sufficient to provide accurate information to assess and relate the

actual differential settlements to the growths of the cracks in the

mat. Sensitive measurements are essential to determine this

relationship.
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The scope of the applicant's current monitoring program should be

expanded to collect more useful and accurate information about the

differential settlements in the mat and about the precise growth of

all prominent cracks. More accurate differential settlement

monitoring can be achieved by installing additional monitoring

points on the mat with increased monitoring accuracy. The added

points can be located on the outside walls of the mat. The crack

monitoring program should provide information about the development

of new cracks a'nd the propagation of the cracks, particularly those

cracks that extend to the vertical walls.

3. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Based on the information reviewed, it is concluded that:

(a) The plant foundation design, the " compensated' foundation

| concept, is sound and acceptable. The soil bearing capacity

is adequate and the future settlement should be negligible.

!
l (b) The east-west oriented cracks in the foundation mat and

structural walls may have been caused or further aggravated by

differential settlements that occurred mainly during

construction.

(c) These differential settlements resulted kom complicated soil ~

conditions, high groundwater levels, variable compaction of

| shell filter strips and foundation' mat construction sequence.
|
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(d) Movements of the foundation mat, probably less than an inch,

as the mat rises and falls in conjunction with seasonal

groundwater _ level fluctuation, will continue. In addition the

cracks may be expected to continue.

(e) |A more refined analysis using the soil conditions disclosed

during construction should be performed to determine the

effects of past and future differential settlement on the

potential for cracking of the concrete mat.

(f) In order to better examine and evaluate differential

settlement and possible cracking of the foundation mat, it is

recommended that the currently proposed monitoring program be

expanded to enable more accurate measurements of differential

: settlements and crack growths. All prominent cracks should be

| mapped and included in the monitoring program.

1

e
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TELEPHONE (708) a53 4tDO

ROBERT * E. PHILL.EO. P.E.
CONSULTwee ENefMEEf4

7430 ANNANWOOD COURT i

ANNANDALE. VIRGINIA 22003

November 10, 1984 i

:

)
i

.

Mr. Dennis Crutchfield
Assistant Director for Safety Assessment
Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation'

'United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
.

Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Crutchfield

As requested by Bob Shewmaker, I have reviewed in some detail the.

report entitled " Nondestructive Test Evaluation of Basemat Concrete,
i Waterford No. 3, Louisiana Power and Light Company" by Muenow and
! Associates, Inc.
|

There is no accepted standard for pulse echo testing although
several organizations are working on the technique and having
considerable difficulty in obtaining meaningful and reproducible results.
Muenow has what is, essentially, a proprietary technique which no one else
has been able to duplicate or totally comprehend. The approach is based
on sound physical principles. If taken at face value, his technique has
overcome the experimental difficulties of distinguishing between the
desired pulse and spurious pulses and of transducer ringing. The prcblem
of spurious pulses is dealt with in paragraph 6 on page 31 where,
apparently, all pulses except the one which the operator believes is the
correct one are prevented from interfering with the operation. One can
only wonder if sometimes the pertinent pulse is likewise excluded. The

| Problem of ringing is recognized in paragraph 7 on page 23, but the
| solution is not clear because in the same sentence it is stated that the

transducers were placed both closer together and farther apart in order
to overcome the problem. One of the dimensions may be in error.

Nevertheless, on several occasions Buenow's findings have been
verified by drilling cores and examining subsurface concrete. These
findings have given his technique a certain credibility.

-It is very difficult to reach the conclusions given in the report
h ths. data (given in the esport. The difficulties are documented in
the etthchdd ocumshts'.- Tither the engineering judgment required to
laterpret the data belongs to Nuenow alone, or the report does not

'provide all the data. It appears as though he did not expect anyone to
critically awamine the report.
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As a result of reading this report I beli' eve we know with confidence
little more than we knew before receiving the report. However, even if
all the conclusions are accepted, there is nothing to cause concern about
the structural performance of the basemat. All the cracks are found to
be nearly vertical and are probably the result of thermal stresses formed
during cooling of the concrete after the early hydration of the gement.
There is no evidence of shear cracks resulting from unusual loading
conditions or adverse foundation support.

I hope this evaluation is of value to you. I will be happy to
discuss the matter further in whatever detail you desire.

Sincerely yours,

Robert E. Philleo

enc 1.

cc: Richard A. Lofy

|
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DETAILED COMMENTS ON

Nondestructive Test Evaluation of Base Mat Concrete
Waterford No.3, Louisiana Power and Light Co. ;

|
by,

! Huenow and Associates, Inc.

Robert E. Philleo,

| Consulting Engineer
!

I In spite of its bulk, the report is incomplete or poorly explained
in many places so that it is difficult to justify some of the conclusions
which are reached. The following specific items are noted:

1. On page 10 it is stated that the average transit time is 71.2.
microseconds per foot, rounded to 71. Throughout the report a value of
about 75 apparently has been used to reduce the data.

| 2. The data sheets for the 45-degree transducer show a row of figures
' across the top which purport to be the microseconds to a crack along -

the surface of the basemat. The test locations are 12 inches apart, but
these figures are obviously based on an 18-inch interval, which is the
spacing of the test lines. All these figures appear to be in error.

3. The significance of the readings of 0 in the 45-degree tables is not
explained. Sometimes they seem to be north-to-south readings where no
response was received, and sometimes they seem to be south-to-north
readings which were never run.

4. The asterisks on the'45-degree data sheets are not explained.
|

| 5. Although' there were some readings taken in the south-to-north
direction, the data have not been reduced in the report; and there is no
comment as to how well the results agreed with the north-to-south
readings. I checked the 7-foot test on Line No. 5 for Crack A, where a
transit time of 700 microseconds is shown for the north-to-south

! direction and 990 microseconds for the south-to-north direction. I agree
with the angle of 3.47 degrees shown in the report for the N-S direction
(assuming a transit time of 75 microseconds per foot), but I get a value
of 13.89 degrees for the S-N direction. This particular disagreement may
be resolved by the fact that the second path intersects the crack at a
lower elevation than the first, but the report is silent on this whole
issue.

6. The manner in which engineering judgment was applied in drawing crack
profiles based on the 45-degree data is not explained. _The computer
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plotted all the points, including values of zero where apparently no
oignal was received. Crack lines were drawn from the surface until a
value of zero was approached. Non-zero values it lower elevations are |

| dismissed as random reflections. |

| |

7.'On the 60-degree transducer data sheets all *Le data have been
'

massaged so that the value for every test is given as though the test
location were 105 feet from the center-line of the mat rather than its
actual distance. This is unfortunate. It deprives the reader of a look
at the actual data, and it renders impossible an opportunity to compute
the average transit time at the actual test location instead of having to
use an average value measured on another portion of the basemat.

8. On the 60-degree data sheets there are some entries where distances
cre shown but not transit times. These are not explained.

9. There is nothing on the 60-degree data sheets to justify the manner in which
cracks have Jbeen drawn, where the drawings include discontinuous
cegments. For example, the drawings for crack No. 6 show discontnuities,

i in the crack, as indicated by dashed lines at test locations 65, 70, 77,
' 70e, and 75e in the plan drawing and at locations 60e, 65e, 70e, and 75e
, in the profile drawings. Presumably a discontinuity is detected when a
I signal fails to reflect and, therefore, fails to be detected by the

receiving transducer. All the test points in the above-referenced lines-,
however, demonstrate a complete set of signal-return data with no ,

enamolies in the reported data.

10. On page 32 it is stated in paragraph 7 that frequency and attenuation
measurements are used to correlate continuous and/or noncontinuous
reflecting surfaces. No frequency or attenuation data are given in the
report. It is impossible for a Teader of the report to evaluate the
manner in which the author dealt with this matter.

11. To note a very minor point, the horizontal scale is in error in Drawing
No. 2. It should be 1.5mm = 1 ft rather than 15mm = Ift.

.

|
|

'

,

I

;
'
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of

LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY Docket No. 50-382
)

(Waterford Steam Electric Station, )
Unit 3)

AFFIDAVIT OF MORRIS REICH,
CHARLES A. MILLER, AND CARL J. COSTANTINO

Q.1. Please state your names, titles and by whom you are employed.

A.1(a). My name is Morris Reich. I am employed as Head of the

Structural Analysis Division, Department of Nuclear Energy, Brookhaven

National Laboratory, Upton, NY. A statement of my professional
.

qualifications has been provided on the record of this matter.

A.2(b). My name is Charles A. Miller. I am employed as Professor
~

'

| of Civil Engineering and Director of the Materials Testing Laboratory,

( Department of Civil Engineering, The City College of the City University

of New York. A statement of my professional qualifications has been

provided on the record of this matter.

A.3(c). My name is Carl J. Costantino. I am employed as Professor

of Civil Engineering and Director of the Soil Mechanics Laboratory,

| Department of Civil Engineering, The City College of the City University

of New York. A statement of my professional qualifications has been

provided on the record of this matter.

,
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Q.2.- What is the purpose of this affidavit?

A.2. The purpose of this affid,avit is to provide a summary of

our additional evaluation and conclusions as to the safety significance

of 'the concrete cracking that has been observed in the foundation base

mat at Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3 since our affidavit of

August 7, 1984.

Q.3. Please describe your involvement with these issues.

A.3. The Structural Analysis Division of the Department of

Nuclear Energy, Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), was requested by

the NRC Staff to review various design issues related to the Waterford

foundation base mat and to provide its conclusions as to the adequacy and

structural integrity of the base mat. BNL's efforts were directed by

Dr. Morris Reich and received technical assistance from Drs. Costantino

and Miller, whose services were provided under contract to BNL. The

other members of the BNL team were A. J. Philippacopoulos, S. K. Sharma

and P. C. Wang; the professional qualifications of these individuals have |

been provided on the record of this matter.

Our involvement with these issues comenced in March 1984

and has continued to the present. Since our affidavit August 7, 1984, we

met and consulted with members of the NRC Staff on numerous occasions;

reviewed the final NDT and structual evaluation reports-prepared by the

Applicant's consultant, Muenow and Associates, Inc., and its-

architect-engineer, EBASC0; met with and obtained further information
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. from the Applicant, Mr. Muenow and EBASC0; performed additional

in'ependent calculations and conducted tests of beam specimens designedd

to simulate the structural response of the cracked base mat of

Waterford. In addition, we have reviewed and comented on the separate

views of two members of the NRC staff, Drs. John Ma and John Chen.

On July 18, 1984, we issued a report which provided a,

detailed description of our analyses and conclusions concerning the

Waterford foundation base mat, entitled " Review of Waterford III Base Mat

|
Analysis" ("BNL Report"); on information and belief, this report was

provided to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board on July 25, 1984.,

On July 31, 1984, following the issuance of the BNL Report,

we traveled to the Waterford site to meet with the Applicant and its

consultant, Muenow Associates, which had been conducting non-destructive

testing of the foundation base mat, and received an explanation of the
!

preliminary NDT results as represented to us by the Applicant and Muenowi

Associates. We then prepared an " Addendum" to the BNL Report of July 18,,

1984, which provides further information and confirms the initial

conclusions presented in the BNL Report. This Addendum was dated August
i

3, 1984. and was provided to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board

on August 7, 1984. Based on our activities since the preparation of our

August 3,1984 Addendum, we have now prepared Addendum 2 to our July 18,
,

1984 report. Addendum 2, dated necember 14, 1984 is attached to thei

Affidavit as Attachment 1.
;

1
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Q.4. Does the BNL Report dated July 18, 1984, as supplemented

~by the Addenda dated August 3, 1984 and December 14, 1984, provide a true

and accurate representation of your views concerning the adequacy and

structural integrity of the Waterford foundation base mat?

A.4. Yes.

Q.5. What is your conclusion relative to the adequacy and

structural integrity of the Waterford foundation base mat?

A.S. Based upon the analysis which we have conducted and the

information provided by the Applicant, its consultants, and EBASCO, it is

our conclusion that the safety margins in the design of the mat are

adequate, and that the concrete cracks in the base mat, as well as the

cracks in certain vertical walls standing on the base mat, do not present

a significant issue affecting the safety of the Waterford facility. We *

have, however, previously recommended that certain detailed confirmatory

calculations be performed, although we do not anticipate that these

analyses will lead to any substantially different results, and we have

recommended that a surveillance program be initiated to monitor the

cracks. Our recommendations in this regard are unchanged at this time.

Detailed explanations of the bases for these conclusions may be found in

1
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tism SK Report of July 18, 1984 and the Addenda of August 3.1984 and

Bucumber 14 ,1984. |2 ,_ _ . . __
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ADDENDUM N0. 2 TO THE

REVIEW 0F WATERFORD III BASEMAT ANALYSIS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This addendum is intended to summarize the principle BNL activities
associated with the Waterford III basemat safety evaluation since the
issuance of the previous addendum early in August 1984. The topics
discussed in this report are as follows:

1) Non-Destructive Test Programs,

,

2) EBASC0/LPL responses to these findings.

3) Preliminary experimental results obtained for comparison
of strength and stiffness characteristics of uncracked
and pre: racked reinforced concrete beam members.

'
a

4) Analytical assessment of influence of basemat cracks on
superstructure floor response spectra and force resultants.

5) BNL's Review of Affidavit of John S. Ma Entitled "Waterford Unit
3 Basemat" included as Appendix F.

6) BNL's Review of "Geotechnical Engineering Evaluation of Concrete
Cracking in the Basemat Waterford Unit 3" included as Appendix G.

The results of our reevaluation remain essentially unchanged; namely, that
the basemat is adequate to perform its intended function. The suggested
confirmatory analyses are still recommended with the exception that item
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I
~ I(v) of e on page 27 of the original BNL report has already been resolved

by the NDT program.

During this review it was noted that Conclusion (c) item (ii) (page
26) of the July 18, 1984 BNL report does not completely reflect the
content of the report. This conclusion appeared in an earlier draft of
the report and was not modified as additional work was done. The cause of
cracking is clearly stated in the Abstract and on page 11 of the report.
This conclusion should more appropriately be stated as follows:

(ii) The observed cracks developed on the top surface of the mat during
the construction phase and were most probably caused by differential
settlement induced by the dead loads acting alone or by dead loads
acting on the mat already cracked by normal thennal and/or shrinkage
effects.

2.0 REVIEW 0F NDT PROGRAM ,

A non-destructive test program was undertaken by Muenow and
Associates with the objective of defining crack locations in the mat.
This program was reviewed by BNL during a site visit on July 31, 1984 and '

,

the final report was reviewed. Conclusions regarding the NDT
detennination of crack patterns were presented in the BNL addendum to the
Waterford III basemat analysis (dated July 18,1984). Differences between
these crack patterns and those defined in Muenow's final report are first
discussed. An overall assessment of the NDT program is then given.

2.1 COMPARIS0N OF MUENOW AND ASSOC. FINAL REPORT WITH PRELIMINARY RESULTS

As mentioned in the previous BNL addendum to the Waterford III
,

basemat analysis, a site visit on July 31, 1984 was made during which the

,
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procedures of the NDT testing program were determined and evaluated, and
preliminary results of the tests were provided. Based upon Mr. Muenow's
presentation at that time, the following characteristics of the b'asemat
were noted:

a) All of the cracks were vertical.

b) The E-W cracks exterior to the shield wall ran from the shield
wall to the side walls. The depths of these cracks varied.in an
undulating manner from several feet (2' to 4') to as much as 9
to 10 feet.

c) Based upon preliminary data, three primary E-W cracks are located
under the RCB. Two of these appear to connect to the E-W cracks
exterior to the shield wall. The specific depth contours of
these cracks are currently unknown, although initial speculation
indicates that they may be similar to those in (b) above.

d) Cracks emanating in a radial direction from the shield wall
are not as deep nor as continuous as the E-W cracks.

e) All of the basemat cracks are tightly closed. This observation
is based upon the measured characteristics of the reflected
signal.

Since.the issuance of the Muenow Final Report late in October 1984, the
only changes in conclusions that have developed are as follows:

a) In the E-W direction, outside the RCB more details on crack
depth have been developed. Cracks J, L, and P (see Meunow
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Report for location) on the west side, and Fe, Le and Ke on the
east side are almost uniformly deep with the cracks extending

approximately to the bottom steel. The remaining crack's vary
in depth as previously described.

b) While two cracks under the RCB were originally identified by
Muenow as connecting to the external RCB cracks, it appears that
seven major cracks exist under the RCB with 3 of these matching
the three deep external cracks, (5 matches J and Fe, 7 matches L
and Le, and 1 matches P and Ke). Of the remaining four, three
appear to match the shallow external cracks, while one crack

(No.~ 3) teminates under the RCB.

It should be noted that all other conclusions presented in the

original BNL Addendum remain unchanged.

2.2 BNL Assessment of NDT Program

As mentioned above, the BNL assessment of the NDT program was reached by
,

considering three separate sources, namely, a site visit conducted on July
31, 1984, a detailed review of the Final Report provided by Muenow &
Associates on tne entire program late in October 1984 and a technical

meeting in Bethesda on November 2, 1984. During the site visit, the
procedures utilized by Mr. Muenow to examine the basemat and sidewall

crack were determined and evaluated.

At the time of the site visit, the testing program had essentially been
completed for the investigation of basemat cracks outside of the shield
wall, while the investigation of cracks under the RCB was still in

| progress. In addition, the investigation of the side wall cracks had not
as yet been undertaken. At that time, Mr. Muenow presented his
interpretation of results obtained to date, as well as a detailed
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description of his procedures. Based on this visit, an assessment of the
NDT program can be presented as follows.

(a) In general, the procedures employed by Muenow &. Associates measure

the time-of-arrival of a wave. reflected off a discontinuity in the
concrete. This wave is generated by a small spring-loaded hammer
applying an impact to the surface of the basemat. For a single
impact, a transducer located at a known location with respect to the

hammer is focused in a restricted (but known) direction and measures
the arrival time. Knowledge of the arrival time and focusing
direction leads to the determination of the location of the
discontinuity. In addition, by restricting the viewing time of the

sensor, only the reflection from the discontinuity being mapped can
be recorded. From a series of impacts at different locations,

,

information on the extent (length, depth and orientation) of the
crack can be obtained.

(b) For those cracks visible on the mat surface, external to the shield
wall, the NDT procedures utilized a 45* receiving transducer as well
as measurements made on both sides of the crack. By starting close
to the crack and making measurements at intervals away from the
crack on either side, information on arrival times of the reflected

wave, and viewing time of the sensor are good. It is our opinion

that this procedure can yield reliable information on the crack
patterns (i.e. depth, orientation and length) external to the RCB.

(c) It should be noted that the procedures used are based upon recording
and viewing only the low frequency content of the reflected waves.
Therefore, any discontinuity-smaller than 10 to 20 inches cannot'be
observed in this study. This cutoff frequency of the program can be
controlled to some degree by the operator, if desired. Thus,
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i reflections from single reinforcing bars do not interfere with the
crack measurements. However, the layers of closely spaced rebars at

the bottom of the slab result in measurable reflections. Da'ta at
these depths are therefore judged to be less reliable.

4

|
(d) 'Since the procedures utilized to investigate the depth of the

sidewall cracks was similar to those employed to investigate the
basemat cracks external to the RCB (that is, starting close to a.

known surface crack and marching out in both directions), the-

) conclusions of this investigation should also be reliable.
}

(e) For measurements underneath the RCB the measurement procedure is
different. Specifically, a 60' transducer sensor is utilized to pick

! up reflected waves that must traverse the distance from the sensor

| located outside of the RCB to the crack and back. Considering that

|- the RCB diameter is approximately 150', it is obvious that the wave
must reflect many times from the top and bottom surface (which may

| not be perfectly level) of the mat before reaching the sensor.

I Thus, in our opinion, these cracks measured by this procedure are
! less accurate than those external to the RCB.

A report describing the results of the NDT program was published by
Muenow in October 1984. BNL reviewed this report and had the following

comments:

-(a) The report contained the new data and sketches showing the "likely"
crack patterns. The method by which the "likely" crack patterns were
deduced from the new data was not clearly presented. For example,
the cracks in the report were mapped with solid and dashed lines.
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(b) The report did not contain summaries showing the crack depth
variation along the various cracks. BNL has prepared such summaries
based on the data in the report.

(c) It is not clear what the accuracy of the measurements is for the 60
sensors used to measure the cracks under the RCB.

(d) The discussion pertaining to the detection and measuring techniques
was incomplete.

A meeting was held on November 2,1984 at which time the above issues
were discussed. During this meeting a request was made that the applicant

; prepare "best estimate" and " worst possible" crack maps showing both

|
location and depth. Crack maps were subsequently provided, but there were
some inconsistencies between these maps and the data in the report.

During the November 2 meeting, Mr. Muenow discussed the accuracy in
both the 60 sensor data and the crack width measurements. He stated that
the accuracy of the 60* data was 1.5 feet horizontal and 2 feet
vertical. Mr. Muenow also described his method for estimating crack
width; he reiterated his conclusion that based on his experience, the
0.007 inch crack width measurements given in his report for Waterford had
an accuracy of 20%.

In view of the many reflections which occur in the 60' data it was
requested that some additional measurement be undertaken to insure that the fill
concrete was not bonded to the mat (so the sonic pulse reflected between
the top and bottom surfaces of the mat and did not propagate into the fill
concrete). Mr. Nuenow took some measuremer.ts where he shot downward from
around the top of the fill concrete to the fill concrete-basemat

interface around the annulus. From this data Mr. Nuenow concluded that
" sufficient non bonding exists at the mat-fill concrete interface to
preclude sonic energy from entering and reflecting the fill concrete
interior."
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It should be realized that the definition of a crack from the NDT.

data involves the interpretation o' several sets of data. For each sensor

location,-a range to a point on the crack is determined based on the
measured time delay between the origination of the pulse and the arrival
time at the sensor. The crack location is then defined by connecting a
series of such points. Muenow uses some judgement in this process. While
this procedure is not well defined in the NDT repart, discussions with
Muenow have led BNL to conclude that his definition for crack location
outside the RCB is reliable. .

The report review and subsequent meetings basically confirm the five
concusions of Section 2.2 which were based on our visit to the site. BNL
has reasonable confidence in the crack definitions (depth,
orientation and length) to the side of the RCB, but much less confidence
in the crack definition below the RCB. Prudent engineering would be to
assume that the cracks under the RCB are uniformly deep and that three of
these line up with the known deep cracks outside the RCB.

i

'
3.0 Assessment of EBASCO Evaluation of NDT Results

.

In light of the ultrasonic test results generated by Muenow and
Associates, BNL requested that EBASCO evaluate the structural significance,

of the reported cracks. As a consequence, EBASCO issued a report entitled
" Louisiana Power and Light Company Waterford Steam Electric Station Unit
No. 3, Summary Evaluation Structural Significance of Basemat
Nondestructive Testing Results". This report was issued on October 25,

,

1
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1984.. It was reviewed by BNL and specific comments sent to NRC are listed
below:

a) In Section 4.1, families of cracks are' identified and are said to be

interconnected. Identify all interconnected cracks and reference
them to figures (i.e., Drawing No. 7, etc.) shown in the non-
destructive testing report.

~

b) In the text of EBASCO Report and in the tables, it is indicated that
some of the deeper crack lengths are not made up from continuous
cracks going from the top towards the bottom, but rather are the

! results of upper cracks that have interconnected with lower cracks.
Since this is difficult to detemine from the data in the
non-destructive testing report, the contentions made in the report
with respect to crack " link up" should be clearly identified with
specific data for each case.

c) The use of averaging presented in the EBASCO Report must be discussed

and clarified. As an example, in Table 1. family V contains crack "p"
which is shown to have a maximum depth of 10 feet, whereas the family
average is calculated to be only 4 feet. Furthennore, as stated in,

4.1.1 the average depth crack is 3' - 6'. This figure is obtained by
j averaging the average depth of families I, II, V, VI, Ie, and IIe.

This seems to be an average of the averages of the averages (i.e.,
the first average corresponds to the average crack depth of'the line,
the second to the average crack depth of-the family and third, to the
average crack depth of the families). A full discussion of this
technique and the basis for its use must be provided.

d) Discuss and clarify how family spacings given in Tables 1 and 2 were
determined..
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e) In Section 4.1.1, it is stated that the top crack depth decreases as
the distance from the E-W centerline increases. This does not seem
to be consistent with some of the data presented in the
non-destructive test report. This conclusion seems to come about
because of the averaging schemes between families mentioned

previously and should be discussed in the context of question (c).

f) Discuss how the EBASCO crack width field measurements were made.

g) With respect to Item 3 of Section 6.0, discuss how through cracks
that run from top to bottom were differentiated from through cracks
that were fomed by the' joining of two separate cracks, one
originating at the top and one at the bottom of the slab.

h) Item 4 of Section 6.0 states that the " stress condition of the top of
the basemat has become compression since the occurrence of the
original cracking". If the stresses have changed from tensile to
compressive since the cracks have occurred, the conclusion drawn in

Item 5 that the rebar stresses were small when the cracks occurred
must be justified.

1) A statement is made en Page 10 that "when reversal of stresses occur
and a previously cracked tension zone becomes subjected to
compressive forces, the cracks close ... provided that the
reinforcing steel did not previously exceed the yield strength".

| Explain what would preclude cracks from closing even if the steel had
yielded. This would seem to be possible especially when the
reinforcement ratio is as small as in the top of the basemat.

|

|
j) A statement is made on Page 10 that the cracking of the mat due to

'

negative bending moment increases the capacity of the mat to carry

| A-160
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positive moments. It is likely that the negative moment was relieved-
when cracking occurred. If this occurred the conclusion would not be
true. In-addition the cracking certainly would not enhance the shear
capacity of the mat. Discuss this question and provide a basis for
the above statements.

'EBASCO's views on each of these items plus some others pertaining to slip
resistance, and shear considerations were discussed at a meeting held in
Bethesda, MD on November 2, 1984. As a consequence of th? discussions,
EBASCO agreed that the idea of averaging families was not applicable for
assessing the adequacy of the mat. The grouping by families was only

_

intended to present an overview of the mat cracking. They also said they
would provide a plan view of mat which would show the connectivity of all
measured cracks internal and external to the RCB. EBASCO also discussed

the method used in 1977 to obtain crack width measurements for cracks
internal to the RCB. EBASCO stated that these cracks were found to vary
from 0.002 inches to 0.005 inches measured with an optical comparator.

With respect to BNL item [3.0 (1) EBASCO agreed that the steel may have.

yielded before the closing of the crack. Similarly, with respect to item
(j), EBASCO acceded that the scenario raised by BNL is a valid one.
Finally, EBASCO agreed that they would enlarge Section 6 of their report
which deals with the significance of the cracks and their effects on the
structural integrity of the mat. Specifically, they asserted to consider
shear behavior in the mat especially shear slip along the cracks.

A revised report was made available to BNL on November 7,1984. This
report was reviewed and a meeting pertaining to its contents was held in
Bethirdi,_MD on November 20, 1984.

Essentially, this report contained most of the changes and additions
discussed previously. Among.the new items discussed in this revision is
an evaluation of the shear friction capacity of the mat. Based on
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calculations presented by EBASCO, the shear capacity of that is 1.9 times
the shear demand. This computation of shear friction capacity does not I

'

take into acount compressive forces in the mat due to lateral soil and
-water. pressures acting on the side walls. These compressive forces would

'further increase the '' shear friction capacity."

Another new item addressed in this addendum concerns shear deformation
(slip) across a joint during an earthquake.. With regards to this topic,
EBASCO refers to tests that were conducted at Cornell * to evaluate slip
due to. shear forces along a cracked surface. A large number of tests were
run, varying crack width, shear stress. applied to the crack and clamping
force across the crack. .One conclusion of their study is that the slip
was less than 0.01 inches for 25 cycles 180 psi shear stress when the
clamping-stress was less than 20% of the shear stress (36 psi). The crack

' width was 0.01 inches.

In reviewing the Cornell data, BNL' concluded that in every respect the test
conditions are more severe than those in the Waterford basemat. The
cracks. in this basemat are less than 0.007-inches and, according to data

,

supplied by EBASCO in the report, the applied shear stress in the mat is
about 81 psi and the damping force is about 270 psi. Therefore one must

; conclude that the shear slip along cracks in the Waterford basemat will be
less than 0.01 inches. It is difficult to see how this slip could cause a'

significant change in either superstructure member forces or floor
i
! response spectra.
|

|

There were still some further changes, however, requested by BNL in
Chapter 4 of the EBASCO report. These were mostly for clarification
purposes. Nevertheless, EBASCO agreed that these changes would be made.
BNL, however, differed with EBASCO on two major . issues. The first of these
involves the maximum stresses seen by the top reinforcement when flexure-

*J. P. Laible, R. N. White, and P. Lergely, " Experimental Investigation
of Seismic Shear Transfer Across. Crack in Concrete Nuclear Containment
Vessels", ACI SP-53-9, Reinforced Concrete Structures in Seismic Zones,

1977.
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caused the concrete to crack, while the second involves the condition

leading to the cracks. BNL felt that the cracks are a result of positive
bending which occurred during the construction phase. Furthermore, BNL

felt that when cracking occurred the bars were plastically deformed.
EBASCO, on the other hand, felt the cracks were primarily due to thermal
effects and that cracking was never large enough to cause yielding of the
top reinforcements. Both BNL and EBASCO agreed that currently the
loadings are such that the top of the mat is in compression and the cracks
are tightly closed. Furthermore, both agree that the cracks will not
effect the strength of the mat under any of the postulated loadings.

All items p'ertaining to Revision 1 were discussed at the second Bethesda
meeting on November 20, 1984. At this meeting, EBASCO conceeded that the
stress calculations in the top reinforcement would only apply for the
present situation and not to the maximum stresses ever seen by the top
reinforcent steel.

With respect to the causes of the ciacking EBASCO agreed that the
mechanisms mentioned by BNL could be a possible explanation for the the
deep and narrow cracks of the Waterford mat cracks. All of the above is
included in Revision'2 issued by EBASCO on November 27, 1984. BNL nonetheless

still recomends that the additional confirmatory calculations mentioned
on page 27 of the July 18, 1984 BNL report be performed.

:

4.0 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF PRECRACKED BASEMAT

Questions have arisen regarding the effect that the primary cracks
may have upon the strength of the basemat, especially with respect to shear
and mat stiffness. The Cornell tests described in the EBASCO report were
focused on shear wall type elements while the Waterford basemat is a I

flexural member. Thus, an experimental evaluation of the effects of the
basemat crack on the subsequent performance of the mat was perfonned. Twc
beams, having similar reinforcement ratios to the basemat, were tested.. ,
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; One beam was subjected to a negative bending moment producing tensile
,

stresses at the top of beam. The moment was increased until a crack
: occurred. This crack propagated to about the depth of the bottom'

| reinforcement as did the negative moment cracks'in the actual basemat.
'

The' beam was then subjected to a positive bending moment.which was

increased.until the ultimate moment capacity was. reached. The second beam-
'

was only subjected to the. positive bending moment (i.e., it was not
! pre-cracked). The load deflection curves for the two beams are identical.

They indicate that the negative moment crack in the first beam does not

4
affect the ultimate moment capacity of the beam or the stiffness of the

I beam. It is therefore concluded that the cracks in the basemat do not
effect'the capacity or stiffness of the' mat, as suggested in the original

j BNL report. Details of this experiment are contained in Appendix E.
4

; 5.0 INFLUENCE OF BASEMAT CRACKS ON SUPERSTRUCTURE RESPONSE

i

To assess the impact of basemat cracking on the superstructure
response, a simplified but reasonable beam model was analyzed in both the

| cracked and uncracked mode. This beam model, representing a 22' wide '

'

basemat strip running under the RCB in the N-S direction for the entire
~

f mat length, was placed on an elastic soil' foundation with moduli similar '

! tothoseusedintheHarsteadEngineeringAssociates(HEA) calculation.
Masses placed on the beam were also those given in the HEA calculation.

A superstructure model representing the RCB and other' ancillary-
structures was placed on top of.the mat across the cracked zone. This
model had mass and frequency characteristics similar to the structures-inE

[ the RCB. A parametric study was performed changing the frequency
.

characteristics of the superstructure. A comparison of floor response-
spectra and element moments and shears indicates that the cracked mat has

little ~ influence on the resultant responses for both horizontal and -
vertical earthquake inputs. These analyses are described in detail in
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Appeadix D and provide further support for our conclusions regarding the
structural adequacy of the mat.

|

9
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APPENDIX D

EFFECT OF CRACKED BASEMAT ON THE

RESPONSE OF THE SUPERSTRUCTURE

i
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In order to investigate the effect on superstructure floor response

|
spectra due to possible cracking of the basemat, a simplified but reasonable
beam model resting on an elastic foundation together with the superstructure
was analyzed for response to both vertical and horizontal earthquake

excitation.

As shown in Figs. D1 and D2, the model used for the analysis represents a
22 foot wide strip of the basemat running in the N-S directions. The
particular strip is located under the center line of the reactor building.
The total weight on the strip due to the mat, the supported structures, the
equipment, etc. are the same as those used by EBASCO and HEA in their computer

analysis.

With respect to the finite element idealization, fourteen vertical springs
and two horizontal springs were attached to the basemat in order to represent
the soil-foundation interaction. The values for the vertical spring constants
were computed from the HEA imput data given to BNL with the mat analysis

computer results. The horizontal spring constants'on the other hand M!re
cmputed according to the theoretical discussion given in [Ref.1]. The mat
itself was modeled by beam elements 1 to 15, while the superstructure
associated with the reactor and shield buildings as well as the other mat

supported structures was modeled by beam elements 16 to 27. Since an exact

model of the building was not available, representative models of the
superstructure were bsed which have the same mass and similar frequency charac-

teristics. Element 8,near the center of the reactor building, represents the
cracked portion of the mat and,hence, was idealized s,o as not to transmit

shear force.

In order to evaluate differences in response between the cracked and
uncracked mat, two distinct cases involving element 8 were analyzed, namely,
one with normal shear transfer (i.e., the uncracked case) and the other with
an infinitely small shear transfer (i.e., the cracked case). Additionally for
each of the above cases the superstructure modulus of elasticity was varied
from case 1 (sof t) to case 11 (rigid) so that the fixed base frequencies would
encmpass a range of structures in which the actual one would fall.

.
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i The mass-of- the mat section was lumped at the nodes and the specific
'

values per node _ are as shown in Table 0.1. The mass of the superstructure is
-assumed to be distributed along the beam elements with a unit weight of 0.15

3 2kips /ft for-an approximate total of 41.63 kip-sec /ft. The total ness of
the mat strip and all structures was, as previously mentioned, taken from'the I

computer output supplied by HEA. The values of the spring constants are shown
in Table D.2, the beam element properties of the mat are given in Table D.3
and the superstructure beam element properties are tabulated in Table D.4.

.

For the case with the less rigid superstructure (i.e., case 1) the
analysis results are given in'the following figures and tables:

; Table D.5 - Natural frequencies fixed base case; natural
frequencies cracked and uncracked flexible mat
Cases.

1

i Taoie D.6 - Structural response due to horizontal El Centro
earthquake scaled to 0.075 g.:

i,

Figure D.3 - Floor response spectra at node point 36 due to
horizontal earthquake for cracked and uncracked

! ba semats.

Table D.7 - Structural response due to vertical El Centro
| earthquake scaled to 0.05 g.

Figure D.4 - Floor response spectra at node point 33 due to
vertical earthquake for cracked and uncracked
b aser.at.

!
,
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For the case with the more rigid superstructure (i.e., case ii) the
analysis results are given in the following tables and figures:

Table D.8 - Natural frequencies fixed base case; natural
frequencies cracked and uncracked flexible mat
case.

Table D.9 - Structural response due to horizontal El Centro
earthquake scaled to 0.075 g.

Figure D.5 - Floor response spectra at node point 36 due to
horizontal earthquake for cracked and uncracked
basenats.

Table D.10 - Structural rejsponse due to vertical El Centro
earthquake scaled to 0.05 g.

Figure D.6 - Floor response spectra at node point 33 due to
vertical earthquake for cracked and uncracked
basemat.

In reviewing the results of the analyses,the following conclusions may be
drawn:

1) Natural frequency comparisons for the cracked and uncracked
sections for cases i and 11 show negligible differences for-
the first three modes, which are the most important ones
affecting response.

2) Member shear forces show maximum differences equal to approxi-
mately 8% for case i, and 12% for case 11 for the cracked
and uncracked computer runs.
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3) Floor response spectra show negligible differences for
cracked and uncracked results for either cases i or 11.

The above (i.e.,1, 2 and 3) conclusions are true for either horizo.'tal or
vertical earthquake excitations. The results indicate that all respoi.e,es are
not significantly affected in this particular case due to cracking of the

,

b asemat. It should be noted that the cracked model used in the study assumes
no shear transfer across the crack, a most conservative assumption.

,

i

f

h

i

!

>

>

;

i
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.

37 Nodes; Nodes 1 to 14 are fixed; Nodes 15 to 37 move on the X and Y directions
and rotate about the Z axis; Nodes 38 and 39 are fixed.2-

16 Translational springs;
27 Beam elements.

!

@
36 37

.

I @ @
,

@ @ @ @
34 35

31 32 33

9 0 8 0 8

O.@. . @ .. O @ GEQ @ .. @ . @ _ @ ..@R. 38 Y

% b b b k@20be2b22 23bb to
39 .

..
'' ' '

''

2d 26 27 2d 2d 3b
..

15 is' 17 18" 19 24

12 1 33 941
.

j[ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
1" 2 3 4

~

1X

Fig. D.1 Finite Element Model
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TABLE D.1
1

Mass Computation

'

Total Weight W = 582,400 kips |

1 Total Weight Per Foot. y , 582,400 , 2181 kips !
267

I Total Mass Per Foot - M = 67.73 kip-sec2
'

ft
,

'

The mass is distributed as follows:-
! Mass of the foundation mat.
i Concentrated masses at nodes 1 to 30 except for_ nodes 22 and 23.

At nodes 21 to 27 the mass of the foundation mat was increased to
account for the additional weight in the floor of the containment<

j buil di ng.

Node Mass (kips)

I
15 0.91
16 1.481

17 2.06
| 18 2.03

19 1.25.

| 20 1.38
| 21 1.82
| 24 2.36
! 25 2.18

26 1.95,

| 27 2.64
! 28 2.64
! 29 1.81
; 30 0.91
l

! I = 25.42 kips --sec2
,

| ft

!

|

!

l
t

r
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TABLE D.2

Translational Springs Stiffness

- Spri ng No. Stif fness (kip /f t)
.

~

1 4100 ;

~

2 6200
3 7200
4 6400

~ '

5 2700
6 3000
7 2800

-8 4500
9 4700i

i 10 5400
11 8000
12 8000

i 13 6000
i 14 4000

15 11,100 (horizontal spring)
16 11,100 (horizontal spring)-

i

1

l.
}

'!

.

ii

!

,

.

4

I!

|

! |

t
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TABLE D.3

Mat Beam Element Properties

Element No. Area Inertia Length Material No. j
2 4(ft ) (ft ) (ft) '

.

1 12 144 31.75 1

2 12 144 20.5 1

3 12 144 52. 1

4 12 144 20. 1

5 12 144 24. 1
*

6 12 144 24.5 1

7 12. 144 8. 1

8 12 144 4. 1
'

9 12 144 8. 1

10 12 144 37. 1

: 11 12 144 15.5 1-
12 12 144 32. I

13 12 144 32. I
14 12 144 32. I
15 12 144 32. 1

These are uncracked properties. To simulate the cracks,the shear area of
2element 8 is changed to 1 x 10-8ft .

Material 1
;

: E = 521,300 kips /ft2
v = 0.30,

= 0.0 (unit weight)yy
|

i

i

(

l

.

|

|
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[ Table D.4
|-
| Superstructure Beam Element

Element No. Area Inertia Length Material No.
2 4(ft )- (ft ) (ft)

16 10 .55 20 2
17- .10' .55 20 2

18 10 .2.0 20 2
19 10 2.0 20 2

20 10 .55 20 2

.21 10 18, 52.25 2
j 22 10 110.5 96 2

23 10 512. 161 23

; 24 10 33. 64 2
25 10 330. 130 2,

26 10 330. 130 2
27 10 512. 161 2

1

Material No. 2
<

2 3y (kip /ft )Structural Case Ec (kip /ft ) v

i E =8.5 x 106 0.3 0.150c
11 E =8.5 x 107 0.3 0.150c

:

I
4

4

:

'

.

4

'

A~177,
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Table D.5
Case i Natural Frequencies

:

i Structure frequencies -for the fixed base i

I
Mode Frequency (cps) |

I
1 4.775
2 9.956'

3 .44.25
4 45.39
5 45.77'

| 6 62.97
7 82.64,

8 116.3

Frequencies of the foundation-structure systen for both
uncracked and cracked foundation mat -

2

Frequency (cps)
Mode Uncracked Cracked

i

! 1 2.409 2.408*

; 2 3.908 3.793
! 3 4.426 4.356
! 4 6.816 6.804
| 5 7.963 7.312
.

6 8.270 7.999
| 7 8.460 8.292
: 8 10.75 9.764

|
i

|

|
|

i

I
i
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| Table D.6 '

'
(Case 1)!

Structural Response Due to Horizontal Excitation
El Centro 1940 amax = 0.075 g

Maximum Acceleration Node 36
'

Uncracked Cracked

amax = 0.175 g amax = 0.172 g

! t = 2.36 sec t = 2.36 see

Shear (kips)
Member Uncracked Cracked

i

18 1.353 x 104 1.313 x 104
19 1.423 x 104 1.529 x 104
23 9.183 x 103 9.707 x 103
25 1.522 x 104 1.461 x 104
26 1.277 x 104 1.268 x 104

: 27 1.081 x 104 1.061 x 104
I

,

f

i

A-179
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|

~ ,

:
-

! Horizontal Excitation Uncracked
- - - Crackedi

,

*

DRMPING - 0.02i

W .

:
;

|
,.
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~

|

!
'o

'

? ~l
09""

8 _

z
.$ (

g d- , g,

5 \*

t, d m.,
- u.

-

|

| M*O
;

| I

Af \'

9 i .
i
-

; Fv w xo
"

; / " -m _

f
, 8 a--,
! .o -

10'' t& to' 3g
FREQUENCY (CPS)

! . Fig. D.3 Floor Response Spectra at Node 36 (Case 1)
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i Table D.7 /

(Case 1)
'

.

Structural Response Due to Vertical Excitation
El Centro (1940) Vertical Comp. amax = 0.05 g

.

Maximum Acceleration Node 33
.

Uncracked Cracked

amax = 0.079 g amax = 0.078 g

t = 3.32 see t = 3.32 sec

Shear (kips)
Member- Uncracked Cracked

18 7.306 x 103 6.975 x 103
19 7.825 x 103 8.135 x 103
23 6.396 x 103 6.509 x 103

4

i 25 8.493 x 103 8.520 x-103
26 7.438 x 103 7,559 x 103
27 6.325 x 103 6.401 x 103

;

I

4

9

:
i

,

1

1

4

4
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Vertical Excitation Uncracked
--- Cracked

ORMPJNG - 0.02
a,

- - -
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,
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FRCOUENCY (CPS)

Fig. 4 Floor Response Spectra at Node 33 (. Case 1)
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Table D.8
Case ii Natural Frequencies

!

Structure frequencies for the fixed base

Mode Frequency (cps)

1 15.10
2 31.52
3 139.9

i 4 143.5
5 144.7
6 199.1

4.
7 261.3
8 367.7

Frequencies of the foundation-structure system for both
uncracked and cracked foundation net

Frequency (cps)i

Mode Uncracked Cracked
i

1 2.687 2.687
2 4.648 4.576,

3 4.984 4.958
4 8.527 7.342
5 10.18 9.972
6 12.10 10.39
7 14.36 13.19
8 17.23 15.33

1

i

I

,

-

!

i

I

!
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Table D.9

Structural Response Due to Horizontal Excitation

(Case ii)

Maximum Acceleration Node 36

Uncracked Cracked

amax = 0.146 g- amax = 0.146 g'

t = 2.48 see t = 2.48 see

Shear (kips)
Member Uncracked Cracked

i 18 3.705 x 103 3.972 x 103
19 1.113 x 104 1.071 x 104
23 4.006 x 103 4.159 x 103|

1 25 1.312 x 104 1.274 x 104
26 8.130 x 103 7.776 x 103-

; 27 7.899 x 103 7.606 x 103

4

Y

l

! -

:

e

l

*
:

I ,
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--- Cracked be differentiated
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Fig.'S Floor Responses at Node 36 (Case 11)
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Table D.10
(Case 11)

Structural Response Due to Vertical. Excitation '
..
.

Maximum Acceleration Node 33

Uncracked Cracked

amax = 0.085 g amax = 0.085 g

t = 1.16 see t = 1.16 sec

4

i Shear (kips)
Member Uncracked -Cracked

:

18 1.833 x 103 2.047 x 103-

i 19 7.095 x 103 6.928 x 103
1 23 3.620 x'103 3.559 x 103

25 5.771 x 103 5.764 x 103'

26 3.466 x 10J 3.313 x 103>

i 27 3.435 x 103 3.413 x 103
.

4
,

I

i .

4

!

;
-

i
.

i

;

!
c

k
!

{
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Fig. D.6 Floor Response Spectra (Case 11)
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APPENDIX E

EXPERIVENTAL EVALUATION OF PRECRACKED BASEMAT
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INTRODUCTION

The primary cracks in the basemat are oriented in the E-W direction and
are located in the vicinity of the RCB. The cracks originate at the top cf
the mat, are relatively deep and probably are continuous across most of the
na t . It is the opinion of BNL that these cracks were caused by negative
bending ;noments (causing tensile stresses at the top of the mat) which
occurred during construction.

~

When the construction was completed,the bending moments in the vicinity of
these primary cracks because positive, causing compr'essive stresses at the top

of the mat and thereby closing the cracks. It should be noted that all of the
expected load combinations result in positive bending moments in the mat. One

would therefore not expect the cracks to reopen.

Questions have been raised regarding the effect these primary cracks may
have upon the strength of the mat (especially with respect to shear) and the
mat stif fness. An experiment was conducted to assess these effects. Since
the cracks run straight across the mat, it is likely that the effects of
interest are associated with one-way bending of the nat. Beams were therefore
used in the experiment. The beam reinforcenent ratios were similar to the
reinforcement ratios in the slab. Two identical beams were tested. The first .
beam was subjected to a negative bending moment causing a flexural crack
originating at the top of the beam. The beam was then subjected to a positive
bending moment which was increased until the ultimate moment capacity of the
beam was reached. The second beam was not precracked and only subjected to
the positive nement loading. A comparison of the load-deflection curves of
the two beams gives an indication of the effect the initial crack in the first

beam has on the load carrying capacity of the beam and the beam stiffness.

.

A-189
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DESCRIPTION OF TEST

A cross section of the beams is shown in Fig.1(a). The reinforcenent
ratios are

(Top Steel) p' = As' = 0.05 0.00167 i=

bd 6x5

(Bottom Steel) p = As = 2 x 0.11 = 0.00733
bd 6x5

These are similar to the reinforcenent ratios in the basemat. The concrete
had a strength of f ' = 2100 psi when the tests were performed and the steelc

had a yield stress of 60,000 psi.

When this cross section is subjected to a negative bending moment (i.e.,
tensile stresses at top),the neutral axis is located 5.1 inches from the top.
The cracking moment for the section is 12.4 kip inches and the yield moment is
15.5 kip inches..

khen this cross section is subjected to a positive bending moment, the

| neutral axis is located 1.66 inches from the top. The cracking moment is the
same as above (37.1 kip inches). The yield moment is 61.8 kip inches and the
ultimate moment capacity is 63.0 kip inches.

!

The loading shown on Fig.1(b)is used to produce the negative bending
moment. The test setup for this loading is shown on Photo 1. A major crack

developed when the load (P) reached 2.005 kips. This corresponds to a bending
moment of

| M = ~ PL = 2.005 x 34 17.0 kip inches=

4 4

.
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This bending moment is slightly larger than the yield moment of the section.
The crack depths are shown on Photos 2 and 3. On one side of the beam, the
crack depth is about 4 inches (Photo 2) while it is about 5 inches on the
opposite side of the beam. Therefore the crack propagated to almost the depth

of the neutral axis (5.1 inches).

The beam was next subjected to the loading shown in Fig. Ic. The load was
placed off center so that the load was not placed directly over the crack.
The test setup is shown on Photo 4. A 1/2 inch grid was marked on the beam so
that crack development could be followed. The load deflection curve generated
as the loading increased is shown on Fig. 2 as the solid line. The ultimate
load of 7.95 kips corresponds to a moment of 67.4 kip inches which compares
very well with the predicted moment capacity of 63.0 kip inches. The crack

pattern at the peak load is shown on Photo 5. The dashed lines indicate
cracks that formed as the positive bending moment was increased.

The second beam was not precracked but subjected directly to the loadino
shown in Fig. Ic. The load deflection curve is shown as the dashed curve in
Fig. 2. As may be seen,the crack in the one beam had no effect on either the
ultimate load capacity of the beam or its stif fness. The crack pattern in the
second beam is snown on Photo 6 and Photo 7 shows a comparison of the cracks

in both beams. As may be seen, with the exception of the negative moment
crack in the first beam, the crack pattern in the two beams is very similar.

CONCLUSION

The following conclusion may be reached based on these data:

1) When the beam is subjected to a negative bending moment close to the
yield and cracking moment a deep crack occurs which penetrates close
to- the t,ottom steel . This is the type of cracks that have been ob-
seneo in the basemat.
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2) The ultimate capacity of the precracked beam is the same as the
L ultimate _ capacity of the uncracked beam. The capacity is slightly
higher than the predicted strength. One can conclude that cracking
of the mat will not adversely affect the mat strength.

3) The etif fness of the cracked beam is identical to the uncracked
beim stif fness. One would therefore conclude that the basemat
stif fness will not be af fected.by the E-W crack.

; 4) The crack patterns caused by the positive bending moments applied
to the precracked beam is very similar to the crack pattern in the
beam which was not precracked. This also indicates that the nega-
tive moment crack has little effect on the beam when it is subjected
to a' positive moment.-

i

!

;

i
!
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Fig. 1. Test Configuration.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

During the past 8-1/2 months BNL has acted as consultant to NRC and
reviewed the significance of the cracks in the Waterford basemat. The
findings based on this work are presented in Refs. 1, 2 and 6. The

conclusions presented in these reports indicate that the cracks were most
likely caused by loadings developed during the construction stage (dead
loads and soil settlements) and that the cracks should not adversely
affect the capability of the mat to safely perform its intended design
function, provided that the lateral soil / water loao'ngs are sustained.

One NRC staff member, Dr. John S. Ma, has disagreed with these
conclusions, and the basis of his argument is presented in Ref. 3. The

objective of this report is to respond to the critique of the BNL position
raised in Ref. 3. This response is organized by areas of primary
disagreement, namely, the cause of the cracking, the structural adequacy
of the cracked mat to perform its intended function, and soil non
uniformity. For the sake of completeness, a list of detailed comments
pertaining to Ref. 3 is given in section 5.0 of this report.

2.0 CAUSE OF CRACKS

BNL concluded that the primary E-W cracks in the basemat were caused
by positive bending moments (producing tensile stresses at the top of the
mat) which occurred during construction. The critique of Ref. 3 concludes
that this interpretation is not consistent with reported data. In
general, the critique of Ref. 3 concerns itself with postulated behavior
of the slab after construction was completed. The BNL conclusion is that
cracks occurred during construction. Therefore, much of the discussion in
Ref. 3 does not pertain to the loading conditions which existed when the
cracks most likely were formed, that is, during the construction phase.

.

1
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Section IV.2.1 of Ref. 3 disputes the fonnation of cracks during
construction because "... it would require that portion of the mat to bend
into an inverted dish type from an assumed initial fault condition". In

fact, this is precisely the form of the mat displacements measured by
EBASCO during construction (Fig. 2 of Ref. 4). The entire argument in
this section of Ref. 3 is based on assumed deformation patterns shown in
Fig. 1 of Ref. 3. The earliest stage of construction considered is with
the reactor and ring wall completed. Clearly it is not possible to use
this discussion of Ref. 3 to draw conclusions regarding the deflected
shape of the mat which may have existed during construction. In fact, the

construction scenario discussed in the second and third paragraphs of II.4
(Pages 6-7) of Ref. 3 would lead to the inverted dish type displacement
and corresponding positive bending moments discussed in the BNL report.

The applicant did not evaluate basemat bending moments for loadings
which may have existed during construction. BNL reviewed (i.e., pages
4-13 of Ref. 1) the dead load solution and found that the bending moments
were smaller by a factor of approximately 2 than that required to cause
failure. It was argued that the loading induced during construction
combined with thermal and shrinkage cracking could easily have resulted in
sufficiently high bending moments to cause cracking in uncured concrete.
Section IV.2.2 of Ref. 3 critiques this conclusion. The following
comments are made with reference to this critique:

(a) The first paragraph on page 11 of Ref. I clearly states that "while
there is no explicit computation of loading conditions at this point in
the construction of'the facility, the dead load portion of the HEA finite
element analysis provides a reasonable simulation of the actual loading to
permit a conclusion as to the probable cause of the surface cracking".
The entire discussion of IV.2.2 of Ref. 3 assumes that BNL concluded that
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cracking occurred for the dead load case alone. This contradicts
the discussion on page 11 of the BNL report, which states that...

(b) Section IV.2.2 of Ref. 3 discusses specific moments in Table 1, of
'

Ref. 1. The original draft of Ref. 3 had confused the Mx and My moments

of Ref. 1. The My moments are bending moments about an E-W axis and are

therefore associated with cracks in the E-W direction. The moments listed
in Table 1 of Ref. I were taken from the HEA output case for dead load
only using variable soil springs. The data on Fig. 2 of Ref. 3, however,
were taken from an EBASCO computer run for the same load case. It should
be noted that the HEA solution is based on a refined plate element (as
compared to the EBASCO solution) and contains some corrections to the

i applied loadings. A comparison of the two is shown in Fig. 1 of this
report for the region outside the RCB. As may be seen the HEA results
show positive moments over 600 k ft/ft while the Fig. 3 of Ref. 3 shows

| maximum positive moment of about 200 k ft/ft. Since the HEA analysis is

| more current and based upon a better plate element, it must De concluded

| that the HEA results are more correct.

(c) The bending moment diagram shown on Fig. 2 of Ref. 3 shows a maximum

positive bending moment of 200 k-ft/ft. This moment diagram is along an
E-W section taken through the center line of the RCB. If the same

j computer solution from HEA is used but the section is taken 75 feet north
of the RCB center line, then a maximum positive moment of 900 k-ft/ft is
found. If one is to look for bending moments which could cause cracking,

j then all moments in the slab should be considered - not just those at one
!

section as was done in Ref. 3.
!

The reinforcement ratio for the top steel in the mat is very low.
|

| Therefore the neutral axis location for positive bending moments can be
' shown to be rather deep (ten feet deep) once the concrete cracks. Section

|
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IV.2.4 of Ref. 3 suggests that the location of the neutral axis depends on
|

the applied moment, and implies a rather gradual variation of neutral axis )
location as the applied moment varies from the value required to cause the !

concrete to crack to that required to yield the reinforcement. In fact
the neutral axis is close to the center of the cross section until the
concrete cracks and as a slightly higher moment is applied, it jumps to
the " cracked section" location (10 feet deep for this case). It remains
at this level until the reinforcement yields. Any standard reinforced
concrete text substartiates this behavior.

The BNL reports (Ref. I and 2) discuss the observed crack
,

characteristics (length and depth) in the light of the neutral axis
,

location. One would expect crack depth close to the " cracked section"4

neutral axis depth (10 feet). Furthermore, since the neutral axis would
move significantly once the crack formed, one could expect the sudden
motion to cause deeper and longer cracks than for members having more
reinforcement. This behavior can be illustrated with the very data shown
in Fig. 7 of Ref. 3. Before the concrete cracks the tensile load is
distributed between the concrete and steel, with 210 kips carried by the
concrete in tension and 11 kips carried by the top reinforcing steel.
Once the concrete cracks the concrete can no lor.ger carry any tensile load
and the entire 210 kips must be transferred to the steel. There is a
sudden increase in steel load from 11 kips to 221 kips (implying that the
steel stress increases from 3.5 ksi to the yield stress of 60 ksi). T51s
was termed an " abrupt" failure in the BNL report and used to explain
cracks running deeper and of longer length than may have occurred if the
failure would have occurred more gradually. This phenomenon was
experimentally observed in the test described .later in Section 3.0 of this
report. The discussion given in Section IV.2.3 and IV.2.4 of Ref. 3
disagrees with this BNL interpretation but no justification is given to
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explain 'why the interpretation is not correct. It would appear that the
data presented in Fig. 7 of Ref. 3 supports the BNL conta tien

The material of Ref. 3 offers no alternative explanation as to why
the mat is cracked. During discussions held at a meeting in Bethesda MD,
on December 4,1984, Dr. Na presented some ideas that the cracking could
have resulted from thermal effects. Because of the mat size, we agree and
have said previously (Ref. 1) that thermal effects played some role in the
cracking of the mat. The physical description of the crack patterns,
however, do not support the contention that thermal effects were the
primary cause of cracking. One would expect such cracks to be oriented in
a random fashion rather than predominantly in the E-W direction. The mat'
was poured in about 50' x 50' blocks with adjacent blocks poured at least
1 month apart. There is no reason to expect that for such a pour
schedule, thennal cracks in one block would connect with thennal cracks in

an adjacent block. Rather, one would expect no correlation between the
thermal cracks in adjacent blocks.

3.0 ADEQUACY OF THE MAT

Section IV.3 of Ref. 3 agrees with the BNL contention that the cracks
do not effect the bending moment capacity of the mat but disagrees with
the contention that the cracks do not affect the shear capacity and
stiffness of the mat.

The BNL contention that the shear capacity of the mat is not affected
by the crack is based on the fact that shear can be transferred across a

|
cracked section by frictional resistance along the crack. If the section

| bends, a compressive force develops nonnal to the crack creating a force
component able to resist shear along the crack. This force component is.

equal to the nonnal force times the coefficient of friction. This is a

|
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well documented phenomenon and provisions for evaluating " shear friction"
strength along a cracked section are contained in the ACI Building Code
(Section 11.7.4 of ACI 318-83). EBASCO (Ref. 4 pages 21-22) eval.uated the
" shear friction" capacity of the mat and found that the shear capacity of
the mat is 1.9 times the shear demand. This computation of " shear
friction" capacity does not take into account compressive forces in the
mat due to lateral soil and water pressures acting on the sidewalls.
These compressive forces would further increase the " shear friction"
capacity.

At the December 4, 1984 meeting, Dr. Ma also raised questions about

|the shear stiffness of the mat at the crack locations. His concern was
that a shear deformation (slip) across the joint during an earthquake:

would result in changes to the loads applied to the superstructure as well l

as floor response spectra in the superstructure. Tests were conducted at
Cornell (Ref. 5) to evaluate slip due to shear forces along cracked
surfaces. A large number of tests were run varying crack width, shear
stress applied to the crack and clamping foice across the crack. One
conclusion of their study is that the slip was less than 0.01 inches for
25 cycles of 180 psi shear stress when the clamping stress was less than
20% of the shear stress (36 psi). The crack width was 0.01 inches. In

ever.y respect these test conditions are more severe than those in the
Waterford basemat. The cracks in this basemat are less than 0.007 inches,

the applied shear stress in the mat is about 81 psi (derived from data on
page 21 of Ref. 4) and the clamping force is about 270 psi (derived from
data on page 21 of Ref. 4). Therefore one must conclude that the shear
slip along cracks in the Waterford basemat will be less than 0.01 inches.
It is difficult to see how this slip could cause a significant change in
either superstructure member forces or floor response spectra.

A-205
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The Cornell tests were focused on-shear wall type elements while the
Waterford basemat is a flexural member. A simple test was conducted at
CCNY (Ref. 6, Appendix E) for flexural members having reinforcement ratios
similar to the Waterford basemat. Two beams were tested. The first beam
was cracked by inducing an upward curvature of the beam such as existed in
the basemat during construction. It should be noted that the developed
crack propagated immediately to 75% of the member depth. This result
supports the discussion of neutral axis location in Section 2 of this
report.

The loading was then reversed, causing a downward curvature such as
exists in the mat under current loadings. The loading was then increased
until the ultimate capacity of the beam was reached. A second identical
bean was subjected only to the downward loading (i.e., it was not
precracked). A comparison of the load-deflection data for the two beams
indicates that the crack in the first beam had no effect on either the
ultimate capacity or stiffness of the precracked beam.

Some further work (Ref. 6, Appendix D) was done at BNL to assess the
impact of basemat cracking on the superstructure response. A simp.lified
beam model was analyzed in both the cracked and uncracked mode. This beam

model, representing a 22' wide basemat strip running under the RCB in the
N-S direction for the entire mat length, was placed on an elastic soil
foundation with moduli similar to those used in the HEA calculation. The
masses placed on the beam were also those given in the HEA calculation.

A superstructure model representing the 9CB and other ancillary
structures was placed on top of the mat across the cracked zone. This
model had the same mass and similar frequency characteristics as the
structures in the RCB. A parametric study was perfonned changing the
frequency characteristics of the superstructure. A comparison of floor
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response spectra and element forces indicates that the cracked mat has
little influence on the resultant responses for both horizontal and,

vertical earthquake inputs. These analyses provide further support for.

the BNL conclusions .regarding the structural adequacy of the mat.

'

Section V.2 and V.3 (pages 28-31) of Ref. 3 raise the question of the
effect of cracks in the mat on corrosion and durability problems.,

[ Criteria are used in the design of concrete structures so that cracks
; which occur in the structures are sufficiently narrow so that corrosion of

the reinforcement does not occur. The question then is whether the cracks
in the Waterford mat satisfy these criteria. As generally agreed, the

; observed cracks in the mat have a width of less than 0.007 inches; this is
well within all standards of acceptability. The cracks'which originated
during construction resulted from bending moments producing tensile+

; stresses at the top of the mat. The current and anticipated future
loading on the mat will result in bending moments which produce

| compressive stresses in the top of the mat. One must conclude, therefore,
that these cracks will never be any wider than they are at present. The

~

fact that these cracks are now under a 50 ft hydraulic head and there is
no evidence of water seepage through the cracks, is further indication
that the cracks are very narrow.

;

As the mat is subjected to loadings which result in bending moments
producing compressive stresses at the top of the mat (and tensile stres'ses-

1 at the bottom) one would expect bending cracks to develop from the bottom
1

| of the mat. The existing cracks starting at the top of the mat should
have no effect on the size of these bottom cracks. On page 13 of Ref. 3

i it is stated, "If the loads are adequately. calculated, I have no doubt'
that the mat design is adequate for the current soil condition." Dr. Ma
apparently is. satisfied that cracks caused by bending moments producing.
tensile stresses at the bottom of the mat will be sufficiently small so

!

.
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that corrosion is not a problem. In view of the amount of reinforcement
in the mat, we concur with this conclusion.

Several enclosures are appended to Ref. 3 with respect to the
cracking and corrosion problems. The pertinence of this material to the
question at hand is unclear. Enclosures I, II and III deal with the fact

that cracks in deep beams may be wider at mid depth than at the level of
the reinforcement. Criteria are given to distribute some of the
reinforcement along the face of the member web. This criteria is clearly
intended for beams and not two way slabs. It would be impractical (from a
placement viewpoint) to distribute steel throughout the depth of a slab
across its entire width and ineffectual to do it only at the end faces of
the wide slab. The discussion in Enclosure II refers to the criteria
given in ACI Building Code Section 10.6.7 (ACI 318-77). The introduction
to that section of the code (10.6.1) clearly states that the steel
distribution in two-way slabs is not covered by these requirements.

Enclosure IV of Ref. 3 deals with control of cracking in mass
concrete dams. The discussion in this article deals with much larger
pours than was made in the Waterford basemat. Certainly, the larger the
pour the more significant would be the thermal effects. As discussed in
the last paragraph of Section 2.0 of this report, the characteristics of

~

the observed cracking at Waterford are not consistent with the expected
characteristics of cracking due to thermal stresses alone. That is not to
say that thermal stress did not play a role in the formation and extent of
the cracking.

4.0 S0IL N0NUNIFORMITY

Throughout the testimony of Dr. Ma, reference is made to " soil
nonuniformity", which generally refers to two separate issues. The first

! is associated with nonuniformity of actual soil properties of the
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foundation soils immediately belou the basemat. This nonunifomity leads
to a consideration of the potential for " soft spots" in the soil below the
mat. This contention is addressed in Section 4.1 below.

A second " nonuniform" soil discussion appears in his affidavit and
this is associated with the variable spring finite element analyses
perfomed by EBASC0/HEA. This nonuniformity is in fact associated with a
consideration of the adequacy of the analytic studies performed for the
NPIS, and has little to do with the actual soil properties existing at the
site. A description of this approach is presented in Section 4.2 below.

4.1 S0Il PROPERTIES

At several points in Dr. Ma's affidavit, reference is made to the
potential nonunifomity of site soils as being a major contributor to the !

differential settlement problem. For example, he states on page 27 that

... the nonunifom nature of soils under the mat was discovered and"

reported by Dr. J. Chen, but this view has been consistently disputed by
BNL." It should be noted,_and this has been mentioned to Dr. Ma on
various occasions, that nonunifom mat displacements which occur during
the construction stage does not necessarily imply that soil properties are
nonunifom. It is the BNL opinion that actual displacements experienced
by the mat are primarily controlled by variations in excavation,
dewatering, recharging, soil stockpiling, dead load construction
sequences, etc. and not by nonuniform properties of the soil. If the soil
were ideally uniform, these differential slab movements would still have
occurred and be significant.

The original discussion with BNL of the impact of "nonunifom" soil
properties developed with Dr. Ma's original concern which focused on the

A-209
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potential for diagonal shear failure of the mat occurring at " soft spots"
under the slab. BNL had concluded then, and still does, that (a) such
diagonal shear cracking was highly improbable for such a mat foundation
(which was later borne out by the NDT study), and (b) all measured slab
movements were consistent with the field construction sequences at the
site and were most likely controlled by the medium stiff grey clay layer
existing between elevations - 92 and - 108 feet. The primary problems
encountered at the site during construction were concerned with the
control of the dewatering and recharging operations, which in turn led to
settlements being larger than originally planned. These settlements were
nonetheless still consistent with the concept of a uniform soil subjected
to varying load / unload sequences.

Some specific difficulties were noted during construction in the
following areas.

(a) Erratic behavior was noted in the piezometers located in the shallow
foundation silts. In such fine-grained soils, piezometer readings
normally are expected to be erratic. However, the phreatic surface
(ground water level) was effectively lowered by the dewatering
program, as indicated both by the readings of the deeper piezometers
located in the sandy soils, as well as the measured site settlements.

! (b) During compaction of the clam shell material (pl' aced as a_ filter

} blanket under the mat), a " mud spurt" occurred in one block of the

| mat when standing water existed in the' excavation. According to
,

, EBASCO engineers, this spurt occurred when a vibratory roller was
being used to compact the shell filter blanket. Although the ground
water table was effectively lowered, these upper silts were still

| saturated and would be susceptible to vibratory $ffects. The total
extent of this " spurt", however, covered an area of 10' x 12' (120

m
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square feet), while the typical block plan area is 2000 to 5000 square
feet.

(c) Difficulties were noted in trying to obtain the desired compaction of
the shell filter blanket in the block area mentioned above. This
filter blanket is only 1 foot thick, and its state of compaction is

immaterial to the behavior of the mat. The purpose of this filter

blanket is to provide a porous path immediately under.the mat to
ensure that any variations in pore pressure to the sides of the
structure are immediately felt under the mat. The high porosity of
the shell blanket indicates that it will consolidate immediately when-

subjected to the weight of the wet concrete during a pour.

(d) Any variability in the compaction of the surface silts, as indicated
by the mud spurt and compaction of the shell blanket mentioned above,

'

can at best be limited to the top several feet of the soil under the
mat. Certainly, this is the effective depth to which any of the

compaction methods can extend. The measured immediate settlements of

all the block pours were about 0.75 inches. If there were any
significant differences in the upper Pleistocene compressibilities,
there should have been some indication noted in these immediate
settlement values. In addition, the presence of the filter blanket-
ensures that the top several feet will consolidate rapidly under the
concrete weight, certainly much more rapidly than the measured three
year period associated with the deep seated settlements. The soil
sample blow counts, laboratory data, etc., generally indicate a
uniform foundation condition.

In summary, it should be concluded that in the primary compression
zone under the mat, the vast majority of soil data indicates that the soil
is effectively uniform and that any differential settlements are
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attributable to construction sequences and dead loadings, i.e., the weight
of the mat and partially completed superstructure early in the
construction process.

4.2 VARIABLE S0Il MODULUS ANALYSES

On page 25 of Dr. Ma's affidavit he states that "... a decrease of
soil stiffness from 150 pci to 70 pci within the ring wall resulted in a
positive bending moment increase ... This type of 400 percent increase in
bending moments is certainly not covered in the detailed calculations
recomended by BNL . . . . .". While this statement appears to be offered as
an example, the magnitude of the variation cited tends to be misleading

[ since it is far larger than any variation we believe would be shown by an
appropriate analysis rather than referring to the methods of the simple
numerical studies performed by EBASC0/HEA for design purposes.

|
In the numerical studies perfonned by EBASC0/HEA, the interaction of-

| the basemat and the foundation soils are represented by a series of
springs under the mat of specified stiffness (pounds per square inch of

,

i area per inch of mat deflection). This method of analysis is a standard
one often used in foundation studies to estimate the behavior of the mat
and is known as the Winkler foundation model.

Several characteristics of this approach are known. Firstly, it

should be pointed out that in general the method can yield only gross
approximations to the actual soil-structure interaction (SSEI) effects. .
For example, if one places an ideal uniformly loaded rigid mat upon a set
of uniform springs, the computed contact pressure between the bottom of
the mat and the springs will.obviously be uniform since the displacement
of the mat will be uniform. The magnitude of the contact pressure is
simply the " soil" spring constant times the displacement. On the other

!

|
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hand if, one places the same rigid uniform mat on the surface of a uniform
ideal linear soil (continuous medium with both lateral extent and depth)
the actual contact pressure developed under the mat is hyperbolic, being
very large at the edge (theoretically infinite) and less than average
under the central portion of the mat. Thus, it is well known that the
Winkler model is only a gross simplification of the actual SSI problem.
The comparisons of the spring model with the continuous medium solution
for the dynamic or seismic problem is even more tenuous.4

However, the Winkler model has one over-riding advantage and that is
its simplicity. It serves to uncouple the mat (and superstructure)
analysis from that of the foundation soils. If one can, somehow, justify
the applicability to the particular problem under consideration, a great
saving can be achieved.

For the Waterford analysis,- EBASCO decided to utilize the Winkler
concept. The first trial run made use of a uniform spring constant of 150
pci. It should be noted that this value lies somewhere in the range of
values typically recomended in the literature for soils similar to the

site soils. These recomended ranges are usually very wide, with upper
and lower bounds easily differing by factors of three, four or five. It

should be noted that for the Waterford mat configuration, the particular
choice of spring value is relatively unimportant since in comparison with
the mat, the soil is relatively soft. The only impact of this value is

merely to control' the magnitude of gross rigid body displacements of the
mat but not the developed stress resultants ' moments and shears).

For this first run, the computed contact pressures under the mat (due
to structural flexibiltiy and load distribution) were not uniform. The
design philosophy adopted by EBASCO was to have the average contact ,
pressure under the mat equal the weight of soil removed in the excavation

A-213
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(this is the so-called floating foundation concept). This is another
typical foundation design approach used throughout the geomechanics area,
whose sole function is to attempt to limit the settlements induced by the
construction process. In keeping with this general philosophy, EBASCO
then modified the spring values in the center of the NPIS to a value of 70
pci, keeping the outer spring stiffnesses at 150 pci and utilizing an
intermediate zone of 110 pci. The full finite element analyses were then
' erun with these revised variable values. This variable moduli model, a
completely arbitrary one, had the one advantage, namely, that the computed
contact pressures under the mat were approximately uniform. This result
is in keeping with the intuitive sense of the EBASCO engineers as to the
long term configuration of the NPIS, after long term soil consolidation is
completed.

It shcald be clear that such a simplified foundation analysis
'

approach cannot be utilized to properly assess the differential
settlements that were induced in the mat due to such real construction
phenomena as dewatering, recharging, excavation, dead loadings developed
during construction, etc.

Dr. Ma appears to infer that the confirmatory calculations
reconinended by BNL will not adequately consider the bending moment
increases due to local variations in soils. This is simply not true. The
confirmatory calculations recommended by BNL would not be based on the

soil spring analogy, since the construction sequence loadings can not
reasonably be characterized in that approach, but rather on a study making
use of the actual mat / soil interaction process, see Section 5(u) below.

5.0 DETAILED CRITIQUE OF REFERENCE 3
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The following specific coments are presented for completeness of
this report and most of the differences between the BNL conclusions
and those of Reference 3.are listed.

,.

| (a) The discussion on pages 6 and 7 dealing with soil movements actually
supports the BNL contention that the cracks developed during the
construction stage when nonuniform soil movements and unaccounted dead
loadings occurred.

j

(b) It should be noted that the discussion of mat deflection profiles
postulated on page 8-9 of the report (and Fig.1) are incorrect for
loadings which occurred during the construction phase. In fact they do
not agree with the measured mat defomations as shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 4.
Furthermore, at the time of discovery of the cracks under the RCB, in g

; midyear 1977, the fill concrete was not yet in place. Therefore only ring
j wall loadings (and other partially completed structural loadings) were

acting on the mat. This would cause different bending patterns than those
shown in Fig. 1.

(c) On page 11, it should be noted that Figs. 2 and 3 cannot be compared.
Figure 2 presents the results of dead load only while Fig. 3 presents a
moment diagram for different load combinations (dead load, live load,
nomal side pressure, and buoyancy) each multiplied by different load

factors and then sumed to obtain resultant moments. These data cannot be
used to support the conclusions on the effect of backfill soil loadings.

(d) On page 12, it is stated "... according to the actual construction
' segrences, ...". It should be noted that the EBASCO computer output never

considered construction sequence loadings or soil movements.

A-215
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(e) On Page 12/13 of Dr. Ma's affidavit, it states that "...in order to
'

- have a common deflection at the centers of both strips, the shorter E-W
strip has to bend more than the longer N-S strip; hence, bending inoments
in the E-W direction are greater than the N-S direction." It should be
obvious to any engineer that bending moments are related to curvature and -

not deflection, and that the moments in the E-W and N-S direction are
- related to both applied loads and plate boundary conditions. Obviously,
- if the E-W strip deflects uniformly, the E-W moment is zero, even though-

the deflections are the same at the center. Any standard text book on
plate theory can attest to this fact.

=

-

(f) On the bottom of page 13, Dr. Ma states that "...These comparisons
- provide certain confidence as to the correctness of the computer programs

'

2 used by EBASCO and to the ability of EBASCO engineers who adequately
modeled the real structure for mathematical analysis..." It should be-

_ noted that (a) even though the computer programs used by EBASC0/HEA may be

l correct, the soil model (Winkler foundation) used in these analyses are
; only gross simplifications of soil-structure interaction and cannot be
s

used to predict construction stage stresses, and (b) the measured mat
displacements indicate inverted dish displacements (required for upperi

surface cracking).

| (g) Reference is made on page 13 to an analysis performed by Dr. Ma for
i positive and negative bending moments within and near the ring wall. A

i copy of that analysis was obtained on December 13. The mat area within

} the ring wall was modeled as a circular plate with fixed supports at the
$ ring walls and loaded with a uniform load of 6.29 ksf. No account was
j given to the fact that the soil provides support over the entire area of

h the plate. It is also interesting to compare the results of Dr. Ma's

{ computation with the EBASCO results on Fig. 2 of Ref. 3. Dr. Ma
'

calculated an edge moment at the ring wall of 4662 kft/ft while Fig. 2 of

e
.

.

t

l'
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Ref. 3 shows a moment at the ring wall of less than 200 kft/ft. Dr. Ma's
moment at the center of the plate of 2797 kft/ft while Fig. 2 shows a
moment of 800 kft/ft. In spite of these differences of 23/1 and 3/1, Dr.
Ma conludes that "EBASCO bending moments were adequate for design"!

(h) Dr. Ma states on page 14 that "...the stiffer the mat; the more
uniform type of forces for the soils". It is assumed he means by this
statement that the contact pressure under a stiff met is uniform.
However, it is a well known fact in geomechanics that the actual contact
pressure develcyed beneath a perfectly rigid mat is hyperbolic and is not
uniform as implied, with stresses under the outer edges being very large
(theoretically infinite for an ideal soil) and less than average in the
center.

He states further that "....since there is no analysis performed
incorporating the actual soil condition, the maximum is not known for the
stress level that the mat actually experienced during construction. This
makes later assessment on the cause of cracking more difficult." It
should be apparent to Dr. Ma that the analyses perfomed by EBASC0/HEA

were never intended to account for the stresses developed during
construction, as discussed in Section 4.2 of this report. As an aside, it
should be noted that Dr. Ma previously reviewed this analysis and accepted
its results. In addition, the fact that the soil spring approach is only
a gross simplification to the actual soil-structure interaction process in
no way prevents anyone from assessing the cause of the mat cracking.

(i) BNL agrees.with Dr. Ma's statement on page 16 that "...the extensive
cracking in both length and depth, as indicated by NDT, has ra'ised a
question on the validity of this assumption and a need for further
examination." Based on all of our numerical studies, it is our considered
opinion that the impact of the cracking on the dynamic response will be
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small and requires only confirmatory calculations. See Appendix D to Ref.
6.

|

(j) On page 16, it is stated that "... the mat concrete alone provides a
tensile force of about 166 million pounds, while the top rebars can only
provide a tensile force of 50 million pounds ....". Since the net force
across the concrete is always in compression (due to the lateral soil and
water forces), the. significance of this calculation is questionable. In

addition, if bottom steel is included, the tensile capacity of the steel
is 235 million pounds and not 50 million pounds. The consequence of this
calculation, however, is still unclear.

(k) On page 16, a mathematical model of the cracked mat is postulated.
The top spring in the proposed model only includes the reinforcement
stiffness. This model cannot be correct since the top of the slab is in
compression. Therefore concrete stiffness must be added to the steel
stiffness in the model to obtain a realistic stiffness of the top spring.

(1) On page 18, the bridge joints mentioned refer to expansion joints,'

I which are designed to allow relative movements between the two side of the
bridge with no restraints. Certainly, lateral restraining forces are

'

available for the Waterford mat to prevent such relative movement and
thus, hammering between sections will not occur.

(m) On page 19, Dr. Ma stated' that he understood BNL's position to be that
" dead loads (weights) were mainly responsible for producing the extensive
c ra cks . . . " It has been consistently stated by BNL (see page 11 of Ref.1

j and, page 4 of Ref. 2) that the cracks were most likely caused during
construction by uneven settlement of the soil,due to construction
sequence and the weight of the slab.

:

I
l

!
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(n)Onpage19, reference-ismadetotheanalysispresentedinAppendixB
of Ref. 1. This analysis was performed as a result of Dr. Ma's contention
that diagonal tension (shear) cracks existed in the mat. It demonstrated

that diagonal tension cracks were unlikely. It showed.that, if uneven

settlements occurred during construction, bending cracks were much more
likely than shear cracks.

(o) On page 20, it is' implied that BNL changed its position after
learning about the NDT results. It should be noted that BNL presented the
same position in the July 18 report (Ref.1) prior to the NDT results
becoming available. In fact, the reason for presenting this position in
the BNL report was simply to counter Dr. Ma's contention that diagonal
shear (and not bending) caused the cracks in the met.

(p) On page 20, it should be noted that not only do the BNL results
contradict Dr. Ma's intuition, but the measured EBASCO displacement
maps, available prior to the BNL report, contradict it.

(q) The discussion on pages 21 through 24 of the domino theory and
neutral axis location have been previously discussed on page 5 of this

' Appendix.

(r) On page 22, Dr. Ma states that ".....if concrete is cracked in the N-S
strip and the E-W strip is uncracked, then a greater portion of the total
load and bending moment will be taken by the.uncracked E-W-strip." It is

apparent that such postulated behavior of plate action violates : pen the
simplest concepts of mechanics. The total load and moment that must be
transferred from one side of the mat to the other side is specified by
considering simple equilibrium; i.e., by considering equilibrium of a free'
body. If a moment exceeds the section capacity at one point, it cannot
simply " turn around" and move in another direction, as equilibrium will
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|
then be violated. The ACI building code (Chapt. 13) recognizes this fact !

|

in its design requirements for two way concrete slab action in that the
total moment in one direction must be calculated separately from the total
moment in the other direction.

(s) Section IV. 2.5 (page 24) discusses the confirmatory analyses
recommended in Ref. 1. A statement is made that "....the purpose of the
detailed calculations is striving for calculation accuracy, not for
errors, such as may result from major incorrect assumptions....." In
fact, just the opposite is true, BNL's assessment of the adequacy of the
basemat is based upon a review of the EBASC0/HLA analyses with special
attention paid to the assumptions upon which these analyses are based.
When a particular assumption was questionat,le, an effort was made to
evaluate the sensitivity of the final results to the assumption and to
assess the extent to which the assumption may be unrealistic.

The judgement has been made that, in the five cases cited for confirmatory
analyses, the assumptions used by EBASC0/HEA are in some cases no more

than an improved set of assumptions. This is not expected to change the
bottom line conclusion regarding the adequacy of the mat.- BNL has
recommended, however, that additional confirmatory work be perfonned to

, obtain a firmer basis for this judgement than is now available.
i

| (t) On page 25, Dr. Ma states that ".....this type of 400 percent increase
| in bending moments is certainly not covered in the detailed calculations

recommended by BNL." BNL originally recortnended 5 separate items for
further study, later reduced to 4 at the completion of the NDT study
(cracks in the vertical walls are no longer considered a problem). The
first two of these, as listed on page 24 of Dr. Ma's testimony, refer to<

i (a) dynamic coupling between the flexible basemat and RCB and (b) dynamic
effects of lateral soil / water loadings. It should be obvious to anyone

|
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associated with SSI calculations that the only way to properly assess-
these items is-not to_ perform another study using the Winkler soil spring
model,'b'ut rather to. perform a numerical study making use of the actual

: . mat / soil interaction process through either finite element (FLUSH)
tanalysis or. analytic approaches (CLASSI).' In either case, the

approache must include the wave' propagation problem through the soils
both to the sides and below the NPIS.

.

9

(u) The' discussion as'to " uniform" soils presented on page-27 is
I incorrect. . Although it is our contention that soils within the primary

compression zone of the mat are unifonn, this'does not imply that soil
movements that _ occurred.during construction are uniform.' Displacements of

f the soil at any location are controlled by excavation and dewatering
~

procedures, stockpiling locations, as well as mat loadings in the
,

| vicinity, which are in turn controlled'by_ deep seated soil behavior, and
not simply the soil properties imediately below the slab. The slab

,

~

movements would not be expected.to be uniform. However, there is no
indication that any " soft" spots exist under-the slab. -The differential

~

movements noted are entirely compatible with the. construction procedures
imposed at the s'ite.

(v) On-page 30, reference is made to: the effect that the measure'd crack
widths are at the compression side of.the mat-(top) while the criteria is
intended to be applied to maximum crack widths at the tension side of the

;.
-

mat. It should be noted that-the NDT crack width measurements were made,

i for the e'ntire depth of the-crack and not-just at the top surface. !It. '

-should also be noted that the existing cracks would have'no impact on.the
,

width of flexural cracks which start from the bottom of the mat.

|
>

i
:

!
'

a
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APPENDIX G

BNL'S REVIEW 0F
|

GE0 TECHNICAL ENGINEERING EVALUATION:

OF CONCRETE CRACKING IN THE BASEMAT
.'
I WATERFORD UNIT 3
.

i JOHN T. CHEN, GE0 TECHNICAL ENGINEER
;
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During the past 8-1/2 months BNL has acted as consultant to NRC and
has reviewed the significance of the cracks in the Waterford basemat. The

conclusions reached indicate that the cract 3 were most likely caused by
loadings developed during the construction stage (dead loads and soil
settlements) and that the cracks should not adversely affect the capa-
bility of the mat to safely perform its intended design function, provided
that the lateral soil / water loadings are sustained.

Following a site visit in connection with review of the base mat
cracking, during which the applicant's records of geotechnical matters
related to the construction of the base mat were reviewed, an NRC staff
engineer Dr. J. Chen prepared an internal report reflecting his views of
the material reviewed, Geotechnical Engineering Safety Evaluation,
Waterford No. 3, Louisiana Power and Light Company. Dr. Chen's report is
cited as Reference 2 in the December 12, 1984 affidavit of John Ma.
Presented below are comments on the report mentioned above.. These

comments are placed in a simple statement / response fomat. The symbol "S"
; refers to the statement made by Dr. Chen in his evaluation while the

symbol "R" refers to the BNL response to that statement.

Sl. Page 3, par. 2 ... However, the control of insitu vertical
effective stresses and groundwater levels was quite difficult because the
subsurface soil conditions were somewhat different than anticipated.
Numerous construction difficulties encountered during construction may
have caused some differential settlements which may have contributed

j directly or. indirectly to the observed cracking of the foundation mat...
,

RI. From the documents BNL has reviewed, together with discussions
with EBASCO Site Engineers, no specific foundation problems were

encountered which were different than anticipated. The only significant
problem encounted during construction concerned contractor control of the
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dewatering and_ recharging operations. - This in _ turn led to the settlements
prior .to mat placement being larger than ' originally planned. This
procedure would effectively preload the medium stiff grey clay between'

elevations -92 and -103, which is probably the major contributor to the,

NPIS settlements.
S2. Page 3, par. 3 ... Because of the very ~10w penneability of the

upper. Pleistocene clay, all the wells did not completely lower the
i groundwater level in the foundation soils to below El. -48 as evidenced by
i some of the piezometric readings (Ref. 6). Locally those high groundwater

|
conditions appear to have caused soil disturbance, mud spurt, standing
water,in some area of the excavation and difficulties in compaction of the ;

,

shell blanket (Ref. 5)....
,

R2. Firstly, a review of LPL's Draft Responses to NRC's Question on.

Waterford 3 Basemat (March 26,1984) does not indicate that the-dewatering
wells were not effective. The only erratic behavior appears to have -

~

,

| occurred in the piezometers located in the shallow-foundation silts. -In
such fine-grained soils, piezometer readings can be expected to behave-
erratically.

4

S 3 .- The phreatic surface (effective groundwater surface) was
; effectively lowered by the dewatering program, as evidenced by the
'

measured site settlements which developed after the dewatering operation'.

was initiated. The measured settlements also agree with the anticipated
'

behavior for the unifonniy bedded site soils. However, as'with any silty
clay, ~the water. retained in the upper Pleistocene. is trapped by:its low
penneability, leaving it with a high water content. This water is-'

-

i essentially' bound. water, retained by the' soil until it is able to
dissipate by s'eepage .into the ' underlying aquifer.;

!

I

i

i

-
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R3. The saturated silty clay in this wet condition is then suscep
tible to vibratory effects. It should be noted that only one " mud spurt"

.

occurred, this in strip number 2, when standing water existed in the
. filter blanket. This spurt occurred when a vibratory roller was used to

,

| attempt to compact the shell. filter. The total extent of the " spurt"
covered an area of 10' by 12' (120 square feet). The total-plan area of
each block is 2000 to 5000 square feet. This single " spurt" was then;

cleaned, the standing water from strip no. 2~ removed, and the shell filter

! recompacted. According to Site personnel of EBASCO, the standing water in

; strip no. 2 developed from the concrete pours of strip no.- I as well as
; accumulated water ponding from weather conditions. In any case, the ease

with which the ponding was removed indicates that the shell filter was in
fact porous, as desired.

j S4. Page 4, par. 2 ... within the boundary of the foundation mat,
I the permeability and the compressibility of the clay layer varied

significantly from one location to another as evidenced by the results of
the piezometric and heave monitoring during. construction (Ref. 6). The

,

i measured heave at various locations was 2 to 4 times the anticipated
maximum heave used in the mat design ...

R4. The differences ir measured and planned heave seems to be
! entirely in keeping with the fact that the dewatering program did not

follow the excavation sequence as originally planned. For the new

situation, the measured settlements in the field correspond with the new

n loading data. As stated above, the majority of the settlements are
probably attributable to the lower clays with OCR's of only 1.1 to 1.4 and
not with the upper Pleistocene.

i The measured immediate settlements of all the block pours were about
0.75 inches. If there were any significant differences in upper

;
.

;
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Pleistocene compressibilities, one would expect to see differences in
- these measured valuses. The measured settlement patterns of the mat
during the various stages of cons'truction do not indicate any significant
variations in compressibility, but rather seem to correspond to the actual
loading program on uniform soils.

S5. Page 5, par 1 ... However, due to the variability of the
supporting soil and groundwater conditions, despite occasional effort up
to 40 passes, the degree of compaction achieved in these shell filter
strips varied widely....

R5. It should be apparent that the state of compaction of the shell
blanket itself is immaterial to the behavior of the mat, for the following
reasons:

1. The purpose of the filter blanket is to provide a porous path
immediately under the mat to ensure that any variations in pore
pressures (water levels) to the sides of the structure are

'

immediately felt uniformly under the mat; no variable pore
pressure loads can then be applied to the NPIS.

1

2. The high porosity of the shell blanket indicates that it will

consolidate immediately when subjected to the weight of the wet
concrete during a pour.

3. The shell blanket is only 1 foot thick on the average, much less
than would ordinarily be used for a load bearing blanket.
Certainly there cannot be any thru-thickness variations of any*

'

significance.
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Any variability in the compressibility of the supporting soil can
only be limited to the top several feet.of the silty clay. Certainly,
this is the effective depth to which any of the compaction methods can
extend. As mentioned above, if there were any major differences in
compressibility, there would have been measured differences in immediate

-settlements of the blocks when poured. The presence of the filter blanket
ensures that the top several feet will also consolidate rapidly, certainly
much more rapidly than the measured three year period associated with the
deep seated settlements.

S6. Page 5, par. 2 ... These variable degrees of shell compaction
reflect the condition and consolidation of the underlying foundation soils
indicating that the subgrade moduli varied among these strips.
Settlements of the mat due to uniform structural loads would be expected

'to vary accordingly ...
(

R6. As stated above, the measured settlements are entirely in
keeping with deep seated compression of soils of uniform compressibility.
The subgrade moduli represent this uniformity. If there were any near
surface variation of compressibility, it should be noted in the measured
immediate settlements. It was not.

57. Page 6, par.1... Subsequently, differential settlements would
be experienced by the superstructure founded over different strips with
variable soils properties and rates of consolidation ...

R7. All measured data indicate extremely uniform rates of
consolidation for such a widespread structure. There is no indication of
any significant foundation nonuniformity.

i
1

-
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S8.. Page 6, par. 2 ... After the second and third blocks were poured
*

adjacent to the first block, differential settlements between the tops of
the completed blocks were observed.

R8. The settlements mentioned occurred immediately with the pour,
and certainly before the concrete of the second and third pours hardened.

' 59. Page 7, par.1... These changes in hydrostatic pressures
changed the effective stresses in the foundation soils and caused:

movements of the foundation soils and the concrete mat ...

R9. The measured movements of the mat since the completion of the
NPIS structure are certainly much less than the 2 inch differential
settlements shown by the measured mat prcfiles. The settlement / pore3

pressure relationship appears to follow the original concept of a floating
structure on a uniform horizontally bedded soil site.

.

S10. Page 7, par. 2 ... The differential settlements were caused
mainly by the variable soil conditions, high groundwater levels, variable
compaction of the shell filter strips, and foundation mat construction
sequence. The hydrostatic pressure changes, affecting the effective
stress state in supporting soils, may have aggravated the growth of the

'

cracks after the mat was completed...

R10. As stated above, the variability of the state of compaction of
the shell filter certainly has no bearing on potential differential
settlements of the mat. There.is no indication of any significant
variability of foundation soils. The differential settlements are
entirely in keeping with NPIS construction sequence on uniform soils.

,

!

,
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Sil. Page 8, par.1... To evaluate the potential for future
cracking, the effects of aifferential settlements during construction
should be determined so that the current state of stresses in the base mat !

can be better assessed. The soil shear moduli to be used -in such an
analysis should reflect more closely the soil conditions that existed
during construction, when the foundation soil was in the process of being
consolidated.

R11. BNL agrees with the general intent of this comment. However,
several items should be made to clarify the situation.

!

(a) There is no significant triaxial and consolidation laboratory
data currently available for the site soils which could be used in
performing a detailed, complex numerical study of the NPIS. Certainly,
since construction is now completed, a sampling / testing program cannot now-

be undertaken to develop the necessary data.

(b) There is no computer code available to do the full three
dimensional analysis of the site, including the effects of the initial
stress and strain states of the soil, nonlinear soil and concrete

i behavior, seepage, time consolidation, etc.

On the basis of these two comments, BNL feels that a numerical

anaiysis should still be performed to attempt to assess the impact of the
construction procedures on the induced stresses in the mat, which have not
been evaluated by the applicant. These analyses must be performed with
care since approximations will be required to carry them out.

1

Based upon our estimates of this initial or construction stress,

state, it is our opininn that these stresses are small. Therefore, we
recommend that these studies be considered as confirmatory only.

i.

I
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Board Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

Howard A. Wilber
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Consnission
Washington, D.C. 20555

In the Matter of
LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

(Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3)
Docket No. 50-382

Dear Appeal Board Members:

Enclosed is a copy of the "NRC STAFF'S RESPONSE TO 'J0 INT INTERVEN0RS'
MOTION TO RE0 PEN THE RECORD AND TO ADMIT FOR LITIGATION THREE CONTENTIONS
CONCERNING APPLICANT'S QUALITY ASSURANCE BREAKDOWN AND LACK OF CHARACTER AND.

COMPETENCE TO OPERATE THE WATERFORD 3 STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT' AND 'J0 INT
INTERVENORS' MOTION FOR A PROTECTIVE ORDER'". Attached to the enclosed
Response are seven affidavits. One of the Affidavits, from W. Crossman, is
unexecuted. (Mr. Crossman is located in NRC Region IV). An executed copy
of the Affidavit in question will be filed with the Appeal Board as soon as
possible.

Sincerely,

M

Bernard M. Bordenick
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Enclosures: As stated

cc: Sheldon J. Wolfe, Esq. Docketing and Service Section
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of )
-)

LOUISIANA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-382 OL
)

(Waterford Steam Electric Station, )
Unit 3) ).

<

NRC STAFF'S' RESPONSE T0 "J0 INT INTERVENORS'
'

MOTION TO RE0 PEN THE RECORD AND TO ADMIT FOR LITIGATION
THREE CONTENTIONS CONCERNING APPLICANT'S

QUALITY ASSURANCE BREAKDOWN AND LACK 0F CHARACTER AND
COMPETENCE TO OPERATE THE WATERFORD 3 STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT"

AND " JOINT INTERVENORS' MOTION FOR A PROTECTIVE ORDER"

I. INTRODUCTION

In a motion filed on November 8, 1984, Joint Intervenors moved the

Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board to reopen the record to admit

three late filed contentions. For the reasons set forth below and in the
,

seven affidavits attached hereto, Il the NRC staff (Staff) opposes the

Joint Intervenors' motion and recommends that it be denied. U

.

1/ Attached hereto are- the affidavits, with enclosures, of D. Crutchfield,
;

W. Crossman, J. Harrison, R. Shewmaker, L. Shao, D. Thatcher, and
M. Peranich.

2/ In conjunction with the present motion to reopen the record, Joint;

Intervenors have also filed a motion seeking a protective order "tc
shield the identity of those individuals _ who have signed affidavits:

providing a portion of the basis" for the pending request to reopen.
Motion at 1. The Staff has' reviewed the motion and the supporting
affidavit signed by Mr. Devine. Based on this review, we do not
believe that the Joint Intervenors have established a sufficient factual
basis for a protective order, particularly in light of the fact that
the affiants are no longer employees of the applicant, and they have'

not indicated how they may be subject to harassment or invasion of
privacy at this time -- when there has been a passage of some seventeen
months since the affidavits were executed, with possibly many changes
in circumstances. However, given the present circumstances and the
representations purportedly made to the affiants by Mr. Devine (Aff.
at 1-2), the Staff would interpose no objection to the entry of a
protective order should the Appeal Board deem such action to be
warranted. The Staff is prepared to meet with the parties to reach -

an agreement as .to an acceptable form for such a protective order.
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II. BACKGROUND

Joint Intervenors have previously moved to reopen the record,in this

proceeding on several occasions. 3/ In a motion filed on February 20, 1984,

Joint Intervenors sought to litigate a quality assurance contention and

crimarily relied on newspaper articles describing "whistleblower" alle-

gations of a quality assurance ("QA") breakdown at Waterford. The Appeal

Board, on February 28, 1984, denied the motion but granted the Joint

Intarvenors until March 30, 1984, "to perfect" their motion by submitting

adequate documentation and by complying in all other respects with the

Commission's rules and precedents. On March 28, 1984, the Joint Inter-

venors requested an extension of time of six months within which.to file

their motion to reopen. Ln April 11, 1984, the Appeal Board denied

Joint Intervenors' motion for extension of time but indicated that if the

proceeding had been reopened on other grounds and an operating license

had not yet been issued, Joint Intervenors could seek to reopen the

record on QA n.atters at a later date.

Joint Intervenors, in seeking to reopen the record now, principally

argue that litigation of their three broad contentions will demonstrate

Applicant's failure to maintain an adequate quality assurance program

over the life of the construction of Waterford 3. Joint Intervenors also

argue that Applicant over the life of construction of Waterford, and
..

-3/ Motion to Open Quality Assurance Contention, dated February 20,
1984; Amended and Supplemental Motion to Reopen Contention 22, dated
December 12, 1983; Motion to Reopen Contention, dated November 7,
1983; and Motion to Reopen Contention, dated July 22, 1983.

,
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currently, has demonstrated that it lacks the basic character and compe-

tence to operate Waterford safely and that the Staff, through its inspec-

tion and investigation efforts and the review and reinspection pr,ogram it

has instituted, has not provided the necessary degree of confidence that

Waterford'has been constructed and may be operated in a manner which

protects the' public health and safety. The pending motion contains a

large assortment of allegations, many of a vague, unsupported or repeti-

tive nature. The motion is also accompanied by 62 exhibits, many of

which are NRC staff documents.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Jurisdiction

Applicant argues, at pages 4-6 of its Answer to the Joint Inter-

venors' motion to reopen, that the Appeal Board is without jurisdiction

togranttheinstantmotion.SI In a Memorandum issued on December 12,

1984 (ALAB-792), the Appeal Board concluded that it has jurisdiction

over the November 8, 1984, Motion to reopen filed by Joint Intervenors.

The NRC staff is filing, under separate cover, a motion seeking

clarification and/or reconsideration of the Appeal Board's jurisdic-

tional determination. 5_/ Therein, the Staff seeks clarification that the

Appeal Board's jurisdiction over the QA motion extends only to those

4~/ Joint Intervenors' motion is. silent on_the express matter of the
Appeal Board's jurisdiction to decide the motion in question.

-5/ See "NRC Staff's Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration of
Appeal Board's Memorandum Dated December 12, 1984 (ALAB-792)."

B-5
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particular matters embraced therein which bear a reasonable nexus to the

pending basemat motion.

B. ~ The Legal Standards Governing Motions to Reopen the Record

The legal standards governing the consideration of motions to reopen

are well defined by Comission case law. The Staff has previously

addressed those standards in this proceeding, inter alia, at pages 7-9

of the "NRC Staff's Answer to Joint Intervenors' Motions to Reopen-

Contentions 8/9 and 22" dated November 28, 1983 and further addresses

them below.

In sum, as previously set out in this proceeding at 18 NRC 1321,

1324(1983), the case law holds that movants have a heavy burden in

demonstrating that (1) the motion is timely, (2) the motion is directed

to a significant safety or environmental issue and (3) a different result

might have been reached initially had the material in support of the

motion been considered. Both Joint Intervenors and Applicant have

addressed these standards but, in applying the facts relied on by Joint

Intervenors, reach opposite results.

In Pacific Gas and Electric Company, CLI-82-39, 16 NRC 1712, at

1714-15 (1982), the Commission has held that both the case law criteria

for reopening the record and the standards set forth in 10 C.F.R.

5 2.714(a)(1) for late filed contentions must be met "[w3here a motion

relates to a previously uncontested issue." These criteria are as

follows:

(i) Good cause, if any, for failure to file on time.

)

.
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(ii) . The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's
interest will be protected.

(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's participation may
reasonably be expected to assist in developing a sound
record.

(iv) The extent to which the cetitioner's interest will be
represented by existing parties.

(v) .The extent to which the petitinnar's participation will
broaden the issues or delay the proceeding.

It is the Staff's view that while Joint Intervenors have addressed

all of the above standards, they have fatled to carry their burden with

regard to the instant motion.

C. The Motion to Reopen the Record is untimely

In order for a movant to show that a motion to reopen is timely, it

must be established that the issue sought to be raised could not have

been raised earlier. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-775, 19 NRC 1361, 1366 (1984).

This test places a " heavy burden" on the movant. Kansas Gas &

Electric Company (Wolf Creek Generating Station No.1), ALAB-462, 7 NRC

320(1978). An examination of the motion here indicates that Joint

Intervenors' Motion is untimely in the extreme, in that they present

information which, in most cases, could have been presented over a year

ago.

With respect to Joint Intervenors' proposed quality assurance

contention, they have submitted three anonymous affidavits, attached to

their motion as Exhibits 8,12, and 27. These affidavits are cited in

the Motion to Reopen as support for approximately 22 separate allega-

B-7
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tions. In addition, some of the affidavits raise additional concerns

which are not mentioned in the body of the motion. These affidavits

were executed in September and October of 1984. However, the Leg,al

Director for the Government Accountability Project (GAP) (which now

represents Joint Intervenors) states in his affidavit that he drafted

the three affidavits in July, 1983 following interviews held with the

affiants. See Affidavit of Thomas M. Devine, November 5th, 1984, attached

to Joint Intervenors' Motion for Protective Order dated November 6,
!

! 1984. Thus, it appears that GAP possessed certain of the information

upon which it now relies for almost one and one-half years before it

filed its pending motion to introduce a quality assurance contention.
,

' No reason is advanced by Joint Intervenors as to why the infonnation
i upon which they now rely, as regards the proposed quality assurance

| contention, was not presented earlier. Additionally, no reason is

advanced by Joint Intervenors as to why they did not come . forward after

having been expressly requested to do so by the Staff and Applicant.

In May, 1984, Gary Groesch (the then lead representative of Joint Inter-

, venors) notified the Staff that he had information allegedly relating to
!
'

the " completeness and/or truthfulness. . ." of items in the Applicant's

April 27, 1984 letter to the Staff which responded to various concerns,

'

previously identified by the Staff. See Letter, Darrell G. Eisenhut to

Gary Groesch, August 17, 1984 attached as Exhibit 1 to Applicant's Answer
i

to the motion to reopen. Mr. Groesch failed to provide that information

either to the Staff or the Appeal Board, despite an express written

request that he "promptly provide to the staff any information [that he
.:

~

might) have pertaining to the safety of the Waterford Unit 3 facility".

Id. at 2. Now, some six months after Mr. Groesch indicated that he had

,

I
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the information,' Joint Intervenors seek to reopen the record and intro-

duce a contention on management competence in part because they allege

that "[ Applicant] made inaccurate and misleading statements in its

April 27, 1984, letter to the NRC." Motion to Reopen at 21, Item B(3).

Other examples of Joint Intervenors' untimeliness are Applicant's

unsuccessful attempts to meet with GAP; see letter from Saul Levine to

. Billie Garde dated August 24, 1984 (Exhibit 2 to Applicant's Answer to

Motion to Reopen); and Staff's unanswered request to GAP.to provide any

information that it had, relating to Waterford, of potential safety

significance. See letter from Darrell G. Eisenhut to Lynn Bernabei dated

August 15, 1984 (Exhibit 3 to Applicant's Answer to Motion to Reopen).

Additionally, the Joint Intervenors' use of the Staff's June 13, 1984

letter as a basis for its current allegations demonstrates that the

present motion to reopen the record is untimely. That letter, written

five months prior to the filing of the instant motion, identified issues

which required Staff resolution prior to licensing of Waterford. Joint -

Intervenors have adopted those issues as allegations in their motion.

See Motion to Reopen Items A(1)(c), A(8)(c), A(10(a), A(10)(c), A(10(f),

B(3)(a),B(3)(d),B(3)(e),C,D(1),D(2),D(3),andD(4). Joint Inter-

venors were obviously aware of the issues raised by the Staff last summer,

just as they must be aware that considerable effort has been exerted by

the Applicant in resolving those issues since Mr. Eisenhut's letter was

issued. No reason is advanced as to why Joint Intervenors did not come

forward earlier with their motion to reopen to litigate those matters.

Other exhibits submitted by Joint Intervenors in support of the

motion to reopen are also untimely. A majority of these documents are

|
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more than two years old. Approximately twenty-five of them are over five

years old. No reason is advanced by Joint Intervenors to demonstrate why

the issues allegedly raised by these documents "could not have been

raised earlier." Pacific Gas and Electric Company, ALAB-775, supra.

Joint Intervenors acknowledge at pages 46-48 and 59 of their motion

that the motion to reopen is untimely. However, they assert that they

have demonstrated " good cause" for the late filing. The Staff's response

to the Joint Intervenors' assertions in this regard is set forth below in

the discussion relating to the first of five criteria for admitting late

filed contentions.

D. The Staff has Fully Addressed and Resolved the Issues Raised in
Joint Intervenors' Motion - to the Extent Anything New Has Been
Raised, It Is Not Significant

Based on the attached affidavits, it is the Staff's position that

the issues raised in the Intervenors' motion have been fully addressed and

resolved. In sum, as stated in the Affidavit of Dennis M. Crutchfield, at

115, the individual who directed Staff efforts during the NRC Task Force

review, " Joint Intervenors' motion does not contain any significant new

safety issues that have not been previously reviewed by the Staff and

brought to a satisfactory resolution."

E. The Joint Intervenors Have Not Shown That a Different Result Mighti

Have Been Reached Initially Had the Material in Support of the'

Motion Been Considered Earlier

To support a motion to reopen the record, a movant must demonstrate

that it has raised a significant safety issue that might have caused a

different result had the infomation set forth in the motion been con-'

t B- 10
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sidered initially.. The proponent of a motion to reopen the record must

- present "significant new evidence .. . . that materially affects the

- decision," not " bare allegations or simple submissions of new con. ten-;

|

|-
tions." Pacific Gas and Electric Company (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power

Plant), CLI-81-5,13 NRC 361,--362-363 (1981). This requirement has been
.

. interpreted to mean'that the informatica supporting a motion to reopen

must exceed the particularity required by the basis and specificity

requirements of 10'C.F.R. 2.714(b) applicable sto admission of timely

contentions. The material must "be tantamount to evidence" and must

possess the attributes set forth in 10 C.F.R. 2.743(c) defining admissible

evidence for adjudicatory proceedings. Pacific Gas and Electric Company

E(Diablo Canyon) Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-775,19 NRC

1361, 1366-67 (1984). "[T]he new evidence supporting the motion must be

" relevant, material, and reliable." I d_.

In.the Staff's view, Joint-Intervenors have to' tally failed to carry

their " heavy burden" in establishing the safety significance of- the

issues raised in their motion. Joint-Intervenors' proposed. quality

assurance contention is based on numerous allegations which are without

factual support, are factually incorrect, are based on a misreading of
-

their own exhibits, or are derived from stale issues that have been

previously identified and resolved. Similarly, Joint Intervenors'

proposed management character and competence contention is based on ,

allegations which are either unsupported by.the evidence or are inaccurate.

Finally, Joint Intervenors' third proposed contention is extremely vague,

is supported only by broad allegations and, to the extent that it seeks

s
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to litigate the adequacy of Staff review efforts, fails to raise an issue )
i

that is appropriate for litigation in this proceeding.

1. The Proposed Quality Assurance Contention.

Joint Intervenors' proposed quality assurance contention encompasses

twelve general allegations, broken down into numerous sub-allegations. In

order to raise a significant safety issue, Joint Intervenors' " supporting

information must be more than mere allegations"; rather, it mur+ be

" tantamount to evidence." Id. Accordingly, the Joint Intervenors are

required to support each of their sub-allegations with relevant, reliable,

and factually accurate infomation. This has not been dene. In addition,

the Joint Intervenors must establish that their allegations raise

significant safety problems. Joint Intervenors' broad brush approach,

which lists numerous alleged problems with less regard to substance and

evidentiary support than to sheer volume, is not sufficient to support

the reopening of the record to litigate a quality assurance contention.

As stated in Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power

Plant, Units 1and2),ALAB-756,18NRC1341(1983), involving a motioni

to reopen the record to introduce a new quality assurance contention:

Although a program of construction quality assurance is
specifically designed to catch construction errors, it
is unreasonable to expect the program to uncover all

4 errors. In short, perfection in plant construction and
the facility construction quality assurance program is

,not a precondition for a license under either the Atomic
)Energy Act or the Commission's regulations. What is !

required instead is reasonable assurance that the plant, |as built, can and will be operated without endangering ;
'

the public health and safety.

In order for new evidence to raise a "significant safety
issue" for purposes of reopening the record, it must

/
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|

establish either that uncorrected construction errors i

endanger safe plant operation, or that there has been a
breakdown of the quality assurance program sufficient to
raise legitimate doubt as to the. plant's capability of
being operated safely. See Union Electric Co. (Callaway
Plant, Unit 1), ALAB-750, 18 NRC 343, 346 (1983).

Id. at 1345. The Joint Intervenors' motion fails to meet these standards.

The NRC staff's specific responses to the numerous individual alle-

gations and sub-allegations concerning quality assurance are presented in

the affidavits and attachments appended to this response. As discussed

therein, Joint Intervenors' quality assurance allegations are either

totally without factual support, are factually wrong, are based on a

misreading of the cited exhibits, or derive from stale issues which have

been previously identified and resolved by Applicant or Staff.

Moreover, many of Joint Intervenors' allegations appear to be

unsupported by the exhibits which they have cited for factual support. O

For example, in Item A(3)(c), Motion to Reopen at 8, it is alleged that

that Applicant lacked a records index as required by ANSI N.45.2.9 and

Applicant's PSAR. This allegation is allegedly supported by Exhibits 25

and 26 attached to the motion to reopen. However, an examination of

these exhibits does not disclose any reference to a lack of a records

index that may be required by the PSAR or ANSI N45.2.9. Also, Item A(4)(c),

Motion to Reopen at 9, alleges that Applicant failed, even after notifica-

--6/ Joint Intervenors rarely identify the specific passages in the
exhibits which they claim support their allegations. Based on the
large amount of irrelevant material contained in their exhibits, the
burden is ~on Joint Intervenors, not the Board or other parties, to
" separate the wheat from the chaff and present the material in an
organized and persuasive manner." Diablo Canyon, ALAB-775, supra,
19 NRC at 1368, n. 22.

,
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:

; tion, to ensure.that administrative procedures were instituted to cover

the' interface between on-site'Waterford 3 staff and the off-site support

group. . The only factual support offered by Joint Intervenors in this |
'

_

. . . I'

regard is a'' reference.to Exhibit 1. An examination of that exhibit, I
~

however,-does not reveal any reference to the specific allegation stated

in the motion. There are' numerous other examples, all of which are
>

p discussed ir. Attachment I to Applicant's Answer to the motion to reopen.

Allegations which are unsupported by the exhibits upon which they rely

cannot have' factual. basis. Thus, they cannot constitute evidence sufficient
<

to support a motion to reopen.
'

'In addition to many unsupported allegations, some of the Joint Inter-
I venors' quality assurance allegations appear to be contradicted by the

documents which are listed for factual support. For example, as noted

in Applicant's Answer to the Motion to Reopen (at 19), Joint Intervenors''

4

{ Item A(3)(b), Motion to Reopen at 8, asserts that Applicant lacked over--

| sight of procurement activities, including subcontractor documentation.
I

; The Joint Intervenors refer to their Exhibit 29_ as support for this

assertion. However, a review of that exhibit shows. it is a letter from-
| the Applicant to Ebasco instructing that a procurement under consideration

: be rejected; thus, Exhibit 29 appears to. refute rather than support the
; - allegation. Another example is Item A(1)(a)(iii), Motion to Reopen at.4.

|. Here,LJoint Intervenors allege.that Applicant's construction organization
| 4

|- had effective control ~ over both the day-to-day operations of the quality
,

assurance' department and the major policy decisions. However,'their
'

Exhibit'4, the only document cited-.in' support of the allegation,-

explicitly. defines and describes ,the authority and independence of the
_

:
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Applicant's Quality Assurance Organization, and shows how the Applicant's

quality assurance program established and maintained independence of its

Quality Assurance Organization.

Many of the Joint Intervenors' allegations also appear to be factually

erroneous. For example, Item A(1)(o), Motion to Reopen at 6, asserts

that Applicant provided.no QC coverage for work done on the night shift.

This assertion is allegedly supported by Joint Intervenors' Exhibits 1, 8

and 22; howev'er, a review of those exhibits' does not lend support.to the

allegation.

2. The Management Competence Contention

The second proposed contention which Joint Intervenors seek to

litigate in a reopened proceeding is one which alleges that the Applicant

lacks the necessary character and competence to operate Waterford 3.

Motion to Reopen at 15. In support of this proposed contention, Joint
' Intervenors advance allegations in several areas encompassing alleged

improprieties dating back to 1981. None of these allegations raise a
'

significant safety issue, and none supports reopening to litigate a

contention that Applicant lacks the requisite character and competence to

operate Waterford.

(a) The 01 Investigation

It-is argued by Joint Intervenors that the existence of an investi-

gation by the NRC's Office of Investigation (01) is evidence.in support

of their contention that Applicant "does not have' the necessary character

and competence." Motion to Reopen at 15-16. However, the pendency of
..
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an 01 investigation, in and of itself, cannot support Joint Intervenors'

motion to reopen the record. Until a finding is made by 01, the accuracy

and significance of the allegations which instigated the inver,tigation

should not be presumed.

#(b) Financial Reports

Joint Intervenors' motion next asserts that Applica$t lacks character

and competence because it allegedly made a number of " misstatements and

misleading statements" in financial documents filed with the Securities

and Exchange Commission (SEC). This allegation is insufficient to support

a motion to reopen the record. The allegation centers on statements per-

taining to the licensing status of Waterford 3. The question of whether

the statements were untrue or misleading is a question that should be

addressed, in the first instance, by the SEC. (See Affidavit of

D. Crutchfield). In any event, the Staff's review leads it to conclude

that Applicant has the. character, integrity and competence to safely

operate the Waterford 3 facility. See Crutchfield Affidavit at 16B, and

the attached Memorandum from the Regional Administrator, NRC . Region IV to

the Director of NRR, dated December 4, 1984.

(c) Applicant's April 27 Letter

Joint Intervenors, at pages 21-23 of their motion, allege that

Applicant made inaccurate and misleading statements in its April 27, 1984

letter responding to various issues identified by the Staff on April 2,

1984. In our view, the significance of those matters has been fully

addressed in the Task Force's subsequent work and, given the ve'y generalr

nature of the Staff's letter of April 2,1984, it is understandable that.

~.
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the Applicant's response may not have been fully responsive to the

concerns of the Staff. For this reason, the Staff did not rely on the

Applicant's response of April 27, 1984. See Affidavit of Dennis M. ,

Crutchfield at 16.B.

(d) The Staff's CAT Report

Based on the Staff's May 14, 1984 Construction Assessrent Team (CAT)
,

Report (Joint Intervenors' Exhibit 23), it is asserted that Applicant has

historically failed to correct noncompliances and prevent their recur-

rences. According to Joint Intervenors, this supports a reopening for

admission of.a management character and competence contention.

The attached affidavit of W. Crossman shows that the NRC staff did

identify instances where Applicant failed to take adequate corrective

action. Enforcement action is pending in regard to these failures, and

no other actions are required. The followup inspection to the CAT Report

is documented in NRC Inspection Report 84-30 and 84-45.

(e) Staffing at Waterford'3

Joint Intervenors allege at 28-29 of their motion that Applicant

failed to upgrade its staff after repeated warnings by the NRC. This

allegation is without support. As noted in the Crutchfield Affidavit

: at 16B, Applicant commenced a recruiting effort in 1981 and significantly

increased staffing levels. The Staff has tracked and acknowledged the

improvement in Applicant's staffing in several SER Supplements. The

Staff has also concluded that staffing levels and staff qualifications

are adequate.for operation of Waterford 3. See attached memorandum from

B-17
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Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV, to Director, Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation dated December 4,1984. Joint Intervenors have
l

offered no new evidence in support of their allegation.

(f) Ebasco Site Management Competence

The allegation is made by Joint Intervenor, at 29 that Applicant

failed to ensure that Ebasco site management was " competent, trustworthy,

and dedicated to quality principles."

This allegation, too,-is unsupported by the evidence. Joint Inter-

venors have not presented any documents in support of this allegation.

Joint Intervenors rely on a paraphrasing of portions of a 1981 Staff

inspection report relating to a single individual while he was employed

at another project. Joint Intervenors have made no allegations about

that individual's performance at Waterford 3. In essence, it appears

that Joint Intervenors are attempting to rely on stale and

unsubstantiated allegations against an individual. Bare allegations of

this nature cannot serve as a justification for reopening the record.,

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant),

CLI-81-5,13NRC361,362-363(1981).

(g) Other Issues

After Section' B, it becomes difficult to follow the Intervenors'

motion to reopen. For example, Section C purporting to deal with Joint'

Intervenors' third contention concerning Staff, is almost entirely devoted

to criticizing Applicant. This Section, as well as Sections D'and E

appears to relate to Joint Intervenors' proposed contention on management

!
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character and competence. It is argued by Joint Intervenors in

Sections C and D of the motion that Applicant's attitude and strategy in

; responding to NRC concerns has been questionable. Motion to Reopen at

32-39. Joint Interveriors also assert in Section E that Applicant's

handling of the basemat issue raises questions about Applicant's ability

and willingness to comply with NRC directives, motion at 39-40. No

rationale is set forth as to why these allegations should not be dealt

with in the context of the basemat issues still pending before the Appeal

Board.

Applicant has addressed and responded to concerns raised by the

NRC Inquiry Team (as have been documented in SSER 7 and Inspection

Reports 84-43 and 84-45 and as will be further documented in SSER 9) and
~

the NRC Construction Assessment Team (CAT). (See Inspection Reports 84-30

and84-45). These documents show that in response to the concerns raised

in the Staff's June 13, 1984 letter, Applicant mobilized a large work

force, headed by a special management team with personal oversight by the

Appl':caat's President and Chief Executive Officer. In addition, Appli-

cant has arranged for an outside Task Force of qualified experts to

provide a more independent review and assessment of the adequacy of the

resolution of the NRC issues. Each response to NRC issues has included

identification of the cause, safety implications, necessary corrective

action and assessment of the generic implications of the issue. The

Applicant has also properly addressed safety issues brought to its

attention by the Staff in the three recent inspection efforts.

In Section E of the motion to reopen, at 39-44, the Joint Intervenors

make allegations about Applicant's handling of the basemat issue to

.
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bolster their proposed contention on'LP&L character and competence.

Again, these allegations do not appear sufficient to support a contention

on management and integrity, and Joint Intervenors have not explained why

this matter could not be addressed within the context of the basemat

issue pending before the Appeal Board.

3. Staff Performance Contention

The third proposed contention advanced by Joint Intervenors alleges

that the NRC staff's regulatory activities have been inadequate (page 32

of the motion). Joint Intervenors have failed to provide any basis for

the allegation. A reading of Section II.C of the mction, pages 32-36,

shows nothing more than general criticisms of the Staff's efforts. This

criticism is difficult to square with the language at the start of the

section which describes, in glowing terms, the Staff's extensive programs

for inspection and review of the Waterford project, and notes that the

"NRC Staff has engaged in an unprecedented inspection effort at the

Waterford 3 plant..."

As detailed in the Crutchfield and other attached affidavits, the

Staff's inspection and review effort has, in fact, been thorough and far

reaching. While Joint Intervenors have offered criticism of the Staff

in other sections of their motion, those criticisms are not offered in

support of this third proposed contention, but only in support of their

argument that they have met the standards for reopening the record to

admit late contentions. Motion at 48-50, 51-58. These criticisms are

simply a series of unsupported complaints expressing Joint Intervenor's

disagreements on how the Staff has handled particular issues, that the

B-20
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Staff has _not fomally stated ahead of time how particular issues are to

- be resolved, or that Joint Intervenors lack documentation with which ta

review the Staff's work.

Moreover, the Joint Intervenors have set forth no authority for tre

proposition that dissatisfaction with the Staff's review is'a sufficient

basis to support a contention, let 'alone to reopen a record to admit a

late contention. In this regard, it is well established that the Appli-

cant's request for a license, and its qualifications therefor, constitute

the proper subjects for a contention, and that the Staff's performance

of its regulatory responsibilities does not provide a proper subject for

a safety contention in a licensing proceeding. See, e.g., Commonwealth

Edison Co. (Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-80-30,

12 NRC 683, 690 (1980). Nor do these matters present "significant new

evidence" sufficient to support a motion to reopen. Diablo Canyon,

supra, CLI-81-5. For these reasons, this contention should be denied.

F. Joint Intervenors Have Not Demonstrated " Good Cause" for the Late
Filing of their Motion to Reopen and Admission of New Contentions

In an attempt to establish " good cause" for their untimely motion,

Joint Intervenors assert that they have relied on the NRC Staff's

intensive inspection and reform efforts, and only when those efforts

"appea'ed" to falter did they move to reopen the record. These

assertions should be rejected.

First, as more fully detailed in the attached Staff affidavits, the

Staff's efforts'have not faltered. The Staff has conducted an extensive;

:

| and exhaustive review of more than 350 allegations related to Waterford

Unit 3. This investigation has reached into numerous aspects of the

B-21,
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Applicant's QA program, and has resulted in the Applicant's undertaking

new efforts to correct deficiencies and records problems at the plant. The
l

Staff's effort, rather than " faltering", has succeeded demonstrably well.

Secondly, Joint Intervenors' . reliance on the Skagit Case 1/ or theirf

" good cause" ar'gument is misplaced. Skagit actually undermines Joint

Intervenors argument. That case evidences the expectation by the Appeal

Boaro that, absent demonstrable good cause for not doing so, an individual

interested in the outcome of a particular proceeding will act to protect

his interest within established time limits. As noted above, Joint Inter-

venors sought Appeal Board approval in February of this year to reopen the

record. As also noted above, as recently as August of this year, the

Staff urged Joint Intervenors "to promptly provide the Staff any inforra-

tion [they] may have pertaining to the safety of the Waterford Unit 3

facility." See Exhibits 2 and 3 attached to Applicant's Answer to Motion -

to Reopen, and Affidavit of D. Crutchfield. However, not until November

of this year did the Joint Intervenors finally come forward and make the

many unsupported assertions contained in their present motion to reopen.
,

Without, as here, a demonstration of good cause, a " compelling

showing" is required as to the remaining four factors in order to reach a
' favorable balancing under 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(a). South Carolina

Electric and Gas Co. (Virgil C. Sumer Nuclear Station, Unit 1), ALAB-642,

13 NRC 881, 886 (1981), aff'd sub nom. Fairfield United Action v. NRC,

679 F.2d 261 (D.C. Cir.1982); Mississippi Power & Light Co. (Grand Gulf
,

7/ Puget Sound Power & Light Co. (Skagit Nuclear Power Project, Units 1
'

~

and 2), ALAB-557, 10 NRC 162, 165 (1979).
,
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Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-704, 16 NRC 1725, 1730 (1982). An

examination of Joint Intervenors' motion demonstrates that it fails to

make the requisite compelling showing.

G. Availability of Other Means Whereby the Intervenors' Interest will
,

be Protected

The Staff concedes that, if the Appeal Board finds merit to their

assertion that Staff has not fully addressed and resolved the issues

raised in Joint Intervenors' motion, the Joint Intervenors may not have-'

other means available to them whereby their interests will be protected.

However, as noted above and in the attached affidavits, the Staff

| believes the assertions in question are without merit. In any event,

however, this factor is of considerably less importance than the factors

discussed in Section F, H, and J herein. Thus, the Appeal Board has

repeatedly held that factors 2 and 4, which could weigh in Joint Inter-

venors favor, are of " decidedly ' lesser weight than the other factors.'"

Grand Gulf, supra, ALAB-704,16 NRC at 1731, citing South Carolina

Electric and Gas Co. (Virgil C. Suntner Nuclear Station, Unit 1), ALAB-642,

13 NRC 881, 895 (1981), aff'd sub nom. Fairfield United Action v. NRC,

679 f.2d 261 (D.C. Cir. 1982).

4

H. Interv'enors' Participation in a Reopened Proceeding

The Joint Intervenors have not established that their participation
.

in a reopened proceeding would reasonably be expected to assist in

developing a sound record. Their motion merely contains a conclusory

statement, without specificity, as to how they would assist in developing

>
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a sound r, ca d. Such a conclusory statement fails to satisfy the require-

ments for a favorable showing under this factor. The Appeal Board has
i

stated that "[w] hen a petitioner addresses this criterion it should set j

out with as much particularity as possible the precise issues it plans to j

cover, identify its prospective witnesses, and summarize their proposed

testimony [ citations omitted]. . . . Vague assertions regarding peti-

tioner's ability or resources, as we have here, are insufficient."

Mississippi Power & Light Co. (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and

2), ALAB-704, 16 NRC 1725, 1730 (1982). Accord, Washingtnn Public Power

Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 3), ALAB-747, 18 NRC 1167, 1177

(1983); Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1),

ALAB-743, 18 NRC 387, 399-400 (1983). Accordingly, this factor weighs

heavily against the Joint Intervenors.

I. Representation of Intervenors' Interests by Other Parties

The Staff ccncedes that, if Joint Intervenors' assertions regarding

Staff resolution of the issues raised in the motion are upheld by the

Appeal Board, Intervenors interests would probably not be represented by

any other party. In this regard, the Staff does not believe that Joint

Intervenors assertions, offered in support of the motion to reopen, have

any merit. In any event, however, this factor is of lesser importance

than the factors discussed in Sections F. H and J herein.

.

J. The Extent to Which Joint Intervenors' Participation Will Broaden
the Issues or Delay the Proceeding

Joint Intervenors have not addressed this criterion in their motion.

Given the voluminous nature of the motion and attachments, there can be
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no doubt that a grant of their motion to reopen the record would exten-

sively broaden the issues and excessively delay the proceedings. The

Joint Intervenors' failure to address this criterion appears to c,onsti-
'

tute an admission of this fact. The delay factor under the circumstances

presented here should also weigh heavily against Joint Intervenors.

Detroit Edison Company (Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-476,

7 NRC 759, 762 (1978).

As discussed above and in the attached affidavits, the Joint

Intervenors have failed to sustain their burden in moving to reopen the

record. As to the five factors which must be weighed in determining

whether to admit a late filed contention, factors 1, 3 and 5 weigh

heavily against admission of the three late contentions proposed by Joint

Intervenors.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the Joint Intervenors have failed

to satisfy the standards governing a motion to reopen, and have failed

tosatisfythebalancingtestsetforthin10C.F.R.52.714(a)(1).

Accordingly, the motion to reopen and to admit new contentions should be

denied.

Respectfully submitted,

WM
Bernard M. Bordenick
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 21st day of December, 1984

|
'
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"?" " 2% UNITE 3 STATES

gf g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION*

*
% REGION IV '

D 11 A P R Ug , g , ,o h ARLINGTON. TEXAS 75011

DEC 04 W

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. Denton, Director
Off4ce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: R. D. Mart'in, Regional %dministrator

SUBJECT: ISTAN POWER & LIG r COMPANY (LP&L)c
ATERF0 3 STEAM ELEtTRIC STATION (DN: 50-382)

i Based on the results of our inspection effort, we have deterinined that
construction and preoperational testing'of the subject facility have been1

completed in substantial agreement with docketed comitments and regulatory
requirements, with the exception of items indicated in Attachment 1. These
remaining items have been grouped according to our recomended mandatory
completion milestones.

As part of our inspection efforts, we have reviewed the implementation of the
licensee's Quality Assurance Program for operations and have found that their
program meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

Based on our inspections, we conclude that construction is complete.
| preoperational testing has not revealed any significant unresolved problems,

and the licensee is ready and, in our judgement, competent to operate the!

Waterford 3 plant. The licensee has sufficient trained and licensed staff
to safely operate the Waterford 3 plant. We have no items which would preclude
issuance of a low power operating license. We recommend that the operating
license be conditioned as described in Attachmsht 1.

% /

I
R. D. Martin
Regional Administrator

Attachment:
As stated

B-26
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l
ATTACHMENT 1

'

WATERFORD STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
OPERATING LICENSE NPF-26

This attachment identifies items which must be completed to the Comission's
satisfaction prior to placing the facility into the operational modes
identified below.

A. The following items must be completed prior to proceeding to Operational
Mode 2 (initial criticality).-

1. The licensee shall submit a final report for the following
significant construction deficiencies:

SCD-037 Temperature Detectors (RTDs) Failurej
'

SCD-080 Unsatisfactory Stroking of EFW Pump Turbine
Steam Supply Shut-Off Valves

5C0-093 Charging and Letdown Containment Isolation Valve
Deficiency.

2. The licensee shall complete the loading and testing of the air

cleaning) systems for the auxiliary and containment buildings.(8211-09

i 3. The licensee will complete rework on masonary wall S-24. (CAT
Findings 6.2and6.3)

,

8. The following items must be completed prior to proceeding to Operational
Mode 1 (power operation).t

1. The licensee shall evaluate the emergency load testing using maximum
and minimum voltages. (8223-04)t

2. The licensee shall develop a suitable method for verifying the
; postaccident sampling capability to provide representative samples.
'

(8405-02)

3. The licensee shall provide verification that the particulate and
iodine grab sampling portion of the high range effluent monitor for;

the main ventilation stack yields a representative sample. (8405-03)
i

1
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UNITER STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

-LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-382
)

(WaterfordSteamElectricStation,)
Unit 3) )

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF'S RESPONSE TO JOINT
INTERVENORS' MOTION TO REOPEN THE RECORD AND TO ADMIT FOR LITIGATION
THREE CONTENTIONS CONCERNING APPLICANT'S QUALITY ASSURANCE BREAKDOWN AND
LACK 0F CHARACTER AND COMPETENCE TO OPERATE THE WATERFORD 3 STEAM
ELECTRIC PLANT AND OPPOSITION TO JOINT INTERVENORS' MOTION FOR A
PROTECTIVE ORDER" in the above-captioned proceeding have been served on
the following by deposit in the United States mail, first class or, as
indicated by an asterisk, through deposit in the Nuclear Regulatory,

' Commission's internal mail system, this 21st day of December,1984.

Christine N. Kohl, Chairman * Dr. W. Reed Johnson *
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

Board Board
'

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

Howard A. Wilber* Sheldon J. Wolfe, Esq., Chairman *
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Administrative Judge

Board Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

'

Dr. Walter H. Jordan Malcolm Stevenson, Esq.
Administrative Judge Monroe & Lemann
881 West Guter Drive 1424 Whitney Building
Oak Ridge, TX 37830 New Orleans, LA 70130

Dr. Harry Foreman, Director E. Blake, Esq.
Administrative Judge B. Churchill, Esq.
University of Minnesota Shaw, Pittman, Potts &
Box 395, Mayo Trowbridge
Minneapolis, MN 55455 1800 M Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

|

,

e
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2--

Luke B. Fontana, Esq. Lynne Bernabei, Esq.
~

+

824 Esplanade Avenue. Government Accountability Project
New Orleans, LA 70116 1555 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. i

,

Suite 202
Washington, D.C. 20009;

i

Ian Douglas Lindsey, Esq. William J.-Guste Jr., Esq.1

'

7434 Perkins Road. Attorney General for the State
Suite C Of Louisiana

,

! ~ Baton Rouge, LA 70808 234 Loyola Avenue.
.! 7th Floor

I Brian P. Cassidy
~

Regional Counsel, FEMA Carole H. Burstein, Esq.
John W. McCormack Post 445 Walnut Street

! Office and Courthouse New Orleans, LA 70118
-Boston, MA 02109

3

i

} Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
! Panel * Board Panel *
1 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
| Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555
!

Docketing and Service Section* Mr. Gary L. Groesch
.

Office of the Secretary 2257 Bayou Road-j

{ U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission New Orleans, LA 70119
( Washington, D.C. 20555

,

.

; John T. Collins
i Regional Administrator, Region IV
j U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
! Parkway Central Plaza Building

611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

i
1

k;

i Bernard M. Bordenick
i Counsel for'NRC Staff
I
: .

|
;

.

r

i

!

|
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!
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY-COPWISSION-

~

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD
\

In the Matter.of )
)<

Louisiana Power & Light Company ) Docket No. 50-382
]-
; (Waterford Steam Electric
'

Station, Unit 3
I

h

| AFFIDAVIT OF DENNIS M. CRUTCHFIELD

; 1. My name is Dennis M. Crutchfield. I am employed as Assistant
:
; Director for Safety Assessment, Division of Licensing, Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. On March 12,
' 1984 the Executive Director for Operations established the NRC Waterford

task force to complete all outstanding regulatory actions at Waterford

| (includingallegations). I was assigned to manage that effort. A state-
i
j ment of my professional qualifications is attached to my Affidavit filed i

i

! in this proceeding on August 7, 1984.
S

2. The purpose of this affidavit'is to respond to allegations and
1

| proposed contentions raised 'in " Joint Intervenors Motion to Reopen the.
I

j Record and to Admit for Litigation Three Contentions Concerning Appli-
i

| cant's Quality Assurance Breakdown and Lack of Character and Competence

! to Operate the Waterford 3 Steam Electric Plant."

3. The joint intervenors' motion addresses three broad areas' and -
:

{
is broken down into 94 detailed issues that are supported by 62 exhibits.-

| Each of the issues has been reviewed by the NRC staff to determine if any

| significant new issues have been identified which would require additional
i

i

.
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review by the NRC. (See Attachment 1 for staff matrix which indicates how

the individual allegations have been addressed by the NRC Waterford 3 Task

Force team leaders' identified in 4 below.)

4. Included as attachments to this affidavit are the statements

of NRC Waterford 3 Task Force team leaders which address the details of

Section II* of the motion in their respective areas and indicate NRC

activities that have_previously covered the allegations raised.

J. Harrison Quality Assurance (Attachment 2)
R. Shewmaker Civil / Structural (Attachment 3
L. Shao Piping / Mechanical (Attachment 4
D. Thatcher Instrumentation & Control (Attachment 5
M. Peranich NRC Inquiry Team (Attachment 6
W. Crossman NRC Region IV Inspection (Attachment 7)

Activities

5. Many of the allegations advanced by joint intervenors and

exhibits relied on by joint intervenors are NRC documents that have been.

used by the NRC staff to identify potential safety issues at Waterford.

Other documents relied on by joint intervenors have been previously

reviewed as part of the NRC staff allegations review and normal inspection

activities or, if the documents have not previously been reviewed by the NRC

staff, present issues which have been adequately reviewed as part of NRC's

routine inspection program over the period of construction of the Waterford 3
'

facility. Due to the numerous inspections that have been conducted over the

life of the facility (approximately 245) some issues may have been covered by

inspections or observations that are not referenced in the attachments to this

affidavit. In addition to the review of joint intervenors motion and exhibits,

the NRC staff has reviewed LP&L's answer to joint intervenors motion and is

in general agreement with their answer.

<

*R. Shewmaker, in his affidavit (Attachment 3), has included comments on
Section III of the motion.

,
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6. The following discussion summarizes my views on the three

proposed contentions ' identified in joint intervenors motion.

A. Breakdown in Applicant's QA program during construction

The NRC first identified a QA breakdown in the applicants' program

in NRC Inspection Report 82-14 and issued a civil penalty (Joint Inter-

venor Exhibit 6) to emphasize our concern in this area. Since ti.at'

time, a major effort has been underway by both the NRC and LP&L to

evaluate the extent of this QA breakdown and to determine if the

Waterford 3 facility has been constructed in a manner that would

indicate that the health and safety of the public will be protected

throughout the life of the facility.

The staff effort in this regard was one of the largest overall
f

efforts ever conducted by the NRC to evaluate the construction of a
.

nuclear reactor. It has included separate efforts by the NRC inquiry

team, the Construction Appraisal Team, and the NRC Waterford 3 Task Force

i in addition to a major ongoing effort by NRC Region IV. Taken together,

the results of these efforts indicate that the QA breakdown was limited,

that other actions such as reinspection were possible and that theser

other actions do provide the necessary assurance that the facility has
:

been properly constructed. It is true that a QA breakdown did occur and

! the corrective actions as a result of this breakdown contributed to

construction delays; however, the staff as a result of the aforementioned

effort, has been able to conclude that the Waterford 3 facility has been

i properly constructed.

|

|
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B. LP&L character, integrity and competence

LP&L's responses to issues raised by the NRC has included major changes
.

in LP&L's organization. These changes indicate an overall recognition by

LP&L of the company's need for additional nuclear experience and expertise

and a willingness to change their organization, as needed, to responsibly

manage the Waterford 3 project. Significant organizational changes have

occurred at virtually all levels within the company.

A significant portion of joint intervenors' motion on this issue

refers to statements made by LP&L involving their dealings with the

financial community. The staff is unable to comment on those issues

because they are not within the NRC's area of responsibility.-

Joint Intervenors allege that LP&L made inaccurate and misleading;

statements in its April 27, 1984 response to various issues identified

by the staff in a letter dated April 2,1984. In our view, the signi'i-

cance of these matters has been fully addressed in the Task Force's

subsequent work and, given the very general nature of the staff's letter

of April 2,1984, it is understandable that the applicant's response may

not have been fully accurate. For this reason, the staff did not rely

heavily on the applicant's response of April 27, 1984.

C. The NRC inspection program has not provided adequate assurance

that the Waterford 3 facility has been properly constructed or that

it will be safely operated in the future.

Contrary to joint intervenors' assertion that the NRC program has

not provided assurance, joint intervenors have provided iii-progress NRC

documentation which is the vehicle used by the NRC to identify issues

which causes corrective actions to be taken as appropriate. The issues
,
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raised in this assertion have been reviewed by the NRC staff and have ,

l
'

been adequately resolved.

7. The~ issues raised by the staff and allegers (see SSER 7) have

been reviewed by the staff to determine if any significant underlying safety

issues have been identified. Early NRC reports and letters included in

joint intervenors' motion, specifically in regard to item A(1)(a)(ii,

iii), identify issues about which, at the time issued, the NRC staff had

some doubt. Further staff review and corrective actions by LP&L have

resulted in these issues being found to be acceptable from a specific as
* well as a generic perspective. Documents that close these issues are

identified in the statements of the NRC Waterford 3 Task Force team leaders.

In addition, SSER 9, to be issued shortly, closes the issues raised in SSER 7.

8. In the normal staff review process, the staff evaluates the
1
'

applicant's QA organization to determine that it has sufficient

independence and freedom to carry out its QA responsibilities without

undue influence or pressure from cost and schedule concerns. This

review was completed by the NRC staff.

9. As a result of the regular part of the Region IV inspection

program, the followup inspection and review by NRC Region IV, the
,

Construction Appraisal Team, and the NRC Waterford 3 Task Force, the

staff concludes that, in general, the overall LP&L QA program has been

effective in assuring that the Waterford 3 nuclear power plant has been

built to the high standards required by the NRC. Where deficiencies have'

been identified, the NRC staff is preparing enforcement action; however,

the corrective action in those areas has already been taken by LP&L and

reviewed by the NRC staff and found to be acceptable.

;
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10. It should be noted that Joint Intervenors' motion is brought
.

forward very late in the staff review process. The motion is vague on

many points. In some cases, the allegers concerns are based on a lack

of knowledge of NRC regulations and applicable codes and, in many cases,

the allegers left the site before LP&L had completed corrective action.

11. Section C (at 32) of joint intervenors' motion contains

statements that are incorrect. Joint intervenors state that CAT Team

inspections (like the one conducted at Waterford) are only conducted at

plants which have QA and construction problems. This is not true.

Joint intervenors state that the NRC Waterford 3 Task Force was

composed of 22 inspectors. That is not true; over 50 technical specialists

were involved.

Joint intervenors state that the Waterford 3 Task Force conducted a,

l three week inspection. This is incorrect. The initial effort entailed 6

weeks on-site in April and May 1984. In addition, a substantial amount,

of time was spent involving many man-weeks of effort both before and after

that period on such matters as early allegations (NRC inquiry team effort)

] and followup activities documented in SSER 9 and various NRC Region IV

inspection reports.

12. Contrary to joint intervenors' coatention, it is our belief
,

that at least one of the three allegers has been in contact with the NRC

staff and refused, at that time, to identify any safety issues. The

conversation with the individual was concluded with an appeal to the

alleger that he bring forward any kncwn safety issues. He did not

subsequently contact the NRC.

i

|
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13. It should be further noted that in Exhibit 1 to Joint Intervenors' ,

l

Motion for Protective Order, Thomas M. Devine states that he drafted

three affidavits in July 1983. I have publicly and privately appealed

to GAP and joint intervenors to bring forward any safety issues that

they may be aware of in order that these issues could be evaluated by

.the NRC along with other issues under staff review. Up until the recent

late filing, no such issues have been brought forward.

14. Joint intervenors' motion (at 56) states that the NRC staff has

put many of the allegers on the NRC payroll, thereby bringing into question

the allegers' independence. Certain allegers did assist the NRC during

this Task Force effort. They were reimbursea for travel-related expenses

and either the individuals or the company they work for were reimbursed

for lost wages. These individuals did not profit by assisting the NRC

and by working closely with the NRC Office of Investigation. The allegers'

independence from the Task Force staff was maintained.

15. In conclusion, the joint intervenors' motion does not contain

any significant new safety issues that have not been previously-reviewed by

the staff and broucht tn a. satisfactory resolution.

Dennis M. Crutchfield /
Subscribed and sworn to before I

me thisg/* day of December,1984 |
1

|

M
Notary Public

My coninission expires: 7///86
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Attachment 1

! NRC WATERFORD 3 STAFF MATRIX

Team Leaders Attachment

J. Harrison Quality Assurance 2
R. Shewmaker ' Civil / Structural 3-
L. Shao Piping / Mechanical 4

D. Thatcher Instrumentation & Control 5
M. Peranich NRC Inquiry' Team 6
W. Crossman Region IV Inspection Activities 7

From Section II of Joint intervenors Motion

.

NRC RIV
Allegation Civil / Piping / Inst.& Ing.- Insp.

No. QA Struct. Mech. Control Team Activ.

A(1)(a)(i) X X X

A(1)(a)(ii)* X
,

A(1)(a)(iii)* X

A(1)(b) X X

A(1)(c) X
,

A(1)(d) X X

A(1)(e) X

A(1)(f) X
,

A(1)(g)**

* Addressed in affidavit of Dennis M. Cruchfield.
**NRC Office of Investigations is reviewing issues in this area.
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NRC RIV
Civil / Piping / Inst.& Inq. Insp. |

QA Struct. Mech. Control Team Activ. |

A(1)(h) X

A(1)(i) X

A(1)(j) X

A(1)(k) X

A(1)(1) X X

A(1)(m) X

A(1)(n) X

A(1)(o) X

A(1)(p) X X

A(2)(a) X

A(2)(b) X

A(2)(c) X X

A(2)(d) X X

A(2)(e) X X

A(2)(f) X X

A(3)(a) X X

A(3)(b) X X

A(3)(c) X

A(3)(d) X

A(3)(e) X X

A(3)(f) X X

A(3)(g) X X

A(3)(h) X
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NRC RIV
Civil / Piping / -Inst.& Inq. Insp.'

.QA Struct. Mech. ' Control Team Activ.

. A(3)(i). X

A(4)(a)-' X X

;' -. A(4)(b) X

1- ;

A(4)(c) X!

A(4)(d) X X

i A(4)(e) X X

j- .A(5)(a) .X

A(5)(b) X

| A(5)(c) X

! A(6)(a) -X .X

; A(6)(b) X X X

! A(6)(c) X X

t

j A(7)(a) X X X

j A(7)(b) X

|

A(7)(c) X;

i
A(7)(d) X

A(7)(e) X X,

A(7)(f) X

A(8)(a) X

A(8)(b) X

A(8)(c) X
3

j.
4 A(8)(d) X ,

1

-A(8)(e) X

1

!

i

1

J

s
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NRC RIV
1Civil / Piping / Inst.& Inq. Insp..

QA. Struct. Mech. ' Control Team Activ.

~A(9)(a) X X !

A(9)(b) X- X

; A(9)(c) X

A(10)(a) X X

A(10)(b) X

'

! A(10)(c) X X

A(10)(d) .X

| A(10)(e) X X

! A(10)(f) X
:

! A(10)(g) X X X
!

; A(10)(h) X '

! A(11)(a) X

|

| A(11)(b) X

A(11)(c) X

i

A(11)(d) X X
i

A(12)(a) X

A(12)(b) X

A(12)(c) X,

!

i B(1) X X

B(2)

B(3) X

B(3)(b) X

f B(3)(c) X

|
|

.
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.

NRC RIV
.

Civil / Piping / Inst.& Inq. Insp.
QA Struct. Mech. Control Team Activ.

B(3)(d) X

B(3)(e) X X

B(4) X X

B(4)(a) X

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

| B(5) X X

B(6) X

D(2) X X

D(3) X X
'

Section III

D(1) X

D(2) X

The following allegations are contained in the affidavits of
three individuals. These were not specifically referenced
in the Joint Intervenors' Motions but are covered below.

Exh.8, Pg.3 X

(Line 1-2)

Exh.8, Pg.3 X

(Line 2-8)

Exh.8,-Pg.3 X

(Line9-12)>

Exh.8, Pg.3 X,

(Line16-18)

Exh.8, Pg.3-4 X

(Line 19).-;

B-41
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|

NRC RIV
Civil / Piping / Inst.& Inq. Insp.

QA Struct. Mech. Control Team Activ.>-

Exh.8, Pg.4 X
,

-(Line7-8) 1

-Exh.8, Pg.4' X X

(Line10-14))

Exh.8, Pg.4 X

(Line21-24).

Exh.8, Pg.4 X

(Line24-25)
Pg'.5

(Line1-8)
'

Exh.8, Pg.5 X X

(Line 9-13))
,

Exh'.8, Pg.5 X X

(Line 14-24)

Exh.8, Pg.5 X

-(Line25-26).
Pg.6

(Line 1-4)

Exh.8, Pg.6 X

(Line 5-12)
' Exh.8, Pg.6 X X-
| (Line 13-17)

Exh.8, Pg.6 X,

!,

(Exh. 8)

| Exh.8, Pg.6 X

;(Line23-25)
Pg.7 ~

: (Line1-5)

Exh.8, Pg.7 X

.(Line6-9)

: Exh.8, Pg.7 .X

| 1(Line.10-14)

|

;
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1:
flRC RIV

Civil / Piping / Inst.& Inq. Insp.
QA Struct. Mech. Control Team Activ.

Exh.8, Pg.7 X X.

.(Line15-17).

Exh.8, Pg.7 X

(Line18-21)

Exh.8, Pg.7 X

(Line21-26)
Pg.8

(Line1)

-Exh.8, Pg.8 X

(Line 3-9))

Exh.8, Pg.8 X

(Line 10-13)
,

Exh.8, Pg.8
.

(Line 14-17)'

Exh.8, Pg.8>

(Line18-20)

Exh.8, Pg.8
(Line20-25)

P. 9
(Line 1-5)

Exh.8, Pg. 9
; (Line7-15)

; Exh.8, P . 9 X X

(16-22

Exh 8, Pg.9 X

(Line22-25)

Exh.8, Pg. 10 X X

(Line 3-7)

Exh.8, Pg. 10 X

(Line 8-18)

Exh.8, Pg.10 X ,
,

(Line19-26).
t

B-43 i
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NRC RIV
Civil /- ' Piping /. Inst.& Inq. Insp.

QA Struct. Mech. Control Team Activ.
4

Pg.11'
(Line1-2);

! j
' Exh.27 Pg.1 X X

'

; (Line20-22)
~Pg.2

(Line 1-9)

Exh.27, Pg.2 X X

(Line10-18)

Exh.27, Pg.2 X

(Line 19-26)
i Pg.3

(Line1-25)
'

'

Exh.27, P.4 X X

(Line 1-20)
.Pg.5

(Line7-14)

Exh.27, Pg.4 X X

! (Line21-26).
Pg.5

r (Line 1-6)
!
! Exh.27, Pg.5 X

|
(Line 12-26) 1

Pg.6
'

(Line1-8)

Exh.27,Pg.6 X
'

(Line 9-19)

Exh.27, Pg.6 X

(Line 20-25)
Pg.7

(Line1-9)

Exh.27, Pg.7 X

(Line10-16)_

Exh.27, Pg.7 ~ X

-(Line 17-25)

i

i B-44
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iNRC RIV

Civil / Piping / Inst.& Inq. Insp.
QA St ruct. Mech. Control Team Activ.

Exh.27, Pg.8 X

(Line 1-4)

Exh.27, Pg.8 X

(Line4-6)

.
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Attachment 2

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL' BOARD

l

In the Matter of ) Docket No. 50-382
Louisiana Power and Light Company ) (0L)

)
)

(Waterford Steam Electric Station )
Unit 3) )

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN J. HARRISON, JR., IN
RESPONSE TO JOINT INTERVENORS' MOTION TO RE0 PEN HEARINGS

I, John J. Harrison, Jr., depose and say:

1. I am the Chief, Engineering Branch, within the Division of Reactor Safety,
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region III. My Professional
Qualifications are attached. This affidavit is submitted in response to
Joint Intervenors' motion to reopen this proceeding, dated November 8, 1984.

2. I have been the QA team leader assigned to the Waterford Task Force from
March 1984 to the present. From November 13, 1984, to the present, part
of my responsibilities have been to review or have reviewed under my
supervision certain allegatiuns submitted as part of Joint Intervenors'
motion (motion) to reopen these hearings.

3. I have reviewed or supervised the review of the motion and the exhibits
and affidavits attached to the motion.
the attached Allegation Response Matrix.g review results are denoted onThe notations identified as
A-XX refers to the allegation number of similar allegations that were
previously discussed in'NUREG-0787, Supplement No. 7 dated September
1984 Waterford Steam Electric Station No. 3, Safety' Evaluation Report.
The notations, in the Matrix, identified the substance of each allegation:
as being previously addressed in SSER No. 7; as being too vague to
evaluate; as not being a requirement; as not.within the staff's purview;
being within 01's purview; as believed to have been evaluated by another
NRC task force team, Region IV or the NRC Construction Assessment Team;
or as reviewed by the NRC staff as one of 23 issues as denoted in the NRC
letter dated June 13, 1984, from Mr. D. G. Eisenhut to Mr. J. M. Cain,
LP&L, with results being documented in SSER No. 9. I also reviewed the
Louisiana Power and Ligi.' Company (LP&L) response dated November 30,
1984, to the motion, and believe that the LP&L response is generally
adquate n it related - to the specific issues identified in the attached
matrix that were within the QA team scope of review.

1/ Attached as Enclo ure I to this affidavit.

B-46
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- 4. .I hereby certify that'the statements contained herein are true and
: correct to the best of.my knowledge and belief.

1

| g% Wp\^
John J. Harrison, Jr.

,

Subscribed.and sworn before me.
: .this /76 day of December 1984
t

4

d4'
Notary Public j j'''

hy Connission Expires: J/f/ Plo

!

!

I

,

4

?

|

r

I

1

2

B-47,
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JOHN J. HARRISON

Statement of Professional Qualifications

My name is John J. Harrison, Jr. I was born September 11, 1940 at |
-Suffolk, Virginia. I am employed by the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) I
as the Chief. Engineering Branch, Division of Reactor Safety. I

\

I graduated from Newport- News Shipbuilding Apprentice School in 1968 !

with an Associate Degree in Marine Engineering. I

I have worked.for the NRC since September,1978 and have been in nty
current position since November, 1984. '

From April, 1983 until November, 1984 I was assigned as the Chief of the
Midland Section in the Division of Reactor Projects and the Office of
Special Cases. My duties included supervising, planning, and scheduling

i inspections related to the Midland Nuclear Plant. A large part of my
effort was to review, approve, and assure compliance by the applicant'

.

of a 100 per cent reinspection program of site construction and
' inspection.

From March,1984 until December,1984 I also participated as a QA Team
Leader on the NRC Waterford Task Force. The task force charter was to
review a large number of allegations, to identify any problems detected

; and review the corrective actions taken by the applicant, including
reviewing the reinspection program and its results.

From December,1979 until April,1983, I was assigned as the Senior
Resident Inspector at the Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station in

i southern Indiana. My duties included planning, supervising, and conducting
NRC inspections and' investigations of construction, activities at the site
to determine whether the licensee is complying with the provisions of the
construction permit.

From September,1978 to December,1979, I was assigned as a Regional _ Based
Reactor Inspector in the Engineering Support Section as a mechanical,
welding, nondestructive testing and quality assurance specialist. In
this capacity I reviewed reactors under construction and operating plant
modifications in specialized areas, including inservice and preservice
inspection.>

From September,1973 to September,1978, I was employed by Townsend and
Bottom Engineering Company based in Ann Arbor, Michigan as a Quality ;

Control Engineer. My duties included the corporate and project written '

manuals and procedures, planning, auditing, specification review, evaluating
inspection and test data, and a member of the Material Review Board. I

|was qualified Level III to ANSI N45.2.6 and to Nondestructive Examination
| to SNT-TC-1A, Lead Auditor, and was a Company Radiation Safety Officer.

I worked on various nuclear and fossil projects.

i

i
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: Statement of Professional -2- John J. Harrison
Qualificationso

From March,1963 to September,1973 I was' employed at Newport News Ship-
building in various assignments primarily as an inspector. . quality
engineer, quality auditor, (vendor and internal), and other quality-
functions. I also worked as a mechanical test engineer. All my
involvement at Newport News was in the Naval Nuclear Program.

From March,' 1959 to' March,1963 I was on active duty in the United States
Marine Corps.

,

.

.

D

|

I
i
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Enclosure I to Attachment 2

|
ALLEGATION RESPONSE MATRIX !

QA Issues

i

Allegation No. Reference for NRC Treatment of Allegation with Comments *

A(1)(a)(i) A-229
A- 48
A-306g

A(1)(a)(ii) Too vague

A(1)(a)(iii) Same as A(1)(a)(i)

A(1)(b) A-48
.

A(1)(c) A-01 through A-347
A-01, 02, 28
Issues, 1,.10 & 20
NRC letter to LP&L

6/13/84

A'.1)(d) A-215
Words "not tested on-
site": not required
per ASME or AWS Codes

Description of alledged
deficient weld inspection
is acceptable per Sec-
tion IX, QW-452.3
QW-463.2

A-33 For some arc strikes.
A-232 Words " circumvented

! the QC program":
need specifics --
too vague

A(1)(e) Vague

A(1)(f) Too vague
Licensee response
acceptable

,

! * Comments in quotes were taken from joint intervenors' motion. Comments
without quotes represent the views of the NRC QA team concerning that issue.
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Allegation No.

A(1)(h) A-48

A(1)(i) A-48 for audits -
' To some degree A-165

Issue 5
NRC letter to LP&L
6/13/84

A(1)(j),A(1)(k) A-48 for MAC Report
Otherwise too vague

A(1)(1) A-01, 02, 28
A-48

(A)(1)(m) A-215.

" instrumentation men was a plumber without
fonnal nuclear training."

,

Some instrumentation tubing problems very'

i similar to plumbing.
Too vague.

! Need specifics.

A-215
"the test wasn't hard enough to prove the skills
needed for the job. Second, out of a ten inch
weld, the inspector would only check at four
points by cutting out the straps from four
spots on the weld coupon. These were
destructive tests, but the weld inspector did,

not conduct X-rays or other non-destructive
tests besides visual tests.- This meant that
most of the weld on the test coupon was not
examined and unqulified welders slipped
thorugh. around 1980, x-rays were part
of the weld test booth program."
This is OK per ASME Section IX. (Sameissue
as A(1)(d))

A(1)(m) A-58
Too vague - need specifics

A(1)(o) "LP&L provided no QC coverage for work done on
the night shift for most of the construction of
Waterford 3."
"Ebasco in 1982, they did not have any QC for
the night shift."

No requirement exists for this.

B-51
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Allegation No. ,

l
" Mercury only had one or two_QC inspectors at
night for crews of 10 or 12 men each."

Excellent ratio 1:5, 1:6

A(1)(p) A-33
A-48

A(2)(b) A-48 (audits)
! Licensee's response is adequate

A(2)(c) A-48
Numerous locations in SSER 7

A(2)(d) Standard practice: " Whip restraints
and temporary hangers were installed first."
A-32, 50, 83, 121

As-Built OK Per A-32
A-187

i A-230
,

A(2)(e) Same as A(2)(d)

As-builts OK
A-32
A-187
A-230

A(2)(f) NCRs were reviewed as Part of
A-33
A-232

Calculations reviewed as part of
Issue-6
A-33
A-232

A(3)(a) A-165
SSER #9

A(3)(b) A-48
; in part
|
|

!
1
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1

Allegation No.

A(3)(c) A-35
A-143
A-188
A-279
A-308

A(3)(d) A-134
" Nasty Grams"
" Exhibit 30 - personnel
issues - not safety issue

A(3)(e) Training was also reviewd as a part
of A-6, 09, 294, and other allegations.

A(3)(f) A-48
A-165
SSER #9 - response to Issue 5.

A(3)(g)~ A-48,

In part4

Licensee response is correct / adequate.

A(3)(h) "using a suitable computer"
Not a Regulatory Requirement.
Agreed with LP&L response.

'

A(3)(i) Agree with LP&L response.

A(4)(a) Const. records.
A-35
A-143,

'

A-188
A-279
A-308

A(4)(c) These " Administrative procedures"
Generally not within NRC purview
Also -- too vague.

A(4)(d) A-35
~A-143
A-188
A-279
A-308

i A(4)(e) " channel' steel which does not permit
thermal expansion."
Not a true statement.
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- 5--
4

|

Allegation No.

Hanger design is the consideration.
, ,

: As-built OK I
! A-32-

A-181
A-230

" Temporary hangers ...
safety-related and
should be QC-inspected."

;

| Not correct - procedure to attach and
remove is all that is necessary.

'

A(6)(a) LP&L Response is adequate.

A(6)(b) NCR's
| A-33
i A-232

Issue 6
!; Mech /Struct. team ;
;

.

-

A(6)(c) A-33
i A-232

A-215
A-168;

:
: A(7)(a) A-215

For record review see A(3)(d)i

;

i "such as undersized weld shoulders"
| - Term not identified in AWS/ASME Codes

| A(7)(b) A-215
'

A(7)(c) A-33
A-232i

; A-215

A(7)(d) A-33
A-232
A-215

; A(7)(e) "two million feet of tubing for the
containment" - Impossible value.
A-39>

A-42
' Staff agrees with LP&L response (as amended,

| on December 18,1984).
!
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Allegation No.

" Main tie-ins on the floor drains"
Not safety related.
.

"These were stainless steel welds, which all

require the use of argon that helps purge the
.

oxygen during the welding. If the argon isn't'

inside the pipe, the welds become " sugared"
from the oxygen and will fail. Here we were
losing the argon, because the work wasn't
properly controlled. We would plug the lines
to maintain the argon in the piping. But that
leads to water backing up in other areas, and
in many cases, the laboreres in affected areas
pulled the plugs. As a result, the argea
would escpae and water got in."

Purging is not mandatory per Sectior. IX for
" socket welds."

:

"In the test booth, I had consittent problems
with " sugaring," which occurred unless there
were long delays to let.the line cool down
before continuing the weld. You'd have to
just weld a quarter of the diameter and wait
for over a half hour in the test booth. We
solved the problem by cooling the weld down
with a wet rag. But they did not do that in
the field, and I know from personal observa-
tion that the welds were not done a quarter
of the diameter at a time. The welders did,

not have time to wait."

Heat input is not the controlling factor.

A(7)(f) Staff agrees with LP&L response.
OK per ASME Code and acceptable contractor'

procedures.

A(8)(a) Same as A(1)(o)

A-48 in part

"were sitting in their office reading
Playboy magazine" -
LP&L/ contractor administrative actions needed
to resolve if true.

.
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-7-
,

5

1A11egation No.
3

I Too' vague.
i

Same as A(1)(o). That is a good ratio.

A(8)(d) A-33
p Issue 6

A-07
i A-117
: A-172
t A-286~

A-58

A(8)(e) A-33
A-232
A-35'

) A-183(a)
A-197,

; A-308
i A-01,

A-02,
; A-28
'

A(9)(a) A-33
!

| A(9)(b) A-33, A-58
!

! A(9)(c) A-33
A-58

A(10)(a) A-05, A-49, A-53, A-93

A(10)(b) A-33,

A-232j

A(10)(c) A-302
Issue 4

A-33
-A-232

)

| Issue 6

! A(10)(d) A-33
'

A-232 *

A-48
,

1

| A(10)(e) A-33
A-48.

i

!
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Allegation No.

A(10)(f) A-33
A-232

A(10)(g) A-48
,

A(10(h) A-48;

A-229
A-306g

A(11)(a) A-35
A-143
A-188
A-229
A-308-

Records review, including index

A(11)(b) A-48
In part
agree w/LP&L response

! A(11)(c) A-35
i A-143

A-188
A-229-

'

A-308

A(11)(d) A-48
A-165
A-253
Same as A(3)(c)-

A(12)(a) A-48

A(12)(b) A-48

A(12)(c) A-48
~

B(1) See SSER #9
4

B(3)(d) A-33
Issue 6'

B(3)(e) -A-215
A-01, A-02, A-28

B(4) A-48
,

B(5) A-48

.
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Allegation No.

D(2) "This is the same rquirement |,

imposed on the utilities which owned the I

troubled Zimmer and Midland Nuclear plants and 4

were responsible for similar quality assurance |
breakdowns."

This is an unfair comparison.

"At Waterford, LP&L has proposed that it be
allowed to verify the qualification of QC
inspectors not as is required by Appendix B,
by fonnal QHocumentation, but in those cases
when such documentation is not available, by
contractor, certification of their
qualification or by background checks. This
appears to be especially inappropriate at
Waterford where the NRC and internal review
groups have already found that up to 50
percent of the QC inspectors cannot be
demonstrated to be qualified. LP&L, at the
August 17, 1984, meeting with the NRC Staff in
Bethesda, itself admitted that even using more
lenient methods of qualifying inspectors, it
could only qualify about 51 percent of
inspectors whose credentials had up to that
point been examined."

This not a true statement, as the reviews for
issues 1, 10 & 20 were performed per ANSI N
45.2.6-1973.

i See - SSER #9.
Issue 1,10 & 20.

,

This was meant to address any subject
criteria, as the staff reviewed and-approved
the LP&L program. SSER #9.

D(3) "Only conduct a three percent..." '

Not true, a random sampling plan was
approved. See SSER #9.

i
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Allegation No.
,

Exh. 8, See SSER #9 Issue 6. Also SSER #7 A-242.
Pg. 5, Ln. 9-13

Exh. 27, Pg. 1, Ln. 20-22 LP&L perfonned 100% RT for all Class I,11
Pg. 2, Ln 1-9 and III penetrations. Reviewed by the

Staff on 12/6/84 and found acceptable.

Final RT found welds acceptable.

Exh. 27, Pg. 2, Ln. 10-18 A-215

Exh. 27, Pg. 4 Ln. 1-20 A-35 & LP&L response regarding peening
Pg. 5, Ln. 7-11 and alternating heat input is in accordance

with ASME Code and is acceptable to the
Staff.

"the weld had to be cut out due to scag
and porosity. As background, the pipe
line had been pulling the wrong direction
out of the reactor, so management tried
to change the direction by using different
size weld rods on opposite sides of the
pipes. That didn't work, so management
turned to " peening" the metal. That means
pounding the metal with an air-hanner like
instrument suspended from the ceiling until
the piping lined-up in the right direction.
This pounding lasted for nearly 20 hours.
Evenutally they were in the right direction,
but I question whether the metal was damaged
when it was stretched by peening."

Allowable per ASME Section III NB-4422
and contractor welding and fabrication
procedures.

Exh. 27, Pg. 5, Ln. 12-26 Too vague.
Pg. 6 Ln. 1-8 A-33

A-232
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Attachment 3

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-382
)

(WaterfordSteamElectricStation,)
Unit 3) )

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT E. SHEWMAKER

I, Robert E. Shewmaker, being duly sworn, state as follows:

My name is Robert E. Shewmaker. I am a Senior Civil-Structural,

Engineer in the Engineering and Generic Communications Branch of the

Office of Inspection and Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

I have been assigned to the Waterford Task Force since April of 1984 and

have served as the discipline leader of the civil-structural team of the

NRC Task Force. A statement of my professional qualifications has been

filed previously (Staff Response of August 7, 1984 and an amended

i version, Staff Response to JI Motion, December 17,1984).

I prepared the following responses to the Joint Intervenors Motion

to Reopen the Record, dated November 8, 1984. They are true and correct

to the best of my knowledge and belief, as applied to the civil-structural

aspects of the Waterford 3 Nuclear Plant. The items are: II. A.(4)(b),

II. A.(8)(b) II. A.(8)(c), II. A.(10)(a), II. A.(10)(c), II. B.(3)(a),

II. B.(3)(b), II. B. (3)(c), II. B.(3)(d) and II. D(2). These are as

listed in Enclosure I with the associated details, to this Affidavit.
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\
In addition, I have noted by reference, certain allegations which 1

were evaluated by my team which related in part to the specific items

of contention made by the Joint Intervenors. Those items are:

II. A.(1)(a)(i); II. A.(1)(d); II. A.(3)(b); II. A.(a)(d); II. A.(4)(e);
'

II. A.(6)(b); II. A.(6)(c); II. A.(7)(a); and II. D.(3)

In addition to.providing the above responses, I have addressed three

other issues that follow, which related directly to my efforts and the

efforts of my civil-structural team. These discussions, provided as

Enclosure II to this affidavit, are in response to items III. D.(1)

(which contains 2 issues) and III. D.(2).

W @'

R6bert E. Shewmaker /
Subscribed and sworn to before
me thisMay of December,1984

abU
Notary Public

My commission expires: 74,/F4;

%
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Enclosure I to Attachment 3

|
. .

i

A(4)(b) In conjunction with the evaluation of A-138 contained in

- SSER 7 and Issue 7, the NRC Task Force determined that the !

,

construction and inspection procedures for Class A backfill |

to be adequate. See LP&L response at 33 on Exhibit 38.

A(8)(b) The NRC Task Force found Exhibit 40 to be illegible and defers

to the LP&L response at 44. Based on the extensive record

review effort by the Task Force associated with A-112, A-138,

A-139, A-145, A-270 and A-335, the Staff concludes that the

applicant did generate and maintain proper documentati]n for>

concrete tests concrete compression test and soil backfitting

i operations as detailed in SSER 7.

A(8)(c) The NRC Task Force found that while specific provisions of the

in-process acceptance criteria were not met for various

batches of concrete, there was no detrimental effect on the

total structures involved in the Seismic Category I construc-

tion. Details of the Task Force finding are contained in,

SSER 7 for A-111, A-112, A-113, A-139, A-270 and A-335. The

Staff has no disagreement with the LP&L response.

A(10)(a) The NRC Task Force found Exhibit 40 illegible and defers to the
.

LP&L response at 49. Based on the efforts of the Task Force,
,

'

it was concluded that there were no instances of poor concrete

testing for which nonconformance reports should have been pre-
,

pared. The review and evaluation of the Task Force, as provided
,

d
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I .in SSER 7 for A-113, A-137,' A-134 and A-136, summarize that

the Task Force found'the deficiency controls in the civil-;

structural discipline to be adequate. Also, see SSER 9,.

~

|- Issue 14.

A(10(c) The NRC Task Force in the civil-structural discipline found

. that there were examples of upgrading of deficiencies to NCRs

and that issues were adequately captured by the quality system
,

for appropriate resolution. SSER 7, in allegations A-113, A-132,
' A-134 and A-136, addresses the specifics of these findings.

'

j. Also, see SSER 9 Issue 4.
!

! B(3)(a) The NRC Task Force in the civil-structural discipline' agrees

with-the applicant at 67, and refers to SSER 7 Allegation A-110
:

and SSER 9 Issues 10 and 20.'

; B(3)(b) The NRC Task Force is in agreement with the applicant's response-

at 69. The Task Force has addressed the issue in SSER 7, Alle-

gation A-139.

B(3)(c) The NRC Task Force found very few errors -in the concrete place-.

i
ment packages which had undergone the 100% record review. The

t
;

i staff addressed this in SSER 9, A11egation-A-109.
;
'

B(3)(d) The.NRC Task Force is in agreement with the applicant's response <

; F

: at 70. . SSER 7, Allegation A-160 and SSER 9 Issue 9 address this
,

'

. issue.

D(2) The NRC Task-Force evaluation of-these issues are addressed in
~

'

;

.SSER 9. Issues 1, 10 and 20.
,

I i

,

i

f
i
:
!
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Enclosure II to Attachment 3

III. D.(1) Issue 1
"The NRC Task Force has not provided reasoned and documented eval-

uations to indicate LPAl's QA and management failures have been resolved.

... the NRC staff has not indicated what, if any, action it will require

of LP&L to close an open item." (page 53 of JI's motion regarding alle-

gationA-141)

The NRC Task Force did not indicate in SSER 7 what action would be

required of LP&L to close the item since at the time of the issuance of

the SSER, October 1,1984, the staff field work had not been completed.

Consequently, the facts had not been assembled in order te provide the

basis for any decisions. SSER 9 now fully addresses the allegation

designated A-141.

In summary, it was found that there were not "70 concrete' placement

packages" missing, but rather documents related to (the Quality Assurance

Installation Review Group (QAIRG)) review of those packages were the

object of the search. The log identifying the specific packages to which

the deficiencies in documentation applied was located and verified by the

alleger to be the appropriate log referred to in the allegation. The log

identified 71 items, 56 of which related to concrete activities and

Cadwelding. ,

i
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LP&L ind the NRC Task Force were able to locate the deficiency

reports or determine that the deficiency was resolved and closed in 1982

or 1983 by the QAIRG for about one-half of the total packages identified

on the log. In addition, documents which reflected the documentation

review work underway apparently at the time the QAIRG cffort was halted

in mid-1983 were also found. The NRC Task Force reviewed a composite of
'

some 500 line items noted as deficiencies, some of which were repetitions

of the same deficiency, to assess the safety significance of each and

whether the deficiency had been addressed by the later 100% document

review or had to be addressed in the current effort. The NRC Task Force

has determined that all of those deficiencies have been addressed and

properly resolved and closure documentation completed.

I Based on the NRC Task Force's extensive and exhaustive review of all

of the recovered deficiencies (approximately 500 line items) the NRC Task

Force has concluded that the 35 to 40 missing deficiency reports, each

i containing probably several line items as deficiencies, would not reflect

any different types of defi.ciencies than already reviewed. The

significant items found in the review of the 500 line items were, in the
'

NRC Task Force's opinion, already addressed by the licensee as a result of

other document reviews, most of which were done after the QAIRG effort of

late 1982 to mid-1983. The NRC Task Force concluded with confidence that

all items of relevance to the structural safety which had been addressed

on the QAIRG review of the "70 packages" have been identified and1

properly resolved even though the specific 35-40 documentation deficiency,

reports were not retrieved.

|
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III. D.(1) Issue 2
!

"The NRC Task Force has not provided reasoned and documented

evaluations to indicate LP&L's QA and management failures have been |

resolved.... the NRC staff makes little effort to interpret the

allegation properly, much less determine if the problem is of safety

significance or if it has been resolved." (p. 53 of JI's motion

regarding allegation A-136)

In arriving at a conclusion on any given issue or " problem" as

to whether it is a nonconformance or not, there.is judgment involved

which the applicant must complete. The NRC Task Force's view of the

quality assurance program at Waterford 3 is that a three-level canking of
.

" problems" was in effect: deficiency reports (DRs) and deficiency notices

(DNs) being at the lower level; the nonconformance reports (NCRs) at the

middle level; and significant construction deficiency (SCDs), which are

reportable to the NRC under 10 CFR 50.55(e), at the highest level. The

NRC Task Force went through the same judgment process and believes that

during its efforts at the site in 1984, it was clearly established that-

the LP&L nonconformance system was functioning properly in the civil-

structural discipline and in the time frame set forth in Allegation

A-136 (for the period 1975-1977).

The Joint Intervenors have made statements which the NRC Task Force

finds totally in conflict with the facts found during the review and

evaluation of A-136 and the other allegations in the civil-structural

discipline. Additionally, their statements run counter to engineering

| B-66
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logic and methodology to determine if there are unresolved safety issues

which must be addressed before a final safety evaluation can be made for

licensing Waterford 3.

The NRC Task Force reasoned at the outset that it would be next to

impossible to attempt to contact all personnel who were on site in the

1975-1977 time frame working in the civil-structural discipline who had

authority to initiate a nonconformance report, although some such

personnel were available for discussions. Personnel would be difficult

to locate due to the mobile nature of construction personnel and

recollections back in time of up to nine years would not be of much

benefit in establishing facts. Likewise, to try to interview a meaningful

sample of workers, estimated to have been as many as 10,000 or more over

the nearly 10 year construction period, would be equally nonproductive.

Therefore, the NRC Task Force was left with an alternative which was to

review the physical record that existed from the 1975-1977 era which

consisted of written records, photographic records and the actual plant

structures which were built in that period.

Obviously, the first step in the evaluation process was to establish

that the applicant had in-place, in written form, procedures, as part of

the quality assurance program, which provided the details of how thei

construction work was to be performed, how it,was to be inspected and the

attributes and parameters which would be inspected, how nonconformances

would be controlled as well as how the creation and control of quality

records would be done. These key elements, which the Task Force focused
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1

on, represented five of the eighteen elements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, I

the quality assurance criteria. Specifically those dealing with the

establishment of a quality assurance program (Criterion II), that.
I

activities are prescribed by procedures (Criterion V), that there is a '

program of inspection (Criterion 'X), the establishment of control of
f

nonconforming items and activities (Criterion XV) and that there is the

maintenance of sufficient records to provide evidence of the quality of

,

the completed work (Criterion XVII).
1

The construction phase quality program was established early in the

plant licensing process and was described in the PSAR in Section 1.8 and

was reviewed and accepted by the NRC Staff. The initial program was

revised from time to time and those revisions were also accepted by the

NRC Staff, therefore there was an acceptable quality program. To test

the implementation of the other key criteria in the 1975-1977 time frame,

so as to assess whether the nonconforming conditions were being identified,

tracked and resolved in an acceptable manner and in compliance with the

criteria the applicant had set forth in the PSAR and the appropriate

implementing procedures, the NRC Task Force chose to utilize the construc-

tion activities of the common basemat. This construction activity took
;

place in the late 1975 and early 1976 time frame. This major structural

element was also chosen because it has been the object of numerous alle-

gations and misunderstandings relative to its behavior and performance.
4

The NRC Task Force found that good procedures existed to control the

work. In the course of reviewing allegation A-136, as well as others,

i
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the NRC Task Force reviewed and evaluated the following J. A. Jones

Construction. Company work or construction procedures, along with the

applicable revisions:

W-WP-4, Rev. O, 10/14/75 " Handling, Storing, Installing,

Cadwelding and Modification of Reinforcing Steel"

.

W-WP-7, Rev. O, 11/26/75 " Concrete Placing, Curing and

Finishing"

W-WP-8, Rev. O, 11/3/75 " Handling and Installation of

Waterstop" (non-safety related item per SSER 7, A-129)

W-SP-1, Rev. O, 10/16/75 "Cadwelding"
,

The NRC Task Force also reviewed the corresponding J. A. Jonesi

ConstructionCompanyinspectionproceduresandtheappropriate; revisions,

which included the following:

i

W-SITP-4, Rev. O, 10/24/75 " Reinforcing Steel-Handling,
.

| Storage, Installing, Cadwelding and Modification Inspection"
,'

,

W-SITP-7, Rev. O, 11/24/75 " Inspection of Concrete Placing,
,

Curing, Finishing and Repair"

W-SITP-8, Rev'. O, 10/27/75 "Waterstop Inspection" (nnn-safety
.

related item per SSER 7, A-129)

B-6 9
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Since, for this construction activity and in this time frame, EBASCO

was also. responsible for a second and indepedent inspection function,

over and above the NRC requirements, the NRC Task Force also reviewed and

evaluated their procedures and revisions for that time frame. Those

procedures involved were as follows:

QCIP-4, Rev. A, 11/17/72 " Control of Concrete _ Materials and

Mixes"
9

:

QCIP-5, Rev. A, 1/5/73 " Control of Concrete Mixing and

- Transporting"

.

QCIP-6, Rev. A, 1/25/74 " Concrete Preplacement Inspection"
5

'

+

}\ s

QCIP-7, Rev. A, 11/4/72 " Inspection of Concrete Placement,

Curing and Finishing"

!, e

QCIP-8, Rev. A, 12/13/72 " Receiving Inspection, Storage and
t

Testing of Concrete Reinforcing Steel"

QCIP-9, Rev. A, 10/30/72 " Inspection of Concrete Reinforcing

Steel Mechanical Splices (Cadwelds)"
,

.'

i

Members of the NRC Task Force responsible for the quality assurance
,

program reviewed the EBASCO procedures for processing nonconformances

under,the 1978 and 1984. revisions of the procedure and found them to be
'

acceptable (SSER 7, A-283). The members of the NRC Task Force

!
'
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responsible for the civil-structural. discipline review completed a

general review of the procedure revisions for the 1975 to 1977 period

and detected no significant problems. This procedure is known as;

ASP-III-7, " Processing Nonconformances and Audits"
;

Based on these efforts, the NRC Task Force concluded the procedures2

were acceptable.

1

! For assessing whether these procedures were adequately implemented,

the NRC Task Force evaluated typical DNs and DRs written in the 1975-1977

time frame, as was stated in A-136 and A-139 of SSER 7. By evaluating the
.

lower level discrepancies, it was the NRC Task Force's position that these

would represent a good test to determine if the procedural process

i required to upgrade the problem to a nonconformance did, in fact, function
i

properly. This would help determine whether after a discrepancy had been

noted, if it was properly considered for its significance and if
,

significant, under the procedural definition of a nonconformance,.it was
f

upgraded to an NCR. The Joint Intervenors apparently missed the point of

how the NRC Task Force assessed implementation of procedures 'in their-

reading of lines 23 through 25 of A-136 in SSER 7. Thus, the NRC Task

Force strongly disagrees with the Join Intervenors contention at 54 that

"a review of DN's will not necessarily lead to a determination of whether

nonconforming conditions failed to be identified and documented on

NCR's." The reverse, in fact, is true.

In utilizing this logic and addressing the review of DN's and NCRs,

the NRC Task Force determined that the nonconformances were being written

B-71
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for the significant' items which met the test of what a nonconformance was

defined to be. Therefore, the NRC Task Force concluded that the

nonconformance system was being properly implemented in this part.of the

construction' process during the.1975-1977 time frame.

The Joint Intervenors also state, at 54, that "since the allegation<

was that it was difficult to write NCR's, there is little reason to

believe QA personnel would not have similar difficulty in writing up

informal quality inspection records such as DN's." First of all, DNs and
1

i
~

DR's were part of the quality assurance program. Second, informal

quality inspection records have no meaning in the context of nuclear

power plant design and construction. The records are either part of the
I records system encompassing the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,

Criterion XVII, or they are outside that scope, and hence are informal
i

j records or just records. Consideration of them to address safety-related

isues must be done with great care. To conclude as the Joint Intervenors
;

| have that someone would have difficulty in writing or creating an

" informal record" which must meet no specific tests as to what it should

contain such as when was the observation made, what was observed, what

was the exact location on piece of equipment observed, who observed it

etc. , is ludicrous.

| In fact, the NRC Task Force carefully considered, in allegation A-270,

| such an informal document known as the "Phearson Afteraction Report." In

this case, even though this report was not generated as part of the

I quality records, the NRC Task Force after reviewing it, recognized that

B-72
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t i

it-may have validity. It was dated, signed, identified the specific'

i concrete placement involved and listed points which generally noted
.

| instances where parameters-or characteristics required by the

| construction specification or work or inspection procedures had not been
'

met. ~ Further review however, indicated the quality assurance program had

; identified these same issues and the discrepancies were recognized on
.

'DR's, DN's and NCR's.
,

.

4

i The NRC Task Force strongly disagrees with the Joint Intervenors on
i

j their contention that it was also difficult to write " informal quality

} inspection records", but the NRC Task Force, has also demonstrated how a
1

| record created outside the quality record system can be considered,
,

i whether it be adverse to the case of good quality or supportive of the
1

| case of good quality if it does in fact meet certain tests.-

!
i

i The Joint Intervenors at 54 also state that, "there is no reason

i to believe that the concrete or construction packages which~the Staff
I-
; reviewed would in any way indicate problems which were not-identified or
s

j documented." Obviously, the review of the documents generated as part of
i

the quality assurance program will not reveal problems which were never-

{ identified in the documents, but the NRC Task Force is confident that the
;

! problems which did surface and were recognized by personnel on site were,

! 1.n fact, recorded in the quality records system. The NRC Task Force
!

| examined numerous samples of the recorded " problems" which, in aggregate,
e

i produced no significant impact on safety. This dispelled any remaining
i
! concern over whether some items of major safety significance were never -

,

i-
t
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recorded. For example,- the NRC Task Force found among discrepancies the
9

fact that during one of the early concrete placements in the basemat,

concrete which had spilled from the transporting equipment was, io several

shovelfulls, put back into the flow of concrete to the placement site.

This was noted in the records, the concrete contamination was removed and

personnel were instructed not to worry about wasting concrete, but to be

concerned about contamination. Other examples of discrepancies found

involved: noting a hydraulic oil spill on complete concrete sections;

danaged waterstop material; and cracks and rockpockets in the formed face

of a placement. In all cases, appropriate repairs and corrective actions

were taken.

The NRC Task Force concluded that the records reflect a great

amount of detail and clearly demonstrate what actually occurred during

construction. It was on the basis of the facts obtained from these

! detailed records that the NRC Task Force was able to assess the

deviations from the very specific values and characteristics prescribed

in the concrete specification and arrive at the conclusion that the

I construction, as executed, met the design requirements. The staff has

concluded that " problems" of significance were very likely all documented

during concrete construction activities.
| *

i
! The Joint Intervenors, also at 54, charge the NRC Task Force with

an " entirely paper review." In addition to the review of written documente,

physical inspection of exposed structural items,.the Task Force did exten-

sive research and review of the construction photographs which exist of

B-74
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the basemat construction. Many of these provide a great amount of detail.

Excellent photos were found of the various phases of basemat concrete

construction showing completed Cadwelds, reinforcing bars and spacing,

concrete delivery,. transporting concrete, vibrating concrete, curing

concrete and preparation of construction joints and waterstops for subse-

quent placement. In some cases it was possible, for example, to correlate

the specific concrete delivery truck by number from a photograph to the

records' identifying that truck as having been involved in deliveries that
<

day to a specific discharge spot. The photographs also showed some of

the cracking which occurred on the vertical surfaces of the construction
'

joints which was identified and repaired prior to the subsequent adjacent

placements.
1

Based on the various methods the NRC Task Force used to determine

the quality of construction and what actually was done during construc-

tion, the NRC Task Force is of the opinion that it has sufficient and
.

relevant facts on which to base its conclusions.
1

The Joint Intervenors at 53 state that "the NRC staff makes little

effort to interpret the allegation properly, much less determine if the

problem is of safety significance or if it has been resolved." The NRCi

Task Force, in responding to allegation A-136,' stated that "the difficulty

of initiating an NCR was not directly assessed, since the emphasis was to

determine if. unresolved safety issues exist." As described above the NRC4

'

Task Force took great pains in completing a detailed review of all

available facts and has concluded that there is no indication, based on

i
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the minute types of deficiencies noted in some instances, that signifi-
' cant quality questions were not raised and entered into the quality

program in some' fashion such as at least as a DR or as a DN.

The NRC Task Force stated in SSER 7, A-136, at 143 that " based on

the staff's review of typical DN's and NCR's written in the civil-

structural discipline in the 1975-1977 time frame, it appeared that

all significant issues were considered against the in-place QA proce-

dures.... This item had no direct safety significance and there were

no facts to suggest a generic problem." The NRC Task Force continues to

! hold these views and note that the issue has been resolved.

III. D.(2)
"The NRC Staff has not adequately examined the deficiencies in the

basement and has not ensured that its consultants are independent.",

; (p. 57 of J1's motion)

With regard to the consultant used by the NRC Task Force, the

! backgrouno infonnation on Robert E. Phillec was provided to all parties

in this proceeding on June 15, 1984.

! ns can be seen, the 38 years of experience were accumulated by
| Mr. Philleo in ever-increasing important technical and management func-

tions: as a private consultant in the general concrete construction

| industry; as a civilian engineer with Office of the Chief, U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers; and with the Portland Cement Association, as a

research engineer.
,

!
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1

Prior to this current work for the NRC staff, Mr. Philleo previously j

worked on a two nuclear projects as an expert in his field. Mr. Philleo

served as a consultant to the AEC, Division of Regulation (now the NRC)

in the early 1970's on the Turkey Point, Unit 3 prestressed concrete

containment dome delamination, while on loan from the Corps of Engineers.

Also in this same time frame, Mr. Philleo served as a consultant to the

Tennessee Valley Authority on a concern of concrete aggregates used,in

shielding and on base mat voids at the Browns Ferry facility. Again,

this was as a Corps of Engineers employee on loan to another government

agency. It is quite clear that Mr. Philleo represented a truly independ-
.

ent and fully versed engineer in concrete construction technology while

dispensing his services to the NRC.
I

i

The Task Force believes the Joint Intervenors concern over this'

consultant's independence is ill-founded.

<

a
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Attachment 4 |

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY'AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD |
1

In the Matter of )

LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY Docket No. 50-382
)

(Waterford Steam Electric Station, )
Unit 3) )

AFFIDAVIT OF LAWRENCE C. SHA0 I RESPONSE
TO JOINT INTERVENORS' MOTION TO REOPEN HEARINGS

,

I, Lawrence C. Shao, depose and eay:
,

1. I am the Deputy Director, Division of Engineering Technology,

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, United States Nuclear Regulatory
'

Commission. My Professional Qualifications are attached. This affidavit

is submitted in response to Joint Intervenors' motion to reopen this

proceeding, dated November 8, 1984.
'

2. I have been the civil / structural and mechanical / piping team
.

leader assigned to the Waterford Task Force from March 1984 to the present.,

From November 13, 1984, to the present, part of my responsibilities have
,

been to review or have reviewed under my supervision certain allegations
'

submitted as part of Joint Intervenors' motion (motion) to reopen these

hearings.

3. I have reviewed or supervised the review of the motion and the

exhibits and affidavits attached to the motion. My review results are

denoted in Enclosure 1 to this Affidavit.
,

I

?

I
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'4 . I hereby certify that the statements contained herein are true

and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

)
o%I %

fawrence C. Shao

Subscribed and sworn to before
me this4g Way of December,1984

Y t| WY
; Notary Public

My commission expires: 7//[fs'

;

I

<

!

|
2

i

:
1

.

i

!

|
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Enclosure I to Attachment 4,

pseuq
'k UNITE D STATES+

[
-

g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
$ '| WASHINGTON. D. C. 205%

DEC 18 M*
.....

i
1

MEMORPNDUM FOR: Dennis M. Crutchfield, Project Director
Waterford 3 Task Force4 ,

i

FROM: Larry C. Shao, Leader
Civil / Structure & Mechanical / Piping Team3

: Waterford 3 Task Fcc-a

SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF JOINT INTE'VENORS SPECIFIC ALLEGATIONS,

We have reviewed the applicant's response to joint intervenors' specific
allegations related to Waterford's mechanical and piping area. Our evaluation

| efforts and findings are listed as follows:

.

A. Our evaluation of Items A (6)(B) concludes that the subject of concern
'

was already addressed in SSER-7 (See A-126).

B. We have reviewed Licensee's response to the other three alleged subjects: *

j

j (1) " Sugaring" of mercury tube welds on Item A(7)(e).

(2) Porosity of pipe welds on Items 01-84-056-1&2 (Exh.,27), and
.

! (3) Peening problems during installation of 50 " diameter primary
pipe on Items 01-84-056-4.(Exh. 27).4

For requesting additional information, we had conference call with Licensee,

j on December 13, 1984, and conveyed approximately twenty specific technical
! questions on the three alleged subjects. The Licensee was unable to respond

to our concern during this phone call and we were informed that the person,

responsible in these subjects was on leave.
!

| C. The second conference call was conducted the next day on December 14,
j 1984. We received a satisfactory explanation on subjects of weld porosity
1 and pipe peening. However, we informed Licensee that their response to
! weld sugaring issue should be revised. The draft revision was received

on December 17, 1984, and the final revision received on December 18, 1984.

| D. In third conference call on December 18, 1984, we informed the applicant
i that their revised response on alleged weld sugaring issue is adequate
j and acceptable.

1

!
i

!

1
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{

| In summary, we have completed our review on all mechanical and piping l

related allegations raised by the joint intervenors of Waterford 3. Our
,

evaluations conclude that the Licensee's responses are sufficient to resolve I

these alleged issues.

..

1? * | W-

L. C. "6hao, Leader
Civil / Structural & Mechanical / Piping Team
Waterford 3 Task Force

'rcc: H. Denton '

D. Eisenhut
J. Gagliardo

i W. Crossman
L. Constable

i

!

i

,

i
.

.

s

't

i
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Professional Qualifications

Lawrence C. Shao

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Division of Engineering Technology

I am Deputy Director, Division of Engineering Technology U. S. NRC,

responsible for nuclear reactor research and standards requirements for

structural engineering, mechanical engineering, materials engineering,

chemical engineering and electrical engineering.

I received a B.S. Degree in Civil Engineering from the Hong Kong University

in 1956 and an M.S. Degree in Civil Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic
,

Institute in 1957. Since that time, I have had many credits of additional'

,

| graduate studies in mathematics, structures, applied mechanics and fluid
t

j mechanics at Northeastern University, San Diego State College, and Universities

of California. (San Diego Extension and Los Angeles Extension).

I have more than 25 years of experience in nuclear reactors.

From June 1957 to June 1959, I worked as a structural engineer at the Jackson

and Moreland Inc.

From July 1959 to June 1961, I was the Technical Supervisor of the Nuclear

! Submarine Stress Analysis Division at Alco Products Company.

From June 1961 to May 1963, I was the principal stress analyst for the

nuclear components at the Gulf General Atomic Inc., and from May 1963

to Feb. 1972, I was the head of the Structural Analysis Section at the

Gulf General Atcmic Inc. In this capacity I was responsible for structural

analysis of all components such as reactor vessels, steam genertors, piping,

pumps, valves, steel and concrete containments and civil structures.

<

|

,
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I joined the then Atomic Energy Commission in 1972 as Chief of the Structural

Engineering Branch. I directed and was responsible for the technical

review and safety evaluation of seismic design and structural components for

all nuclear plants built in the United States. I became Chief of the

| Engineering Branch in 1975. In this capacity I was responsible for the

technical review and the safety evaluation of structural, mechanical and

materials engineering and seismic design and analysis for all operating

nuclear power plants in the United States. I became Assistant Director for

General Reactor Safety Research in 1978 and was responsible for the safety

research of external phenomena such as earthquakes, wind, etc., and the

behavior and integrity of reactor structures, systems, and components under

conditions that could be expected in the course of reactor operation, accidents,

and severe natural events. I was appointed to the present position of Deputy

Director, Division of Engineering Technology in April, 1981.

I have written numerous papers in the area of structural, mechanical, andi

1

materials engineering and I have served as a member of several professional
|

engineering socities and numerous industry code and standardt, writing bodies

including: American Concrete Institute, American Society of Mechanical Engineers,!

ACI-ASME Main Committee on " Concrete Reactor Vessels and Containments," ACI-ASME

Subgroup on General Requirements for Concrete Reactor Vessels and Containments,"

( Operating, Applications and Component Operating Committee of ASME, ASME Code

Section III Division I, Subgroup on " Core Support Structures" and Computer
,

'

Technology Subcommittee of ASME.

!

) ,
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Attachment 5

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

<

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

in the Matter of

LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-382

(Waterford Steam Electric Station,
Unit 3) )

AFFIDAVIT OF DALE F. THATCHER IN RESPONSE ,

TO JOINT INTERVENORS' MOTION TO REOPEN HEARINGS

I, Dale F. Thatcher, depose and say:

1. I am a Task Manager, Generic Issues Branch, within the Office

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, United States Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

My Professional Qualifications are attached. This affidavit is submitted
.

in response to Joint Intervenors' motion to reopen this proceeding, dated

November 8, 1984.

2. I have been the instrumentation and control team leader assigned

to the Waterford Task Force from April 1984 to the present. From Novem-

ber 13, 1984, to the present, part of my responsibilities have been to

review or have reviewed under my supervision certain allegations submitted

as part of Joint Intervenors' motion (motion) to reopen these hearings.

3. I have reviewed or supervised the review of the motion and the

exhibits and affidavits attached to the motion. My review results are

denoted in Enclosure 1 to this Affidavit.

B-84
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4. I hereby certify that the statements contained herein are true

and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

l Q% '

; ._-

j Dale F. Thatcher

Subscribed and sworn to before
me thisg/ ay of December,1984#d

|- .

-hI ht.d/
Notary Public

|
My comission expires: 7///[/o

i

1

!

|
.

O
l

l

-
,

a
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I

DALE F.-THATCHER
: . Task Manager.

! Education )
'

lB.S. Electrical Engineering, Lehigh University '<

; Graduate Study Business, Penn State University

! Sunnary of Experience

{ Mr. Thatcher has over.10 years experience in the licensing and evaluation of
; nuclear power plants and 3 years experience in design. At the NRC, he
! participated in a number of special study groups and was responsible for
' evaluating the design, testing, qualification and performance of electrical,

instrumentation and control systems at nuclear power plants by performing
i reviews of license applications and by participating in the technical
| evaluation of a broad spectrum of generic issues. His design related work
i included experience in the design and development of instrumentation and

control systems for nuclear power plant application.
' 1983 - Present Task Manager for Unresolved Safety Issue A-17, " Systems
i Interactions" Generic Issues Branch, NRC. Develop the
| technical resolution for Unresolved Safety Issues.
,

I 1982 - 1983 Reactor Engineer, Safety Program Evaluation Branch,'NRC.
Developed potential risk reduction and costs for the

,

prioritization of generic safety issues.,

!
! 1981 - 1982 Senior Electrical Engineer, TERA Corporation. Consulted to a

number of utilities regarding safety issues and licensing'

. activities.
i 1979 - 1981 Senior Reactor Engineer (Instruraentation) NRC. Participated

in a number of multidisciplined engineering groups with
responsibility for evaluating the instrumentation and control

j systems aspects of several nuclear power plant issues
including post-TMI plant restart evaluations, scram discharge

| volume modifications, anticipated transient without scram
(ATWS) requirements and emergency feedwater automatic
initiation circuitry.

~

,

1974 - 1979 Reactor Engineer (Electrical, Instrumentation and. Control), NRC.
i Served as lead electrical, instrumentation and control
! engineer for the review and technical evaluation of license
! - applications for construction permits, operating licenses,

and preliminary design approvals.'

|

!
!

|
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1971 - 1974 Instrumentation Engineer, Gilbert Associates, Inc.
Responsible for the design and analysis of instrumentation
and control systems -for several nuclear power plants,.

Awards

Received NRC High Quality Performance Award in 1980 in recognition of
consistently high quality work in the area of instrumentation and control
systems.

,

Received NRC Special Achievement Award in 1981 for his contribution as a;

member of the Task Group assigned to resolve the scram discharge volume
issue.

Professional Affiliation

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

|

|

|

4

1

1

4
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Enclosure I to Attachment 5
9ur9

UNITED STATESl' ' ,og
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION[ g

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 .

G |

g, * * * * * ,/ DEC 2 0 1984
>

MEMORANDUM FOR: Dennis Crutchfield, Assistant Director
for Safety Assessment

Division of Licensing

FROM: Dale Thatcher, Waterford 3 I&C Team Leader

SUBJECT: MOTION TO REOPEN HEARING FOR WAIERFORD

Reference: Memcrandum for D. Crutchfield fron D. Thatcher dated
December 17, 1984, " Motion to Reopen Hearing for Waterford"

It has been noted that my previous memorandun on the same subject (Ref. 1),
was not explicit enough for your purposes. Therefore I will delineate each
item to which I was referrring in my previous memorandum.

Regarding the Hilti Bolt installation, my statement that it was too vague or
covered by the investigation of issue A-222,-A-231, applied to the following
line items as noted:

A(2)(f)

Exhibit 8, page 6, lines 05-12; covered by A-222, A-231.

Exhibit 8, page 6, lines 13-17; covered by A-222, A-231.

Exhibit 8, page 6, lines 18-21; relates to A-222, A-231 however it is too
vague to be followed up, one would need an indication of specific hangers.

;

Exhibit 8, page 10, lines 19-26 and page 11, lines 01-02; covered by A-222.
A-231.

Exhibit 27, page 6, lines 20-25; relates to A-222, A-231, however it is too
vague to be followed up on, one would need an indication of specific hangers.

Exhibit 27, page 7, lines 1-9; relates to A-222, A-231, however, it is too'

vague to be followed up on, one would need an indication of specific hangers.

Exhibit 27, page 7 lines 10-16; covered by A-222, A-231, except that the
part on weld rods is to vague to be followed up on, one would need an,

Indication of specific hangers.

Regarding the Instrument line slepe, my statement that it was covered by the
investigation of issue A-242, applied to the follcwing line item:

A(2)(f)'

Exhibit 8, page 5, lines 09-13; covered by A.-242.

B- 88
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I hope this clarification will provide the explicit type of information you '

need.

.M - Yk 6
f
'

Dale F. Thatcher, Waterford 3 ISC
'

Team Leader
|
: cc: L. Constable
; L.'Lazo

T. Speis-

F. Schroeder- '

N. Anderson
K. Kniel

,

;

.

;

l
,

d

,

t

!

i
5

.

.t
;

I

,

a

i

I

.,

i
i

i
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Attachment 6 J

h

!
! UNITED STATES 0F AMERICA i

I
NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0ttilSSION

1

i BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD
|
4

t

in the Matter of
,

LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY Docket No. 50-382

|(WaterfordSteamElectricStation,)
,

Unit 3) )

i

i AFFIDAVIT OF MARK W. PERANICH IN RESPONSE '

i TO JOINT INTERVENORS' MOTION TO REOPEN HEARINGS'

!

'

I, Mark W. Peranich, depose and say:
i

1. I am the Chief, Construction Programs / CAT Section, Reactor ;'

!

Construction Program Branch within the Office of Inspection and Enforce-
,

ment, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. My Professionali

;

! Qualifications are attached. This affidavit is submitted in response

i to Joint Intervenors' motion to reopen this proceeding, dated November 8, |
|

|
} 1984
!

2. I have been the Inquiry Team leader of the Waterford Task Force

from April 1984 to the present. From November 13, 1984, to the present. |

part of my responsibilities have been to revicy or have reviewed under ny

i supervision certain allegations with respect to Waterford 3 Task Force
i-
! Report 50-382/84-34 which were submitted as part of Joint Intervenors'
i

,

; motion (motion)toreopenthesehearings. |

3. I have reviewed or supervised the review of the motion and the 4

exhibits and affidavits attached to the motion. My review results are
I denoted in Enclosure 1 to this Affidavit. ;.

i
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!

4 I hereby certify that the statements contained herein are true

and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.'

I

ffffg(YY&mc
Mark W. Peranich

Subscribed and sworn to before
| me thisy/4ay of December,1984
!

kk
~ Notary Public

My commission expires: 1/f/f6

|
|

!

.

1

I

{
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

MARK W. PERANICH

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COPHISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
DIVISION OF QUALITY ASSURANCE,

SAFEGUARDS AND INSPECTION PROGRAMS

Education

B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering at the University of Wisconsin, 1951

Registration

Registered Professional Engineer (Electrical and Quality) in the State of
California

Registered Professional Engineer (Electrical) in the State of Wisconsin.

Experience

My position is Chief, Construction Programs / Construction Appraisal Team (CAT)
Section, Reactor Construction Programs Branch. My responsibilities include
the development and revision of NRC Regional and IE Reactor Construction
Inspection Programs, assessment of NRC Regional Office implementation of the
reactor construction inspection program, and the conduct of CAT inspections.

My prior position (1982-1983) was Chief, Construction, Vendor and Special
Programs, Reactor Construction Programs Branch. My responsibilities included
the development and revision of NRC Regional Construction, Vendor, Special
Inspection Programs, assessment of NRC Regional Office implementation of
construction and vendor inspection programs, and implementation of special
programs.

Since joining the AEC/NRC in 1969, I have held various staff technical and
program development positions in support of reactor construction and vendor
inspection programs.

For five years I conducted the Construction Quality Assurance Training for
Regional Office Inspectors, and for the last eight years I have been the NRC
member of the ASME Nuclear Quality Assurance Subcommittee - Manufacturing and
Construction.

My eighteen years of professional experience prior to joining the AEC in 1969
included employment as: Electrical Engineer with Northern Indiana Public
Service Company; Supervisor and General Foreman of Electrical Maintenance and
Construction with Northwestern Steel and Wire Company; Engineer, Group Leader,
Project Engineer, Supervisor - Facilities Design and Construction, and Super-
visor - Industrial Engineering Design, with North American-Rockwell; and as
Manager of Facilities Design and Construction for Litton Industries.
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Enclosure I to Attachment 6

/pm nogjo,, UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONe o

; y WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

%,*****/
December 12, 1984

NOTE FOR: D. Crutchfield, NRR
L. Constable, R-IV (Waterford 3)

FROM: M. Peranich, IE

SUBJECT: ALLEGATION RESPONSE MATRIX, DATED 11/27/84 - WATERFORD 3

This is response to L. Constable's December 6, 1984 hand written request for
Waterford 3 Task Force team leaders (Peranich and Hou) to review the above
referenced matrix document and to inform you of allegation line items covered
by the Waterford 3 Task Force effort.

4

The results of our review of the information forwarded by L. Constable is
,

! enclosed. Should you have any further questions concerning the results of our
review, please contact me (492-9661) or Bill Belke (492-4512).

h[ /4th
M. W. Peranich, IE
Inquiry Team Leader
Waterford 3 Task Force

,

Enclosure: As stated

cc w/ enclosure: J. Gagliardo, IE
! L. Lazo, NRR

:
1

4
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ENCLOSURE 1

The extent that certain allegation items of the Allegation Response Matrix,
dated 11/27/84 were covered by the Waterford 3 Task Force Inspection Report
50-382/84-34 effort is discussed below.

Allegation No. Comment

A(1)(b) The general issbe of this allegation
(i.e. , adequacy of QA stcf f) was
addressed by Inspection Report 84-34
and the other referenced NRC Reports.

It is noted that although the
referenced Exhibit 7 was not reviewed
during or after the 84-34 report
inspection, it does not appear that'its
content would affect the NRC 84-34
report finding (Section V A.2.b.2) in
this area.

A(1)(i) For the most part, we believe the
matters discussed in the referenced
exhibits were considered during the
84-34 report inspection effort and by
the NRC finding in this area (See Page
VII-11 of Report 84-34).

It is noted that the additional infor-
mation provided on pages 3, 4 and
7 of Exhibit 14 is generally vague as
to the basis for the concern expressed.
However, as this document was not
reviewed during the 84-34 inspection, a
review of how the auditors concerns in
the stated areas were resolved or why
they were not addressed in some form in
the final audit report (R.K. Stamply to
W.D. Mawhinney, dated March 3, 1977)
was not addressed by NRC inspectors.
We do not believe this new information
would affect the NRC finding in this
area.

! A(10)(g) Inspection Report 84-34 addresses to
' MAC recommendations 1, 7, 8, 9, 15 and

18 for "staf fing" only.

;

|
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Attachment 7

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of

LOUISIANA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-382
)

(Wat,erford Steam Electric Station, )
Unit 3)

AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM A. CROSSMAN

My name is William A. Crossman. I am employed as Chief, Reactor Project
Section B, Division of Reactor Safety and Projects, Region IV, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Comission. A statement of my professional qualifications is
attached.

During the investigation of allegations by the Waterford 3 Task Force during
1984, I was assigned as Site Team Leader.

,

The purpose of this affidavit is to respond to the issues raised in the " Joint
Intervenors' Hotion to Reopen the Record and to Admit for Litigation Three
Contentions Concerning Applicant's Quality Assurance Breakdown and lack of
Character and Competence to Operate the Waterford 3 Steam Electric Plant."

The Region IV staff has reviewed the joint intervenors' motion and LP&L's
response to that motion. The activities addressed herein are within the
purview of Region IV as they pertain to routine and followup inspections,
Construction Appraisal Team, Inquiry Team and the Waterford 3 Task Force. The
Region IV staff's reference to the issues is addressed in the following
Allegation Matrix.

ALLEGATION MATRIX

A(1)(a)(i) NRCInspectionReports(IR) 50-382/84-34 and 84-41 (draft)
address this issue. IR 84-34, Section V, specifically addresses
LP&L's implementation of the MAC recomendations. IR84-45(draft)
(draft) coupled with SSER-7, addresses the closure of SCD 57 and
SDC 60. The associated Civil Penalty (EA-109) from
IR 50-382/82-14 is addressed in IR 84-26 (draft).

A(1)(b) NRC Inspection Report 50-382/84-34, SectionV,addressesthis
issue and the actions taken by LP&L with regard to staffing as a
result of NRC IR 50-382/82-14.
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A(1)(1) The project purchasing personnel referenced were employed by and
work from the EBASCO headquarters in New York. The training and
qualification of these people were subject to inspection through
the NRC Vendor Inspection Progran rather than through the
construction program. Review of VIB summary records indicate that
at least one deficiency was identified in NRC Inspection Report
99900505/77-02.

A(1)(m) The following inspection reports address the training and
experience of maintenance workers. IR 82-24, 83-24 (Training -
Operations) IR 82-10 - Startup

A(1)(n) During the construction process, LP&L consistently worked with
local law enforcement to minimize drug use onsite. A recent
reviewofLP&Ldrugpolicyanddrugenforcementprogramconpudedthat LP&L has one of the strongest programs in the country. See
also letter from Check to DeYoung, " Discussion with LP&L Concerning
Licensee Drug and Alcohol Program," March 17, 1983.

A(1)(4) See A(10)(c)

A(2)(a) NRC Inspection Report 50-382/84-34, Section VII, apfropriately,
NRC IR 50/382/84-26 (draft) also addressed the NRC review of the
IDVP performed by Torrey Pines. These two reports are sufficient
to close this issue.

A(2)(c) NRC Inspection Reports 50-382/84-07 and 50-382/84-30,
respectively, address and close this issue.

A(2)(d) NRC Inspection Reports 50-382/83-03,84-24,84-30,84-45,and
SSER-7 provide the necessary information for closure of this
issue.

A(2)(e) NRC Inspection Reports 50-382/84-30 and 50-382/84-46 (draf t) and
SSER 7 appropriately address and close this issue.

A(3)(a) Procurement documents have been examined through the routine
construction program in each of the various discipline areas.
Typical results were identified in the electrical area as
indicated in report 77-03, 77-12, and 77-14 with few problems
identified. Our inspections indicate that document
inconsistencies have been identified on occasion and corrected.

A(3)(e) SeeA(1)(1)above.

A(3)(f) The review of vendor procurement documents was delegated to
EBASCO which had procedures for such activity as indicated by
report 50-382/75-04. LP&L performed audits of the entire EBASCO

-1/ See also the memo from R.D. Martin to D.G. Eisenhut, entitled "Waterford
Drug Abuse Program", attached as Enclosure I to this affidavit.
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program as_ indicated by report 50-382/78-13. The NRC does not
have requirements establishing that the licensee must have a
specific program for vendor procurement document review as long as
the work is performed by one of his agents and the licensee
establishes the effectiveness of the program.

A(3)(g') Document control and retrievability are addressed in 64-07 and
84-30.

A(3)(i) The NRC senior resident inspector routinely reviewed LP&L's master
tracking system and was routinely made aware of changes to the
system by the startup engineer. Agree with LP&L response.

A(4)(a) NRC IR 84-31 (0perations) addresses this issue.

A(4)(c) Agree with LP&L response.

A(5)(a) Difficulties with LP&L's oversite responsibilities were addressed
in IR 84-12 and the followup to that report. With respect to the
master tracking system, the answer to A(3)(1) applies. See also
IR 84-07.

A(5)(b) Drawings were routinely reviewed as part of normal construction
and startup inspection activities. See also IR 83-13 (as-built
review) and IR 84-31 (operations).

A(5)(c) This issue is presently being reviewed by NRC Region IV with regard
to SCD 63.

A(6)(a) The NRC resident inspectors routinely reviewed the development of
LP&L's UNID system and cross-checked ID numbers as part of normal
inspection activities. Agree with LP&L response.

A(7)(a) Information contained in RIV staff inspection reports 84-07,
84-30, 84-34, and 84-45, plus the Task Force findings associated
with Issues 1, 9, 10, 15, 20, and 22 in the June 13, 1984, D. G.
Eisenhut letter to J. M. Cain, adequately addresses these issues.

A(9)(a) This event was reviewed by the NRC resident inspector.
Appropriate corrective. action was taken by LP&L in SCD 38.
IR 83-36 (SP0-39-001 - Diesel Generator Test).

A(9)(b) This issue was also addressed in CDR-38 and in_ NRC Inspection
Report 84-30. The CDR was closed in RIV Inspection Report
No. 83-03. The associated reports adequately address the issue.

A(9)(c) The-issue was addressed in Task A-58 of SSER No. 7. The CAT Report
No. 84-07 addresses maintenance of MOVs. The issue of' repair and
maintenance of valver is considered! covered by these' reports.
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A(10)(e) The issue was addressed in RIV Inspection Report 84-07 and
Task A-33 of SSER No. 7.

- A(10)(g) Response to the MAC report by LP&L was evaluated by NRC staff in
Inquiry Team Report No. 84-34.

A(11)(d)- NRC IR 82-14, SSER-7 and 6, SSER-9 (General) address this issue.

B(2) The CAT identified items of concern in their May 14, 1984,
inspection report (50-382/84-07). LP&L initiated corrective

iq action on each item identified. Subsequent inspections by the
'

NRC found that corrective action was adequate for all concerns,

with the exception of unresolved item 8430-01. This unresolved
item deals with possible design discrepancies in some masonry

'

walls and is being reviewed by the NRC's office of Nuclear,

Reactor Regulation. The CAT items, with the above exception,
hase been addressed and closed out in NRC Inspection Reports
50-382/84-30 and 50-382/84-45.

E(4) Response to NRC citations in regard to NRC regulations is
addressed in the NRC Task Force findings in review of LP&L response
to issues 16 and 23 of the D. G. Eisenhut letter of June 13, 1984,
to J. M. Cain.

B(4)(a)(e) Issues identified during the CAT inspection and documented in
CAT Report No. 50-382/84-07 were addressed in CAT Report
50-382/84-30 and Region IV Inspection Report No. 50-382/84-45.

B(5) Upgrading of its staff by LP&L was addressed in Inquiry Team
Report 50-382/84-34, and NRC Inspection Reports 50-382/82-14,83-28
and 84-46 (draft).

B(6) LP&L's overview of EBASCO's work was reflected in routine and
special NRC. inspections. The NRC Inspection and Enforcement
program is structured to identify areas that do not conform to
Regulatory Requirements during design, construction and operation.
Specifically, the program for Systematic Assessment of the

O Licensee's Program (SALP) is structured to assess the functional
areas of the licensee's program on a scale of 1 to 3. This effort
affords the NRC staff a method of identifying areas in the
licensee's program that need attention (see RIV SALP reports
50-382/82-20 and 83-28). Corrective action is required in all
areas identified by the NRC staff in both routine and special
inspections to the point of escalated enforcement action.

Regulation of construction activities has as its goal a required
level of nuclear quality in construction of components,
structures, and sytems. The inspection effort documented in
Inspection Report 50-382/82-14 involved construction. effort that
did not meet the regulatory requirements and resulted in escalated
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enforcement action EA-109. As a result, the licensee was required
to rework, recertify, and reinspect work that did not conform to
nuclear grade quality. Assessment of the licensee's effort in
correction of nonconforming areas is contained in supplements 7
and 9 to the Waterford 3 SER, the Inquiry Team and CAT initial
followup reports and RIV inspection reports, specifically
50-382/84-45 and finally with closeout in 50-382/84-46 (draf t).

Exh 8, p.4, See A(1)(n)
(Line3-5)

Exh. 8, p.4, See A(1)(n)
(Line7-8)

Exh. 8, p.7, NRC -inspectors routinely inspected the care and maintenance of
(Line 10-14) installed equipment. In addition, prerequisite and preoperational

testing tested the ability of all systems.to function properly and
a maintenance program was continued from construction through
startup-testing.

Exh. 8, p.8, This issue is addressed in the following documents. SCD 38,
(Line 3-9) IR 82-24, IR 83-24, IR 83-36 (SP0-39-001).

Exh. 8, p.8, Clearing of floor drains was observed by NRC inspectors during
(Line 10-13) routine inspections of the facility. Agree with LP&L response

(p. 88).

Exh.27, p.1, The issue stated that weld repairs and peening may have damaged
(Line 20-22) welds on the large bore piping attached to the reactor vessel
p.2, was reviewed by the NRC staff.

'

(Line1-18)
The issue stated that a. problem existed with regard to porosity in
welds produced with a particular type of filler material was
reviewed by the NRC staff.

This allegation could not be substantiated. The concern about
the quality of filler material produced by the manufacturer in
question has been addressed several times. Tests were conducted
by the EBASCO welding engineering department using weld rod
obtained from the same rod issue station used by the alleger.
The tests indicated that the problem stenined from poor electrical
grounding and welder technique rather than inferior grade
material. The welding engineer observed that, among other
things, the welders performing the test welds that exhibited-
porosity were. welding with too great an arc . length. This means
that the molten weld rod, instead of being smoothly deposited
into the weld puddle, was " thrown" into the puddle entrapping air
in the weld as it was solidifying. Additional effects caused by

' this poor welding technique are lack-of-penetration of the weld
and excessive weld spatter.

.
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For all Class I, II, and III welds, certain inspections must be
performed prior to final acceptance. Class I welds require
radiographic inspection, visual, and surface inspection by either
the magnetic particle or the liquid penetrant method. .In the
case of welds subjected to pre-service and in-service inspection,
an additional ultrasonic examination is performed. Porosity is
easily detectable by any of these methods. Class II and Class
III welds are subjected to similar but less stringent

inspections. Any porosity noted that was in excess of the
allowable limits was removed, repair welding performed, and the
applicable inspections were performed again. A record review of
randomly selected welds that had been repaired because of
porosity indicated that most also had a notation about excessive
weld spatter. This indicates that the problem was with welder
technique and not with the filler material.

The NRC staff concluded that the porosity problem appeared to
have been limited to specific welders and not to specific filler
material.

Exh.27, p.4, The LP&L response and the record package for the large bore
(Line 1-20) reactor coolant piping indicate that the repair and peening
p.5, operations were closely monitored and both were in accordance
(Line 7-11) with approved procedures. The piping installation, performed by

NISCO, utilized WPS 10.1.14 for welding, ES 162 for installation
sequence, and ES 3016-2 for weld sequence and peening. This
record review and interviews with QA personnel indicate that the
procedural requirements and limitations were observed. These are
Class I welds and are subjected to strict examinations during and
following the installation and welding operations. Upon.

completion of the welding, each pipe joint was subjected to fi~nal'

radiography, visual inspection, surface inspection, and an
; additional ultrasonic examination as required for the
'

establishment of a base line for future in-service inspections.
Any base metal or weldment defects were removed, repair welding
was performed, and the inspections repeated until the pipe joints
could be final-accepted to the ASME Code requirements. As an
additional part of this review, the post-weld heat-treat records
were examined for each weld and found to be adequate. The chart
recordings indicate that each weld was held for 3 hours at
approximately 1150*C and that the heating and cooling rates did

i not exceed 100" per hour.

.

The NRC staff concluded that this issue had been properly addressed.
l
'

Exh.27, p.8, The NRC policy is to make routine unannounced inspections. This
(Line 1-4) is evident after reviewing the inspection reports for 1982 and

1983. In 1982, 19 unannounced inspections were performed, in
1983, 9 unannounced inspections were performed. For announced
inspections, the specific area, activity, or components may not
be pre-identified.

!
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E.xh.27, p.8, It is highly unlikely that the licensee management was able to
{ (Line 4-6) reschedule work so certain NRC inspectors would inspect identified

work. Based on the percentage of unannounced inspections by the RIV
region-based inspectors, it was not possible for the licensee to
know when "particular NRC inspectors would be in charge who were
not so strict."

1

William A. Crossman

Subscribed and sworn before me
i this day of f. -" , 1984

os a - s e

|

Notary Public

My comission expires |

.
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I

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

OF

WILLIAM A. CROSSMAN
h

UNITED STATED NUCLEAR LEGULATORY COMMISSION

I am Chief, Reactor Project Section B, Reactor Project Branch 1, Region IV,
Nuclear Regulatory Comnission Arlington, Texas. I have held this position in
Region IV since May.1974, and in the course of my responsibilities I reviewed, j

approved, and performed inspections and investigations of nuclear facilities
under Region IV jurisdiction. In this position, I was responsible for the
supervision of the project inspectors who inspected Waterford 3.

a

I received a Bachelor of Science degree in chemical engineering from the
University of Texas in 1950. I am a registered Professional Engineer in
Nuclear Engineering in the State of California.

Prior Work History

1974 - 1984 Chief, Reactor Project Section, Region IV - Responsible
for direction of inspection personnel with review and
approval of scope and report of inspections and
investigations performed. Participate in direct
evaluation of activities related to reactor construction
with occasional contact with ACRS at subcommittee
meetings. (AEC/NRC)

1973 - 1974 Chief, Reactor Project Section, Region II - Responsible
for direction of inspection personnel with review and
approval of scope and report of inspections and
investigations performed. Participate in direct
evaluation of activities related to reactor construction
with occasional contact with ACRS at subcommittee
meetings. (AEC)

1968 - 1973 Reactor Inspector - Served as a member of the technical
staff of Region II with responsibility for inspection of
assigned power, research, and test reactors during
construction, test and startup, and operation. (AEC)

1965-- 1968 Reactor Operation - Various supervisory responsibilities
for Nuclear Reactor Operation, including refueling
activities, health physics, maintenance, planning and
scheduling, and design changes. (Douglas United Nuclear,
Inc.)

|
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' Reactor Operation - Various supervisory titles and1958 - 1965
'

responsibilities for nuclear reactors, including
operations supervisor, refueling, health physics and
maintenance. (General Electric Co.)

1950 - 1958 Reactor Fuels Processing - Various supervisory titles and
responsibilities for nuclear related work, including
plutonium and uranium recovery, irradiated fuel;;

7 processing, plutonium production, radioactive waste j

( management, and health physics. (General Electric Co.)

s

s
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Enclosure I to Attachment 7

g* 'o UNITED STATESg
y g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
t, j REGION IV
T, g $11 RYAN PLAZA ORIVE, SUITE 1000

% ,d ARLINGTON, TEXAS 78011

December 13, 1984

k MEMORANDUM FOR: Darrell G. Eisenhut Director, Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: Robert D. Martin, Regional Administrator, Region IV

SUBJECT: WATERFORD DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM

Region IV, with assistance from Region II and RES, has completed the
onsite inspectiot, of Louisiana Power & Light Company's (LP&L) drug use
prevention program and its implementation at Unit 3 of the Waterford
Steam Electric Station. We have also reviewed LP&L's plans to complete
its internal investigation of allegations of drug use by site personnel.
We find their program better than the industry average and conclude that
it is being effectively implemented. On this basis and for reasons
discussed elsewhere regarding their qualifications, we have no concerns
regarding the fitness for duty of the Unit 3 operating staff. A report
of this inspection effort will be prepared and disseminated in accordance
with routine procedures.

LP&L has reinitiated the investigation mentioned above and will complete
it to our satisfaction prior to criticality. They will make records and
documents of this investigation available for NRC review. This was confirmed
with LP&L in a Confirmatory Action Letter dated December 13, 1984, copy
attached.

4

Robert D. Martin
Regional Administrator

Attachment: As Stated

i

|

|
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